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An alternative subtitle for this book would be “Walter Benjamin and
New Urban Narrative.” Queer Constellations: Subcultural Space in the
Wake of the City examines recent experiments in city writing through
Walter Benjamin’s dialectical optics on metropolitan culture. Benja-
min’s dialectical image, or constellation, of nineteenth-century Paris is
the theoretical and methodological subtext to my reading of the late-
twentieth-century city in queer urban Wction. The method of dialecti-
cal imaging is literary montage. In it, different stages of urbanization 
are torn out of ofWcial narratives of progress or culled from collective
memory and set in juxtaposition to reveal historical contradictions. 
Benjamin’s Paris, or what he invoked as “the Capital of the Nineteenth
Century,” views capitalism’s urbanization of European civilization and
its extreme phases of revolutionary industrialization, utopian socialism,
and bourgeois imperialism as “dialectics at a standstill.” Against pro-
motional panoramas that exhibit the city’s technological futurism, mon-
tage re-represents the city in constellations of historic space. Benjamin
intended such avant-garde blasting of capitalist facades to be aimed
at city readers, who, spellbound by urban phantasmagorias of the com-
modity, would be shocked to see their dream city shatter into history’s
ruins, fossils, and lost utopias; on seeing capitalism’s failure to material-
ize the revolutionary promises of its industrial capability so graphically,
and antithetically, exposed, city readers would “awaken” to history with
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a politicized presence of mind. Queer Constellations uses Benjamin’s con-
stellation to assemble and forge dialectical images of late-twentieth-
century urbanization that are embedded in queer city writing. It is aimed
at today’s city reader, who, aroused by the spectacle of (gay) capital, or
by nostalgia for (gay) mecca, is confronted by images of revolutionary
sexuality suspended in commodity space.

This conjunction between Benjamin’s constellations of metropol-
itan capitalism and contemporary queer city writing presented itself to
me in the mid-1990s. My Wrst serious engagement with Benjamin had
occurred ten years earlier, when Terry Eagleton had recently published
Walter Benjamin, or Towards a Revolutionary Criticism (1981). That in-
cendiary work, along with Benjamin’s Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in
the Era of High Capitalism (1973), became the topic of inspired discus-
sion for one full Michaelmas term of weekly meetings of the Marxist
reading group (ironically dubbed “Oxford English Limited”) in which I
participated. The discussion, though memorable, did not strike me as
relevant to my research on bohemian sexuality and downtown writing
until the advent of queer studies. Queer studies, especially queer theory,
began to make a signiWcant appearance in North American academic 
circles at the same time that Benjamin was enjoying a revitalized recep-
tion across all areas of cultural studies. The catalyst that brought these
two Welds of study together for me was less this coincidence of aca-
demic trends than an ongoing and longstanding extracurricular quest for
lesbian and gay mecca. I found it in London, Vancouver, San Francisco,
Sydney, Montreal, and above all New York, where I was both entranced
and traumatized. For it was in this (queer) capital of the twentieth cen-
tury that I felt thoroughly subjected to a seduction of space—space that
manipulated the spectacle of (my) longing (and belonging) with lumi-
nous audacity and, with equally despairing perplexity, would evaporate
next morning in workday sobriety, or disappear altogether, as volatile ven-
tures often do. Though I thrilled to lose myself in the phantasmagoria
of Manhattan’s club scene and join massive Pride marches down Fifth
Avenue, it was agonizing to orient my desire in a space that was so reli-
ably “here today, gone tomorrow,” or so exclusively elsewhere, thousands
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of miles from the provincial city that I have made my base camp. On a
larger, more distressing scale, I discovered that what was still a galvaniz-
ing gay West Village in 1994 had melted into air by my return to New
York in 1996. This later visit prompted me to recall a propitious moment
of my Wrst visit when I chanced upon the “Queer Space” exhibition that
was showing at the StoreFront gallery thatsummer. The exhibition fea-
tured a stirring reconstruction of David Wojnarowicz’s tiny East Village
apartment with lines from his New York diaries inscribed on the walls.

Set against other installations of queer space (including one titled
“Open” “Space” that depicted the censorship of lesbian presence and
eroticism in Toronto and that reminded me of home) at the heart of the
big city, Wojnarowicz’s “room” appeared to be part of a larger conWgu-
ration, from which I could begin to take my critical bearings. A passage
from the exhibition’s program reiterates this observation:

To think about queer space is to rethink the terms “queer” and “space.” 

Is “queer” a kind of irreducible strangeness, the repressed condition of

apparently stable entities, the uncanniness of everyday life? Or does

“queer” refer to the term of gay and lesbian self-identiWcation that

reemerged around 1990 to describe a new constellation of sexual-social-

political identities? And likewise, with “space”: do we mean physical

space? Or do we mean the space of discursive practices, texts, codes of

behaviour and regulatory norms that organize social life?1

The term “constellation” struck a Benjaminian chord. Here, then, was a
cue to the idea of bringing together a queer deconstruction of space with
Benjamin’s montage of urban history, on site of my own experience.

This idea preceded me in writing by lesbian and gay authors that
now comprise the primary texts of this study. Gail Scott was at work
on her novel My Paris while writer-in-residence at the University of
Alberta, at which time I learned of her using Benjamin’s Arcades Project
to guide her lesbian Xâneur through Paris. I subsequently discovered a
general interface between Benjamin’s city writing and queer representa-
tions of urban space. It appears in experimental narratives by authors
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who reXect the paradoxes of New York’s and San Francisco’s gay meccas
that had once mobilized great gay migrations to the center of capitalist
culture. Or it appears in experimental narratives by queer authors writ-
ing out of historic inner cities that, like Montreal, Paris, and London,
solicit an uncanny conXation of cruising and Xânerie.

On the other hand, the idea of exploring one another’s territory
has never been developed by either queer studies or Benjamin-inXected
cultural studies. Queer urban history and geography recruits Marxism
and materialism to critique gay capital and to analyze the problematic
cultivation of sexual subculture in commodity space. But to my knowl-
edge, neither the historians nor the geographers of queer space make
speciWc or extensive use of Benjamin’s historical materialism. Queer
literary critics have made use of Benjamin’s notes and essay on “The
Flâneur,”2 but they do not use queer Wction to create dialectical images
of urban space. Nor do they use Benjamin’s constellations to navigate
the Wctional Xâneries of queer city writing. Benjamin scholarship shies
from discussing sexuality, except those passages in “On Some Motifs in
Baudelaire” that read the poet’s prostitute as an allegory of the human
commodity. Christine Buci-Glucksmann is perhaps the only Benjamin
scholar to recognize and analyze the manifold appearance of sexual
motifs in Benjamin’s writing, including the kabalistic transsexuality of
his famous “angel of history.” Otherwise, critical attention is seldom
paid to Benjamin’s inquiries into the metropolitanization of sexuality—
inquiries found throughout his collected writings, from his early inves-
tigations “On Love and Related Matters” (1920) to his late sketches of
“Baudelaire’s erotology” (in “Central Park,” 1939). Scholars have yet to
make sense of the fact that Benjamin poses these inquiries in Wgures that
are entirely queer—including the impotent boulevard poet of “Central
Park” who thinks himself a street prostitute, “the lesbian heroine of
modernité” who makes her star appearance at the end of “The Paris
of the Second Empire in Baudelaire,” the lesbian blazon of amour pur
that illuminates Art Nouveau in Convolute “S—Painting, Jugendstil,
Novelty” of The Arcades Project, the transvestite prostitute in sailor drag
who haunts the Ice Palace of childhood memory in “A Berlin Chronicle,”
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and the gay bathhouse that exempliWes the metropolitan dreamhouse in
“Paris Diary.” These Wgures constitute the “denaturalized” physiognomy
of urban sexuality. A rogues’ gallery of allegories, they shatter the aura
of capitalist romance and bourgeois cultural reproduction into irrecon-
cilable facets of the city’s dialectical production. Queer Constellations fore-
grounds these Wgures in its rereading of Benjamin, before illustrating
and analyzing their likeness in dialectical images of the late capitalist era.
It is my intention that this queer return to Benjamin spark a productive,
if perverse, wedding between these two fronts of cultural critique.

Edmonton, Alberta, 2004
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use of Benjamin’s Das Passagen-Werk (which had yet to be translated into
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Sodom and Gomorrah in the Era of
Late Capitalism; or, A Return

to Walter Benjamin

In the midst of that spurious vision of a stable world, it Wrst struck me

that “major redevelopment” of the Times Square area would mean a priori

major demolition, destruction, and devastation in what established itself

not only in the American psyche, but in the international imagination, 

as one of the world’s most famous urban areas. That fame hinged on an

image of the illicit and the perverse as much as it hinged on a reputation

for entertainment, for being a “Wlm capital,” and for serving as the focus

of theatrical arts both for New York City and the United States. . . . As 

a black gay male who had Wrst set off from Harlem for Times Square

one Sunday morning in 1957, more than a decade prior to Stonewall,

with the speciWc goal of coming out and who, since 1960, had regularly

utilized those several institutional margins traversing the Forty-second

Street area in which gay activity thrived, I had to acknowledge with that

early newspaper announcement of redevelopment that an order of

menace now hung over a goodly portion of the active aspect of my 

sexual life.

—Samuel R. Delany, Times Square Red, Times Square Blue

This is a book about queer city writing and its critical afWnities with
Walter Benjamin’s city writing. One of the most compelling investiga-
tions of urban reality today is being conducted by queer peripatetic nar-
rative. The authors of this investigation are, like Benjamin, city readers,
walkers, dreamers, lovers. And, like Benjamin, they invent graphic literary
techniques to transform reading, walking, dreaming, and cruising the city
into a praxis of ampliWed perception and cognition. Producers and per-
formers of streetwise subculture, they reenact Benjamin’s techniques with
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renewed inventiveness to contest the distraction of today’s mass media.
What, above all, they share with Benjamin is a way of seeing antitheses
of history that are catastrophically obscured by myths of progress. With
reactivated insight, they interrogate capitalism’s (re)production and dom-
ination of the metropolitan era in revealing constellations of space, and
they do not shy from exposing the dissembling phantasmagorias of gay
mecca.

Samuel R. Delany is one such writer. Struck by signs of the city’s
imminent destruction, Delany recalls the space of his coming out. He
confronts the shocking inevitability of capitalist redevelopment not with
nostalgia for an irrecoverable past but with retrospective awakening to the
potentiality of old Times Square—a potentiality that could redeem the
loss(es) of today’s city. Queer Constellations assembles numerous queer
narratives that, like Delany’s, effect this retrospective awakening, sug-
gesting that the city of late capitalism, with its “major redevelopment,”
prompts queer writers into crises and critical confrontation. Central to
Delany’s revelatory recollection is knowledge of a lifetime of casual “con-
tact,” a mode of speciWcally big-city encounter that he chronicles and
defends as the consummate expression of metropolitan democracy. For
it is only here that people of different classes and races and all walks of
life run into each other, with varying degrees of intimacy.1 What, accord-
ingly, makes the area so appealing is its manifold staging of sensual
delight. Hub of “the illicit and the perverse,” as well as the theatrical arts,
Times Square is situated, geographically and erotically, at the heart of
the postmodern megalopolis and, thus, it provides an explosively fertile
example of queer terrain in the volatile city. City goers gravitate there,
seeking distraction and connection in what, otherwise, is abstract and
alienating space. A landmark stage of pleasure in global, urban history,
Times Square’s constellation of theatres and sex shows occupies “the cen-
tre of the city that has been called the Capital of the Twentieth Century
in much the way Paris is called the Capital of the Nineteenth Century”
(Times Square, 168).

Times Square attracts both residents and visitors who desire to be
touched by the city. Contact ranges from the genteel caress of bourgeois
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theater to peep-show voyeurism, and to the masturbation and fellatio
openly encouraged by porn cinemas—the latter hosting “incredibly het-
erogeneous” gay audiences.2 With stagey architecture that consists of
cheap and tawdry sex cinemas and Broadway’s more “cultured” venues,
the area arouses the Xâneur, the voyeur, and the pervert in us all. Delany’s
Times Square features the gay sex cinemas, speciWcally “the theaters on
or around Fourteenth Street—Variety Photoplays, the Metropolitan, the
Jefferson, the Academy of Music—and half a dozen others before them
or contemporary with them for shorter or longer periods (including the
Metro on 101st Street and Broadway, the Thalia on West Ninety-Wfth
Street, the Globe on East Tremont, and more recently, since the city
shutdown, the Montauk in Passaic or the Spring Valley Adult)” (89).
Here then, for Delany, is the locus of city theater; more importantly, it
is the theatrical city where intercourse between city goers, and between
city goers and the city as demos, is staged.

The writing of Times Square Red, Times Square Blue is occasioned
by what Delany apprehends as a catastrophic repetition of Haussmann’s
transformation of Paris:

Like Haussmann’s rebuilding of Paris, this event is comprised of many

smaller events, among them the destruction of acres of architecture, num-

berless commercial and living spaces, and, so far, the permanent oblitera-

tion of over two dozen theater venues, with (as of May 1997) more than

half a dozen other theater demolitions planned within the next three

months. With it all dies a complex of social practices, many of which

turned on contact, affecting over any year hundreds of thousands of men

and women, many of them native to New York City. (44)3

Times Square redevelopment infers more than just the razing of dilapi-
dated sex cinemas and the erecting of pristine ofWce towers and shopping
malls. It entails the “demolition, destruction, and devastation” of a Weld
of viable socioeconomic diversity and its attendant wealth of contact, ex-
change, and enlightenment (xii). What is to arise in the wake of old Times
Square will be new. But it is a novelty that destroys the area’s capacity
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for staging a vital production of social/sexual interaction. For Delany, as
for many others, notably Jane Jacobs, the most urgent problem con-
fronting New York City today, and metropolitan society in general, is the
devastation of inner-city contact space, “where people, male and female,
gay and straight, old and young, working class and middle class, Asian
and Hispanic, black and other, rural and urban, tourist and indigene,
transient and permanent, with their bodily, material, sexual, and emo-
tional needs, might discover (and even work to set up) varied and wel-
coming harbors for landing on our richly variegated urban shore” (xviii).

New Times Square represents a “safe,” upper-middle-class space
from which heterogeneous commingling and (homo)sexual loitering,
along with the sex shops, porn cinemas, and peep shows, will be system-
atically removed and/or relocated, thus converting lively gay space into
a dead straight zone, a zone of ofWcial business by day and a wasteland
after dark. It is not the demolition of decay but the targeting of “deca-
dence” that alarms Delany, and that promises to be “disastrous” to gay
society and social diversity.4 Presumed dangerous to middle-class homo-
geneity, the sex strip along “the Deuce” (“Forty-second Street from Sev-
enth to Eighth Avenue and perhaps all the way to Ninth Avenue and even,
say, as far as the Public Library just east of Bryant Park” [xi]) is sched-
uled for obliteration. The clearing of space so endeared to the American
psyche threatens, moreover, collective memory.5 When the archaic and
enduring can no longer be sighted amidst renovations, the cue to remem-
ber, remembrance itself, is lost.

Delany splits his memoir into two parts: a Marxian critique of the
Times Square Redevelopment Project (Times Square Red ) and a personal
chronicle of sexual contact along the Deuce (Times Square Blue). This
technique allows him to document an era of New York in a lifetime of
cruising the city’s most famous neighborhood. From the 1960s, when, as
a young, gay, black man, he left Harlem for Times Square with the pre-
cise aim of coming out, to the 1990s, when he is a much-published and
widely renowned author of science Wction, Delany traces a span of thirty
years going on indeWnitely until redevelopment intervenes. His coverage
is neither linear nor progressive but oscillates eerily between passages of
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retrospective insight and prospective doubt. Less impressed by the city’s
futurity than its diminishing diversity, he recalls stories and memories
that archive a realm of satisfying contact and testify to the potency of old
Times Square’s promiscuity. Mindful of what could come to pass, he pre-
scribes an archeological remedy to the advancing catastrophe that neo-
capitalism has in store for us. He witnesses the mounting of disaster since
the early 1960s and he tracks the accelerating, proWt-based modus ope-
randi of cataclysmic reconstruction.6 Yet he dwells on the utopian dimen-
sion of the city’s unfulWlled history.

Recasting the scene of his casual sexual encounters, Delany remem-
bers the porn cinemas and their audiences in colorful physiognomies and
he theatricalizes the memory of his city outings. He returns, again and
again, to his Times Square, countering devastation with a projection of
urban possibility. Mixing myriad anecdotal recollections with specula-
tions of what the neighborhood could be, were it to develop with regard
for diversity, Delany foresees “a new, lively bohemian and entertainment
neighbourhood” (168). “My Times Square” (89) Wgures as the city in
miniature—the city in the making, on-the-make, and in the unmaking,
driven by forces as utopian and emancipatory as they are exploitative and
exclusionary.

To cast his urban project/ion as a viable alternative to the “Project”
ofWcially underway, Delany deploys a mode of Wction (science Wction?7).
He subverts and inverts capitalism’s urbanization of society that proceeds
catastrophically by casting its own Wctions about “redevelopment” and
“safety.” Timed for reading at the end of the millennium, Times Square
Red, Times Square Blue mobilizes desire for a more adventurous city, a
city of imagination and eroticism opening onto historically unrecognized
terrain. By placing queers at the visible and knowable center of thriving
urban intercourse where they have, at least clandestinely, always been, and
by highlighting scenes of democratizing, casual contact in the theater of
collective memory, Delany deWes urban planning’s safe and marketable
staging of a city-that-never-was with nostalgic fantasy. With political
angst, he retrieves the past from the city’s repressed, remaindered, and
real history for reimagining and saving the metropolis of today.
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This outline of Delany’s writing on New York at the end of the
1990s has largely been informed by Walter Benjamin’s writing on Paris
in the early decades of the last century. To be sure, Delany’s advocacy 
of diversity is distinctively contemporary and American, and speciWcally
“black gay male.”8 At the same time, Delany’s city invites ready and
instructive comparison with Benjamin’s urban investigations. Like Ben-
jamin’s Arcades Project and Baudelaire essays, Times Square Red, Times
Square Blue sketches an urban physiognomy with the sensuous attentive-
ness of the Xâneur, the collector, the rag picker, and the poet, all rolled
into one. Just as Benjamin focuses on Paris’s commercial arcades as spaces
of mass distraction and communion, Delany focuses on Times Square’s
porn cinemas, Broadway theaters, and other pleasure palaces where con-
tact between city goers is prime. With Benjamin, Delany shares an em-
phasis on the erotic as the terrain and perspective from which to recast
the shock of urbanization and to reveal changes most powerfully wrought
upon the human sensorium.

If, for Benjamin, the female prostitute of the arcades is the supreme
allegorization of capitalism’s commodity-captivated, interiorized street
life, for Delany it is the cruising gay man of Times Square’s porn cine-
mas who Wgures as the hero of late capitalism—who absorbs the aura of
urban sensuality and uses commercial space for public sex.9 Yet, like Ben-
jamin’s prostitute, whose exhibition and exchange value varied with that
of the building wherein she displayed her wares, so Delany’s cruising gay
man is degraded along with the aura of Times Square as redevelopment
forces the old neighborhood to depreciate economically, socially, and aes-
thetically. Cruising side by side with sex-hustlers and drug-trafWckers, who
threaten to displace him in space rezoned strictly for business, Delany’s
gay, pleasure-seeking street-walker signals the city’s paradoxical cultiva-
tion of connection and corruption. Moreover, just as Benjamin regards
the age of the Paris arcades as a rising-falling constellation of metropol-
itan capitalism, so does Delany regard the era of Times Square theater-
going and movie-house cruising. Benjamin cites/sights Paris’s epochal
“metrocosm” in images of extreme contradiction. Likewise, Delany views
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Times Square in images that are, at once, personal and millennial, ide-
alistic and catastrophic.

There are also crucial differences between Benjamin’s city and
Delany’s. These differences prompt me to reXect on the gap of social,
cultural, and especially sexual history that divides these two writers. But
they also prompt me to reverse the act of reading and to reread Ben-
jamin as informed by Delany. Delany’s sexual openness contrasts sharply
with Benjamin’s prudish (and/or prurient) sensitivity. Yet we might take
Delany’s forward approach as cue to highlight those passages in Benja-
min that do query the capacity of metropolitan commerce, architecture,
and technology to transform human nature and pervert (homosexualize
and transsexualize) social relations—passages that Benjamin scholarship
rarely discusses. Benjamin helps illuminate the monadology implicit in
Delany’s city so that, like the arcades of nineteenth-century Paris, the
Broadway theaters and sex movie houses can be seen to occupy center
stage in forging an “era” of catastrophic development. Alternately, Delany
guides our reading of The Arcades Project toward perceiving a sexier, more
“illicit and perverse,” Paris than scholars let on, and toward recognizing a
Benjamin who, in his city straying, mimes Proust as much as Baudelaire.

To read Delany in light of Benjamin alters the discursive and cos-
mic coordinates by which the former explicitly maps his argument. Delany
presents Times Square Red, Times Square Blue as a polemic that is speciWc
to his time and place in the history of New York City and sensitive to his
particular racial, sexual, and cultural frame of reference. But with Ben-
jamin, we can see that Delany’s protest is not limited to a “here and
now.” True, Delany speciWcally redresses the “Forty-second Street Rede-
velopment Project.” He updates and adapts Jane Jacobs’s Death and Life
of Great American Cities in defense of urban diversity, and he revalorizes
the neighborhood as contact space made viable by queers against Mayor
Giuliani’s sterile rezoning policies. But beyond these pragmatic instiga-
tions, he invents textual strategies for making legible, if not visible, the
paradox of late metropolitan modernity. He recites memories from the
trash of history and sights fragments of lost utopia against images of
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mounting catastrophe. In light of Benjamin, we see Delany doing for us
something akin to what Benjamin did for city readers of a previous gen-
eration, namely articulating “dialectics at a standstill”: he reveals the
city’s progressive devastation in the “Now-time” of its betrayed history
and he rouses us from redevelopment dreams to revolutionary hindsight
with a “constellation of awakening.”10

Conversely, to read Benjamin with Delany does more than under-
line the former’s preoccupations with urban sexuality from the dated per-
spective of an uptight bourgeois. Benjamin, despite his class disaffection,
erotic curiosity, and avant-garde disposition, did not champion or pursue
public sex. Though he did extend his Xâneries to Paris’s gay bathhouses,
Benjamin could never have been as “out” as Delany. Yet Delany’s bold
insistence on the importance of sexual contact to the Xourishing of urban
democracy calls attention to those overlooked motifs and refrains in Ben-
jamin’s city writing that query urbanization’s revolutionary effect on the
nature of human sexuality.

If the conjunctions and disjunctions produced in reading Delany 
in light of Benjamin, and vice versa Benjamin in light of Delany, are
doubly illuminating, they suggest a larger, intertextual engagement. For
Delany is one of a host of contemporary city writers who invite com-
parison with, or directly adapt, Benjamin’s critical praxis. These writers
deploy new, graphic techniques to expose the catastrophe of late urban
modernity that redevelopment conceals. They advance Benjamin’s strate-
gies of putting the city’s dialectics on display with a sense of emergency
apropos the city’s accumulating wreckage. Times Square Red, Times Square
Blue emblematizes a return to Benjamin in recent documentary narra-
tive, underlining the urgency of subverting the discursive domination of
history by capitalist myths of progress. Moreover, it signals a queer return
to Benjamin, deploying a rhetoric of outraged homosexuality to evoke
revolutionary energies that once fueled the American gay and lesbian
civil rights movement. Mindful that this was an urban movement initi-
ated by an urban community, Delany arouses queer apprehension of los-
ing hard-fought inner-city ground.

Delany demonstrates that, by exiling the sex businesses of Times
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Square to the margins of the waterfront, redevelopment has “set gay lib-
eration back to a point notably pre-Stonewall” (92). Thus, he alerts us to
the betrayal of history by the reappropriation of space. Using a revolted,
post-Stonewall point of view to expose the disaster that masquerades as
renewal, he achieves the technique of dialectical imaging so crucial to
Benjamin’s critical historiography. This is a technique that is variously
and (c)overtly at play in numerous other queer experiments in writing
and of which it is my purpose to foreground and investigate as the most
signiWcant intervention in documenting the city to date.

The primary texts of my inquiry include prose narratives by Neil
Bartlett, Robert Glück, Alan Hollinghurst, Gary Indiana, Eileen Myles,
Sarah Schulman, Gail Scott, Edmund White, and David Wojnarowicz,
as well as this and other writing by Delany. Whether modeled explicitly
on Benjamin’s city writing or not, this writing may be productively and
creatively cross-referenced to foreground less-known contemporary urban
conWgurations against Benjamin’s well-known (or better-known) constel-
lations. Scott’s My Paris (1999) and White’s The Flâneur (2001) outline
overtly their Benjamin subtexts that reenact Benjamin’s critique and invite
ready comparison of their different adaptations.11 Delany’s Motion of Light
in Water: Sex and Science Fiction Writing in the East Village: 1960–1965
(1988), Neil Bartlett’s Who Was That Man? A Present for Mr. Oscar Wilde
(1988), and Sarah Schulman’s People in Trouble (1990) make scant refer-
ence to Benjamin but invoke his historiographical and epistemological
navigation of urban space. They reenact Benjamin’s critique covertly,
calling for a more speculative reading of the intertext.12

My own critical method uses Benjamin’s theory and practice in
conjunction with contemporary (queer) urban history, urban geography,
critical theory, and literary criticism. This critical conjunction discloses
how effectively queer avant-garde writing adapts Benjamin’s optics and
peripatetics to reveal urban realities and potentialities that are otherwise
hidden in today’s totalized commodity space. Conversely, it discloses the
extent to which Benjamin’s montage deploys images of perverse sexuality
as motifs of seeing, sensing, and staging the shocking dialectics of the
metropolitan era.
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Queer City / Queer Space / Queer Constellations

The Wrst step in demonstrating the radical intervention of this queer
engagement with Benjamin in the discourse of the city is to locate it with
respect to queer studies—particularly Welds where the idea of the city
and the passing phenomena of the “gay village” and “gay mecca” have
been and are being profoundly reconsidered. To the invention and de-
ployment of such exploratory concepts as “queer sites” or “queer city”
and “queer space” or “queers in space,” I would add “queer constella-
tions.” “Queer city” demarcates a historical, demographic, geographic,
and poetic reconceptualization of the city that places queer—lesbian and
gay, homosexual and transsexual—experience and exchange at the cen-
ter and margins of urbanization. Queer city is a city of queer sites—
buildings, streets, quarters, and neighborhoods that have a history of gay
and/or lesbian occupation and that historians cite from city archives and
sources not yet archived. Where queer public presence can be shown 
to be subversively ubiquitous and generally galvanizing, the city itself is
described as queer. “Queer space” designates a more Xuid conceptual-
ization of the queer occupation of urban space. Deriving its sense from
post-structuralism rather than empirical history, queer space demarcates
a practice, production, and performance of space beyond just the mere
habitation of built and Wxed structures. Against the domination of space
by abstract constructs of urban planning and the implantation of tech-
nologies of social surveillance, queer space designates an appropriation
of space for bodily, especially sexual, pleasure. Queer spatial practices,
including cruising and parading, may lead to the creation of “hetero-
topias.” Yet the extent of their subversion is limited by the power grid
and total domination by capitalist market forces.

“Queer constellations” are dialectical images of (queer) city/space
as represented through a variety of optical and perceptual devices. These
devices include techniques and motifs that Benjamin invented and de-
ployed in his city writing for representing the revolutionary world of
metropolitan industrialism: literary montage, the Xâneur and Xânerie, the
bohème, allegory, porosity, topographical memory, and monadology. The
art of dialectical imaging is a form of spatial practice, one that represents
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the space of the city and the space of city history in montage. If Ben-
jamin images the city of high capitalism, queer constellations image 
the city of late capitalism, where paradoxes of development are intensi-
Wed.13 This is the city of enhanced consumer seduction, where com-
modity spectacle and advertising technology saturate and dominate space.
A postindustrial city (like New York), it clears inner-city factories and
working-class quarters for ofWce high-rises and designer storefronts. And/
or a postmodern city (like New York, San Francisco, Montreal, or Paris),
it recuperates older, immigrant districts and inner-city decay and gener-
ates capital redevelopment through inXated real estate speculation, gen-
triWcation, and high-tech industry. This is the city where the city itself
is a commodity fetish-on-display, exhibiting and marketing its “historic”
sectors, and selling (selling-out) its “alternative” neighborhoods and “bo-
hemian” lifestyles.

Dialectical images view history as the space of an era (monad) that
clashes or compares with the cultural inventions of other eras. They
shock the viewer into recognizing not evolutionary differences so much
as the eternal return of the same. They also constellate the “star” pro-
ductions of that era in montage not to showcase cultural treasures but to
subject the commodity phantasmagoria wherein sublime objects of desire
are circulated and suspended to a “profane illumination.” Dialectical imag-
ing entails collecting and re/collecting sites and citations not yet incor-
porated into ofWcial history or lost in the fragmentation of perception
that characterizes urban experience. Above all, it entails juxtaposing city
images in montage assemblies so as to foreground contradictions that
capitalism’s panoramas of expanse and narratives of progress obscure.
Seen through the eyes of cruising gays and lesbians, who, in “shock,”
behold themselves as fetishes-on-display, queer constellations heighten
the reader’s exposure to urban antitheses.

Queer City

The making, and unmaking, of queer society and culture shares the 
same space as that of the modern metropolis: the process unfolds in the
modernizing capitals of capitalism, where the stage was Wrst set (and 
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is repeatedly reset) for lesbian and gay outings in the public sphere.
Michael Sibalis notes that “urbanization is a precondition to [the] emer-
gence of a signiWcant gay culture.”14 Moreover, as Dennis Altman re-
Xects, urban homosexuals “pioneered the values and behaviour that have
become the norm in modern consumer society,” despite their continu-
ing subjection to homophobic social violence.15 Urban history has still
to recognize the queer character of urban reality. Yet it cannot deny the
now well-documented perception that urbanization mobilizes society’s
“homosexualization.”

Gay urban histories trace the emergence of a gay scene to bustling
nineteenth-century European and American capitals, where public and
commercial architectures afforded city goers attractive meeting places.
Aaron Betsky hazards an even earlier date, tracing the etymological and
material origins of a new spatial practice called “cruising”:

One of the places where modern queer space Wrst appears is in the Nether-

lands, and in the annals of its courts in the seventeenth century we can Wnd

the record of its emergence. . . . The word “cruising” derives from a

Dutch word, and designates the areas where men would Wnd each other

in the bourgeoning cities of the Lowlands . . . often right in the heart of

the central institutions of the Dutch state, including the courthouse, the

meeting places of the councils, and the stock exchange.16

Queers entered center stage of a “bourgeoning” metropolitan capital-
ism, or as Betsky speculates: “It is as if queer men were tracing the very
contours of the emerging middle-class society.”17 Cruising insinuated
homosexual exchange into urban commerce and vice versa. It is not
commercial sex that urban trafWc solicited but free love, or sexual free
trade—casual contact without Wnancial tariff, conjugal responsibility, or
bourgeois propriety. The historic city had always harbored brothels for
paid sex, as well as parks and quays for clandestine embraces outdoors.
But the modern, capitalist city provides exquisite “cruising grounds”:
boulevards and arcades, cafés, brasseries, and public baths for loitering,
congregating, and communing with the crowd. Cruising and hustling
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were located where city trafWc was most intense, notably the public toi-
lets in railway stations at the city’s busiest intersections. The installation
of public toilets—les Vespasiennes—throughout Paris in the 1840s made
gay male cruising grounds virtually ubiquitous.

Paris became a modern Sodom and Gomorrah. Sibalis underlines
how “Changes to the urban landscape in the nineteenth century created
new cruising sites without eliminating the older ones.”18 A prime cruising
site was the Grand Boulevard: “the wide promenade laid out in the 1860s
across northern Paris in a vast semi-circle along the line of the city’s
demolished fortiWcations and stretching between the Place de la Concorde
and the Bastille—attracted pleasure seekers of every kind from their incep-
tion.”19 Another prime site was the commercial arcade, all the more spec-
tacular for being indoors and displaying industrially manufactured goods
before spellbound consumers. Sibalis describes these arcades at length as

enclosed galleries roofed over with glass, lit by gas and lined with shops,

cafés and restaurants for well-to-do consumers. The Wrst dates from 1791

and the last from 1860, but most were constructed between 1823 and 1846.

The arcades provided sheltered public space for window shopping, daw-

dling and philandering, which brought throngs of idle strollers, including

female prostitutes, the so-called suiveurs (“followers”), who accosted pass-

ing women, and, almost inevitably, pederasts who came looking for other

men. Pederasts frequented three arcades in particular: the Galerie d’Orléans

built in 1828–30 at the south end of the Palais-Royal Garden, already a

notorious site for debauchery and for male and female prostitution since

the 1780s; the Passage des Panoramas (1799), which opened onto the south

side of the Boulevard Montmartre; and the Passage Jouffroy (1847) which

faced it from the opposite side of the boulevard. Shopkeepers complained

that the presence of these men drove away customers, and in the mid-

1840s the police began raiding the arcades to arrest “these suspicious and

vile prowlers with which the busiest galleries and passages swarm.”20

Sibalis focuses on the “swarm” of pederasts that appears amidst urban
masses. In passing, he points to a few of the themes that preoccupy 
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Benjamin in The Arcades Project: the outings of promenading customers
in the arcades’ interiorized street; the solicitation of exchange by intox-
icating market phantasmagoria; the spectacularization of strolling passers-
by as consumable commodities; the simultaneous germination of sexual
transgression and fashion revolution. I will elaborate upon these later.
But for now I stress this fact that the arcades, so central to Benjamin’s
conceptualization of the metropolitan era, are crucial to the emergence
of gay and lesbian cruising (and) culture. Queer swarms and cruising
grounds are missing among the motifs that populate Benjamin’s Arcades.
Yet they embody acutely the material contradictions of the (post)revolu-
tionary, industrial city that Benjamin devised to reveal.

Growing queer occupation of the city does not transcend but inten-
siWes the antitheses of coming out in commodity space. ReXecting on
gay urban America, Altman observes that “nowhere are the apparent con-
tradictions between freer sexuality as an act of revolution and as a new
means of incorporating protest into the status quo more obvious than in
the case of homosexuality and its deWnition, codiWcation, regulation, and
expression in modernist capitalist societies.”21 For Altman, the stellar
site of contradiction is the gay bathhouse. From his perspective in the
early 1980s,

going to the baths to have sex represents an integration of sexuality into

consumerism in a way that encounters in the park or on the streets do not.

Of course these latter continue, but in general there seems increasing

reliance upon the market place for sex and sexual encounters. As gay bath-

houses have both proliferated and become more luxurious, they are being

recognized as central institutions of male gay life, a recognition that is

double-edged for it leads both to the legitimizing of gay life styles (when

entertainers perform and politicians campaign in them) and to their becom-

ing targets for attack (as in raids on the baths in Toronto and Albany in

early 1981).22

What makes the gay bathhouse so contradictory is its simultaneous legit-
imization (as a popular arena for entertainment and public assembly) and
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criminalization (as a site of outlaw sexuality). Moreover, the gay bath-
house cultivates “sexual democracy, even camaraderie” and it promotes
body fashion, even fascism, where “age and physical beauty set up their
own hierarchies and barriers.” As they expand commercially, “replete with
the latest technology (electronically programmed music, strobe lighting,
the ubiquitous smell of amyl),” gay bathhouses become “part of a much
broader trend in Western societies, that of a growing acceptance of recre-
ational sex.”23 Yet the factors that spell ruin and prosperity are inherent to
the place of the gay bathhouse in capitalism’s market space, and not, as
Altman implies, to a sly opposition between ambitious homosexuality and
false morality (i.e., liberal morality that applauds gay entrepreneurial suc-
cess but cannot abide gay promiscuity24). The gay bathhouse provokes
“increased sexual expectations and the commercialization of desire” in the
fashion of the arcades, where commodities radiate sexuality and sexuality
promenades as commodity, both richly enhancing the incitement to con-
sume.25 In this space, sexuality is liberated from traditional (conventional,
moral, legal) reproductive relations by and for the seductions of com-
modity exhibition and exchange. Gay baths exploit this liberation to “rev-
olutionary” capacity while subjecting patrons to the volatility of fashion.

After all, as Altman observes, the gay bathhouse “is not just a bath-
house” but a labyrinth of sensual delight that combines ritual baths, car-
nival, and brothel with high-tech entertainment and commodity fetishism/
exhibitionism:

for you can eat snacks here, buy leather gear and inscribed T-shirts, even

watch live cabaret performances on certain nights (this being a tradition

Wrst established by the New York Continental Baths, where Bette Midler

launched her career). Most striking is a large disco Xoor on the top story,

surrounded by enormous pillows, where men dance clad only in towels,

their movements jerky under the strobe lights. In the basement there is a

small swimming pool, showers, and steamrooms; the main Xoor is largely

occupied by a maze of small rooms that people hire for eight hours at a

time; there is always a door or two open, with men, all-but-naked, lying

in wait for a temporary partner.26
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The gay bathhouse interiorizes the street and makes cruising safe from
outside danger, while intimately exposing patrons to the distractions of
commodity phantasmagoria. Sexual liberation is mobilized yet captivated
by this space, suspended in an expanse of consumption that accelerates
metropolitan desire. If the Paris arcades incorporated the bathhouse into
their public and commercial sphere, New York’s gay bathhouses of the
late twentieth century incorporated the arcade into theirs, creating a fur-
ther inversion of “interior” and “exterior” space and appropriating the
inner city for gay outings.

Queer urban historians generally agree upon the centrality of the
gay bathhouse to the emergence of gay male urban culture. George
Chauncey places that centrality in the early decades of the twentieth cen-
tury with the making of “gay New York.”27 In his defense of gay bath-
houses during the apex of the AIDS crises, Allan Bérubé stresses their
safety, community, and phenomenal entrepreneurial success to justify
their continuing existence.28 Looking back on gay bathhouse culture
years after its demise, Ira Tattelman excavates the phenomenology of gay
bathhouse spatiality.29 He emphasizes the capacity of this space to revo-
lutionize sexual, social relations—and not just for gay men but for urban
society at large into which bathhouse patrons reentered after being trans-
formed. Like Delany, historians of the gay bathhouse stress the democ-
ratization of society by queer interaction. Queer sites—whether gay baths
that once galvanized Manhattan or the sex movie houses that still charm
Times Square—afford city goers casual intercourse across the barriers of
class and race. Altman, too, underscores this utopian dimension of queer
spatiality:

Men in bathhouses rarely talk much, and it is quite common for sex to take

place without words, let alone names, being exchanged. Yet even the most

transitory encounters are part of a heightened eroticism that pervades the

building; there is a certain sexual democracy, even camaraderie, that makes

the sauna attractive. The willingness to have sex immediately, promiscu-

ously, with people about whom one knows nothing and from whom one

demands only physical contact, can be seen as a sort of Whitmanesque
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democracy, a desire to know and trust other men in a type of brotherhood

far removed from the male bonding of rank, hierarchy, and competition

that characterizes much of the outside world.30

Yet if Altman concedes the fascist aesthetic of the baths’ fetish body, that
is because the baths’ “gay mecca” is a bourgeois phenomenon, however
revolutionary its inter-class intercourse. Unlike Delany’s derelict Times
Square, where people come to “slum,” allured by a locale given over to
pleasure without the expense of high fashion, “gay mecca” is a growing
fad that expands into globalized space. The devastation of Times Square
signals one kind of ruin of (queer) urban utopia; the ampliWcation of the
arcade and the bathhouse into the super-mall and circuit-party signals
another. What killed the gay (West) Village cruising scene was not (just)
AIDS and the accompanying sex panic but phantasmagoric homogeni-
zation and totalization of queer city space, its trendy circulation and
abstraction in (the circuit-party’s) nonplace.

Queer City (in) Writing

The emergence of the “queer city” in urban history derives primarily
from representations of lesbian and gay hustling and cruising sites and
their increasing notoriety (citability) in public space over time.31 Histo-
rians draw these representations from various printed sources, including
Wction, where they Wnd a wealth of city images omitted from the archives.
Queer historiography relies on these representations to document the
existence of queer presence, experience, and appropriation of the city
and to draw queer urban reality into historical visibility. Representations
of lesbian and gay city life date back to the eighteenth century; but it is
not until the nineteenth century, with the divulging of homosexual haunts
in police reports and scandal literature, semi-autobiographical writing
and realist Wction, that the queer city acquires graphic exposure for pub-
lic consumption—and historical re/collection.

Nineteenth-century Paris possesses an exceptional abundance of
printed, if not archived, literary and other representations of queer city
life. Drawing on police reports, newspapers, nonWctional books, novels,
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and all sorts of gay publications, Michael Sibalis demonstrates that, despite
the fact that “most Parisian homosexuals have managed to keep their
personal life behind closed doors . . . [they] have used both open public
space and closed commercial space in the course of the last 300 years.”32

Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu (1913–27) “shocked many people
with its panoramic view of Parisian homosexuality at the turn of the cen-
tury,” but even before Proust, minor novelists and pulp Wction writers
featured queer city scenes with lurid realism.33

Unearthing scenes of lesbian and gay Paris from memoirs, Wction,
guidebooks, and promotional literature, as well as early urban sociology,
Leslie Choquette has recently disclosed, among other things, that the
queer Paris in writing was not exclusively, nor even prevalently, male.34

Until the 1880s, lesbians and their gathering sites were more frequently
and graphically represented than (those of) gay men—probably due to
their greater exhibition value among the city’s straight male consumers.
“Gay hangouts had never . . . captured the public imagination, unlike its
lesbian counterpart. Only at the time of the World’s Fair, with its up-
surge in voyeuristic tourism, did gay men, like lesbians, become part of
the urban spectacle as they were going about their ordinary business.”35

Originally conWned to “the fantastic realms of pornography and
romantic Wction,” lesbians began to Wgure as legitimate characters in soci-
ological and autobiographical writing and, later, novelistic and pictorial
realism, wherein actual quarters, streets, and buildings could be identiWed.
Citing this literature, Choquette traces the growth of lesbian cruising/
hustling sites, from the table d’hôte run by the proprietors of brothels in
the old Bréda quarter (Montmartre) of the 1850s and 1860s, to the cafés
and brasseries found throughout Paris in the 1870s and 1880s, to “the
major entertainment spots, big music and dance halls, like the Folies-
Bergère, Moulin de la Galette, and Moulin-Rouge of the 1890s.” She
notes a growing number of lesbians among the dangerous classes in the
aftermath of the Commune, especially among the bohemian crowd of the
“Rat-Mort,” a “real café” that hosted “well-heeled businessmen, politi-
cal radicals, avant-garde artists, cutting-edge writers, prostitutes from
the neighborhood, and lesbians.” She also notes a “Xood” of discourses
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on Parisian homosexuals, particularly lesbians, in the naturalism of the
1880s and 1890s and highlights their “public presence” in Zola’s novels
and notebooks that sketch his visits to a table d’hôte on rue des Martyrs
and to one of several, notorious “bathing stations.”36 She underscores
the entry of “the new society lesbian” into the popular novel of the mid-
1880s, “cruising in public places and crashing the gates of the lesbian
demi-monde” to “pick up women in the theater, the Rat-Mort, arcade
boutiques, the Xower market, even the church of the Madeleine.”37 Above
all, she emphasizes the cross-class character of this cruising—“the fright-
ening convergence of high and low, long a cliché in representing gays,
had nonetheless become a staple of discourses on lesbians.”38

Late-nineteenth-century realism, naturalism, and documentary lit-
erature of all kinds evidence the public presence of gay men throughout
Paris—on the Champs-Élysées and its environs, in the arcades (notably
the Passage des Panoramas and Passage de l’Opéra), the public toilets
around Les Halles (the city’s primary food market), and public baths,
including those on rue de Penthièvre, which “were in the news in 1891,
following a bust involving eighteen men who represented . . . ‘an amaz-
ing confusion of races and social classes.’” This literature further attests
to the interpenetration of lesbian and gay urban subcultures. “Gay men
congregated around Saint-Augustin, lesbians in Asnières, for example.
Yet they also shared many neighborhoods and institutions, from Mont-
martre and the boulevard to the brothel (gay or otherwise), the theater,
the masked ball, the brasserie, and the dance hall.” The Wrst realist novel
devoted to “Sodom” (1883) features a “compendium of information on
the Parisian subculture,” including the original and sensational descrip-
tion of a high-class male brothel; Henri d’Argis’s Sodom stirred massive
appeal with city readers, “going through no fewer than six editions within
the year.”39

Paris is not the only city to entertain reclamation by queer histo-
riography. Amsterdam, London, San Francisco, Rio de Janeiro, Lisbon,
Moscow, and other global cities offer rich historical records of queer
urban life. If Paris stands out as the queer capital of the nineteenth cen-
tury, it is because it is here that capitalism mobilized queer outings, in
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deed and in writing, with a revolutionary industrialism and urban exhi-
bitionism that, at the same time, mobilized a voyeuristic reading public
ready to consume sensational (queer) representations of the city. Simi-
larly, New York stands out as the queer capital of the twentieth century,
and not just as site of the Stonewall riots in the latter half-century but as
the setting of heightened phantasmagoria—“delirious Manhattan”—as
Rem Koolhaas describes the engineering follies of skyscrapers, cosmic
amusement parks, and ziggurat health clubs that mesmerized the early
half-century.40 Chauncey’s Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the
Making of the Gay Male World, 1890–1940 (1994) features gay cruising
sites that foreground gay visibility, particularly the arcade-like spectacle
of the gay bathhouse with its luxury body parlors, gas-lit cooling rooms
and steam rooms, and phantasmagoric inducement of mass sex.41 Charles
Kaiser’s Gay Metropolis: The Landmark History of Gay Life in America since
World War II (1997) showcases gay celebrities on the glamorous world
stage of New York high society. The queer city is written into urban his-
tory as a capital spectacle. Delany’s polemical memoir of Times Square
poses an exception. Though Delany locates his queer city in New York’s
most spectacular and spectacularly represented neighborhood, he reveals
the catastrophe at the heart of urban fantasy. Setting his queer sites,
dialectically, on the neocapital of capitalism, he perceives a mounting 
of monumental disaster. Yet the dialectics of seeing is not, generally, a
device of queer urban historiography.

Literary modernism represents queer city sites with many and var-
ied devices, on both sides of the Atlantic. Colette, Gide, and Genet fol-
low Proust in raising Paris’s lesbian and gay underworlds into the sphere
of high art. Yet it is only after World War II that the city’s gay commu-
nity publishes self-representational writing. Paris’s Wrst long-lived gay
periodical, Arcadie, alluding, like the arcades, to classical utopia, appeared
from 1954 to 1982.42 But as Edmund White decries, even the most mod-
ern French writers have been reluctant to come out in the world of 
letters, tending to see themselves as republicans Wrst and as gays only
secondarily. The debate over the politics of identity among Parisian les-
bians and gays affords Parisian literati critical distance on the evolving
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gay scene. A notable deployment of the pun on “gai/gay Paris” by Parisian
writer Benoît Duteurtre, in his novel Gaieté Parisienne (1996), cynically
compares contemporary queer Paris to the grandiose, apolitical self-
absorption of the Belle Époque.

Alternatively, queer outings on the scene of American modernism
appear early and outwardly with Whitman in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, though they were not acclaimed as such until the rediscovery of “the
homosexual tradition in American poetry” in the late twentieth century.43

Whitman’s “City of Orgies” salutes the spectacle of Manhattan’s bour-
geoning capitalism with republican gaiety:

City of orgies, walks and joys,
City whom that I have lived and sung in your midst will

one day make you illustrious,
Not the pageants of you, not your shifting tableaus, your

spectacles, repay me,
Not the interminable rows of your houses, nor the ships at

the wharves,
Nor the processions in the streets, nor the bright windows

with goods in them,
Nor to converse with learn’d persons, or bear my share

in the soiree or feast;
Not those, but as I pass O Manhattan, your frequent and

swift Xash of eyes offering me love,
Offering response to my own—these repay me,
Lovers, continual lovers, only repay me.44

Whitman’s city poet derives joy from the abundance with which passers-
by reXect (“repay”) his investment of desire. He interpellates the “fre-
quent and / swift Xash of eyes offering me love” of bustling pedestrian
city trafWc with a gay gaze. The look of prospective fulWllment in the
eyes of city goers reXects the express eroticism of consumer delights that
“pageants,” “shifting tableaus,” “spectacles,” and “bright windows” adver-
tise. It is a look of homosocial/homosexual exchange between city lovers—
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a “robust love” between fellow Manhattanese.45 Such a look could not
contrast more sharply than with the compromised gaze that, contempo-
raneously, animates the streets of Paris’s Wrst city poet. The passer-by of
Baudelaire’s sonnet “À une passante” strikes the poet with a look that 
is so simultaneously seductive and mortifying it leaves him quaking with
“sexual shock.”46 This, according to Benjamin, is the distracted and dis-
tracting, disembodied gaze of the strolling commodity that every fashion-
conscious, streetwalking citizen has become. It is worn by the prostitute
who is “dressed to kill” with insatiable consumer desire, or to inspire
what Benjamin paradoxically describes as “love—not at Wrst sight, but at
last sight.”47

After Whitman, the American avant-garde literati becomes ever
preoccupied with representing queer city sites, though never again with
the same republican idealism. Joseph Boone reads “Harlem,” “The Left
Bank,” and “Greenwich Village” as exemplary “queer sites in modern-
ism,” and he shows how the lesbian and gay appropriation of space coin-
cides with that of literary bohemianism and experimentalism.48 In the
cold war years that were to follow the Second World War, city poets 
represent queer city life with increasing Xamboyance and/or dissidence.
Writing the queer city is a dynamic, if ambiguous, device of the San
Francisco Renaissance (notably in the poetry of Robert Duncan and Jack
Spicer), the New York School (Frank O’Hara and James Schuyler), and
the Beats. Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl” (1956) replaces Whitman’s “Man-
hattan” with “Moloch,” a fallen, sterile city that only hipster, homosexual
“angels” can redeem with uninhibited and sacriWcial passion. Sexual and
racial outsiders, James Baldwin and John Rechy subvert American cold
war puritanism by exploring the heart of darkness evoked respectively by
the queer “Paris” of Giovanni’s Room (1956) and the hustling arenas of
innumerable American inner cities that constellate City of Night (1963).
With lesbian and gay liberation, queer city writing combines literary with
sexual avant-gardism, as seen in Rechy’s Sexual Outlaw: A Documentary
(1977).

If not the capital of the twentieth century, San Francisco is another
prime scene of queer city writing with its own (distinctive sense of ) gay
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urban history.49 Popularly regarded as gay mecca of the west coast, “the
San Francisco of legend, myth and nostalgic remembrance has been far
better documented than the day-to-day realities of most of its historical
developments.”50 To writers like Jack Fritscher, who lived through the
“golden age of liberation” that was San Francisco from “1970 to 1982,”
gay mecca commands remembering. Given the paramount dreamworld
that gay men made and enjoyed of the Castro during these years, this
remembering can only take the form of a “docudramedy story” or “his-
torical novel”—a Wction of history that on reXection acquires the char-
acter of a “fable”:

This all began, once upon a time, back in the madcap days before real estate

boomed in San Francisco, in the days when the Wrst Irish and Italian mer-

chants in the Castro sold out to Tommy’s Plants and the Castro Café, in

the days when gays bought dumps and everybody on Castro was a car-

penter, in the days when gays were more hippies than clones, long before

New York faggots arrived to Manhattanize the Castro, long before Wsting

and coprophagy, when crystal was still something collectible on the side-

board, long before murders, assassination, disease, and Death, when sex

three times a day was still the great adventure. It dissolved. It changed.

What Wrst seemed like Mecca shifted on the faultline to someplace east of

Eden. They were innocents. For all they did right, for all they did wrong,

for all their pursuit of sexual adventure, what they searched for in the bars

and baths and cruised on the streets was, heart and soul, for them all, no

more and no less than human love.51

“Death” prompts Fritscher to romanticize the dreamworld that the Cas-
tro once was. It has an opposite effect on Gary Indiana. Indiana’s grue-
some novel Rent Boy (1994) images the queer city in its most fallen state.
His eponymous antihero reluctantly hustles the streets of early-1990s
Manhattan in what remains of the downtown gay scene after it has been
wasted by deregulated rents and unregulated trafWc in sex, drugs, and body
parts. Indiana’s Manhattan is Moloch minus the redemption of homosex-
ual angels and overcome by the ruins of queer heaven. Indiana’s maligned
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city is capitalism’s totalized space, where even cruising succumbs to the
commodity’s rough trade. An era of queer city writing that began with
Whitman’s gay urban pastoral ends with Baudelairean spleen.

In the wake of the (queer) city, Indiana’s Wction is a resounding
wake-up call and not just for the city’s queers but for anyone who has
known and enjoyed its layers and labyrinths of history and diversity, 
its real and potential emancipation. Rent Boy shares the same stage with
municipal activism, raised to militant heights against unchecked rede-
velopment in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This is the time that artist
Martha Rosler mobilized other artists, activists, and theorists to collab-
orate on a project to raise local consciousness about apocalyptic home-
lessness in gentrifying lower Manhattan, published as If You Lived Here:
The City in Art, Theory, and Social Activism (1991). It is also when leftist
urban sociologist Robert Fitch published his damning Assassination of
New York (1993), following Louis Chevalier’s iconoclastic L’Assassinat de
Paris (1977, translated 1994). Robert Siegle places Indiana at the scene
of “downtown writing” that, in the seventies, began waging a “guerilla
campaign against the imminent transformation of American conscious-
ness into a shopping mall.”52 Alarmed by the suburban ethos that was
terrorizing and colonizing urban art and life, downtown writers forge a
synthesis of gritty urban realism and experimental postmodernism that
gives an “edge to the real postmodernist writing” and delivers literary
avant-gardism “from liberationist illusions about free space and unmedi-
ated time.” Indiana forms a front with Kathy Acker, David Wojnarowicz,
Lynne Tillman, and others, whose writing “seeks not liberation but lib-
erty, real rather than full sensation” and “opens space—mentally, psy-
chologically, semiotically—where simulation, repression, and convention
have converged to predetermine our Being.” Edgily queer, downtown
writing “shakes up reiWed relations—roles, genders, social structures—
so that at least momentary experiences of various sorts of Other might
take place before the great culture machine swallows it up again.”53

Overlapping downtown writing are multiple small press publish-
ing projects and literary circles or movements that share this return to
the real. For example, The Portable Lower East Side (1984–94) was a locally
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produced chapbook that featured adventures in “slumming realism” by
multiethnic writers and low-renters in underrepresented occupations.
These adventures were collected in sporadic special issues such as Latin
Americans in NYC (1988), New Asia (1990), New Africa (1993), and Queer
City (1991).54 Concurrently, Amy Scholder and Ira Silverberg edited two
High Risk anthologies of “forbidden writings” (1991) and “sex, death,
and subversion” (1994), highlighting illicit urban eroticism—primarily
homosexual promiscuity and sadomasochism—in protest against the city’s
crackdown on “unsafe” sex in its panicked response to AIDS. These are
closely followed by Semiotext(e)’s publication of The New Fuck You: Adven-
tures in Lesbian Reading (1995). Edited by Eileen Myles and Liz Kotz,
The New Fuck You is a dyke-reincarnation of Fuck You, a magazine of the
arts (1962–65), Ed Sanders’s mimeograph project that helped wage sex-
ual liberation in the East Village. Like High Risk, The Portable Lower East
Side, and downtown writing in general, The New Fuck You presents shock-
ing, in-your-face, rough-edged fragments of the urban real, stressing les-
bian exposure to contemporary urban calamity. New York predominates
as the locus and focus of this small press production, but there are also
queer initiatives coming out of San Francisco, like “Small Press TrafWc”
and “New Narrative,” that illuminate the real in other urban contexts.
It is from these circles and productions that I draw my primary texts—
Wctions that constellate urban reality in the cataclysmic wake of the city.
(I shall return to this at the end of the “Introduction.”)

Given the abundant representation of the queer city in literature,
what of the queer city in literary criticism? Inasmuch as literary criticism
considers the city in literature, it omits investigation of its queer char-
acter. Richard Lehan’s The City in Literature: An Intellectual and Cultural
History (1998) surveys the Weld of urban poetics according to periodicity
(Enlightenment, Modernism/Urbanism, American) as demarcated before
and after T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land. En route he overlooks queers and
queer city writing, along with city women and women’s city writing. Clas-
sical studies like Burton Pike’s The Image of the City (1981), Marshall Ber-
man’s All That Is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (1982),
and Marc Blanchard’s In Search of the City: Engels, Baudelaire, Rimbaud
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(1985) also focus on the modernist city, and they engage the theory and
practice of Walter Benjamin; yet they neglect questions of gender and
sexuality, including those raised by Benjamin himself. Deborah Parsons’s
Streetwalking the Metropolis: Women, the City, and Modernity (2000) begins
to correct this omission with a feminist revaluation of the modernist city,
as does the anthology The Sex of Architecture (1996), while omitting the
queer city of modernity. Joseph Boone’s (Benjamin-inXected) analysis of
“Queer Sites in Modernism” in his book Libidinal Currents: Sexuality and
the Shaping of Modernity (1998) is a bold exception, though it stops short
of investigating queer sites in postmodernism.

Inasmuch as literary criticism investigates queer literature (or que-
[e]ries literary representation), it tends to rely on queer theory/post-
structuralism. Broadly speaking, queer theory views and deploys queer
signiWers as a general deconstructive strategy and not as a (dialectical)
representational technique. Queer theory’s queer tropes are content-less
metaphors for deconstructing such pervasive, discursive binaries as homo/
hetero, sex/gender, universal/marginal, inside/out that naturalize and nor-
malize essentialist myths of sexual identity. Unlike downtown writing
that gives post-structuralism a queer, urban edge, queer theory–inXected
literary criticism remains indifferent to urban realism. Queer theory–
inXected criticism ignores the city in literature, just as dialectical ap-
proaches neglect the city’s queer character. An outstanding exception is
Ross Chambers’s Loiterature (1999) that reads the dilatory wanderings or
“loiterliness” of Wctional Xâneurs and cruising subjects as deconstructive
Wgures on location—that is, as Wgures of a counterdisciplinary, antidiscur-
sive practice whose wayward and wanton Xâneries permeate, traverse, and
transgress the boundaries and grids of urban architex/cture.

Queer Space

The idea and analysis of “queer space” appear in academic writing in the
1990s and have been advancing primarily in urban geography, urban soci-
ology and anthropology, and urban architecture. The most provocative
conceptualizations of queer space derive from Henri Lefebvre’s theo-
rization of the production and practice of space, and from Michel Foucault’s
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genealogy of the carceral subject in disciplinary space, as well as the latter’s
notion of “other spaces” or “heterotopias.” Foucault’s thinking on sex-
uality, and particularly on the spatialization of (the history) of sexuality,
has been much discussed and adapted by queer scholarship. As early as
1984, Gayle Rubin outlined the importance of Foucault to the “new
scholarship on sex,” applying his analysis of how new sexualities are pro-
duced and contained in space to speciWc spaces in late-twentieth-century
urban America (notably San Francisco).55 Since Rubin, it has become de
rigueur for queer scholars to refer to Foucault’s Discipline and Punish and
History of Sexuality when mapping homophobic zoning and policing of
public sex and, alternatively, homosexual outing in panoptic space. Fur-
thermore, proponents of queer space are apt to invoke Foucault’s notion
of heterotopia to rethink the gay bathhouse and gay village as “counter-
sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the
other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously
represented, contested, and inverted.”56 Delany, for instance, conceives
of the sex cinemas of old Times Square in terms of Foucault’s hetero-
topias—real, utopian countersites within the heart of New York City.
Aaron Betsky’s Queer Space: Architecture and Same-Sex Desire (1997) in-
vokes the notion as archetype of past and future queer design.57

Lefebvre’s Production of Space (1974, translated 1991) offers another
basis for the elaboration of queer space. For Lefebvre, space is not an
empty container but a material production. Space Wlls urban reality with
signs by which city goers conduct their lives. Urban space is semiotically
dense and conducive to the regulation of social relations. Yet city goers are
able to occupy and appropriate the city with spatial practices ranging from
the everyday to the revolutionary. City builders, planners and developers,
municipal administrators are not the only producers of space. Home own-
ers, streetwalkers, and commune militants at their barricades also produce
space, or effectively alter production. Ultimately, however, urban space is
dominated space—space abstracted into grids and regimented by the col-
laborative, corporate powers of government and capitalism for proWtable
exploitation and social control. History itself is a production of space
that, with the advent of capitalism, explodes into decentered, total space:
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Capitalism and neocapitalism have produced abstract space, which includes

the “world of commodities,” it’s “logic” and its worldwide strategies, as well

as the power of money and that of the political state. This space is founded

on the vast networks of banks, business centres and major productive enti-

ties, as on motorways, airports and information lattices. Within this space

the town—once forcing-house of accumulation, fountainhead of wealth

and centre of historical space—has disintegrated.58

Lefebvre fears the abstraction of the historic city—of historicity—and
especially the destruction and renovation of old gathering spaces, like
Les Halles’s central market, where all classes of people once met.

The making of livable space entails constant struggle by city dwell-
ers to appropriate and reappropriate city space for purposes other than
means-end productivity and ofWcial trafWc and trade. For Lefebvre, this
means, above all, the appropriation and reappropriation of the city for
the body, since the abstraction of the body, like that of the city, has been
violent and pervasive: “ConWned by the abstraction of a space broken
down into specialized locations, the body itself is pulverized. The body
as represented by the images of advertising (where the legs stand for the
stockings, the breasts for the bra, the face for the make-up, etc.) serves to
fragment desire and doom it to anxious frustration, to the non-satisfaction
of local needs.”59 Lefebvre directs coming revolutions to take back the
city for nonreproductive (homo?)sexuality:

Dominated by overpowering forces, including a variety of brutal techniques

and an extreme emphasis on visualization, the body fragments, abdicates

responsibility for itself—in a word, disappropriates itself. . . . Any revolu-

tionary “project” today, whether utopian or realistic, must . . . make the

reappropriation of the body, in association with the reappropriation of

space, into a non-negotiable part of its agenda. . . . As for sex and sexual-

ity, things here are more complicated. . . . Any true appropriation of sex

demands that a separation be made between the reproductive function and

sexual pleasure. . . . The true space of pleasure, which would be an appro-

priated space par excellence, does not yet exist. Even if a few instances in
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the past suggest that this goal is in principle attainable, the results to date

fall far short of human desires.60

Writing from Paris in the aftermath of the worker/student riots of 1968,
as well as the dissolution of the Situationist International in 1972, Lefeb-
vre calls for a revolutionary project that has yet to make space for sex
and sexuality. In retrospect, he seems to have been answered by the sex-
ual revolution that appropriated space for the gay meccas of Manhattan’s
Village and San Francisco’s Castro.

Twenty years later in the wake of gay mecca, the editors and con-
tributors of Queers in Space: Communities, Public Spaces, Sites of Resistance
(1996) elaborate strategies for an ever more Xuid and expansive reappro-
priation of queer space.61 They outline a radical appropriation of space
that traverses and neutralizes structures of power with passive and exces-
sive queer eroticism. As Jean-Ulrick Désert asserts:

Queer space crosses, engages, and transgresses social, spiritual, and aesthetic

locations, all of which is articulated in the realm of the public/private, the

built/unbuilt environments. . . . A queer space is an activated zone made

proprietary by the occupant or Xâneur, the wanderer. It is at once private

and public. . . . Our cities and landscapes double as queer spaces. . . . The

squares, the streets, the civic centers, the malls, the highways are the place

of fortuitous encounters and juxtapositions. It is the place in which our sen-

sibilities are tested, it is the place of “show.” The public space is the space of

romance, seen as landscape, alleys, and cafés. The public space is the space

of power in the form of corporations or factories. It is the (blue, white, or

pink collar) ghetto of the everyday. This Xuid and wholly unstructured space

allows, in its publicity, a variety of readings, re-readings, and misreadings,

given the observer’s individual propensities toward power, mystery, and how

these desires fold into the passive space of Eros. . . . a space where desire

intertwines with visceral sensibility, in the space of the everyday.62

Deploying the prepositional phrase “queers in space,” these new geog-
raphers map a Xexible occupation of everyday space by queer nomads.
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They revive the nineteenth-century Xâneur as appropriative strategist
and accredit the substantial role played by the projection of spatial imag-
ination—“Queer space is in large part the function of wishful thinking
or desires that become solidiWed: a seduction of the reading of space
where queerness, at a few brief points and for some Xeeting moments,
dominates the (heterocentric) norm, the dominant social narrative of the
landscape.”63

Queers in Space breaks out of the empirical frame of urban geogra-
phy, including that which maps the (differential) spatial organization 
of lesbian and gay communities, lesbian perceptions and experiences of
everyday space, and gay contribution to “the urban renaissance.”64 It also
expands Lefebvre’s concept of appropriation beyond the targets of a 
revolutionary collective to include the everywhere of capitalism’s domi-
nated space. However, in becoming strategically “lost in space,” the pro-
ponents of Queers in Space lose sight of history while acting out “Xeeting
moments” of queer desire. As such, queer appropriations of space read
as exclamation points in capitalism’s narrative of progress.

Queer constellations of (queer) space do not read this way. Instead
of punctuating the narrative of progress they blast it apart, reassembling
fragments of collective history into dialectical images of an era. This is
the era of the modern city that, as queer historiography has abundantly
demonstrated, is a queer era, even if that historiography, like the theory
of queer space, views it as boundlessly expansive and progressive. The
writing of space that grips me returns to the historic (queer) city that
capitalism colonizes but not with the aim of recuperating queer land-
marks or tracing ever more Xuid (de)territorializations. Smashing dom-
inant narrative and dominated space into montage, it reveals with shock
the devastation and suspension of the city’s revolutionary past.

Queer Constellations

Queer constellations are Wctions of space. “Fictions” not because they are
false or fantastical but because they reinvent avant-garde techniques of
representing real, historical catastrophe that is otherwise veiled in urban
spectacle. Like Delany’s Times Square, they reXect critically on narratives
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of progress, narratives that are themselves Wctions (“Times Square Rede-
velopment Project”) and that circumscribe the terrain of queer outings
in the city. A form of postmodernism, the Wction of queer constellations
accentuates the mimetic function of prose, performing more than merely
reXecting the current state of affairs. They reveal how things have been
enveloped in the city’s mobilizing, yet spellbinding and anesthetizing,
phantasmagoria. Antiaesthetic installations in the market’s media glitz,
these Wctions hold a broken mirror to the capitals of commodity culture.
What is reXected there is the space of unWnished history—revolutionary
history—as it is simultaneously galvanized and betrayed, and ultimately
wasted.

The protagonists of these Wctions do cruise across economic, social,
and racial grids of power, defying boundaries between private and public
spheres and appropriating dominated space for perverse pleasure. But
their ventures are less about keeping apace or ahead of the city’s devel-
opments than navigating the historical contradictions of current reality—
contradictions that renew urban crises repeatedly, yet remain obscured
by capitalist aesthetics.

For example, the protagonist of Neil Bartlett’s historiographical Who
Was That Man? A Present for Mr. Oscar Wilde looks back to Oscar Wilde’s
London from a moment in the present when London’s gay community
is critically beset with AIDS. Confronting the terror of persecution and
extinction, Bartlett seeks evidence to establish the historic continuity 
of his community. He illumines his search with the dream of a historic
gay hero and heroic gay history, only to Wnd that the current crisis is 
an alarming manifestation of the past. The failure of gays to rise in re-
volt in Bartlett’s day repeats the scene of yesterday, when Wilde failed to
stage his trial as an outing for all of gay London. Hoping to cite Wilde’s
daringly public patronage of rough trade as a model of urban interclass
contact, Bartlett turns up scenes of exemplary exploitation. Contrary 
to intent but true to fact, he documents Wilde’s Xagrant capitulation to
the nouveau riche and its dandiWcation of class privilege to aristocratic
excess. If Wilde promised to politicize the aesthetic (by cultivating social-
ism in bourgeois art), he, as Bartlett shows, invariably and outrageously 
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aestheticizes the political. Wilde’s aura as gay icon disintegrates into gap-
ing contradictions, as does the dream of historical community. Yet, in
Bartlett’s history-telling, disintegration is constructive. His Wction does
not just mirror society’s fragmentation into commodities; it recollects
lost remainders (and reminders) of Wilde’s city into antithetical juxta-
position and places them in constellation with contemporary London,
thus arousing today’s (gay) cosmos to the present of history.

Queer constellations sight/cite the city in ruins. The devastation
of gay mecca provokes avant-garde retrospection. Fictions of space in 
the wake of the city, they look back as they look on and are not future-
oriented. They invoke a mood that is more melancholic than nostalgic,
and a style of critique that is more parody than satire, tempered by the
anachronistic self-consciousness of “the Xâneur.” They recast the recent
past but not by returning in time, like Fritscher’s Some Dance to Remem-
ber (campily modeled on Hollywood Wlm noir). Nor do they apply a view
so removed as to leave the revolution for dead, as does Daniel Harris’s
cynical analysis of The Rise and Fall of Gay Culture (1997).65 Instead, they
evoke what Benjamin calls the “Now-time” of history and with such alarm
as to raise the dead. They glimpse utopia, dystopia, and heterotopia at
once, foreseeing with hindsight the idealization and ruination of what the
city could become, as well as the fetishization and fossilization of what
it never really was. With documentary acuity, they rediscover the phe-
nomenology of mass experience incited by the historic mass object—like
the shock of mass sex once mobilized by the gay bathhouse—and its con-
tradictory powers of transformation, seduction, and consumption. Some
Wctive constellations of queer city/space highlight ruin as do Indiana’s
Rent Boy, David Wojnarowicz’s Close to the Knives: A Memoir of Disinte-
gration (1989), and Sarah Schulman’s Rat Bohemia (1995). Some highlight
fetishism, as does Robert Glück’s postmodernist parody of gay commod-
ity culture in Jack the Modernist (1985). Others, like Alan Hollinghurst’s
The Swimming Pool Library (1988), highlight the fossilization of architec-
tural archetypes that lie interred in layers of urban renewal or frozen 
in the recycling of fashion. Still others highlight utopia, like Delany’s
Times Square Red, Times Square Blue. Gail Scott’s My Paris (1999) foresees,
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beyond the imperial facades of Parisian capitalism and neocolonialism and
the buried wreckage of the Commune, the late(nt) arrival of the women’s
revolution.

Memory Wgures largely in the queer constellation of city/space.
Narratives of remembrance are conjured by an abject subject before the
ruinous object, or the body and city of traumatic recollection. The chron-
icler of the city past is a Xâneur of sorts, but she is neither the classical
Xâneur of nineteenth-century realism nor post-structuralism’s deterrito-
rializing nomad. The Xâneur who sees the city in constellations is not
strategically “lost in space” but critically disoriented by the phantasma-
goric envelopment of her sexual orientation, as acutely witnessed in Scott’s
and Edmund White’s Xâneries of Wn-de-millénaire Paris. Yet phantasma-
goric distractions of the gay gaze also afford visions of the city’s unseen
historic possibilities. She who cruises “the Main” (Montreal’s Boulevard
St. Laurent) in Gail Scott’s Main Brides (1993) is a Xâneur of the disturb-
ing haunts of (queer) collective memory, as is she who beds girlfriends
at “the Chelsea Hotel” in Eileen Myles’s Chelsea Girls (1994). Sarah
Schulman’s New York trilogy (Girls, Visions and Everything, 1986; People
in Trouble, 1990; Rat Bohemia, 1995) documents dyke Xâneries through
late-twentieth-century lesbian East Village bohemia in constellation with
Emma Goldman’s and Lillian Wald’s Lower East Side.

All of these Wctions share something of Benjamin’s constellation of
which it is my task as critic to foreground and investigate. I execute this
task by demonstrating how these Wctions use and adapt Benjamin’s dia-
lectical optics and other topographical motifs, or by putting these Wctions
into constellation with each other and making my own use of Benjamin’s
montage to illuminate their dialectics of seeing.

A Queer Return to Benjamin

“Constellation” is a key concept of Benjamin’s critical practice (and a key
practice of critical conceptualization) that I use to read queer Wctions of
late metropolitan modernity. Synonymous with his “dialectical image,”
this concept might best be described as a prosthetic assemblage of mime-
sis, montage, and monad, aimed at extending our perception of the world
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of capitalism that is otherwise impossible to grasp in its expansive dif-
fusion and mythic progress. An overdetermined motif in Benjamin’s
thought, it can be traced from its earliest articulation in The Origin of
German Tragic Drama to its last in “On the Concept of History.” As Ben-
jamin formulates it from the start, “constellation” entails an ideal method
of critical representation whereby concrete elements are arranged in the
concept

as the conWguration of these elements. . . . Ideas are to objects as constel-

lations are to stars. This means, in the Wrst place, that they are neither

their concepts nor their laws. . . . It is the function of concepts to group

phenomena together, and the division which is brought about within them

thanks to the distinguishing power of the intellect is all the more signiW-

cant in that it brings about two things at a single stroke: the salvation of

phenomena and the representation of ideas.66

Terry Eagleton explains that “the idea is not what lies behind the phe-
nomena as some informing essence, but the way the object is conceptu-
ally conWgurated in its diverse, extreme and contradictory elements.”67

The idea as constellation breaks with traditional, epistemological versions
of totality even as it dispenses with transcendental idealism. “It repre-
sents a determined resistance to the more paranoid forms of totalizing
thought on the part of thinkers who nevertheless set their faces against
any mere empiricist celebration of the fragment. . . . The constellation
safeguards particularity but Wssures identity, exploding the object into an
array of conXictive elements and so unleashing its materiality at the cost
of self-sameness.”68 In Benjamin’s constellation of the Paris arcade,

corsets, feather dusters, red and green-colored combs, old photographs,

souvenir replicas of the Venus di Milo, collar buttons to shirts long since

discarded—these battered historical survivors from the dawn of industrial

culture that appeared together in the dying arcades as “a world of secret

afWnities” were the philosophical ideas, as a constellation of concrete, his-

torical referents.69
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Mimesis reXects the arcade’s collection of objects on commodity display.
Montage re/collects these objects (as historical referents) by pulling them
out of market circulation or salvaging them from obsolescence and re-
assembling them in colliding juxtapositions of meaning—or what Susan
Buck-Morss identiWes as incommensurable categories of “wish-image,”
“ruin,” “fetish,” and “fossil.” Monadology recognizes that “historical ob-
jects are Wrst constituted by being ‘blasted’ out of the historical contin-
uum,” where otherwise they recede into the past as forgotten products
of progress.70 Representing a whole era, these objects have and are seen
to have a “‘monadological structure,’ into which ‘all the forces and inter-
ests of history enter on a reduced scale’” as “‘dialectics at a standstill.’”71

In other words, Benjamin’s arcade is a monadological “‘force-Weld, in
which the conXict between its fore- and after-history plays itself out.’”72

Benjamin’s constellation is, above all, a “constellation of awakening”
(AP 458 [N1, 9]). Its montage/monad targets precise objects, namely those
spellbinding dream houses and fairy scenes of nineteenth-century tech-
nological machination. These objects were the arcades and other newly
engineered structures—winter gardens, panoramas, wax museums, railway
stations, public spas—that captivated mass assemblies and transformed
them into spellbound consumer crowds. Dialectical images destroy the
commodity aura of these structures instead of reproducing it on an
aggrandized scale like the constructions of contemporary capitalism. They
represent the deteriorated potentiality of nineteenth-century urban indus-
trialism in shocking constellation with the bedazzling present, displacing
capitalism’s ever-engrossing fantasy with historical materialism’s “dialec-
tical fairy” (dialektische Feen).73

Each Convolute of Benjamin’s Arcades Project comprises a constella-
tion of historical objects, including a constellation of arcades (Convolute
“A”).74 The Arcades Project as a whole may be thought of as one giant con-
stellation, although arguably the 1935 exposé (and its 1939 revision), en-
titled “Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” best demonstrates
the constellatory method. The essays on Baudelaire that Benjamin
abstracted from The Arcades Project and intended for a book consist of
constellations of “The Bohème” and “The Flâneur.”75 Benjamin’s memoir
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of Berlin may also be viewed as a constellation, or as a chronicle starred
with constellations. Positioned at the crossroads of Benjamin’s earlier
physiognomies (“Naples,” “Marseilles,” Moscow Diary) and his Paris
archeology, “A Berlin Chronicle” conducts a Xânerie into city memory
with jarring stops: these are caesurae of shock where forgotten passages
of youthful socialism are contrasted with present scenes of capitalist and
fascist development in dialectical disruptions of historical narrative.

Queer constellations represent (or, more precisely, re-represent)
late-twentieth-century fairylands, notably those of gay mecca, in whose
constellation the gay bathhouse stars as an exemplary historical object
for dialectical imaging. The historical referents for these constellations
include referents from queer history (e.g., histories of the gay bath-
house). But the main source of reference is literature—my primary texts.
If queer histories of the city Wnd sources in realist and naturalist Wction,
queer constellations Wnd historiographical materials in the “realism” of
queer postmodernism. Poignant, Wrst-hand, Wctionalized accounts of vis-
its to the gay bathhouse by Gary Indiana, Alan Hollinghurst, Robert
Glück, and Samuel Delany comprise the archive for a queer constella-
tion of the gay bathhouse era. Sarah Schulman’s New York trilogy sug-
gests (material for) a constellation of the lesbian bohème. Gail Scott 
and Edmund White produce ready-made constellations of the Xâneur
in millennial Paris. Neil Bartlett, Gail Scott, and Eileen Myles narrate

projected wanderings in late-twentieth-century London, Montreal, and
Manhattan respectively; their retrospective cruising of queer haunts sup-
plies the material for a constellation of collective memory. These con-
stellations comprise the chapters of this book.

Sexuality is a guiding star in Benjamin’s constellation of nineteenth-
century dreamworlds and catastrophes. It is nonetheless missing from
Graeme Gilloch’s Myth and Metropolis: Walter Benjamin and the City (1996),
a scholarly exegesis of Benjamin’s city and a thorough analysis of the
urban motifs that evolve over the course of his oeuvre. Gilloch uses Ben-
jamin’s paradoxical phrase “love at last sight” at various points in his
study to highlight the sensation of loss that generally accompanies the
experience of urban modernity.76 He glosses over Benjamin’s intense, if
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ambivalent, curiosity concerning Baudelaire’s erotology and the “queer”
desire that is solicited by the commodity and induced by commodity
space. Conversely, Queer Constellations orients its reading of late urban
reality, and its rereading of Benjamin, to precisely the sexuality it Wnds
there.77

Urban eroticism posed to Benjamin one of the greatest enigmas of
big-city life. Questions of sexuality spur his investigation of the “new
nature” of urban technology and society and are as evident in his early
work (e.g., “On Love and Related Matters,” 1920) as they are in his last
sketches for future study (e.g., “Central Park,” 1938–39).78 Typically,
these questions disclose the erotic perversity that characterizes social-
sexual relations in commodity exchange and circulation. The theme of
commodity fetishism explodes in The Arcades Project into myriad motifs
of critical inquiry. Benjamin’s constellation of these motifs shows how
love, like art, in the age of mechanical reproduction, loses its “aura.” In
place of traditional romance between the sexes, there arises the penetrat-
ing allure of commodity-spectacle. In place of love at Wrst sight, there 
is the empty and passing gaze of fetish-bodies-on-display. Contesting
conjugal, heterosexual reproduction are erotic fashions and recyclable
lifestyles whose model is the chic and sterile mannequin. As Benjamin
represents it, city space is a galvanizing force of social-sexual transfor-
mation and the consumer crowd is an agent of “revolutionary” desire.

Contemporary queer writing displays a similar (but different) inter-
est in urban conWgurations of sexuality. Queer Constellations identiWes
these similarities, returning to Benjamin’s critical juxtapositions to high-
light the practice of dialectical imaging in contemporary montage. My
study draws upon a number of Benjamin’s constellations of motifs and,
in particular, the following.

Dream Houses and Fairy Grottos

As The Arcades Project represents them, mass architectures of industrial
capitalism display a revolutionary technological capability that provided
material foundations for a classless society, yet remained trapped in the
aura of instrumental rationality. The Paris arcade was a prototype of such
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transformative architecture. With its glass roof and iron beams, it afforded
pedestrian trafWc luxurious interior space for strolling, communing, and
shopping. Here, the crowd was protected from inclement weather and
muddy, carriage-choked streets and, at the same time, it was exposed to
the worldly display of merchandise, produced by adjacent factories and
expropriated through colonial trade. Though the technology and mate-
rials of construction were wholly new, design ventured no further than
to reproduce the luxury of bourgeois interiors and adapt the elegance of
aristocratic establishments to public commerce. Eventually the proletar-
iat and indigent were barred entrance to the arcade, where the products
of labor were exhibited for fashionable promenaders. The alienation be-
tween consumers and producers, and between strangers who knew each
other only as buyers and sellers, was cloaked in an aura of cozy familiarity
and intoxicating desirability. With their rich phantasmagoria, the arcades
became the exemplary “fairy grottos” (Feengrotten) of industrial capital-
ism.79 Paradoxically, they amassed new congregations in their interiors
only to disperse revolutionary energies in collective dreams.

The entrepreneurial gay bathhouse is a late manifestation of this
“fairy grotto.” Benjamin records a visit to such an establishment in his
“Paris Diary” (1930), observing how “the atmosphere” emanated “a per-
vasive family mood” and how a “landscape of cobblestones and peace”
together with the “frosted-glass panes of the reception room” screened
“adjoining rooms, where offensive scenes might be taking place.”80

Though the proprietor stands behind “the till—a contrivance consisting
of washcloths, perfumes, pochettes surprise, tickets to the baths, and tarty
dolls,” the entire commodity display is enveloped in phantasmagoria that
“secretly reminded [the visitor] of boarding school.”81 Benjamin’s descrip-
tion of this encounter may strike us today as naive but it teaches us to
see the “contrivance” that veils the scene of public sex with familial socia-
bility or “rebellious” schoolboy gaiety.

The Arcades Project illuminates the many and various dream houses
of industrial capitalism. Winter gardens, crystal palaces, railway stations,
and world exhibitions exhibited a mesmerizing splendor that grandiose re-
productions of the future would magnify. In these spaces new commodity
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species were put on display, including new sexual species. From his Berlin
youth, Benjamin recalls an especially memorable dream house. “The Ice
Palace . . . on Lutherstrasse in the West End” was a business enterprise
of his father’s and a new venture in commercial entertainment that housed
“not only the Wrst skating rink in Berlin, but also a thriving nightclub.”82

But what Benjamin remembers is not what his father had taken him
there to see: “So it happened that my attention was held far less by the
convolutions in the arena than by the apparitions in the bar, which I was
able to survey at my ease from a box in the circle. Among these was a
prostitute in a very tight-Wtting white sailor’s suit who, though I was
unable to exchange a word with her, determined my erotic fantasies for
years to come.”83 The scene of the Paris bathhouse is revisited, though
perversion and prostitution are screened there by an aura of family
recreation, whereas here they are brought to the fore. Benjamin testiWes
to the spellbinding eroticism of this “apparition” whose exoticism draws
on the surrounding phantasmagoria and its vertiginous “convolutions.”
He also shows how the enterprising license and licentiousness of com-
modity space may subvert patriarchal economics even as it obtains patri-
archal investment.

Sexual Revolution, or Fashion Prostitution

The will to pleasure may spearhead sexual revolt but technology destroys
the aura of love by acting as a catalyst of “lascivious commerce.”84 In the
new Paris arcade, technology had its heyday. A microcosm of the capi-
talist metropolis, the arcade made space for spectacular sexuality wherein
relations between the sexes and the very nature of human eroticism were
radically and irrevocably changed. The arcade interpellated female citi-
zens as female consumers and transformed female consumers into fash-
ion fetishes-on-display. Women who strolled the arcades’ interior streets
of store fronts were urged to see themselves among the wares where
women’s fashions were prominently exhibited. The fashions on exhibi-
tion and the women exhibiting these fashions fused into the same prom-
enading commodity. Fashion aimed to advertise women’s sexuality and
sexual accessibility to men, whose consumer disposition was the primary
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subject of solicitation (AP 80 [B10, 1]). By turning her into a spectacle
of desire and parading her in apparel designed to attract rapacious in-
terest, fashion transformed every well-dressed woman into a prostitute 
for the industry. Professional prostitutes were licensed to set up shop in 
the arcades where they promenaded the latest styles and found a niche
for self-marketing. But once fashion made a commodity of respectable
women, the professionals were banished from the arcades as if to con-
ceal the trafWc in female eroticism (AP 43 [A4, 3; A4, 4]).

Benjamin reveals how sexual revolution is embodied in fashion’s dia-
lectics. Fashion distracts love from its “natural” course of marriage and
sexual reproduction and offers eroticism a radical, alternative expression
in the seduction and consumption of sexual commodities. In postrevo-
lutionary Paris, women seeking liberation from the ancien régime of
patriarchal family life are seduced by fashion whose designs promote their
optimal mobility (AP 74 [B5a, 3]) only to signal their sexual appeal and
men’s predatory attentions.85 In the era of high capitalism the devalua-
tion and depreciation of women as spiritual beings and the embodiment
of love accompanies their sexual emancipation.

Dilemmas raised by homosexual revolution in the era of late capi-
talism are heir to this dialectic. Sarah Schulman’s reporting on “the mar-
keting of gay America” discloses some of the more pernicious ways that
advertising sells-out the gay body politic to commercial fashion.86 Her
Wction reXects complex interactions between agents of sexual liberation
and market capitulation. Robert Glück allegorizes gay romance as a por-
nographic affair of gay capital and mass media whose emancipatory eroti-
cism is a prime product of commodity fetishism. As Glück sees it, there
is no transcending this condition since the market (and market aura) is
ubiquitous and gay pornography is an effective medium for mobilizing
queer desire against repressive homophobia. The protagonists of queer
constellations are all strolling commodities and/or streetwalking souls
who empathize with the commodity and its abject exhibitionism. Scott’s
autonomous, streetwalking lesbian constantly checks her reXection in
Paris storefronts, watching with delight and horror her becoming-likeness
to fashion mannequins.
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Love at Last Sight

For Benjamin, love in the big city is inextricably bound to commodity
trafWc, where everyone is dressed to attract a buyer (employer, client,
customer, john). The subject not yet inured to this scene exposes herself
or himself to the crowd’s allure and becomes vulnerable to the spectacle.
It is “love—not at Wrst sight, but at last sight” that enthralls his gaze, for
no sooner has an apparition in the crowd solicited his attention than 
it passes on by, destined for mass circulation and repeated exchange.
Though love has been stirred it is never reciprocated and is intended for
but Xeeting consummation. This is “the gaze . . . of the object of a love
which only a city dweller experiences.”87

Queer constellations feature cruising lesbian and gay subjects with
a similar look, one that is not open to trade but easily tempted by com-
modity seduction. It is the gay gaze invested with desire for free exchange,
and it is always underscored by the gaze of the other: capitalism’s look
for the body of greatest purchase. We see this look, and its internalized
dialectic of frustration, in Indiana’s rent boy who confuses hustling with
loving. It is also reXected in the gaze of Glück’s bathhouse patrons who
appraise each other’s erotic capital while accumulating orgasms. It is 
also this look that Scott’s “bride,” queerly wedded to the Main, deWes;
she turns the commodity’s gaze into surreal focus on unmarketable and
delinquent objects.

The Lesbian: Heroine of Modernity

Lesbianism, prostitution, and male-to-female transsexuality Wgure
throughout The Arcades Project and most conspicuously in “Central Park,”
where Benjamin outlines “Baudelaire’s erotology.”88 For Benjamin, pros-
titution is the supreme allegory of commodity society, where everything
and everyone is other than what they appear to be, disguised in the dress
of desirability and on display for market speculation. In Baudelaire, the
prostitute allegorizes the decline of amour. But she also signiWes the return
of eros in a different guise since “love for the prostitute is the apotheo-
sis of empathy with the commodity” (AP 511 [O11a, 4]) and “prostitu-
tion opens the possibility of a mythical communion with the masses.”89
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Baudelaire’s ecstatic immersion in the crowd reXects “the possibility of
enduring a life in which the most immediate objects of our use have
turned more and more into mass commodities,” and it also implies an
uncanny empathy with the mass-produced article that “in big-city pros-
titution, the woman herself becomes.”90

“The lesbian” of The Arcades Project and the Baudelaire essays is 
a constellation of motifs: she is, at once, a Wgure of historical idealism
(Sapphic classicism); of avant-garde aestheticism (sublime “pure love” as
opposed to “natural” sexuality and utilitarian reproductive technology);
and of moral outlawry, if not ecclesiastical blasphemy (for which Les Fleurs
du mal was tried for obscenity). These are motifs that comprise Baude-
laire’s iconographic and iconoclastic “heroine of la modernité.”91 As a strat-
egy to market his poetry, Baudelaire magniWes lesbianism’s erotic character
to the exclusion of other aspects. Noting how poorly acquainted Baude-
laire was with actual lesbians, Benjamin traces his metaphor to extraliter-
ary sources. He unearths the political lesbianism of the Saint-Simonian
circle of utopian socialists and of the Vésuviennes who participated in
the February Revolution, and thus ampliWes the “constellation of moder-
nity.”92 Baudelaire’s constellation combines the fetish-fantasy of lesbian-
ism’s damnable and beautiful “pure love” together with the ruin-allegory
of the prostituted decline of love and the ascendant sterility of erotic
perversity. To this, Benjamin adds the wish-image of (lesbian) utopian
socialism and the prototype of industrial female labor whose altered “fem-
inine habitus” could transform (“masculinize”) the female body and eman-
cipate women from domestic servitude and sexual slavery.93

Queer constellations are populated by queer types that are more
allegorical than psychological, and more conXicting than cloned. They
represent actual personalities less than the multiple and contradictory
character of urban sexuality itself. Lesbians and lesbianism, including
lesbian bohemianism, Wgure largely as constellations of the most ex-
treme antitheses of big-city life—more extreme than their gay counter-
parts, given the disproportionate poverty, marginality, unmarketability,
and delinquency of lesbian culture, together with the disproportionate
susceptibility of lesbians to women’s geography of fear and visibility of
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“lesbianism” in mainstream pornography. The streetwise “brides” of Main
Brides form a constellation of tropes that reXect all of these extremes in
context of the city’s, in this case Montreal’s, culture of antifeminist vio-
lence. Likewise, the manifold “girls” of Chelsea Girls form a constellation
of lesbian images conjured from traumatic memory. ReXecting the rebel
wishes and severe abuses of metropolitan girlhood, these images illumi-
nate a counterhistory of America’s “free love” era. The sundry dyke-types
that populate Schulman’s Wctional East Village are the stars of her con-
stellation of bohemian “Lesbiana.” Not all of these stars are true bo-
hemians. False bohemians (like the mercurial “Muriel Kay Starr,” who
becomes a best-selling, sell-out artist) can be detected alongside the true,
while true bohemians are seen to be falsely represented, at best, for main-
stream consumption. Schulman’s constellation reveals the extreme con-
tradictions of lesbian cultural production in the latest incarnation of
bohemian New York.

Some Motifs in Queer Constellations

The constellation of late-twentieth-century urban reality entails, like
Benjamin’s constellation of the nineteenth century, the deployment of
various motifs or literary devices. Primary, or macro, devices are mime-
sis, montage, and monad, a combination of which constitutes the art and
apparatus of the dialectical image. The speciWc rendering of these devices
in queer constellations takes on a queer (and) postmodernist character—
one that ampliWes the queer (and) modernist character of Benjamin’s
constellation. Benjamin adapts the montage of avant-garde modernism,
notably that of surrealism; queer constellations readapt modernist (sur-
realist) montage with parodic reXexivity. Like surrealism’s authors, the
authors of queer constellations enter their Wctions as experimental writers
where they test and lay bare revolutionary techniques of representing the
technologically revolutionized metropolis. Like Benjamin, they refunc-
tion surrealism’s montage and/or other devices. More critically, they re-
function Benjamin’s adaptation of surrealism. For example, the narrator
of Gail Scott’s My Paris stands in self-consciously for the author as she
assumes the role of writer and inscribes Benjamin’s “montage-method”
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in a diary she keeps of her daily Xâneries. She is made alert to the Paris
of revolutionary surrealism by regular excursions through Paris, capitale
du XIXe siècle. The task of the critic of queer constellations is to disclose
the neo-avant-garde’s queer refunctioning of Benjamin, in light of, and
as compared to, Benjamin’s refunctioning of the historic avant-garde.94

In addition to mimesis, monad, and montage, queer constellations
adapt and deploy a number of tropes and techniques that derive from
Benjamin or are illuminated by reference to Benjamin (his adaptation of
avant-garde modernism). These are, unlike the macro devices used to
frame the general space of urban modernity, speciWc Wgures of space that
apply differently to different cities—or speciWc(c)ities.

Porosity

The city of queer constellations is, queerly, a “village” enveloped in the
phantasmagoria of global capitalism. It is the gay village in the world
city, a local, bohemian production that occupies the historic and/or inner
city as space for waging and enjoying sexual revolution. Real and imag-
inary space, this village-within-the-city solicits the gay gaze with its urban
look as much as it reXects the projection of gay desires. An enclave of
intimacy in a cosmos of strangers, it is the paradoxical center of com-
modity space. The barriers it raises to bourgeois enterprise and commerce
are porous. Queer constellations image this porosity as a Xow of exchange
across layers or zones of revolutionary history, inner-city community,
and urban development, as well as boundaries dividing public and pri-
vate life. Here the borders of ghettoization and gentriWcation are always
shifting, and the agents of insurgency and complicity are easily confused.
For the cruising gay Xâneur, the gay village poses a labyrinth of specu-
lation in the mainstream of progress.

Porosity Wgures prominently in Benjamin’s early city portraits. It
signiWes the Xuid boundaries of space that he experienced on strolls 
in southern Mediterranean cities—precapitalist cities on the verge of
industrialization. “Naples” highlights the conXuence of business affairs
and family life, or commerce and romance, in the outdoor theater of its
lived-in streets and windows wide open onto indoor scenes. To the eyes
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of a northern urban dweller accustomed to zones and grids, the border
between private, interior space and public, exterior space seems shock-
ingly permeable and uncannily in-between. “Marseilles on Hashish”
foregrounds the physiognomy of a city that is simultaneously archaic
(archetypal) and foreign. The faces of strangers appear surreally familiar
in the Xâneur’s drug-enhanced vision of city types. Using surrealism’s
trick of juxtaposing images (together with taking hallucinogens), Ben-
jamin perceives the modern metropolis in constellation with capitalist
prehistory. “Porosity” is the name he gives this constellation before see-
ing in terms of dialectical optics.

The porosity of the city of queer constellations enables us to see
the conXuence of history even as it is engulfed in the capital(ism) of post-
modernity. The “gay village” is exceptionally porous. Here gay life is
lived out on streets that are conduits to intimate and communal contact
and prime arteries of commodity trafWc. The gay bathhouse interiorizes
the passages and meeting places of the external city and, magnifying the
city’s cruising capacity, returns bathhouse patrons to the streets trans-
formed. Delany’s Wctional memoir, The Motion of Light in Water, recounts
the author’s Wrst trip to the St. Marks Baths in the early 1960s from New
York in the late 1980s. The memory of mass sex in the Baths invokes the
space of sexual revolution before the advent of gay militancy. Shades of
revolutionary prehistory bleed into the postrevolutionary present, after
AIDS has decimated the Village. The effect of this bleeding is to shock
the author into perceiving revolutionary potential that has been lost, but
could be recovered, in the current crises. The borders of Schulman’s
East Village bleed into, and with, the revolutionary history of the Lower
East Side. The space of bohemia is permeated by anarchic, lesbian social-
ism, at the same time as it is invaded by gentrifying forces. For the les-
bian Xâneur who cruises the Main in Scott’s Main Brides, the faces of
streetwalking women conjure forth unfulWlled fantasies and traumatic
memories. Cued by their location on the colorful boulevard, these are
less the projections of individual desire than the collective fantasies and
memories of a Montreal not yet known to history. The cruising subject
is herself porous; the “Main bride” of Main Brides dissolves into the
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street, where the scene unfolds well beyond her limited narrative point
of view. The same could be said of Bartlett’s narrator who, as he cruises
the West End scene of the early 1980s with its nineteenth-century facades,
shifts in and out of Wilde’s London of the 1890s. The effect of this shift-
ing is to trouble the immediacy of the present that closets the history of
gay emergence and its contradictory legacies from view.

Flânerie

Flânerie is a primary documentary technique for queer interrogations of
urban space. A narrative technique, Xânerie plots the city-on-the-move
in Xeeting physiognomies of city spaces and types. Queer constellations
cross Xânerie with cruising to produce streetwalking narratives that linger
and falter at the crossroads of urban development. Instead of reiterating
the dominant narrative of progress, the cruising narratives of queer 
constellations record collisions between urban gentriWcation and sexual
emancipation, between embourgeoisement and bohemianism. Cruising
Xâneries prompt queer narrative performances that collapse into inco-
herence before sites/sights of unbearable historical contradiction.

Like the classical Xâneur of nineteenth-century realism (Balzac’s
man-about-town, for example), the cruising Xâneur of queer constella-
tions strolls city passages with leisurely fascination at a loiterly, anti-
industrious, pace. And like the classical Xâneur, the cruising Xâneur is
piqued with desire—desire that the city itself has induced with its intox-
icating promenade of commodities. Unlike the classical Xâneur, famed for
his aloof observations, the cruising Xâneur loses composure (or decom-
poses) with exposure to the city’s erotic spectacles. The former conW-
dently documents his travels with empirical positivism, whereas the latter
documents his—or hers (since the cruising Xâneur is frequently a les-
bian)—with emotional, if not abject, acuity. Unlike the classical Xâneur,
for whom there is no object, the cruising Xâneur is on the outlook for
love, where the gay gaze is misrecognized for the look of the commod-
ity. A city lover, as much as a lover of his or her own sex, the cruising
Xâneur gravitates to the city’s erotic hot spots in search of a companion.
En route, she or he encounters the other in commodity drag, and vice
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versa, the commodity dressed in gay masquerade. In either case, the de-
ception is as devastating as it is exhilarating.

The Xâneur Wrst appeared on site of the Paris arcades, where the
urban spectacle was optimally enjoyed by luxuriously accommodated
strolling. By the time of Baudelaire, the arcades had been replaced by
Haussmann’s heavily trafWcked boulevards. Benjamin regarded Baude-
laire’s efforts to Xan against the crowd as heroic. Embodying the return
of the Xâneur, Benjamin strolled the Paris of the 1930s where the arcades
lay in ruins and bore but faint traces of their former elegance. From his
perspective Paris presented a ready-made montage in whose architec-
tural and archeological facades one could perceive the passage(s) of early
industrialism and utopian socialism (arcades and phalansteries) in shat-
tering juxtaposition with those of capitalist imperialism and failed com-
munism (boulevards and barricades). Benjamin extended his Xâneries to
the Bibliothèque Nationale, losing himself in the labyrinth of city archives
while undertaking his massive re/collection of the nineteenth century.
Though his Wndings are cited with few markers identifying his own 
time and place, and with minimal theoretical and/or narrative specu-
lation, the documentation of The Arcades Project is not simply objective.
His disjointed notes of Xâneries through historic space suggest less the
self-composed aloofness of Balzac’s hero than surrealism’s revolutionary
nihilism. They are calculated, at least covertly, to crystallize the contra-
dictions of the era and to destroy the complacency with which future
generations regard progress.

The cruising Xâneur of queer constellations is an even later imi-
tation of the nineteenth-century Xâneur and, in some cases, a direct
imitation of Benjamin’s Xâneur. Edmund White’s The Flâneur loosely
reiterates Benjamin’s “Return of the Flâneur” in reXections and reminis-
cences on Paris through the ages.95 White’s Xâneur adapts Benjamin’s
Xânerie to include memories of cruising the Tuileries Gardens and Île
St. Louis. At the same time, his Stroll through the Paradoxes of Paris high-
lights the dialectical character of city history, including the contradictory
position taken by gay Parisian literati on coming out as minority revo-
lutionaries. In Who Was That Man? Bartlett models its cruising Xâneur
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on the narrator of “A Berlin Chronicle.” This is the Xâneur who actively
loses his way in the city in order to rediscover what he had not witnessed
before.96 Bartlett’s Xâneur also takes to strolling the city archives, in this
case the holdings of the British Museum. Finding these holdings unforth-
coming on gay London, he loses himself in the archives in order to sight/
cite the recalcitrant object. He cruises the labyrinth of sources like he
cruises the streets. But with dialectical hindsight, he uncovers paradoxes
in history that cruising (in) the present overlooks.

The narrator of Scott’s My Paris fancies herself a “Xâneur of inte-
rior” Paris—that is, the Paris of embourgeoisiWed space, now hyper-
embellished in the era of capitalist postmodernity. This includes the 
luxurious writer’s studio wherein she discovers a copy of Benjamin’s Paris,
capitale du XIX e siècle and the Convolute on “L’Interieur.” Scott accentu-
ates Benjamin’s attention to interiors in proportion to how today’s city
seeks escape from its accelerated trafWc and ampliWed congestion. Flan-
ning through his Paris, she forges a writer’s retreat from congested boule-
vard Raspail just outside her window. At the same time, she acquires,
from Benjamin, a dialectics of seeing with which she reads actual met-
ropolitan spaces. She revisits the dilapidated or renovated arcades. But
her focus scatters across storefronts, billboards, and television screens of
enhanced urban spectacle.

The most radical adaptation of Benjamin’s Xâneur is Scott’s trans-
gendering of his constellation. Like Benjamin’s Xâneur, Scott’s Xâneur is
seduced by the sensual voluptuousness of commodity display; but, as a
woman, she Wgures differently in the scope of the city’s specularization.
Interpellated as la Parisienne by passers-by, she is subject to intense fash-
ion expectations, including her own ambivalent introjection of commod-
ity fetishism. She is as apprehensive of being misrecognized as a Paris
streetwalker as she is of passing inconspicuously as an adequate dresser.
Yet her desire for other women places her gaze, and her look, outside the
commercial circulation of femininity. She sets her sights on the other
Paris, highlighting the lesbianism of The Arcades Project and with lesbian
desire. Looking for a city of women, she stumbles across traces of not-
yet-actualized revolutionary potential to generate a women’s culture. Yet
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Scott’s Xâneur is anything but heroic. In search of la Parisienne lesbienne,
she is eternally disappointed. With self-conscious literary affectation,
she parodies the Xâneur’s anachronism. Moreover, her vision is as divided
as it is dialectical. Unable to resist the city’s overt solicitations of the
senses, she is also unable to affect indifference before the city’s covert
abuse of its others, including racially marked immigrants from French
ex-colonies.

The space exposed by the cruising Xâneur of queer constellations
differs dramatically according to gender. Cruising gay Xâneurs may cir-
cumscribe such (gay-)revitalized neighborhoods as the Castro and West
End London, as well as the hustling grounds of the Tenderloin and
Times Square and rough wastelands like the warehouse district South of
Market and the waterfront on the Hudson. Cruising lesbian Xâneurs
stroll through space that is less propertied and proprietary, yet more 
diffuse. Bartlett situates his Xâneries in the pleasure domes of expensive
West End nightclubs, whereas Myles locates hers near the cheap, few,
dyke bars scattered around the Village. Glück Wgures the gay bathhouse
as the ultimate site for perceiving the dialectics of gay capital, whereas
Schulman focuses her dialectical optics on the lesbian, low-rent era of
East Village bohemia. Different prospects pose different perspectives,
though in every case, the city is viewed through a montage of disjunc-
tive images.

Allegory

The Wctions that comprise queer constellations are allegorical, not fan-
tastical, although fantasy Wgures in these Wctions as a prime character of
urban preoccupation. Allegorical, de-romanticizing tales of the city, they
re-represent late modern, metropolitan space as, above all else, a space
of commodity phantasmagoria. This is a constructed, intoxicated, and
theatricalized space that is at once, as the narrative of seduction reveals,
destructive, toxic, and de-composed. Allegory attacks the veneer of post-
modern capital in its most insidious, erotic forms. It plots the double-
edged, technologically-enhanced romance of making-it (making-out) in
the city amidst showcases of fulWllment and voluptuous, uninhibited trafWc.
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What the city advertises as gross abundance, magniWed and multiplied in
disorienting simulations of consummate happiness, allegory re-cites as
over-determined signs of volatile and violent marketability. Fantasy con-
ceals the shocking human cost of its inXated expectations, just as, con-
versely, it absorbs revolutionary action in grandiose dreams. Allegory
exposes that concealment and absorption in Wctions of revolutionary nihil-
ism, converting what remains of the city’s revolutionary possibility into
retrospective utopia.

The allegorical character of queer constellations is underlined in
the titles of its Wctions. Rent Boy allegorizes the prostituted body of sex
in a city where everything is for rent, and vice versa, the city of deregu-
lated rent where every city dweller must prostitute himself in order to
make a living. Rat Bohemia allegorizes the infestation and devastation of
low-rent, bohemian neighborhoods by the city’s haplessly, if not crimi-
nally, administered plot to kill off poor populations and make way for
gentriWcation. Main Brides allegorizes the city’s seduction of women into
becoming the main objects of the Main’s commercial trafWc that, like the
displayable and disposable bodies of commodities, are made for con-
suming and trashing. By stressing the allegorical over the fantastical, and
by allegorizing the commodity as allegory (exposing the commodity’s
over-determined fantasy), these Wctions render visible the real of phan-
tasmagorical city space. In doing so, they amplify Walter Benjamin’s 
literary strategy for reading and deconstructing the city’s commodity-
saturated semiotics. Benjamin’s “One Way Street” reads as allegorical
everything and anything that the city puts on display; beyond their 
quotidian currency in capitalism’s enveloping universe, such objects as
“Underground Works,” “Travel Souvenirs,” and “Construction Sites”
render unimagined and/or repressed metaphorical (and metaphysical)
signiWcance. Similarly, every character who walks the street of queer con-
stellations—the rent boys of Rent Boy, the Main’s brides of Main Brides,
the rat bohemians of Rat Bohemia—represent the city allegorically. If
they fall easily for the city’s seductions, they are not simply duped into
taking for real what is presented as reality. Moreover, they are them-
selves allegories—allegorical types of urban dwellers—that specify the
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queer paradoxes of negotiating late-twentieth-century urban reality in
their respective cities of Manhattan and Montreal.

Allegory is also a principle mode of narration, as in Glück’s Jack the
Modernist. “Greetings from late capitalism where meaning and image
have come apart,” heralds “Bob,” the novel’s autobiographical narrator,
who sees himself de-compose into manifold fetishistic constructions and
projections of heavily mediated desire.97 Bob critiques modernism’s illu-
sions about the capacity of art to bring into meaningful unity and coher-
ence that world which commodity capital sunders apart in allegorical
meaninglessness. He looks at his lover’s, Jack’s, precious collection and
preservation of images of all the love affairs he has to date accumulated
and sees, in life as in art, the vain attempt of the modernist to shore these
fragments against his ruin. Bob rejects such aestheticism as the ultimate
fetish of, and consummate capitulation to, capitalism, echoing Benjamin
whose essays on Baudelaire outline the capitalist devaluation of eros:
“‘The man who goes the length of the path of passion of male sexual-
ity, comes through his sacred value to be a poet. The poet to whom no
social mission can be imparted, makes the market of the commodity his
objects.’”98

Subverting the compulsion to fetishize/aestheticize, Bob re/collects
the story of his love affair with Jack as a romance that is allegorically 
riddled with a collage of images from gay porn magazines and incisive
“dialogue” between Bob and Jack together with “Lechery,” “Lust,” and
“Pride.”

Allegory functions in queer constellations as a critical rent in the
(gay) gaze. It is the destructive factor of the dialectics of seeing that
views urban phantasmagoria from the perspective of its disintegration.
In an essay on “Allegory,” Glück cites a passage from Benjamin’s Origin
of German Tragic Drama:

Everything about history that, from the beginning, had been untimely,

sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed in a face—rather, in a death’s head.

And although such a thing lacks all “symbolic” freedom of expression, all

classical proportion, all humanity—nevertheless, this is the form in which
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man’s subjection to nature is most obvious and it signiWcantly gives rise to

not only the enigmatic question of the nature of human existence, as such,

but also of the biographical historicity of the individual. This is the heart

of the allegorical way of seeing.99

For Benjamin, the death’s head is allegorical par excellence. It lays bare
the corruptibility of human nature, and the fallibility of humanity. The
death’s head is history’s true face, not the icons we freely raise against
existential reality. Facing the real of history, we Wnd no symbol of salva-
tion. Nothing is so sacred or so personal as to escape allegory’s profane
illumination. In postmodernity, the individual subject dons the death’s
head in the (readily deconstructed) form of mass-mediated identity and
lifestyle. As Glück frankly puts it: “An allegorical frame of mind can read
crumbling medieval walls as the crumbling monarchy. If personality in
late capitalism is also a ruin, how would we allegorize it?”100

Jack the Modernist pictures this death’s head in a full-page repro-
duction of G. Allen Gilbert’s Vanity, a trompe l’oeil painting whose sub-
ject, depending on your perspective, appears now as a woman before a
mirror and then as a skull. It bears the caption: “I relinquished the Wrm
barrier that separated us—no, that separated me from nothing.”101 The
caption is excerpted from Bob’s story about paying a visit to the gay
baths for an orgiastic quick Wx that he hopes, in vain, will dispel the lone-
liness he feels with Jack. It is reinserted in the text out of context where
it signals the dissolution of artful narrative and urban romance. The dis-
illusionment Bob suffers in the baths prompts him to see not just Jack
but the world with a broken heart. Through a tear in the veil of the Cas-
tro’s gaiety, he glimpses catastrophe on every scale:

Rainbows surrounded us. A crystal that hung by a string in the bay 

window—part of the room’s new age paraphernalia—caught all the sun

and released it in hundreds of slowly revolving arcs. Their colors were

extremely pure and pleasurable. . . . But we had duly absorbed the horror;

it became part of our bodies like the shock of a slammed door. . . .

“Nuclear catastrophe, destitution, famine, additives, melanomas, losing
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face, U.S. involvement in El Salvador and Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, South

Korea, Chile, Lebanon and Argentina, war in the middle East, genocide

of Guatemalan Indians and extermination of the native peoples of Brazil,

Philippines, Australia, answering the telephone, resurgence of the Nazis,

the KKK, auctioning of the U.S. wilderness, toxic waste, snipers, wrinkles,

cult murderers, my car, Jack’s safety, queer bashers, South Africa, being

unloved, considered second rate, considered stupid, collapse of our

cities.”102

The allegorical gaze destroys the gay gaze and the look of com-
modity fetishism. It initiates the critical function of negation in the dia-
lectics of seeing. That is not all. Where it perceives things in their ruin,
it also fathoms their redemption. Benjamin stressed allegory’s dual capa-
bility, as Gilloch explains:

The allegorical gaze is that of the physiognomist, and has both a destruc-

tive and a constructive moment. In emptying out meaning, allegory brings

the ruination, the “mortiWcation” of things. . . . Allegory also contains a

positive, redemptive moment. . . . The world is reduced to ruins so that

the rubble and fragments that result can be gathered up and reused. Ben-

jamin notes that objects viewed through the optic of allegory “are broken

apart and conserved simultaneously. Allegory holds tightly to the debris.”

The promesse du bonheur contained in the phantasmagoria of the modern

is thus redeemed. . . . Ruination and redemption—these are the Janus-

faces of the allegory. The allegorical vision as the overcoming of myth and

the moment of historical redemption contains within it the qualities of the

dialectical image, and hence becomes the fundamental basis of Benjamin’s

critical historiography.103

Jack the Modernist foresees redemption in storytelling that knits
community together in the face of ruin, once the facade of gay romance
is ripped off. But not all the Wctions of queer constellations place equal
emphasis on each side of allegory’s split vision. Rent Boy foresees only
ruination; allegory functions solely as negation in this text and resembles
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the nihilism of Benjamin’s late writings on Baudelairean allegory. Like the
prostitute of Baudelaire’s “Allégorie,” Indiana’s rent boy personiWes the
commodity by giving it a human face. Therein is reXected the commod-
ity character of the city’s most intimate consumers. The look on that 
face turns into horror when it beholds the mirror image of another rent
boy, whose body has been rent asunder by organ thieves in an execution
of extremely rough trade for the city’s power brokers. Conversely, Main
Brides foregrounds the redemption it foresees in ruination. Oscillating
between fantasies evoked by the Main’s faces and facades and the terror
evoked at the sight of a woman’s corpse abandoned by her murderer in
an inner-city park, allegorical vision remains split. If the narrator is dis-
tracted by her cruising fantasies of passing street-women, she is soberly
recalled to the de-composing present by the haunting real of urban vio-
lence. Yet between fantasy and sobriety a revelation of history appears.
A utopian dream lifts the brides from street level to the rooftops of 
the Main, where they dance with spears in hand. Projecting an image 
of the future on the city’s revolutionary horizon, they unearth a layer of 
archaeology that has been violently obliterated by capitalism’s enduring
fetishism.

Narratives of the Real

The allegorical gaze foresees the city in ruins, disinterring what Benja-
min identiWes as the “refuse of history” (AP 460 [N1a, 8]). Comprising
this “refuse” are victims of cultural conquest. These include not only the
maligned and marginalized working poor but also the revolutionary dead,
including dead sexual revolutionaries, whose struggle remains buried and
suspended in the annals of capitalist progress. Like Benjamin’s critical his-
toriography, queer constellations excavate the ruins of the recent met-
ropolitan past, aiming to recover and redeem history’s trash in startling,
revelatory assemblages. Unlike the author of The Arcades Project, however,
they endorse narrative (and theory) as well as citation. Narrative func-
tions in these Wctions as a site of de-composition and decomposure, where
the phenomenological subject of history cracks up, breaks down, falls
apart in shock at sight of history’s simultaneous potential and betrayal.
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Queer constellations personify Benjamin’s constellation of awak-
ening in narratives of experience and memory that radically undermine
ofWcial history. Narrative form is a testy installation of story and docu-
mentary that dispenses with conventional frames of genre, temporality,
and identity. Forms of nonWctive narrative (memoir, diary, autobiogra-
phy) compose fragmentary assemblages with forms of Wctive nonnarra-
tive (montage, collage, cut-ups)—forms that resemble (or reassemble)
Benjamin’s earlier experimentation with documentary narrative (chron-
icle, diary, Xânerie, mémoire involontaire), together with his later adapta-
tions of montage. Deployment of these forms enables re/collection of
historical debris from untapped reservoirs of collective memory and trau-
matic experience. Queer constellations enact a return to Benjamin that,
at the same time, is a return to the real.

The highlighting of the real and referential in these Wctions should
not be mistaken for realism (in the sense of nineteenth-century positivist
realism). But nor should it be overlooked as a minor feature of queer
postmodernism. In an important essay that heralds the emergence of
“New Narrative,” Gregory Bredbeck omits the real and referential, and,
concomitantly, the city and the revolutionary, in an elucidation of what
he perceives to be a purely deconstructive critique of heteronormativ-
ity.104 To clarify my own position on “New Narrative,” a movement in
North American prose writing that has produced many of the Wctions of
queer constellations, I should like to end this introduction on a note of
critical difference.

Robert Glück, in collaboration with other San Francisco writers,
has been leading an experiment in hybrid writing that mixes story and
theory, essay and autobiography, allegory and fantasy, along with other
incommensurable forms such as gossip, fable, and romance. Lately, he
has been joined by writers outside San Francisco, including Montreal’s
Gail Scott and, to a lesser extent, New York’s Eileen Myles.105 Glück has
documented the history and strategy of this experiment under the aegis
of “New Narrative,” stressing the importance of retaining narrative
against the dominant tendency in avant-garde writing to destroy all ves-
tige of discursive—truth-telling—“authority”: “We did not want to break
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the back of representation or ‘punish’ it for lying, but to elaborate nar-
ration on as many planes as we could, which seemed consistent with the
lives we lead.”106 For Glück, the incitement to experiment with new 
narrative was prompted by the need of San Francisco’s gay, lesbian, and
working-class writers to document the advent of queer community in
the context of urban commodity culture:

In the urban mix, some great experiment was actually taking place, a gen-

uine community where strangers and different classes and ethnicities rubbed

more than shoulders. This community was not destroyed by commodity

culture, which was destroying so many other communities; instead, it was

founded in commodity culture. We had to talk about it. Bruce [Boone]

and I turned to each other to see if we could come up with a better rep-

resentation—not in order to satisfy [gay] movement pieties or to be polit-

ical, but in order to be. We (eventually we were gay, lesbian, and working

class writers) could not let narration go.107

The narrative of New Narrative represents gay lives as constructed
on location. It calls historical, gay self-consciousness into being at a 
moment when Language Poetry dominated the literary scene with its
performative deconstruction of narrative voice. This is the same moment
when gay identity is beginning to cohere on the city stage as a unify-
ing strategy of political representation.108 Glück notes the difWculties of
representing the reality of experience that, like urban gay experience, is
so intensely, simultaneously caught up in the mythology of identity and
the allegory of commodity. For New Narrative writers, the most real
representation is that which underscores the politics of community within
the space of commodity: “Writing can’t will away power relations and
commodity life; instead writing must accept its relation to power and
recognize that at present group practice resides inside the commodity.”
Writing autobiography is New Narrative’s mode of representing the
complex constructedness of self in commodity society: “daydreams, night-
dreams, the act of writing, the relationship to the reader, the meeting of
Xesh and culture, the self as collaboration, the self as disintegration, the
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gaps, the inconsistencies and distortions, the enjambments of power, fam-
ily, history and language.”109

New Narrative practice puts critical theory substantially into play.
Among the theorists and critics “who would make a foundation for New
Narrative writing,” Glück lists “Walter Benjamin: for lyrical melancholy
(which reads as autobiography) and for permission to mix high and
low.”110 He does not note afWnities between New Narrative writing and
Benjamin’s city writing, nor the importance of Benjamin’s avant-garde
critique and exposition of commodity culture. He leaves it to readers to
forge that conjunction. If many of my primary texts derive from New
Narrative writing, it is chieXy this connection with Benjamin that my
investigations explore. My intent is not to deWne the genre, though I
would contest any description of New Narrative that omits the city.

Gregory Bredbeck’s important essay “New Queer Narrative: Inter-
vention and Critique” introduces readers to New Narrative as an emerg-
ing genre of avant-garde writing. It argues that New Narrative’s most
unifying feature is its critique of normative heterosexuality: “hence, in
recent years, the genre has frequently been called the new queer narra-
tive.”111 To specify what is new, Bredbeck contrasts the “queer critique”
of New Narrative with the “gay critique” of gay narrative and discerns
their distinctive modes of intervention into the system and structure of
heterosexism. The two function concurrently, having developed out of
the same framework of gay identity politics to which the gay liberation
movement gave birth in the 1970s. The critical strategy of gay narrative
is to trouble heterosexual romance with gay and lesbian alternatives, the
point being not to destroy narrative but to displace straight conventions
with homosexual substitutions. Also, “gay narrative participates in what
might be called an activist critique” and resembles Marxist critique in
calling for and enacting a vision of social transformation.112

Alternatively, queer critique is “pure critique” that “blocks” all nar-
rative and totally disables the plot of heterosexist expectation. Queer cri-
tique is a purely negative critique whose disturbance of norm and form
aim not to transform but merely to shock: “most, if not all, new narra-
tive . . . incorporates violence and pornographic sex, elements of shock
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which are repeated structurally in a reliance on pastiches, cut-and-paste
techniques, and non-linear narratives.” The “ex-centricity” of gay critique
and “dis/integration” of queer critique forge, respectively, the afWrma-
tive and negative, activist and dissident, components of a social “dialec-
tic.”113 Queer negativity, Bredbeck stresses, should not be underrated,
since it is the agency of self-critique that prevents gay identity politics
from becoming, in turn, a vanguard of (gay) prohibition.

But does New Narrative not forge queer (and) activist critique?
Does it not re-represent urban, gay, and lesbian experience in images
that are at once constructive and de(con)structive, negative and afWrma-
tive? Bredbeck notes, in fact, that “most of the new narrative’s practi-
tioners hail from the urban centres of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
New York—and a few from Montreal and most reside there as a result
of personal diasporic movements from smaller towns.”114 Yet he over-
looks the city in their writing. This is surprising given that Sarah Schul-
man, whom he considers a proponent of New Narrative, is a founder 
of the urban guerilla front “Lesbian Avengers” and author of six novels
where, as she says, “life in the East Village . . . is thoroughly docu-
mented.”115 It is even more surprising that he should overlook the city
in David Wojnarowicz’s militant, avant-garde memoir of being queer in
America and living with AIDS.

To exemplify the “pure critique” of new queer narrative, Bredbeck
points to Wojnarowicz’s Close to the Knives and, speciWcally, to a passage
that, in the critic’s words, announces that “intervention in the system 
is labelled useless, while social subjectivity itself—‘speaking your Wrst
word’—is exposed as imitative and complicit with bourgeois identiWca-
tion.” Bredbeck stresses Wojnarowicz’s strategy of “disintegration”: “for
while disintegration means falling apart, it also means dis-integration,
the process of extricating something from an integrated system.”116 But
other passages in Close to the Knives illustrate extrication and construc-
tion, as when the author recalls his discovery of the cut-up technique.117

Looking back on this technique that was central to his survival as a
queer/artist, Wojnarowicz testiWes that “all of my life I’ve made things
that are like fragmented mirrors of what I perceive to be the world.”118
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Close to the Knives demonstrates this cut-up technique, underlining the
installation of mimesis and collage to subvert mass media’s dominated
space. Using material from national headlines and corporate television,
together with remnants of queer existence excised from public view, it
illustrates how identity is constructed inside the commodity as a trans-
formative production—a production that uses the contradictory strate-
gies of what Glück means by “autobiography”: “the self as collaboration,
the self as disintegration.”

However disintegrated, the world that Wojnarowicz perceives is real
and it refers primarily to New York City. Close to the Knives recasts scenes
of living memory indelibly traced by cruising. The section “In the Shadow
of the American Dream: Soon All This Will Be Picturesque Ruins” tracks
memories of cruising in a de-composing montage, set against picture post-
card America, illuminating the city’s industrial wasteland of dilapidated
factories, warehouses, and harbor fronts—scenes that read like derelict
versions of Whitman’s Manhattan. Wojnarowicz’s city has even struck
the attention of Rebecca Solnit who, in her popular history of walking,
notes how Close to the Knives incorporates past strategies of Xânerie 
and “reads like a summary of all the urban experience that came before
him.”119 What especially impresses Solnit is how cruising the city func-
tions as referential anchor in the maelstrom of Wojnarowicz’s revelations:
“He writes in a collage of memories, encounters, dreams, fantasies, and
outbursts studded with startling metaphors and painful images, and in
his writings walking appears like a refrain, a beat: he always returns to the
image of himself walking alone down a New York street or a corridor.”120

The city’s refuse enter Wojnarowicz’s collage as agents of insur-
gency. This is the maligned queer populace, who are either doomed or
dead, victims of epidemiological conspiracy—the trash of recent Amer-
ican history. It is their collective memory that Wojnarowicz writes into
remembrance. Among those he commemorates in his “Personal Acknowl-
edgements” are the “42nd Street Movie Houses” and “the drag queens
along the Hudson River and their truly revolutionary states.” The call
to arms that ends his memoir is wholly and abjectly arousing: “Meat.
Blood. Memory. War. We rise to greet the State, to confront the State.”121
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Fictions of queer constellations, including New Narrative Wction,
represent the queer space of urban reality by combining narrative and
montage, activist and negative critique. They reassemble and reactivate
the destructive and constructive components of historical materialism
that (or akin to that which) Benjamin substituted for traditional histori-
cal narrative. That these techniques are antithetical is appropriate to the
aim of rendering antithetical experience perceptible. As Glück reXects:
“I wanted to write with a total continuity and total disjunction since I
experienced the world (and myself) as a continuity and inWnity divided.”122

Queer constellations are revolutionary in the sense given by Ben-
jamin—meaning absolutely not a “liberal-moral-humanistic-ideal of free-
dom.”123 Skeptical of liberations that, waged in the name of progress,
capitulate to capitalism, he championed that tendency in the European
literary avant-garde to treat reality with “pessimism.”124 Queer literary
history shares a similar skepticism regarding gay liberation. In his study
of queer literary production in the twentieth century preceding Stone-
wall, for example, Christopher Nealon denounces “a purely progressive
or liberationist idea of queer politics” and proceeds to trace this pro-
duction in the commodity domain. Seeing no other realistic plot for
queer (literary) intervention, Nealon opts for a narrative of history that
ends in globalization.125

But Benjamin, for whom the globalization of capitalist culture was
no less impending, insisted on charging literature with a revolutionary
task. This was the task of eliminating moral metaphors, particularly those
of liberty and prosperity, from political thought, or contrasting them
with images of material actuality in juxtapositions so shocking as to jolt
audiences into a revolutionary presence of mind.126 He thus urged art to
destroy the aura of political optimism (exuded by social democrats) by
casting a revolting “image space”:

the space, in a word, in which political materialism and physical creature-

liness share the inner man, the psyche, the individual, or whatever else we

wish to throw to them, with dialectical justice, so that no limb remains 
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untorn. Nevertheless—indeed, precisely after such dialectical annihilation—

this will still be an image space and, more concretely, a body space.127

Queer constellations construct such a space. It is a space where literally
“no limb remains untorn” that envelops Gary Indiana’s rent boy as he
hustles 1990s New York. Even utopianism foresees devastation in the
space of Delany’s new Times Square. All protagonists of these Wctions,
who cruise the contradictions of late urban development, face the catas-
trophe of history. In shock, they sight/cite images of progress that revolt
our media-anesthetized consciousness. The critic’s task is to illuminate
the techniques of awakening.
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Histories of the gay bathhouse share Aragon’s hypothesis that “baths
would seem to be the ideal space for physical relationships and, even
more.”1 This is not to say that gay revisionary historiography typically
subscribes to surrealist ideas and techniques. Histories of the gay bath-
house pose an exception in that, like Aragon’s haunting of the ruins of
modern industrial Paris, they evoke the eros of recently devastated urban
space. In both texts—surrealism’s and gay history’s—the bathhouse Wgures
uncannily as the ghost of a love that will not be laid to rest or that rest-
lessly seeks its dwelling in the constellation of late modernity. Like
Aragon, but without his poetic license, the historians slip into a world 
of dreams.

The hypothetical claims of this historiography exceed even Aragon’s
“even more.” The “love affair” that “grips” the historian’s imagination
engages a whole community of adventurers: the erotic community that
the gay bathhouse’s unique social architecture is said to have inspired.
The bathhouse, historians contend, was always, until recently, (at) the
heart of gay city life, and the gaiety of the American big city, New York
especially, may largely be attributed to the liveliness of the gay bath-
house. The bathhouse was, accordingly, the Wrst urban space to afford
gay men a site of congregation. Here queers could relax in physical 
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C H A P T E R  1

Love at Last Sight; or, 
The Dialectics of Seeing in 

the Wake of the Gay Bathhouse

Baths would appear to be the ideal site for physical relationships and,

even more, for the improbable adventure of a true love affair. However

absurd this last hypothesis, it grips my imagination. Love at Wrst sight in

a bathhouse: laugh if you like, you don’t know what you’re laughing at.

—Louis Aragon, Paris Peasant



intimacy and explore their sexuality, relatively immune from the dangers
of city parks, public toilets, back alleys, and other shady fringes of pub-
lic space. Homoerotic communing in naked anonymity transcended class
difference and opened the way for a new social praxis. Moreover, the
baths’ artful interior mimicry of city streets and cruising grounds with a
choreography of steam and mirrors encouraged a love between citizen
and city, as well as between citizen and citizen. The dilapidation and
demolition of New York and San Francisco’s gay bathhouses, which fol-
lowed their closure by governments in panic response to AIDS, signals
the end of a radical and vital experiment in urban living.

This hypothesis is profoundly idealistic, though the authors do not
perceive it as such. Like Aragon’s presentation of the baths, gay histori-
ography articulates its claims in the form of a defense against public mis-
conception; but unlike the former, which aims to solicit the avant-garde
of poetic revolution, the latter appeals to the conscience of social legis-
lators and political economists. Histories of the gay bathhouse conform
to the narrative of progress of traditional historicism, testifying to the
social and economic beneWts of a growing enterprise, yet punctuated by
an impression of revolutionary eroticism. The resulting picture of emerg-
ing gay social space is perplexing. The goals of commodity capitalism
appear confused with a dream of sexual socialism, projecting a desire 
to represent commercial viability and political resistance simultaneously.
Mixed purposes reside in this object of historical recollection, if not in
the thing itself.2

Historians prompt us to think of the gay bathhouse, especially New
York’s gay bathhouse, as the twentieth century’s per/version of nineteenth-
century optimism, when industrial (and libidinal) economy was at its
peak and national spirits were running high: that is, as a late production
of that “robust love” that Whitman observed between enterprising Man-
hattanese in their daily exchange on the city’s bustling streets. At the
same time, we glimpse the jouissance pur of a religiously guarded minority
space. Enterprising and resisting, commercial venture and erotic retreat,
public arena and private sanctuary, body worshiping and sexually activist,
communal and anonymous, the gay bathhouse commands reverence for
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interpellating big-city citizenry with intimacy, liberty, and fraternity. The
gay bathhouse may be the product of historical imagination, but strangely
it confounds historical interpretation.

Now that the era of the bathhouse has ended—a fact to which his-
tories of the gay bathhouse attest, though gay bathhouses continue to
exist outside the gay meccas of San Francisco and New York City3—gay
historiography must write against the forgetfulness of mainstream cul-
ture. It does so with nostalgia in an attempt to rally collective memory.
But nostalgia is haunted by phantasmagoria of the urban marketplace.
Even that history that explicitly protests the closure of gay bathhouses
inventories social interest with a list of commercial credits. The contrary
images of erotic radicalism and economic progressivism are two sides of
the same idealistic coin of gay liberalism, duplicitous face of the homo-
eroticization of capital.

When cast from a liberal, idealizing, perspective, the hypothesis of
love in a bathhouse loses sight of real, salient, material contradictions.
Instead of drawing out these contradictions and constructing an object
of revolutionary cognition, histories of the gay bathhouse overlook them,
in favor of a myth of lost utopia.

The purpose of this chapter is to reconsider historiography of the
gay bathhouse, critique its idealist assumptions, and disclose unacknowl-
edged antitheses that could serve as starting point for rethinking the
volatility of (gay) urban space. Drawing on the technique and theories of
Walter Benjamin and on contemporary gay writing of the city, I will pre-
sent a dialectical image of the gay bathhouse as a radical alternative to the
picture proposed by the historians.

Historiography of the Gay Bathhouse

Historiography of the gay bathhouse has a decidedly political beginning
in Allan Bérubé’s “History of Gay Bathhouses.” Drafted as a “declaration”
of gay rights and submitted to the California Superior Court on behalf of
bathhouse patrons, this “History” campaigned against public misconcep-
tions concerning AIDS, including the scapegoating of gay bathhouses 
as the alleged source of decadence and disease.4 “As a community-based
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historian,” Bérubé determined “to intervene in the public and legal debate
over closing all the bathhouses, sex clubs, and adult theaters in San Fran-
cisco” and “to construct an alternative defense of gay baths that was
based on their long history as sexual institutions, and on the right of gay
citizens to use them for associational purposes that were sexual as well
as social and political” (187).

The strategy of Bérubé’s history is to testify to the existence of a
“gay community” with well-established, community-based “institutions”
of its own, institutions that, unlike those of the moral majority, were
based explicitly on “physical intimacy” (187). In other words, gay com-
munity has a right to be and be there, like any other established com-
munity in America, guardian of democracy and home to all enterprising
minorities. Above all, gay people have a right to maintain and enjoy their
own social institutions, including bathhouses, which forged community
in hostile territory and were “an integral part of gay political history”:

Before there were any openly gay or lesbian leaders, political clubs, books,

Wlms, newspapers, businesses, neighborhoods, churches, or legally recog-

nized gay rights, several generations of pioneers spontaneously created

gay bathhouses and lesbian and gay bars. These men and women risked

arrest, jail sentences, loss of families, loss of jobs, beatings, murders, and

the humiliation that could lead to suicide in order to transform public bars

and bathhouses into safety zones where it was safe to be gay. In a nation

which has for generations mobilized its institutions towards making gay

people invisible, illegal, isolated, ignorant, and silent, gay baths and bars

became the Wrst stages of a civil rights movement for gay people in the

United States. (188)

“Us[ing] terms and concepts . . . that were prevalent in the early 1980s
among white gay male activists,” Bérubé creates a “language” of gay
community (187). Gay bathhouses Wgure in this language as “safety
zones” for cultivating “democracy and camaraderie” (191): “for the gay
community, gay bathhouses represent a major success in a century-long
struggle to overcome isolation and develop a sense of community and
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pride in their sexuality, to gain their right to sexual privacy, to win their
right to associate with each other in public” (188). “The History of Gay
Bathhouses” did not prevent the closure of gay bathhouses, but it did raise
public awareness of the emergence and importance of gay social space.

The central chapter of George Chauncey’s ambitious academic his-
tory of Gay New York also declares that “the safest, most enduring, and
one of the most afWrmative of the settings in which gay men gathered in
the Wrst half of the twentieth century was the baths.”5 The primary
premise of “The Social World of the Baths” is that “baths exemplify the
manner in which men built a social world on the basis of a shared mar-
ginalized sexuality.” Bathhouses, according to Chauncey, were the Wrst
public institutions to be open to and/or occupied by gay men. “It was
only in the late 1930s and 1940s that bars patronized exclusively by gay
men began to appear in New York. . . . But decades earlier, gay men had
begun to appropriate one traditional male space as their own: the city’s
bathhouses” (207).

“The Social World of the Baths” reiterates Bérubé’s claim that bath-
houses were gathering spaces for gay men to cultivate and institute their
own society. It further claims that gay occupation of bathhouses facili-
tated the spatial and social transformation of gay sexuality. The migration
of gay men from the streets into bathhouses meant not only a reloca-
tion of cruising grounds out of danger into safety and the gay appropri-
ation of traditional male space (Turkish Baths). It encouraged cruising,
discouraged hustling, and facilitated “mass sex.”6 Otherwise isolated, alien-
ated, and dangerous, sex in the city’s outdoors found communal possi-
bility indoors:

The sexual climate of the gay baths was different from that of certain

streets—and even of many Bowery resorts and waterfront dives—in sev-

eral signiWcant ways. First, it made possible for men to disabuse them-

selves of negative feelings about their homosexuality. . . . It also meant that

the baths became a rendezvous for those gay men who wished to have

mutually satisfying sex with other gay men rather than to service “normal”

men. . . . In sharp contrast to most social situations, which negated the
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body and homosexual desire, the baths afWrmed them by facilitating pub-

lic interactions, group encounters (or “mass sex,” as it was usually called).

(219–20)

Histories of the gay bathhouse subscribe to the discourse of “social
space” and “the right to the city,” Wrst formally articulated by Marxist
philosopher Henri Lefebvre (in dialogue with Guy Debord, Michel Fou-
cault, and others) and now commonly spoken among Marxist sociolo-
gists, ethnographers, and historiographers.7 “Social space” recognizes that
space is a “social production,” that society “produces” the space(s) that
it inhabits,8 that the form of social space is “encounter, assembly and
simultaneity” which is most readily seen in “urban space,”9 that there is
a “political economy of space” just as there is a “history of space.”10 The
production of space entails “spatial practices,” including “signifying prac-
tices”11 and practices of pleasure, as well as practices of material produc-
tion based on necessity. “Social space” also recognizes the hierarchical
and conXictual nature of urban space. “Dominated space” is contested
and subverted by “appropiated space,” space practiced by dissidents and
minorities according to their needs and possibilities against repressive
state designs and controlling corporate interests (164–65).

“Appropriated space” is a key term of historiographical intervention.
It not only opposes the dominant view of urban renewal but also exposes
the technology and bureaucracy of dominated space with a battery of
oppositional practices. Possession of property is “at best a necessary pre-
condition, and most often merely an epiphenomenon, of ‘appropriative
activity,’” whereas techniques and collaboration of art are useful, if not
essential, to the appropriation of a building, a site, or a street (165). Rev-
olutionary appropriation combines spatial and sexual appropriative activ-
ity. “Any revolutionary ‘project’ today must,” Lefebvre asserts, “make the
reappropriation of the body, in association with the reappropriation of
space, into a non-negotiable part of its agenda” (166–67). Sexual appro-
priation Wnds space for pleasure, separated from the goals and institu-
tions of heterosexual reproduction: “the true space of pleasure . . . would
be an appropriated space par excellence” (167).
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Bérubé and Chauncey speak of gay bathhouse space as a site of social
production and appropriative activity. They historicize the appropriation
of gay baths as a collective practice and production of homosocial forms
of homosexual pleasure. Appropriation, they say, began with an occupa-
tion of bathhouses before bathhouses came into possession of gay entre-
preneurs. Bérubé interprets this appropriation as a “right,” the right of
gay citizens to use bathhouses, and other public spaces, for associational
purposes: a gay right to the city. Chauncey interprets gay baths’ mass sex,
advanced sexual experimentation, and mixed ethno-economic patronage
as radically democratic appropriation.12

Like Marxist-inXected discourse of social space, the language used
by historiographers of the gay bathhouse harkens back to the Paris Com-
mune, speciWcally to

its displacement of the political onto seemingly peripheral areas of every-

day life—the organization of space and time, changes in lived rhythms and

social ambiences. The insurgents’ brief mastery of their own history is

perceptible, in other words, not so much on the level of governmental pol-

itics as on the level of their daily life: in concrete problems of work, leisure,

housing, sexuality, and family and neighborhood relations.13

The Commune’s deployment of “antihierarchical gestures and improvi-
sations” and success in “extending principles of association and cooper-
ation into the workings of everyday life” is evidence that revolutionary
struggle need not be modeled on “some rigid and polar opposition of cap-
ital and labor.”14

Historiographers of the production of gay social space stress 
the antihierarchical gestures and improvisations practiced in the bath-
house: the collapse of the division between private and public spheres;
mass sex; collective sexual exploration; the discouraging of prostitution
with the appealing “possibility of ‘servicing trade’”;15 the mixing of class,
and even of race. To Bérubé and Chauncey, the gay bathhouse Wgures 
as an overturning of bourgeois libidinal economy, which reiWes and par-
titions eros, conWning romanticized private sex to the master bedroom
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of reproductive heterosexuality and ostracized public sex to the city’s sex-
marketing slums: a manning the barricades against sexual policing, sex traf-
Wcking, rough trade, queer bashing—the whole barrage of homophobic
violence and homosexual suppression.

Ira Tattelman’s history of gay bathhouses focuses on “the wall” and
its double function of barring and protecting as communal barricade.16

The outer facade, he contends, was typically unrevealing and uninviting,
consisting of windows “covered with wooden boards or steel shutters”
followed by a “series of thresholds”—a “solid” front door, an “admis-
sions desk often behind bars or thick glass,” a “heavy inner security
door”—that led to the inner sanctum of pleasure (400). Passing through
these thresholds, patrons would undergo transformation “from outsider
to participant” (400). “Sexual exploration” was the object of participation
by which “new relations between men” were forged and “the authority
of straight society was displaced” (394). Dissolving hierarchies as well as
inhibitions, orgies engaged a new praxis of social and sexual relations
that bathhouse communards took back into the city:

The principle of the bathhouse was that you brought nothing inside with

you. Ideally the bathhouse tried to erase the boundaries that divide peo-

ple; clothing was removed, and issues of class were left at the lockers. By

stripping bare, new experiences became possible. When you left, you took

those things you had learned from participating in the bathhouse, by com-

municating with your body, back out into the world. (394)

Tattelman argues further that gay men’s increased occupation and
ownership of bathhouses facilitated a revolutionary transformation of
traditional urban space. St. Marks Baths is a case in point:

Built in 1913 as the St. Marks Russian and Turkish Baths, the establishment

catered to businessmen in the area. As business began to move, the baths

became popular with neighborhood residents. In the 1950s it served older

Jewish men during the day and gay men by night. In the 1960s it became

exclusively gay, but was considered unclean and uninviting. Bought and
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refurbished by Bruce Mailman in 1979, the baths were redesigned for gay

sexual expression in all its variety. . . . “At its peak, the St. Marks Baths was

the hotbed of revolution in public sex that crystallized for many homo-

sexual men the essence of what it meant to be gay in America in the late

1970s and early 1980s.” (399)17

Yet historiography of the gay bathhouse compromises its socialist
discourse with a narrative of growth and development, whereby pro-
duction implies reproduction and consumption, appropriation implies
commercialization and renovation, and social space is confused with the
phantasmagoria of the capitalist marketplace. In a conXation of rhetoric,
the gay bathhouse Wgures now as a commune, then as an arcade. When
global capitalism threatens to incorporate the gay village, does the bath-
house strike a last stand against homogenizing forces of dominated space
or accelerate mass tourism and community dispersal?

Chauncey argues that gay bathhouses deserve historical “scrutiny”
since “they reveal much about the evolution of gay commercial institu-
tions in general,” as well as “patterns of gay sociability” (“The Social
World of the Baths,” 207). “Evolution” implies the “transition” from
“mixed (straight and gay) to exclusively gay bathhouses [that] foreshad-
owed the arrival of other exclusively gay establishments” (207). Accord-
ingly, by the end of the nineteenth century, gay men began to cruise and
patronize the three kinds of baths that existed at that time: ritual Rus-
sian, Turkish, and Jewish baths; public baths; entrepreneurial electric and
Turkish baths. Since entrepreneurial baths were the most accommodating,
the transition from mixed to gay baths proceeded with a consolidation
of middle-class interests (208–09). The delight Chauncey takes in describ-
ing the luxurious interiors of these baths dominates his discussion of
their potential to transcend or subvert class differences.18

Bérubé’s activist historiography also appeals to entrepreneurial
progressivism, thereby undermining its political radicalism. Covering a
century of development from the 1890s to the 1980s, “The History of
Gay Bathhouses” is divided into “stages.” Earlier stages (of “ordinary
bathhouses,” “favorite spots,” and “early gay bathhouses”) set the scene
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for the Wnal stage (“modern gay bathhouses”) that, from the late 1950s
to early 1980s, showcases spectacular popularity and prosperity. Dramatic
expansion follows “gay liberation.”19 A barrage of newly opened gay bath-
houses evidences gay men’s appropriation of inner-city space:

In the early 1970s, the Everard Baths refurbished the premises after a Wre

and became an openly gay bathhouse, ending decades of clandestine activ-

ity. The East Side Sauna, Man’s Country, Beacon Baths, Odyssey Baths,

Apollo Sauna, Broadway Baths, Wall Street Sauna, Sauna Bath and Health

Club, and The Barracks all opened as gay baths in Manhattan in the 1970s.

(200)

But here “appropriation” implies property acquisition and refurbishing
as much as appropriative social and spatial practices. Sexual enfranchise-
ment implies commercial franchise. “The Club Baths—a newly-formed,
national chain of gay bathhouses opened a bathhouse on First Avenue
. . . at the site of an old Russian baths [and] . . . was Manhattan’s Wrst
openly gay-owned bathhouse” (200). Gay propriety is said to make room
for total gaiety: a hypereroticized interiorization of big-city entertainment,
where baths and saunas are embellished by bars, cafés, discos, cinemas,
cabarets, Hollywood movies, Bette Midler, and Barry Manilow (202–03).
“The Continental Baths opened on West 74th Street, offering a disco
dance Xoor, a Saturday Night cabaret, a pool, and clean, spacious facili-
ties that could serve 1,000 men . . . ‘a unique, total gay environment’”
(200). Gay bathhouses opened their doors to the culture industry and
the culture industry entered gay bathhouses, reproducing gay society for
mainstream consumption.20 And while some bathhouses exhibited local
art to encourage sexual community,21 others deployed high-tech videos
to afford optimal autoerotic distraction.22

Bérubé interprets the recreational simulation of urban danger zones
in bathhouse choreography as an overcoming of homophobia through
technology and aesthetics. But in applauding the installation of “fantasy
environments,” he abandons his protest against social violence to hail
the society of the spectacle:
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In the 1970s, fantasy environments were installed which recreated the erotic

situations that were still illegal and dangerous outside the walls of the

baths. Glory holes recreated the toilets. Mazes recreated park bushes and

undergrowth. Steam rooms and gyms recreated the YMCAs. Video rooms

recreated the balconies and back rows of movie theatres. Indoor trailer

trucks recreated “the trucks,” a cruising area of trailer trucks parked along

the waterfront at the end of Christopher Street in Greenwich Village. Cells

recreated and transformed the environment of prisons and jails, where gen-

erations of men had ended up for having sex in toilets, parks and the

YMCA. (201–02)

Tattelman reiterates this narrative of progress, pointing to the gay
bathhouse’s peak moments of accommodating urban exchange. “In the
1950s the Penn Post Baths accommodated the rush-hour trafWc near the
train station. In the early 1970s the Continental Baths in the Ansonia
Hotel offered a swimming pool, saunas, orgy rooms, and Bette Midler.
The Mount Morris Baths, located in Harlem since 1927, was one of the
few places where black gay men could connect with other men” (“The
Meaning at the Wall,” 398). He documents the shutting down of the St.
Marks Baths in 1985 by New York health ofWcials as a hiatus in the nar-
rative—but deWes narrative closure, speculating how “bathhouses . . .
could have become a site for AIDS education, demonstration, workshops,
and videos” (404) and blaming their untimely demise on government
homophobia and general lack of vision: “many people found it difWcult
to think that gay male sexuality and the prevention of HIV transmittal
could happen at the same time and in the same place” (404). He further
documents an afterlife that testiWes to the survival of a semblance of
bathhouse culture in commercial venues that rise in its wake: gay discos,
sex clubs, and circuit-parties, though he admits this development is anti-
climactic, an interminable denouement. If “the ideals of these spaces of
occupation are familiar . . . they are not as diverse and open as bath-
houses. . . . There is a lot of groping, but far less sexual exchange.
Designed for ‘getting off,’ the sex clubs of the 1990s offer few possibil-
ities for intimacy and sensuality” (396).
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Focusing on the gay bathhouse at the climax of its history, Tattel-
man illustrates its unique, total environment with a poster from the 1960s
advertising Manhattan’s Broadway Baths. The roof has been removed to
disclose a labyrinth of corridors, massage rooms, Wtness rooms, lounge,
and café-bar centered around a pool. Tiny Wgures of men are seen group-
ing in small rooms or casually strolling the hallways as if cruising city
streets. Captions radiate round the building like neon signs, announcing
“STEAM,” “GYM,” “DISCO,” “ROOMS,” “TOYS,” “SHOWERS,”
“CAFÉ,” “MOVIES,” “TV,” “CONTINUOUS MALE EROTIC
FILMS,” “NON-STOP 24-HOUR ACTION!!!” and in Wner print
“Businessman’s Special Monday to Friday,” “Sundays Free Hot Dogs and
Beer” (393). If “unlike other commercial establishments, most bathhouses
did not advertise themselves with street-level signs or a list of services”
and “gave no indication of what was happening inside” (400), beyond the
barricade “the world of the bathhouse was revealed every second of every
hour of every day, including holidays” (402). Yet the poster reveals what
the historian obscures: encapsulation of the gay cosmopolis in commod-
ity phantasmagoria, signposted in bright city lights. The world of the
baths interiorizes the urban exterior, attracting cruising crowds with ser-
vices and venues and non-stop 24-hour action: a consumer’s paradise
where space is hyperbolically captured in reiWed time.

Like Bérubé, Tattelman highlights the baths’ evolving capacity to
generate an aura of sensuality. “One participated in activities that offered
a variety of connections, a broad association of sounds, touches, tastes,
and smells. The imagination of the space offered a continuous experience”
(399). Yet imaginary space harbors time spent “seeing and being seen”
on the circuit of display (399), where everyone is “trying to Wnd some-
one before one’s time was up” (402). Charmed by the baths’ “continu-
ous experience,” he mistakes homogeneous spatiality for heterogeneous
homosexuality. “One participated in activities that offered a variety of con-
nections, a broad association. With few markers to orient one’s position,
the baths neutralized typical reference points [so that] . . . the individual
body became predominant” (402). He conXates the production of gay
social space with the gay reproduction of urban phantasmagoria, shifting
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focus from revolutionary action to fetish enjoyment, and to the spectac-
ular simulation of gay history:

The collection of spatial forms and interactions available to gay male com-

munity was multiplied and magniWed. In a place where one could meet the

man of one’s dreams or the man of the moment, the stage set was care-

fully planned. The notion of masculinity was heightened by using the

imagery of prisons or the paneled walls of Victorian places. City spaces

were replicated with truck cabs in darkened alleys or glory holes carved

into the walls of bathroomlike stalls. The high school gymnasium and

YMCA showed up in the lockers and wet rooms. The baths choreographed

almost any and all sexual urges. (402)

A more extreme capitulation, Aaron Betsky’s Queer Space forfeits
history entirely to fetish spatiality.23 On a plane of consistency that ex-
tends from the Greek gymnasium to the void left by AIDS, Betsky
Wgures the gay bathhouse as but an instance of the “ephemeral, woven
network of belonging that allows us to cruise through the continually
changing landscape of the modern metropolis. Queer space is not one
place: it is an act of appropriating the modern world for the continual
act of self-construction. . . . It creates its own beauty. . . . Queer space
queers reality to produce a space to live” (193). Adapting the discourse
of social space to testify to the queering of modern landscapes, Betsky views
appropriation as aestheticization. Gay baths are said to recast Roman
baths as parodies of the bourgeois metropolis.24 Gay men are said to col-
onize public baths, “places of cleansing that catered to an immigrant,
working-class community,” to escape from “the rational world of middle-
class work or living” (162).

Though Betsky stresses “communal activity—namely sex” (163), it
is not a commune he Wnds in the baths but an arcade of “consumables”:
“internal boulevards of Xaneurs, where men would cruise by each other
as they looked for the wares they wished to consume” (164).25 Less a
production of gay social space than a “perversion” of commodity space,
the gay bathhouse caters to the Xâneur for whom objects of consumption
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are “other men” (164). Consumer exhibits, these “other men” are not
very other, as John Anthony’s “Steambath” reveals: illustrating Betsky’s
“queer space,” Anthony’s photo exposes multiple white and buff bodies—
the house standard.26 Bathhouse Xâneurs stroll heavily choreographed
passages, enjoying a “continual” soap opera of “connection, fulWllment,
and then abandonment” (164). The star attraction is not mass sex in orgy
rooms but private sex in cubicles.27

Queering space thus means appropriating the city for gay middle-
class living. Betsky does not mince his words: “In the late twentieth cen-
tury, [gay men] . . . made the city inhabitable again, leading the charge
of gentriWcation that Wnally liberated the city from the working class” (14,
my emphasis).

Dwelling on the aesthetics of the interior, the bathhouse historian
is distracted to the extent he overlooks the precariousness of the pro-
duction of gay social space in the commodity space of capitalism.28 He
loses sight of danger in sites of mystiWed pleasure. When the history of
space is displaced by fetish spatiality the danger is gravely increased. But
to charge the historian with fetishism is insufWcient; he must see that his
historical object cannot be redeemed until he detaches it from the capi-
talist narrative of progress and critically—dialectically—constellates the
space of its production.

From its earliest incarnation, the gay bathhouse occupies commod-
ity space. Louis Aragon is perhaps the Wrst bathhouse visionary to invest
this space-within-space with rebel fantasies. At the center of what was
once the most celebrated of the nineteenth-century Paris arcades, Pas-
sage de l’Opéra, doomed to demolition in the days of surrealism, Aragon
discovers “the Baths.”29 Sighting their ancient “establishment” at the core
of a labyrinth of exotic shops and restaurants, decadent theaters and clan-
destine businesses, he misrecognizes the mystique of capitalist obsoles-
cence for the resurgence of prehistoric mysteries. He stumbles upon a
passage to the heart of commodity fetishism:

At the baths, a very different kind of temperament tends towards danger-

ous daydreams: a twofold mythical feeling that is quite inexpressible comes
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to the surface. First there is a sense of intimacy in the very centre of a pub-

lic place, a powerful contrast that remains effective for anyone who has

once experienced it; secondly, there is this taste for confusion which is a

characteristic of the senses, and which leads them to divert every object

from its accepted usage, to pervert it as the saying goes.30

Mystifying the “confusion” between “public place” and erotic intimacy,
Aragon “senses” a cultic aura, which he imagines as “dangerous” to social
order and capable of “perverting” use value into erotic value.31 Aragon’s
“Baths” are the remnant of what once were the plus célèbres “Gymnasium
Baths,” whose name suggests a wistful condensation of Greek gymnasium
and Roman baths.32 Their mystery derives from a nineteenth-century
fantasy of classical antiquity, whose twentieth-century ruins inspire
Aragon’s vision of erotic prehistory. Against enlightenment’s inhibiting
proprieties, the baths evoke an experience of “love at Wrst sight.” Sup-
posing that love, especially “love in a bathhouse,” harbors “an outlaw prin-
ciple, an irrepressible sense of delinquency, contempt for prohibitions,
and taste for havoc,” Aragon “dream[s] of a people” who will occupy the
baths as a temple of insurrection.33 He implies gay patrons, since the only
people “who take advantage these days, of the baths’ equivocal nature”
are “the pederasts, still a bit dazed by the tolerance they are beginning
to encounter and used to guile and tyranny as part of life’s routine.”34

Patronizing this people’s struggle, he dreams of sexual revolution where
forces of oppression are dissolved in steamy oblivion.

Bathhouse historians succumb, like Aragon, to bathhouse mystique.
Aaron Betsky epitomizes the loss of perspective to bathhouse enchant-
ment. Betsky views the gay bathhouse as a “precedent” of “extreme
space” where coordinates of location are diffused, and where steam and
water, shadow and light, are the agents of diffusion (Queer Space, 162).
The ultimate evolution of this archetype is the sex club, whose total
abstraction he applauds:

Parodies and abstractions of social space became so stylized as to lose all con-

nection with the outside world, so that the sex club becomes a container
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of “homoerotic spaces without their homophobic other.” . . . This is an

important moment in queer space, as it allows queers to create “fortresses”

of self-deWnition against the straight world. (167)

If the sex club obscures all reference to the outside world with its unlit
backroom, the gay disco does the same with its strobe lights.35 “The
Saint” in New York, for example, “was both a dance Xoor and a plane-
tarium, a globe that summed up an abstracted world where everything,
including straight walls, disappeared in a mosaic of continually changing
rhythms of light and sound” (161).36

A rhetoric of globalization obscures the sight/site of resistance.
Whatever tensions between body politic and urban capitalism were
mobilized in gay bathhouses dissolve in this description of homogeneous
spatiality. Rhetoric precludes analysis but entertains myth, such as the
argument that the “extreme space” of gay bathhouses, sex clubs, and dis-
cos served as grand central station for HIV, that its hermetic enclosure
meant optimal circulation for viral contagion, thereby decimating gay
populations and creating “the void—the queerest space of all” (182).37

The insularity of Betsky’s vision is, in effect, virulently antigay.
The myth of “the void” inspires a countermyth of heterotopia to

Wll the gap left by gay baths. To help us imagine this heterotopia, Bet-
sky concludes Queer Space with an imprint of Ingre’s Le Bain Turc (1862),
famed for its orientalist representation of the harem. The caption reads:
“cruising through the city or cyberspace, the queer privateers move from
their operatic colonies to dirty delights of sex clubs, opening up the tightly
packed, Xoating communal oval of a ship, a queer ark always looking for
a port. I hope it always remains aXoat.”38 Commune is confused with
colony, homoerotic projection with colonial gaze.

Bathhouse historiography may deploy a discourse of space, but
analysis of “phantasmagoria” is conspicuously missing. Without it, the
narrative of the making of gay urban life confuses the production of social
space with the reproduction of capitalist dream space. Marx coined the
term to signify and critique the “deceptive appearances of commodities
as ‘fetishes’ in the marketplace” and “how exchange value obfuscates the
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source of value of commodities in productive labour.” But for Walter
Benjamin,

whose point of departure was a philosophy of historical experience rather

than an economic analysis of capital, the key to the new urban phantasma-

goria was not so much the commodity-in-the-market as the commodity-

on-display, where exchange value no less than use value lost practical

meaning, and purely representational value came to the fore. Everything

desirable, from sex to social status, could be transformed into commodi-

ties as fetishes-on-display that held the crowd enthralled even when per-

sonal possession was far beyond their reach.39

The historical perception of modernity is bound up in the phantasma-
goria of capitalism where collective consciousness is mobilized and dis-
tracted. Benjamin’s critique and emancipation of historical perception
entails a dialectical praxis of seeing, a praxis we might extend to the histo-
riography of gay bathhouses.

The Dialectics of Seeing

In notes for a “theory of progress” assembled in Convolute “N” of The
Arcades Project, Benjamin considers the

Delimitation of the tendency of this project with respect to Aragon: whereas

Aragon persists within the realm of dream, here the concern is to Wnd the

constellation of awakening. While in Aragon there remains an impression-

istic element, namely the “mythology” (and this impressionism must be

held responsible for the many vague philosophemes in his book [Paris

Peasant]), here it is a question of the dissolution of “mythology” into the

space of history. (AP 458 [N1, 9])

Skeptical of Aragon’s “impressionism,” as it only embellishes the aura of
capitalism’s dreamworld, Benjamin seeks the “dissolution of ‘mythology’
into the space of history.” His “constellation of awakening” alludes to the
concept and practice of dialectical image on which he labored throughout
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his writing.40 If Wnding a constellation of awakening is the question, then
Convolute “N” and “On the Concept of History” propose an answer, as
well as a critique of the “vague philosophemes” that compromise the logic
of Aragon’s bathhouse vision. Benjamin proposes that history be per-
ceived as a monad, not a spatiotemporal continuum of progress and expan-
sion. The monad crystallizes into being where the Xow of history—or
when progressivist thinking about history—comes to a stop in an image
of extreme contradiction. A “constellation saturated with tensions,” it
splits capitalism’s homogeneous universe into volatile antitheses.41

The technique of seeing history in a dialectical image adapts the
technique of montage. It is, at once, destructive and constructive.42

Destructive since it must be “blasted” from the historical continuum.
“Historical materialism must renounce the epic element in history. It
blasts the epoch out of the reiWed ‘continuity of history.’ But it also blasts
open the homogeneity of the epoch.”43 The destructive component is
“the critical momentum” of the dialectical image; it sheds historicist
“empathy” with objective nihilism:

The destructive or critical momentum of materialist historiography is reg-

istered in that blasting of historical continuity with which the historical

object Wrst constitutes itself. In fact, an object of history cannot be tar-

geted at all within the continuous elapse of history. And so, from time

immemorial, historical narration has simply picked out an object from this

continuous succession. But it has done so without foundation, as an expe-

dient; and its Wrst thought was then always to reinsert the object into the

continuum, which it would create anew through empathy. Materialist his-

toriography does not choose its objects arbitrarily. It does not fasten on

them but rather springs them loose from the order of succession. (AP 475

[N10a, 1])

Construction entails collecting verbal images of the historical object—
for instance, guidebook descriptions, engineering designs, travelogue
memoirs, exhibition catalogues, city archives, poetic tableaux of the Paris
arcades (Passagen)—and arranging them in a “literary montage” where
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contradictory perceptions are juxtaposed in the extreme.44 The construc-
tion of a dialectical image of history, of the historical object, is not a matter
of arbitrary speculation or subjective interpretation. The nineteenth-
century Paris arcades are exemplary material embodiments of the contra-
dictory forces of history and, therefore, objects of explosive recognition.
Their potential to incite political awareness is ontologically immanent but
not epistemologically transparent, since obscured by commodity phan-
tasmagoria. The technique of imaging contradiction and raising cognition
is one of “heightened graphicness (Anschaulichkeit)” (AP 461 [N2, 6])
that entails a form of citation. “To write history thus means to cite his-
tory” (AP 476 [N11, 3]), that is, to cite history not as a recitation of what
capitalism inventories as success but as a montage of juxtaposed antithe-
ses collected from materials that traditional historicism overlooks as “rags
and refuse.”45

Dialectical images are not ready-made, though certain urban pro-
ductions signal themselves as exemplary assemblages for historiographical
de/construction. Susan Buck-Morss analyzes Benjamin’s praxis of seeing
as a radical pedagogy that instructs the reader how to think in Xashes of
politically charged insight through a strategic rhetoric of representation.
Buck-Morss argues that the dialectical image, as practiced in The Arcades
Project, might best be read as a sighting/citing of objects of commodity
culture as metaphysical tropes—tropes that she categorizes as fossil, fetish,
wish-image, and ruin. The entire Weld of objects/tropes is seen through
a conceptual optics, or scope, the coordinates of which are demarcated
by intersecting epistemological and ontological axes. Objects/tropes are
sighted in opposing quadrants drawn by the intersecting axes of “con-
sciousness” (“dreaming/waking”) and “reality” (“petriWed nature/transi-
tory nature”). The focal point of antitheses is the commodity (Figure 1).46

Superimposing these metaphysical axes on the massive collection of cita-
tions that comprise The Arcades Project, Buck-Morss throws Benjamin’s
dialectical image of nineteenth-century Paris into relief. Viewed con-
ceptually through the scope of antitheses, the constellation of capital-
ism’s contradictory volatility becomes strikingly perceptible. Buck-Morss
scopes Benjamin’s graphic optics in methodological detail. To construct
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a dialectical image of the gay bathhouses, it is useful to review the key
Wgures of her analyses.

Fossil

Benjamin cites the industrial production of nineteenth-century Paris in
terms of natural history, speciWcally paleontology. The Paris arcades, which
were Wrst erected in the early nineteenth century, appear, to Benjamin in
the early twentieth century, as prehistoric caves of Parisian consumerism.47

In less than a century their epoch had risen and fallen, their replacement
by new consumer species accelerated by commodity obsolescence.48 Only
their fossils remain, indicating an earlier strata of social history when
dreams of utopian socialism were Wrst inspired by newly discovered tech-
nological capability. But the potential for using this capability to redis-
tribute public wealth, transform social relations, and produce collective
culture were unactualized. Traces of the arcades can be found in subse-
quent constructions, in the grands magasins and world expositions of 
the Belle Époque. But without proletarian revolution urban development
reverts to social barbarism. The arcades Wgure as the ur-form of capital-
ist history in which the potential for social change remains trapped in a
fetish evolution of spectacular consumption and bourgeois imperialism.

Fetish

Benjamin cites the new objects of industrial capitalism as fetishes. Like
the fossils of obsolescent technological innovation, fetishes appear within
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the Weld of petriWed nature. But where fossils signify natural history as
ur-history, fetishes signify mythic history. The primary fetish is novelty.
The new nature of industrial technology produces new materials for
construction and fabrication, new merchandise, new urban architectures,
new urban masses that congregate and promenade in the milieu of these
architectures, new fashions, even new sexualities. But for all its innovation,
modern technology fails to emancipate the industrial proletariat from
poverty, exploitation, and abjection. Novelty and fashionability are revered
for themselves without revolutionary social transformation. Behind the
illusion of progressive originality is the recycling of mass-marketing
trends: an interminable repetition of the same.

Of all the dream houses of nineteenth-century European capital-
ism, the Paris arcades best exemplify the phantasmagoria of commodity
space. Interiorizing the “City of Lights” and “City of Mirrors” in minia-
ture, they trafWc in spectacle. Their passages were the Wrst “streets” to be
lit by gas and, later, electrical lighting. Glowing with new merchandise,
storefront windows reXected window-shopping masses as consumers
“rather than producers, keeping the class relations of production virtu-
ally invisible on the looking glass’ other side.”49 Strolling through this
space, people wear the aura of the commodity. Every free laborer must
package his product and/or himself to attract a prospective buyer. In the
arcades, appearances are premium. Intoxicated by the abundance of mass-
produced things, mesmerized by their reXection in window displays, mim-
ing, unconsciously, the appearances and gestures of fashion mannequins,
urban crowds began to revel in the visuals of self-commodiWcation. Where
they might have congregated in the arcades in the spirit of public interest,
they amassed instead as individual consumers, seduced by commercial
orgies of voyeurism and exhibitionism yet separated from their fellow
citizens by unrealizable dreams of private possession.

Wish-image

Benjamin regarded “‘the arcades as dream- and wish-image of the col-
lective’”50 and the body politic of industrial Paris as a dreaming collec-
tivity. Paris arcades were “dream houses” or “fairy grottos,”51 as were all
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collective architectures of the nineteenth century: winter gardens, pano-
ramas, factories, wax-Wgure cabinets, casinos, railroad stations, museums,
apartment interiors, department stores, and public spas. New technology
inspired dreams of building a city of heaven on earth. But instead of forg-
ing new designs, builders modeled their modern city on archaic forms.
Capital’s brave new world became obsessed with the past, aspiring only
to reproduce the monumentality of classical, medieval, and renaissance
antiquity, and thus inventing new, mythic nature.

Utopian wish-images cannot alone transform society; but techno-
logical capability cannot transform society without utopian vision. The
dialectical image sights the transitory nature of industrial architecture that
is masked behind transhistoric facades. It cites the dream of construct-
ing heavenly cities that empire building obscures. The recovery of the
dream is as important as the shattering of the myth. As Buck-Morss
explains: “the wish symbols, signposts in a period of transition, can inspire
the refunctioning of the new nature so that it satisWes material needs and
desires that are the source of the dream in the Wrst place. Wish images
do not liberate humanity directly. But they are vital to the process.”52

Ruin

In the footsteps of the surrealists, Benjamin walks the streets of 1920s
and 1930s Paris, fascinated by the ruins of just a century ago. Unlike the
surrealists, he focuses on the historical nature of commodity space, its built-
in obsolescence and accelerated decay, its devastating construction, inno-
vation, and expansion. For Benjamin, the dilapidation, or demolition and
grandiose renovation, of the arcades signiWes the betrayal of industrial
utopia. Where Aragon beholds a surreal city of primordial loves that the
sight of modern ruins restores to dream consciousness, Benjamin sees
the wreckage of social space by Haussmann’s commercial boulevards
that were raised in place of utopian socialism’s phalansteries.53

Benjamin uses Baudelaire’s allegory as antidote to Aragon’s intox-
icating impressionism and modernist mythology. The dissolution of my-
thology into the space of history entails a radical epistemology. Allegory is
its primary weapon. Allegory destroys the facade of totality, homogeneity,
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universality, eternity: all faces of myth. Where myth symbolizes tran-
scendence, allegory signals immanence, materiality, and destructibility—
in short, ruin. Myth is the medium of religious illumination, allegory of
profane illumination. In the latter is revealed not the divinity of things
but the fallenness of all creation. Allegorical vision is devastatingly sober.
But without recognizing that humanity is fundamentally provisional and
corruptible, we will never overcome the inhumanity that every plan of
advancing civilization oversees. Myths wherein the city is cast as a mon-
ument to enlightenment are not seriously challenged by surrealism’s coun-
termyths wherein it Wgures as labyrinth of the unconscious. Nor can the
pretentiousness of bourgeois romanticism be subverted by the narcotic
Xâneries of amour fou. Revolutionary impulses are diffused, not detonated,
in myth—whether those of capitalism or surrealism. They must be liber-
ated from phantasmagoria to complete the work of history and retrieve the
city for the people. Allegory serves the revolution by acting as antimyth.

Where Aragon rediscovered myth in city ruins, Baudelaire exposed
ruin in city myths, deploying a poetics of violence that “was necessary in
order to rip away the façade of the world that surrounded him.”54 In
Baudelaire’s Tableaux Parisiens, Benjamin discerns a modern refunction-
ing of allegory from which a materialist praxis of perception may be
derived. He reads the sonnet “À une passante” as a penetrating, hence
exemplary, allegory of commodity seduction.

The setting of this verse is a crowded passage and the seduced is
the city dweller/boulevard poet. “Far from experiencing the crowd as an
opposing, antagonistic element, the city dweller discovers in the crowd
what fascinates him.”55 A Wgure of the crowd arises whose “fugitive
beauté” stirs the poet to think he beholds the woman of his dreams. Her
charismatic appearance (“longue, mince, en grand deuil, douleur majes-
tueuse”) arouses his spontaneous passion but she does not return his
gaze. She offers a specter of love but no tangible affection. He discov-
ers, too late, that he has misrecognized consumer spectacle for star-
crossed romance. She is capitalism’s profane muse and she inspires a
dream of improbable consummation. To be consumed by eyes only, and
Xeetingly, she passes by, as do all mass objects headed for obsolescence
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and replacement. Minus actuality, she is at best a commercial abstraction
whose short-lived incandescence we mourn in vain. Hence,

The delight of the urban poet is love—not at Wrst sight, but at last sight. It

is an eternal farewell, which coincides in the poem with the moment of

enchantment. Thus, the sonnet deploys the Wgure of shock, indeed of ca-

tastrophe. But the nature of the poet’s emotions has been affected as well.

What makes his body contract in tremor—crispé comme un extravagant—

Baudelaire says—is not the rapture of a man whose every Wber is suffused

with eros; rather, it is like the kind of sexual shock that can beset a lonely

man. . . . “These verses . . .” reveal the stigmata which life in a metropo-

lis inXicts upon love.56

The look of enchantment allegorizes the look of the commodity.
Animated by the exuberance of the crowd, it casts the unseeing gaze of
a dead thing, a seductive facade of fashion and intrigue lacking real erotic
reciprocity: “the gaze . . . of the object of a love which only a city dweller
experiences.”57 It is precisely this look that Aragon veils in counter-
myth. Whereas he would mesmerize poet-dreamers by conjuring visions
of “love at Wrst sight in a bathhouse” at the sublime heart of soon-to-be-
demolished urban space, Baudelaire mortiWes city readers with the blank
gaze of commodiWcation that high capitalism “inXicts upon love.”

A Queer “Constellation of Awakening”

Histories of the gay bathhouse retrieve their object from the historical
continuum, without challenging the epic of capitalist progress. Objec-
tivity is betrayed by “empathy” or nostalgic evocation of bathhouse phan-
tasmagoria and a dwelling upon the phenomenology of cruising. In sharp
contrast, a dialectical image of the gay bathhouse is blasted from the era
of modern gay bathhouses and from narratives of gay city life. The image
I construct is literally a “literary montage” of bathhouse images blasted
from the following prose narratives: Alan Hollinghurst’s Swimming Pool
Library, Robert Glück’s Jack the Modernist, Samuel Delany’s Motion of
Light in Water, and Gary Indiana’s Rent Boy. The affective extremism of
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these images prompts them to, as it were, leap off the page, violating read-
erly perception that looks for homogeneous representation of collective
space and experience. The image of the gay bathhouse that leaps out of
the Swimming Pool Library is the fossilization of urban utopia in the strata
of bourgeois imperialism. In Jack the Modernist, it is the fetishization of
libidinal emancipation and body politic; in Motion of Light in Water, a
wish-image of total, sexual revolution; and in Rent Boy, an allegory of
urban devastation. Taken together, these images gather into a monad
“saturated with tensions,” mobilizing an impulse of radical recognition.
For clarity, I adapt Buck-Morss’s graphic constellation (Figure 2).

Fossil

Alan Hollinghurst’s Swimming Pool Library is a Wction of gay London in
the early 1980s, prior to the outbreak of AIDS. Plot revolves around three
bathhouse spaces that englobe the protagonist’s gay worldview as he
cruises the English capital, naively oblivious of the persistence of Empire
and its oppressive legacy. Though each of these spaces might also be read
as fetish, wish-image, and ruin, their fossilization is foregrounded. From
the perspective of William Beckwith, a wealthy dandy who researches
architecture at his leisure,58 we move in and out of these three spaces as
archaeological sites that structure the narrators’ phantasmatic. These sites
include the swimming pool locker room of pubescent schoolboy mem-
ory, an ancient Roman bath whose frieze preserves the image of a homo-
sexual orgy, and a modern men-only bathhouse built in the second half
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of the nineteenth century. The sight/site of the modern bathhouse Wgures
as Beckwith’s main frame of interpretation.

The image that prevails is not one of historic gay London but of
gay bourgeois prehistory. The Roman bath is the property of aging,
queenly, nouveau riche Lord Nantwich who discovers its remains in the
basement of his seventeenth-century mansion, which he purchases after
the Second World War. While the ancient bath is the novel’s most spec-
tacular setting, most of the action takes place in “The Corinthian Club”
on Great Russell Street. Erected during the rise of the British Empire,
the Corinthian Club was built with the optimism of industrial capitalism
and commonwealth idealism. A historic postcard reads: “‘The Corinthian
Club, London: The Swimming Baths (25 yards). Founded in 1864, the
present Wne building, housing a gymnasium, social rooms, and 200 bed-
rooms for young men, dates from 1935.’”59

Beckwith experiences the Club’s “subterranean” swimming baths as
an underworld of homosexual mystery and antiquity. Their dilapidated
condition and Roman columns give them the aura of being much older
than they are. He images these baths, as Aragon images the Gymnasium
Baths, with an air of decadent impressionism:

It was a place I loved, a gloomy and functional underworld full of life, pur-

pose and sexuality. Boys, from the age of seventeen, could go there to work

on their bodies in the stagnant, aphrodisiac air of the weights room. . . .

The swimming-pool of the Corry is reached by a downward spiral stair-

case from the changing-rooms. It is the most subterraneous zone of the

Club, its high coffered ceiling supporting the Xoor of the gym above. Corin-

thian pillars at each corner are an allusion to ancient Rome. (9–11)

The haunting eroticism of this space is enhanced by its association with
schoolboy memories of clandestine caresses in the “swimming pool
library”:60 “the Club,” Beckwith muses, “is mildly derelict in mood,
crowded at certain times, and then oddly deserted, like a school” (9, my
emphasis).

Beckwith meets Nantwich in the Club’s swimming pool change
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room. It is the elder who pursues the younger in search of an author to
chronicle the chaotic, and closeted, memoirs of his colonial exploits in
Africa. Though two generations apart, Beckwith and Nantwich are kin-
dred souls; they unconsciously haunt the Corinthian baths with the same
bourgeois will-to-power with which the Club was originally built. Like
Nantwich, Beckwith cruises dominated space as though all men are en-
franchised with a gaiety afforded only by wealth and privilege. Traces of
class suffering bleed through the cracks of imperial ediWce when Beck-
with visits Nantwich in the latter’s home and where he feels, for the Wrst
time, what it is like to be subjected to the follies of bourgeois establish-
ment. Looking at the frieze of the Roman bath, Beckwith sees the pain
of the other, still traceable on the faces of slave boys as they are brutally
sodomized by their Roman masters (80–81). He fails, however, to rec-
ognize his own exploitation of black and/or working-class young men.

The blindness with which Beckwith cruises is, in part, architected
by the Corinthian Club baths. Though heralding universal brotherhood,
the Club institutionalizes racism through the interpellative effects of 
its interior design. Composing the Club’s nineteenth-century facade is
“the broken-pedimented doorway surmounted by two Wnely developed
Wgures—one pensively Negroid, the other inspiredly Caucasian,” who
together bear a banner that reads “‘Men of all Nations’” (9). But from
Beckwith’s vantage as architecture diva we glimpse the Aryan blueprint
of twentieth-century renovation:

The lighting of this dingy, digniWed underground bath is not in keeping

with its decor. Originally, old photographs show, branched neo-classical

lampadaries spread a broad glare over the water, whilst at the corners shell-

shaped cups threw an orangey glow upwards on to the grandiose moldings

on the ceiling. Until lately you could buy in the foyer upstairs a postcard,

dating from not long after the war, showing white young men . . . about

to jump in. . . . In the recent past, however, coinciding with the outlay on

a few tins of brown gloss paint, and the Wlling in of some of the cracks

which continuous small subsidence and shifting of the ground brought

about, the pool lighting had been redesigned. Away with the wholesome
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brightness of Sir Frank’s original conception, and in with a suggestive

gloom, blond pools of light contrasting with surrounding shadow. Small,

weak spots let into the ceiling now give vestigial illumination, like that in

cinemas, over the surrounding walkway, and throw the Wgures loitering or

recovering at either end into silhouette making them look black. Blacks

themselves become almost invisible in the bath. . . . The luminous white-

ness of the traditional swimming-pool is perversely avoided here. (11–12)

In the age of industrial enlightenment, even London’s subterranean baths
were illuminated with an aura of brotherly commonwealth. Progressive
renovation darkens this fake idealism. The perversity of the place is not
its clandestine homosexuality but its resurgent racism, dimly disguised as
wholesome homosociality. Political recognition eludes Beckwith, however,
who, submerged in white, upper-class privilege, remains captivated by the
baths’ fetish spatiality. Traceable in late-twentieth-century gay urban fan-
tasy is last century’s design of global fraternity, petriWed in the strata of
bourgeois imperialism and erased in the gaze of fascist aestheticism.

Fetish

Narrating the stages of a failed love affair, Glück’s Jack the Modernist pon-
ders the nature of erotic experience that constitutes the basis for negoti-
ating gay life in early-1980s San Francisco. One episode recasts the scene
of an orgy in a gay bathhouse—the city’s Club Baths. The scene is
reported by “Bob,” the novel’s Wctive autobiographer and community sto-
ryteller. Bob enters the baths desiring the “community” of “ecstatic sex-
uality.”61 He wants hot, collective action in retreat from his self-absorbed
lover, “Jack,” an incorrigible “modernist” who copes with urban alien-
ation by fashioning oases of aesthetic insularity. An advocate for the future
of community that, he believes, can be salvaged through collective sto-
rytelling, Bob visits the baths for moral, as well as sexual, reassurance.

Bob experiences his movement through the baths as a passage
through corporeal space. Enjoying “Xuent passage from corridor to cor-
ridor with orgasm as the only stop” (59), he navigates the baths’ interior
as if through organs and oriWces. As Benjamin observes, the experience
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of outer topography in images of the inner body is a capital feature of
phantasmagoria: “‘the dreaming collective becomes. . . engrossed in the
arcades and passageways as in the inside of its own body.’”62 At the same
time, Bob orients his progress to a convoluted choreography of cham-
bers, a compelling labyrinth of corridors, halls, and rooms. He senses
the intoxicating paradoxicality wherein an aura of communality is cast: a
communicative code of “no words” (53), dress code of nakedness (54),
dark lighting (55), “music beating . . . against the silence” (55), group
spectacle of solitary pleasure (“we watch the pleasure rather than the
men, feeling the potential interchangeability. . . . Although they mastur-
bated themselves to obtain immediate knowledge of my excitement, it
was as spectators that they solemnly shared in what my pleasure revealed”
[54]), loiterly fast pace (“naked men move swiftly even when we’re stand-
ing still” [59]), mass space (“so many men: patterns of stress, dark and
absorptive, hardly differentiated from the surroundings” [59]), instanta-
neous “passage of time” (“so little time: actually no time, opaque instants
where being alive is form and content” [59]), and the alertness of distrac-
tion (“we set up high distracting turbulence and push into it, squinting
eyes and parting lips” [59]).

From this crowded fantasia appears the man of his dreams. Bob is
love-struck not by the man, who is a generic abstraction, but by direct
solicitation of his senses: “A man grazes my right nipple; he hears my
gasp and returns interested. . . . Do I describe his face?—two dots and a
line. He’s giving me an erection—that interests him. . . . I fondle his hair
and ears, I love him so much I would do anything he asked me to, my arms
are weak” (58). Love strikes but the lover moves on, a consummate passer-
by. The body has its limits and when orgasm is no longer attainable or
desirable, veils are lifted. The scene opens with a dream of paradise:

One man eased his cock into my ass. My asshole went from opaque to

transparent as he lifted me off the Xoor and fucked me slowly with author-

ity while another blew me and occasionally took my balls in his mouth

while still another tongued my nipples and kissed me and many others

touched my body lightly as though they were sensual Greek breezes. (53)
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But it closes with a vision of Hell:

Finally in a big dark room on the second Xoor someone grabbed my cock

and got it hard. I took hold of his cock and recoiled—it had warts. He

abruptly swung around and shoved my cock in his ass, then turned us both

around so he could balance himself on the edge of a platform that held a

mattress. His ass was lubricated with the sperm of untold others—I don’t

know more about him—he was shorter and he had a waist. I scooted him

onto the mattress and fucked him; I Wgured his ass was a crock pot for

every disease known to man. His body spun like a pinwheel on a stick.

When I Wnished he didn’t bother turning around to his past to reminisce,

he just went forward looking for his next cock. (60)

The last image is as shocking as the Wrst is enchanting. In the wake of
mythic satisfaction follows an allegory of commodiWcation. Losing their
cult aura, orgy participants now seem like automatons on an assembly
line geared for surplus production. Fairyland reveals a fantasy factory
where historical possibility is abolished in an eternal repetition of the
same, collective memory is effaced by the drive to accumulate, and care
of the self is lost to an amassing of social indifference.

En route to anticlimax, Bob is shocked by the mechanical repro-
duction and exhibition of seduction. “A wail of protest goes up” at the
thought of the “interior life that intimacy is based on,” the body’s “secrets,”
being so publicly exposed and assessed: “what happens to these secrets
once I have shared them with so many . . . that I am a machine whose
quirks and eccentricities are appraised in a cheerfully businesslike way?
If I’m so dispersed, what happens to the possibility of intimacy for me?”
(59). Shock produces crisis, a start to critical awakening. The arcadia of
“Greek sea breezes” fades before his eyes into a sex arcade where the
trafWc in bodies drives eros toward massive depreciation: “I haunted the
halls and dark places of the Club Baths feeling less and less physically
present. . . . My stock was plummeting” (60).

Bob’s recognition that the baths fail to produce satisfying commu-
nal experience is ambivalent. Like pornography, bathhouse orgies detach
sex from passion and “lack the actual touching that diffuses the shock 
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of sex” (121), yet stir gay longing for positive, abundant, and variable im-
ages of minority sexuality: “it’s a turn-on, it’s thrilling, images of men—
myself—reXecting each other into inWnity, responding to desire and pro-
ducing it. . . . To me these public images are photos from a dream”
(121–22). Bob lingers in the passage between wish and ruin, in the phan-
tasmagoria of the sex arcade. Here he can embrace gay self-love, though
he looks on distantly, distracted and enchanted, as if tracking the frames
of a surreal movie:

: a waist arching calls attention to the nipples and sends the smooth

ass backward giving access—someone slowly kneels

Two mouths, four nipples, four hands, two cocks, two

: the shifting of buttocks

scrotums, two assholes, two hundred and sixteen possi

: one excited man excites others to a circle of masturbation—hands

and cocks group and regroup like a sudden wind shifting in a garden, or

like a story: when a cock comes it withdraws from the plot

bilities and then another man joins you—an orgy in the

: someone is fucking a face he can’t see, slow rhythmical ass that

opens up and then clenches, its dreamtime logic has a unity that can’t be

dismissed or broken into parts. (56)

Wish-Image

Samuel R. Delany’s memoir of coming out as a gay black writer in New
York’s East Village in the 1960s is punctuated by a recollection of the
author’s Wrst trip to a bathhouse: St. Marks Baths in the East Village. He
pauses to explain his excitement at the sight of mass sex:

In the gym-sized room were sixteen rows of beds, four to a rank, or sixty-

four altogether. I couldn’t see any of the beds themselves, though, because

there were three times that many people (maybe a hundred twenty-Wve)

in the room. Perhaps a dozen of them were standing. The rest were an

undulating mass of naked male bodies, spread wall to wall.

My Wrst response was a kind of heart-thudding astonishment, very

close to fear.63
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The sight is so alarming that it bypasses the register of consciousness, or
Erlebnis, Benjamin’s term for the distracted, dissociated, and Xeeting form
of experience through which big-city dwellers are anaesthetized to the
shocks of urban life.64 It penetrates his unconscious instead and is lost to
memory until recovered, over twenty years later, by a technique of re-
membering Delany uses to write his book.

Delany remembers for the present, excavating political potential
from the past that now calls for recognition. He stresses that while he
had experienced the “libidinal saturation” of space before, this time it
frightened because saturation was “not only kinesthetic but visible” (268).
The sight of so many men having sex in one place “Xew in the face 
of that whole Wfties’ image” of miserably isolated homosexuals: “it was
the contradiction with what we ‘knew’ that was fearful” (268). His ex-
citement was then, as he sees now, precipitated by the shocking appre-
hension of a new, and mobilizable, body politic: “whether male, female,
working or middle class, the Wrst direct sense of political power comes
from the apprehension of massed bodies” (268). What was locked in 
private reserve is salvaged as collective memory and shared historical
objective, amounting, in Benjamin’s terms, to Erfahrung, or critically
reXective experience:

The myth said we, as isolated perverts, were only beings of desire, mani-

festations of the subject (yes, gone awry, turned from its true object, but

for all that, even more purely subjective).

But what this experience said was that there was a population—not

of individual homosexuals, some of whom now and then encountered, or

that those encounters could be human and fulWlling in their way—not of

hundreds, not of thousands, but rather of millions of gay men, and that

history had, actively and already, created for us whole galleries of institu-

tions, good and bad, to accommodate our sex. (268–69)

The isolated, experiential “I” of Delany’s memoirs becomes the collec-
tive “we” of gay history the moment straight urban mythology is revised
by politicized memory.
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The spontaneous transformation of a traumatic encounter with mass
sex in the bathhouse into an experience of gay masses (“not of hundreds . . .
but rather of millions of gay men”) is a retrospective fantasy. It is framed
by an anticipatory wish that “history had, actively and already, created
for us” the amassing of gay front lines. What is fantastical about this fan-
tasy is the implication that gay masses arose sui generis from bathhouse
orgies, or that history is a beneWcent external power that creates institu-
tions “for us,” “to accommodate our sex.” What it overlooks is how the
current AIDS crisis and urgent need for gay resistance sets the scene for
historical recollection. “Articulating the past historically,” Benjamin writes,
“does not mean recognizing it ‘the way it really was.’ It means appro-
priating a memory as it Xashes up in a moment of danger.”65 Awareness
of catastrophe in the present “era of AIDS” (269) compels Delany to
remember the past with political foresight and to elaborate a wish-image
of the future:

If I may indulge in my one piece of science Wction for this memoir, it 

is my Wrm suspicion, my conviction, and my hope that once the AIDS 

crisis is brought under control, the West will see a sexual revolution to

make a laughing stock of any social movement that till now has borne the

name. . . . Now that a signiWcant range of people have begun to get a

clearer idea of what has been possible among the varieties of human plea-

sure in the recent past, heterosexuals and homosexuals, females and males

will insist on exploring them even further. (269–70)

Ruin

If Delany’s memory of St. Marks Baths in the 1960s sparks a vision of
sexual revolution in the 1980s, Indiana’s allegory of gay space in the 1990s
obliterates all trace of emancipatory practices. The gay bathhouse appears
in Rent Boy’s startling climax where the eponymous hero, who goes by
“Danny,” narrates a trip to the Harlem Baths:

Tell you what I did, I went up to the baths in Harlem. If you’ve never been

to the baths in Harlem, J., I advise you to keep it that way. Once when I
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told you something that sounded like stupidly cocky and self-assured you

said, Well, wait till you’ve had a few decades of disappointment and see

how you feel about it then. It’s the last thing I thought of before I passed

out in one of the cubicles, which have roaches and shit and smell like bad

feet and ammonia mixed with resin from crack pipes. If you’ve never had

sex in the baths in Harlem with a guy you’re not only not attracted to but

Wnd repulsive in every respect, had sex with that guy not because you want

sex but because you want to Wnally prove to yourself that you don’t exist,

you don’t know what disappointment is.66

If the gay bathhouse once choreographed a love of citizen for citizen 
and citizen for city, it now stages total urban devastation. “The baths in
Harlem” allude to the Mount Morris Baths that, as Ira Tattelman notes,
opened in the 1920s and became New York’s Wrst gathering space for gay
black men and for mixing between races. In Indiana’s novel, they allego-
rize the wreckage of every cruising space that (gay) capital has inspired.67

Like Baudelaire’s poet, Indiana’s narrator experiences big-city shock
with poetic spleen. But the trauma of postindustrial New York is more
jolting than that of nineteenth-century Paris, calling for a more abrasive
literary form. The text is an epistolary narrative written in confessional
mode by a rent boy to “J.,” trick/lover in what ultimately amounts to a
“Dear John” letter. A student by day, waiter by night, and rent boy after
midnight, Danny is less free than the poet who prostitutes his trade on
the boulevard. Though charmed by queer urban space, he is the antithe-
sis of the baths’ cruising Xâneur. Hustling and cruising enjoy an intimate
proximity but are hardly the same activity. Danny hustles to Wnance his
dream of escape to the country, explaining his detour of the baths on 
his rounds of bars and clubs.68 So, dependent on/addicted to the trafWc,
Danny abandons society outside “trade” and entertains a dangerous liai-
son with another rent boy.

Rent Boy allegorizes the physiognomy of a city whose urban reality
is threatened above all by a radical deregulation of rents. Danny’s New
York is crassly, if not criminally, commercial; gaiety amounts solely to
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surface exhibition (club spectacles, drag extravaganzas, parading gym bod-
ies), excess consumption (of food, alcohol, drugs), and underground wheel-
ing and dealing (in bodies, forbidden substances). Public urinals see more
action than backrooms and sex clubs. Gone are the sites once secured for
eros. Even the relaxed interior space of the bathhouse is invaded and
destroyed by trafWc. Every gathering space, whether uptown or down
market, is a thoroughfare of commerce: a hyper-Haussmannization of
the gay village.

Indiana’s postindustrial Manhattan bears strong resemblance to the
city described in Robert Fitch’s Assassination of New York. Fitch argues
that, by relocating industry outside the city’s boundaries, development
has reduced what was once a production-based economy into a rent-
based one: “what should go where began to be determined not by what
arrangement maximized jobs or welfare, but what paid the most rent.”69

ProWting from this development is a “new urban establishment” that
“live[s] purely off surplus produced elsewhere” and that requires “an
army of retainers, personal servants, guards, ofWce Xunkies etc. . . . to
make personal and professional life secure,” which is “paid out of the
rents . . . earned from managing the economic surplus, performing legal,
accounting, business services, as well as buying and selling securities,
speculating real estates.”70 Overseeing the relocation of industry, the bull-
dozing of factories, warehouses, and low-cost housing, the destruction
and dispersal of working-class neighborhoods and erection of monumen-
tal ofWce-residential towers, this postindustrial elite “assassinates” viable
space for metropolitan democracy.

A city Wnanced by exorbitant rents drives poorly paid service work-
ers, students, and unemployed literally to prostitution. In Rent Boy, all
public sex is opened to rough trade. The plot thickens when trafWc in
bodies is confused with trafWc in body parts, climaxing in a botched deal
between the two rent boys and a high-class team of organ thieves in
league with the city’s Wnancial power broker. Danny betrays the plan but
fails to save the mark, whose murder plunges him into existential shock.
Yet the ultimate scene of destruction occurs when he returns from the
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baths where he sought consolation in self-oblivion. Opening the door to
his apartment, he sees his partner’s disemboweled body propped against
blood-spattered walls. Here the body’s own space has been rent apart by
capitalist trafWc:

he was naked, and something had torn him from his neck to his belly and

pulled his ribs apart so the middle of him looked like a carcass in a slaugh-

terhouse. And his . . . genitals had been sliced off and stuffed in the cav-

ity. . . . They gutted him, basically, and took whatever they could use. So

that he really looked like a pile of garbage with a pretty face. (118–19)

Danny has no words for what he beholds, but, after vomiting, his
actions are decided. He cuts the body into pieces, collects the remain-
ders in garbage bags that he deposits around the city at the residences of
various johns, keeping the penis as a “souvenir” (121). Here is the action
of a man who suffers the shock of love at last sight, if not the last sight
of love: “you look at the body of someone you loved all torn apart that
way, and . . .” (119). The mutilated rent boy’s body is a supreme allegory
of the commodity in the era of late capitalism, where the commodity
wears a human face and all that is left of free love is the desecrated organ
itself, torn out of circulation and trashed. That this allegory should be
crowned with a souvenir recalls Benjamin’s observation that “the souve-
nir is the complement to Erlebnis. In it is deposited the increasing self-
alienation of the person who inventories his past as dead possessions.”71

Juxtaposed in constellation, these motifs of the bathhouse—Hol-
linghurst’s fossil, Glück’s fetish, Delany’s wish-image, and Indiana’s ruin—
present a dialectical image of gay social space. Their montage reveals the
heterogeneous face of capitalism whose contradictoriness liberal histori-
ography obscures in narratives of growth and prosperity. But in the wake
of the gay bathhouse, we see the catastrophe of urban (post)industrialism.
At the same time, we glimpse the Wrst and last metropolitan site where
citizens could make erotic connection across power lines that divide class
and race, the basis for a new body politic and communal praxis. If we
attribute the loss of this space to mainstream homophobia, we merely
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concede that history belongs to the victors. The gay bathhouse is not a
fairy phantasmagoria that progress and enlightenment have made obso-
lete but a dialectical production whose excavation and remembrance
compels us NOW to recognize the unWnished revolution of its historic
present.
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How does the city Wgure in narratives of memory and history forthcom-
ing from erotic subjects whose social existence is a product of the city
itself? If lesbians, gays, and queers of all sorts owe their emergence to
the industrial metropolis, where they were hailed as a new “city type” in
police reports and newspaper stories and, no less scandalously, in the
Wrst urban poetry (Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal, Whitman’s Leaves of
Grass), then how do they Wgure the city in genealogies of their own tell-
ing? How do they see themselves arising and enduring within urban cul-
ture but without the traditional means of social reproduction afforded by
family, ethnicity, nationality, and religion? If the city is the space of com-
ing out of vaguely constellated desires into a community of love that dare
not speak its name, is this community not then susceptible to the shocks
of urban development and devastation? Can social belonging be estab-
lished by something as volatile as the capitalist metropolis?

Memory is possible because it is collective. An individual knows
herself or himself as a being of enduring, if growing, character because
she or he shares memory with others and participates in memory’s col-
lective making. Thus Maurice Halbwachs contended in La mémoire col-
lective, published in Paris in the wake of World War II when memory—
traumatic memory, and memory’s very survival—was an urgent concern
among social psychologists. Though schooled in Bergson, Halbwachs
departed from the idea that memory is a matter of durée, the persistent
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recognition of images, dually facilitated by the neurophysiology and
phenomenology of brain/mind. Halbwachs argued that memory is much
more material than that, that it is a matter not just of consciously lived
time but of socially lived space and the collective representation of that
space. Older districts of foreign cities, cities we have never traveled, are
able to recall us to ourselves: “indeed, the scene seems by itself to evoke
[familiar impressions]—because they trigger other remembrances and
the remembrances of other people.”1

The city, for Halbwachs, is a paradigmatic image of collective
memory. Relationships between individuals, and between individuals and
groups, are established in relation to the things and designs of the city
as part of the process of habitation.2 The durable, inorganic materials of
urban habitations generally outlive their inhabitants. The most endur-
ing image that city dwellers possess is that of “the stones of the city”
itself. When a neighborhood suffers demolition or decay, the individual
inhabitant “feels that a whole part of himself is dying,” whereas the group
resists that assault “with all the force of its traditions” and “endeavours
to hold Wrm or reshape itself in a district or on a street that is no longer
ready-made for it but was once its own.”3 Backed by tradition, collective
memory arrests progress and preserves the past through urban restora-
tion. What tradition could this be, save one of wealth and class privilege,
that Halbwachs respectfully identiWes as “long time old aristocratic fam-
ilies and longstanding urban patriarchs”?4

How, then, might the city function as an image of collective mem-
ory for socially disenfranchised groups, including sexual minorities? For
queers whose relationship to the world is distinctly urban, whose habi-
tation is primarily the inner city of big cities, where wreckage and renewal
are most intense, is the city not a central image and yet a most compro-
mised one?5 How can queer collective memory Wx an image of the city
when the city is stormed by redevelopment and queers cannot afford the
resistance of aristocratic families and urban patriarchs?6 How can queer
city space serve collective memory where it is threatened by legal and
social violence, as it is with the invading and vandalizing and endemic
poverty and marginality of women-only spaces, or the raiding, razing,
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and closing of venues for gay men, as with New York’s gay bathhouses?
Finally, how does the city function as a vision of collective memory when
ofWcial history and mass media dominate the universe of image produc-
tion in ways that erase or deface the representation of gay city life or
reconWgure that image for commercial proWt?

Halbwachs’s “city of collective memory” is a useful critical concept
for reading experimental Wrst-person and/or Wctional narratives of queer
memory, especially those narratives that struggle to articulate “Who am
I?” in lieu of traditional community.7 Histories document queer urban
life with little reference to the function of the city as a motif for activat-
ing memories of an existence that is likely to be forgotten, neglected, or
distorted by dominant culture. Charles Kaiser’s Gay Metropolis: The Land-
mark History of Gay Life in America since World War II, for instance, doc-
uments late-twentieth-century history of gay celebrity outings in New
York without investigating how city memories serve as that history’s
locus and focus. On the other hand, Samuel Delany’s memoir, The Motion
of Light in Water: Sex and Science Fiction Writing in the East Village: 1960–
1965, represents the author’s Wrst encounters with urban homosexuality
as primal scenes for which he had neither the knowledge nor language
of sexual politics to comprehend what was happening. Memories of “the
East Village” help recall the emergence of gay collectivity before the con-
solidation of gay community. They reinforce Delany’s struggle against
abandoning his past to history’s dominant idea of gay life in the early
1960s as one of pathological isolation.8

But the usefulness of the concept is limited by its ties to establish-
ment and tradition. Delany’s city of collective memory is not Halbwachs’s
preserve of aristocracy and patriarchy but a terrain of defamiliarizing
shocks. The St. Marks Baths, for instance, recall Delany’s fearful, “heart
thudding” exposure to gay mass sex.9 Memories of cruising Central Park
and the rough alleys of the meat-packing district recall the trauma of
opening oneself to the embraces of strangers. Having no tradition with
which to comprehend this other, coming, queer city, Delany suffers a ner-
vous breakdown that only later he recognizes as a crisis of social change.
Halbwachs takes our reading of this narrative only so far. We see how,
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by relying on memories of city spaces, Delany recovers and redeems that
part of his past that is most susceptible to distortion by repression and
abjection. But Halbwachs does not advance our understanding of how
narrative Wgures the city to produce critical countermemory.

I have in mind three experimental narratives in which the city Wg-
ures prominently, if variably, as an instigative motif of queer memory.
They are Neil Bartlett’s Who Was That Man? A Present for Mr. Oscar
Wilde (1988), Eileen Myles’s Chelsea Girls (1994), and Gail Scott’s Main
Brides (1993). Like The Motion of Light on Water, these narratives contest
historical misrepresentations of the erotic diversity of living memory. In
these texts, city memories enable their narrators to tell stories of other
remembrances and remembrances of other people that challenge ofWcial
history, as well as the narrators’ own obscurely formed ideas of their
pasts.10 Unlike Delany, however, Bartlett, Myles, and Scott abandon the
autobiographical pretense of moment-by-moment self-recall. If Delany
dwells momentarily on places of past experience, he retains a chronology
that locates his narrator in time (so that subjective “self-development”
appears to coincide with objective “historical progress”). In contrast, Bart-
lett’s, Myles’s, and Scott’s narrators strategically lose themselves in space—
the space of city memory—so as to be recalled less by an (historical) idea
of self than by associations between self and other(s) that city images
evoke.

In Halbwachs I seek a theoretical precedent for understanding the
critical function of the city in experimental narratives of queer memory.
Halbwachs was Wrst to posit that memory, though strikingly individual,
is enduringly collective. He argued convincingly for the primacy of spa-
tial images—images of group habitation, particularly city images—in nar-
ratives of collective memory. On the city as an image of countermemory
and other history, however, his theorizing is preceded and surpassed by
that of Walter Benjamin. In “A Berlin Chronicle” (1932), Benjamin
searched the city of living memory as a site of emancipation from capi-
talist self-deception that, even today, has us catastrophically spellbound.
He showed how memory of city objects and spaces, especially childhood
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memory, subverts reiWed reason by conjuring remembrances otherwise
lost to bourgeois history. City memory displaces time-conscious autobi-
ography by evoking discontinuous moments in space:

Reminiscences, even extensive ones, do not always amount to an autobi-

ography. . . . For autobiography has to do with time, with sequence and

what makes up the continuous Xow of life. Here, I am talking of a space,

of moments and discontinuities. For even if months and years appear here,

it is in the form they have at the moment of commemoration. This strange

form . . . is shown not so much by the role that my own life plays here, as

by that of the people closest to me in Berlin—whoever and whenever they

may have been. The atmosphere of the city that is here evoked allots them

only a brief, shadowy existence. They steal along its walls like beggars,

appear wraithlike at windows, to vanish again, sniff at thresholds like a

genius loci.11

Benjamin elaborated, if not a theory of collective memory, then a
concept and practice of imaging the city for critical remembrance. This
practice extends beyond “A Berlin Chronicle” to the Wnal phase of The
Arcades Project (1933–40) with a battery of mnemonic techniques to sup-
plement the primary stratagem of free association. The Arcades Project,
whose object is nineteenth-century Paris, invents a praxis of remembering
that surpasses living memory, is bound up with things of the past still
traceable in the present, and aims at demystifying, while conjuring, the
phantasmagoria of metropolitan dream-space. I interpret these explora-
tions of city memory as groundwork for “critical historiography.”12 My
purpose is to identify techniques of Wguring the city in “A Berlin Chron-
icle,” which Benjamin highlighted for speculation, in order to foreground
similar techniques in the experimental narratives of Bartlett, Myles, and
Scott. From there I venture paradigmatic readings of each narrative’s
“city of collective memory,” based on related Benjaminian concepts and
practices of storytelling, collecting, and re/collecting, the calling of his-
tory to remembrance.
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“A Berlin Chronicle”: Memory’s Queer Topography

What makes “A Berlin Chronicle” a “strange form” of autobiography is
its narrative “of space, of moments and discontinuities” in place of time,
chronology, and continuity. But the strange privileging of space in a
“chronicle” of past experience is supplemented by other queer departures
to which Benjamin drew explicit attention. For one, the faces of the city,
not of friends or family, are remembered.13 For another, it is the city of
childhood memory as seen by the adult who only now begins to perceive
what the child could not: the political contexts of those primal scenes of
Berlin “around 1900.”14 For still another, the city of memory is a dead
city,15 a necropolis, haunted by specters of the German Youth Move-
ment, including those who took their lives in despair at the outbreak of
war in 1914, the Great War that would destroy a whole epoch of bour-
geoning friendships and acquaintances.16 Among lives lost was Benja-
min’s own youthful self, whose revolutionary and erotic stirrings were
“discontinued” by the inexplicable traumas of suicide and mass slaughter.17

City memory recalls him to thresholds of the familiar, to the mys-
terious household occupation of his father’s business dealings (“BC,” 617–
20), to the farmers’ market with creatures from a premodern world.18 He
Wnds himself at the edge of the city he has never known—the city of the
poor19—and experiences the shock of transgression by “crossing” the void
over which the uncanny Wgure of the prostitute presides:

The feeling of crossing for the Wrst time the threshold of one’s class had a

part in the almost unequaled fascination of publicly accosting a whore on

the street. At the beginning, however, this was a crossing of frontiers not

only social but topographic, in the sense that whole networks of streets

were opened up under the auspices of prostitution. . . . In great cities,

there are countless places where one stands on the edge of the void; and

the whores in the doorways of tenement blocks and on the less sonorous

asphalt of railway platforms are like the household goddesses of the cult

of nothingness. So on these erring paths the stations became my special

habitat, each with its outskirts like a city: the Silesian, Stettin, Görlitz sta-

tions, and Friedrichstrasse. (“BC,” 600)
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His guides to this memorial city are, in the Wrst place, domestic
guardians—his mother, his nurse, his grandmother, the “household god-
desses” of childhood fantasy. Later, he is guided by the errant desire of
youth that the city itself seems to solicit. The Berlin of his adolescence
maps a territory of sexual discoveries, which are always tentative and
Xeeting and out in public space. Against traditional, conjugal conWnes
the urbane adventurer steals moments of love on park benches, hotel
rooms, bohemian cafés. One moment recalls the erotic exhilaration with
which he is spontaneously overcome when he detours aimlessly into the
streets away from his obligatory attendance at a family bar mitzvah.20

But the most arousing memory of wayward desire is recalled by the Ice
Palace, where many thresholds are crossed at once. A business venture of
his father’s, the Ice Palace was “not only the Wrst skating rink in Berlin,
but also a thriving nightclub.” Taken to see the arena, it is there before
“the apparitions at the bar” that he Wrst entertains an image of queer
Berlin: “a prostitute in a very tight-Wtting white sailor’s suit, who, though I
was unable to exchange a word with her, determined my erotic fantasies for
years to come” (“BC,” 620; my emphasis).

The city of memory harbors erotic fantasies at the thresholds of
life and death, antiquity and modernity, propriety and delinquency, and
transgression and prostitution. These are fantasies that possess a lonely
man, the isolated, individual city dweller liberated and removed from tra-
ditions of family, religion, and race. The writing of the “Chronicle” was
occasioned, moreover, by the author’s state of exile. Having drafted the
Wrst notes in Berlin in January and February 1932, Benjamin composed
the rest on the island of Ibiza later that year before retreating to Paris in
1933.21 Against the specter of a Nazi-occupied homeland, he began a
project of personal reclamation. But the city on which he modeled his
recollection is Paris, not Berlin. It is Paris that teaches him how, as for-
eign alien, to relate to a “world of things” and to enter the epochal
dream that reveals the “true face” of desire: “I tell myself it had to be in
Paris, where the walls and quays, the asphalt surfaces, the collections 
and the rubbish, the railings and the squares, the arcades and the kiosks,
teach a language so singular that our relations to people attain, in the
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solitude encompassing us in our immersion in that world of things, the
depths of a sleep in which the dream image waits to show the people their
true faces” (“BC,” 614). If Paris, foreign capital of capitalism, arouses a
desire for things that is most native to his urban character, it also allows
him to see “what kind of regimen cities keep over imagination, and why
the city—where people make the most ruthless demands on one another,
where appointments and telephone calls, sessions and visits, Xirtations
and the struggle for existence grant the individual not a single moment
of contemplation—indemniWes itself in memory, and why the veil it has
covertly woven out of our lives shows images of people less often than
those of the sites of our encounters with others or ourselves” (“BC,”
614). Removed sufWciently from the all too familiar hometown, Benjamin
perceives the “veil” of social relations that the city “has woven out of our
lives.” Further, he sees how individual fantasy is immersed in the land-
scape (language) of a dreaming collectivity.

Benjamin returns to memories of Berlin, not as a native but as a
stranger. Estranged from the city that it has become—the anti-Semitic
capital of National Socialism—and from people and places lost to trau-
matic processes that he has never stopped to contemplate, Benjamin
cruises his haunts of old, raising the dead and traversing the ground of
their and his ongoing expropriation. Fantasy and memory collaborate 
to produce a topography for critical, historical speculation. The motive
to remember is a compulsion to see now what was happening, and has
been happening since then, and to redeem a haunting sense of loss with
politically awakened recognition.

“A Berlin Chronicle” is starred by a constellation of topographical
topoi for imaging the city of collective memory and (in)citing counter-
memory. It is useful to identify these topoi for investigating the topog-
raphy of queer memory.

“To Lose Oneself in a City”

To discover the city of the past one must enact “the art of straying.” Ben-
jamin personiWes the art of straying as the city’s most perceptive “guide.”
To lose oneself in a city must be differentiated from not Wnding one’s
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way, which “requires ignorance—nothing more.”22 The art of straying
calls for a “schooling” in deciphering the urban landscape: “Signboards
and street names, passers-by, roofs, kiosks, and bars must speak to the
wanderer like a twig snapping under his feet in the forest, like the star-
tling call of a bittern in the distance, like the sudden stillness of a clear-
ing with a lily standing erect at its center” (“BC,” 598). Schooling of this
sort derives from “a hermetic tradition” that Benjamin traces back to the
mythical labyrinth.23 Its winding “Xâneries” subvert the “one-way street”
of commercial trafWc. Having no intended goal, the art of straying frees
memory to drift and dwell upon scenes of cryptic recollection.

Spacing Out

Instead of reconstructing the past from memory, Benjamin allows the
memory of certain spaces to remember him. A dimension of “losing
oneself in a city” is the art of spacing out, of projecting one’s self into city
space by miming the “porosity” of space, or miming space with a porous
ego.24 Some architectures are more rich in association than others, so that
when a certain facade or passage is remembered, there follow memories
of a host of forgotten personages and events. These are not imperial
architectures but buildings that house memories of great affective value
for the individual whose primal fears and desires have never been col-
lected or represented—or given face. Once located in this architecture,
memory rouses memory spontaneously in a process akin to Proust’s
mémoire involontaire. The spaces where Benjamin spaces out with greatest
absorption are the meeting places of his student years, where the city
becomes memory’s “theatre.”25 In this theater the author himself appears
amidst a cast of acquaintances who are set to reenact past experience.
The atmosphere is highly charged with politics and sex, and the scene,
which has been left unexplained for a later crisis, now plays itself out
with a call for immediate interpretation.

Who Was That Man? opens on a scene that inspires Bartlett to
launch his search for historic gay London. The time is 1981 and the
place is London’s West End. He enters the scene as an actor who is
wholly absorbed by the ambience of the set: “I’d be walking up the Strand,
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dressed to kill, and then I’d Wnd myself looking up from the street to all the
nineteenth-century façades above me, and fantasize that all the buildings of 
the West End had seen other men before me living a life after dark, that some-
how the streets had a memory.”26 So, taken with the Strand’s nineteenth-
century aura, he feels intimate with the memory of deceased inhabitants.
Memory solicits fantasy and, in the historic theater of West End archi-
tecture, he spaces out: “What if I rounded the corner of Villiers Street at
midnight, and suddenly found myself walking by gaslight, and the man look-
ing over his shoulder at me as he passed had the same moustache, but different
clothes, the well-cut black and white evening dress of the summer of 1891—
would we recognize each other?” (xx). Bartlett follows that “man” into the
city archives in an attempt to “learn my own history” (xxi). But since this
history had not by then been documented, he must adapt his methods of
historical research to ways he knows from the street, of which the pri-
mary one is cruising. Like the Xâneur, the cruising gay man lets himself
be guided by signs from the “underworld” that beckon mystery and
enlightenment. He cultivates the “art of straying” through the British
Library, as through the West End, citing epigrammatically the passage
from “A Berlin Chronicle” that begins “Not to Wnd one’s way in a city
may well be uninteresting and banal. It requires ignorance—nothing
more. But to lose oneself in a city. . . .”

The narrator of Chelsea Girls locates herself in the present, which is
indicated less by year than by place. The date can only be surmised (the
early 1990s), but the scene of remembering (back to the 1960s) Wnds her
in her digs in Manhattan. Her present dwelling is personiWed as a muse
of living memory: “There’s a character now called Eileen’s apartment and
perhaps she remembers everything I don’t.”27 Eileen’s apartment is em-
bedded in a space of city memory that includes “the hottest summer . . .
of three dyke bars in the West Village” (265) and the Chelsea Hotel.
While the “three dyke bars” demarcate a lesbian cruising space of recent
memory, the hotel is a haunt of antiquity: “The Chelsea was a myth loaded
with old denizens, Europeans from the 60s, rock bands and then Jimmy
and Virgil Thompson” (272). “Jimmy” is the aging poet James Schuyler,
who lives in the Chelsea and who, in Eileen’s care, regales her with his
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memories among queer artists and bohemians. Jimmy is Eileen’s connec-
tion to Manhattan’s lesbian past: “Jimmy was gay. He went to dyke bars in
the Village in the forties. The butches would rise and bow when the
femmes came in” (273). Jimmy’s hotel room encapsulates Eileen in a scene
of literary production with its archive of gay books, letters, and papers
scattered among queenly kitsch and the leftovers of daily living: “There
was a little chair, salmon colored, next to his bed with several packs of
Export ‘A’s, old coffee and rings on the orange seat from other coffee cups.
There were pennies, two prescription bottles of pills. . . . I was standing
in his room on the old green rug. The Xoor was covered with books: Fir-
bank, Virginia Woolf’s diaries, John Ashbery, As We Know. . . . The
silences here in the room, the spaces that linger and Wll the air when we
speak are what I know about Jimmy” (272–73). It is the constellation of
these three spaces—Eileen’s apartment, the summer of three dyke bars
in the West Village, and the Chelsea Hotel—that, though the times it cir-
cumscribes are not synchronous, provides the individual city dweller and
lesbian loner a site of collective memory. Dwelling in imaginary space,
Eileen loses her “self” in a city of queer be/longing. She cruises women
of her remote and recent past in search of traces of her erotic history.
Narrative memory mimes states of past drunkenness, allowing a Xow of
associations that, like childhood memory, abandons reiWed, disciplinary
consciousness. A form of spacing out, mimesis of drunkenness anes-
thetizes shame while simulating delirium. Into this space of “intoxicated”
memory, the lost girls of her past—friends and lovers, living and dead, her
“self” among them—are recalled with delayed and altered recognition.

Main Brides locates its narrative present—a continuous present—
in a bar on Montreal’s Boulevard St. Laurent, known colloquially as “the
Main.”28 Narrative present is interrupted by Xashbacks to an earlier event
in the day and by stories spontaneously spun by the half-dreaming, half-
remembering narrator. Unlike the narrators of Who Was That Man? and
Chelsea Girls, Scott’s narrator is a Wctional persona, though she inhabits real
urban space. A microcosm of the Main, which is a microcosm of cos-
mopolitan Montreal and a deteriorating border between the French indus-
trial sector in the east and English residential/professional establishments
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in the west, the bar immerses “Lydia” in a milieu saturated with petty
intrigue and cheap lusts. Drinking steadily to forget a scene that morn-
ing where she stumbled across the corpse of a murdered woman, she is
more than usually porous to the local ambience. Space—the interior space
of the bar and the exterior space of the street into which she gazes from
her window table—Wlls her head. As the day and the drinking proceed,
the metaphor takes on literal proclivities, the border between psychic
and material reality dissolves, as does the border between interior and
exterior. Dazzled by the Main’s colorful and ornamental Victorian archi-
tecture as much as by the appearances of the bar’s female customers, she
loses herself to drunken reveries of women she obscurely remembers,
“hitting memory nodes [with] a little melancholy” (98). Reveries mix
memories with fantasies that belong as much to the city as to the self
since they are equally inspired by the physiognomies of street women
and street facades. Into the mix Xows history, the traces of which are 
preserved in buildings as further cues to dream. Absorbed by the phan-
tasmagoric composition of memory and fantasy, remembered and spec-
ulated history, Lydia totally spaces out.

Berlin Haunts

Benjamin’s “Berlin” haunts the self who is nothing, no one, if not recalled
to its haunts. The subject and object of memory are con/fused in space:
in collusion they conjure the memorial city, which is primarily a city 
of the dead. The narrative subject is not the Cartesian subject who 
asks “Who am I?” but the surrealist subject who asks “Whom do I
‘haunt’?” “Who am I?” André Breton queries at the outset of Nadja: “If
this once I were to rely on a proverb, then perhaps everything would
amount to knowing whom I ‘haunt.’”29 Breton alludes to the French say-
ing “Dis-moi qui tu hantes, je te dirai qui tu es” [Tell me whom you haunt,
I will tell you who you are], where the collective character of memory is
underlined and the word hantes (haunt) punningly signals both the space
of past experience and the ghosts of persons past that memory’s strolls dis-
inter.30 Benjamin wrote “A Berlin Chronicle” under the inXuence of his
essay “Surrealism” (1929) and Nadja, a focus of his essay. For Benjamin
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the use of the I solicits a subjective mode of speculation, subverting the
objectivity of formal, philosophical inquiry (“BC,” 603–04). On the other
hand, the sovereign subject of autobiography is subverted; the I of Ben-
jamin’s chronicle signiWes not a conscious will to remember but a pro-
jection of unconscious memory, memory involuntarily solicited by the
association of things that are proximal in space and/or linguistically related
to names of places and streets. In any case, the I of narrative memory is
as much subject to as subject of the haunts of the city.

City memory is haunted by uncanny intersections of love and death.
Benjamin Wgures this uncanny intersection in a space that is literally called
“the Meeting House.” The most “harrowing experience” of his past takes
place here, where he stumbles across the double suicide of his friend and
comrade, the young poet Fritz Heinle, and Heinle’s Wancée, fellow rev-
olutionary Rika Seligson. No other scene in the chronicle is recollected
in such detail, as if by constructing a physiognomy of the space, Ben-
jamin might give face to unbearable and inexplicable loss. Of the dead
who haunt Benjamin’s living memory, it is Heinle’s ghost that will not 
be put to rest despite Benjamin’s efforts to master melancholia through
prosopopoeia.31 Yet precisely by dwelling on the haunts of the Meeting
House, Benjamin is prompted to revise his memory of history.32

Like “A Berlin Chronicle,” Who Was That Man? is driven by the
question “Who am I?” which is really “Whom do I haunt?” On moving
to London from a small provincial town, Bartlett experiences his “coming
out” as a sense of forging a “connection” with other gay men and their gay
city. He senses, uncannily, that this connection has been prepared for him
in advance, not by his contemporaries but by the Wrst generation of “gay”
men to come out in the era of Oscar Wilde.33 Thus the man who comes
out and into his own in the city of the 1980s is not original. He becomes
who he is by making himself over in the character of a species of urban
dweller that came into existence in the late 1800s. He owes his existential
becoming to a historic production. To know himself fully implies know-
ing the story of his urban ancestry, and of evolving his sense of connec-
tion: “to understand that I am connected with other men’s lives, men living in
London with me. Or with other dead Londoners. That’s the story” (xx;
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emphasis in original). Finding an image of his origins calls for proso-
popoeia, in this case the art of giving face to an unknown progenitor. The
face that most readily suggests itself is that of Wilde himself, much pho-
tographed by the scandal press.34 But the true face of the community of
nineteenth-century London has been obscured by the mass media that
catered to the moral outrage of the bourgeoisie. Defaced by social and
legal violence, the Wilde of ofWcial history cannot fairly represent the
complexity of the character or community he cultivated. So the question
“Who was that man?” haunts Bartlett into returning to the scene, to un-
ofWcial sources, to collect contrary “evidence” and construct from the
scraps of history a physiognomy of “gay” society. His inquiry leads him to
the haunts of the dead as cited in the most disparate literatures of the age.

Chelsea Girls is another narrative quest for the answer to “Who am
I?” more precisely and perversely articulated as “Which sex am I?” in
disturbing scenes from past lives. The primary space of recollection is
Eileen’s apartment, the dwelling of the present and the site of narrative
production. The specters of memory that haunt that space are primal
acquaintances of girlhood: the dead father (to whom the collection is ded-
icated), but collectively more important, the dead and/or lost girlfriends
and lovers from other places and periods with whom she explored her
sexuality. At the same time, the memory of each girl’s as-yet-untold story
is recalled “on location” in various haunts of girlhood and young adult-
hood, before and after Eileen moved to the city. Since no one knew what
they were doing then, though everyone who is remembered is a partic-
ipant, the memory of still-troubling events and the story of their happen-
ing relies heavily on the details of setting. Thus, like Benjamin, Eileen
must lose herself in the haunts of the past, where memory serves as the-
ater of reenactment and delayed recognition.

The narrator of Main Brides retreats to her favorite haunt on the
Main, where she is beset by Xashbacks to the gruesome scene that she
stumbled across at dawn and associated scenes of the city’s past where
women were murdered or massacred. The women of these scenes are
real, but except for the “Montreal Massacre,” they are unmarked by pub-
lic memorial.35 In an effort to escape haunting memories, she drinks and
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daydreams. Her way out of barbaric reality is her way into stories she
fabricates of women in the bar. She enters the space of these stories so
completely that all deictic traces of the narrator disappear, except for
recurrent tropes that suggest a common, Wctional source. Each story,
moreover, comes with a haunt of its own. These are images of makeshift
urban dwellings, spaces that women appropriate for themselves and that
serve as erotic, artistic, and domestic retreats away from the violence of
the street and traditional patriarchal domiciles. As lovers of the city and
brides of the Main, these Wctionalized women create their own maver-
ick forms of female habitation. It is mostly rented rooms they occupy,
but rooms with large windows that overlook the roofs and parks of the
city below, where a woman can set her sights at the level of inWnity. Spec-
tral women and spectral rooms, they signify not merely the delusory fan-
tasy of a lonely and fearful woman but the collective speculation of a
women’s city where it is safe to come out.

“Precious Fragments or Torsos in a Collector’s Gallery”

Benjamin likens memory to an excavation site from which “fragments”
of the ruins of past experience are recovered with “meticulous digging.”36

Excavation necessitates these fragments be “severed” from their original
context, which we can only with nostalgia imagine, and assembled in the
“sober rooms of our later insights.” So conceived, memory provides less
of a “chronicle” than a collection, a gallery of images that reXect part
objects of a life or an epoch. Together excavation and collection produce
only fragmentary recollection. Chronicling these fragments entails an art
of “history-telling,” which, like storytelling, composes “short-lived rem-
iniscences” for collective speculation.37 Benjamin’s chronicler narrates his-
torical reality inconclusively, like a story, as opposed to the professional
historian “whose task is bound to explain in one way or another the hap-
penings with which he deals.”38

“Junkroom of the West End Bourgeoisie”

Memory is fragmentary, and the fragments of memory are drawn from
the “junkroom of the West End bourgeoisie,” where relics of an epoch
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gather dust.39 For Benjamin, memory is invested in things closest to past
experience of the everyday. These things are not the museum treasures
of cultural history. Still, they have an aura for individual memory, par-
ticularly childhood memory. The child is as likely to Wnd value in junk
as in riches, since junk, and the waste products generated from construc-
tion, avail themselves for children’s play.40 Childhood memory shows the
way for collective memory to recover the value of things that were once
fashionable but are now obsolescent. The full historic—transformative—
value of things is not perceived at the time of production and suffers
devaluation in the march of progress. Benjamin is careful to discern
fetish value from historic value. The refuse of history cannot be restored
to value simply by becoming a collector’s item; it must be put to use—
critical use—in constructing an alternative historiography.41

Who Was That Man? attempts to tell the untold coming-out story
of historic gay London. Bartlett explains how he begins at the beginning
by amassing fragmentary clues to an undocumented existence. Since the
landscape is unknown, he must excavate the city’s memory scattered
about in the British Library. His archives include “pornographic” mate-
rials that lay gathering dust, if not in “the junkroom of the West End
bourgeoisie” then in the “hateful British closets of Literature and The Upper
Class” where they are “apparently locked away” (xxii; emphasis in original).
Instead of a linear narrative, he assembles a collection of collections.
Framed by two “History” chapters, the “Contents” are divided into chap-
ters titled “Flowers,” “Faces,” “Words,” “Evidence,” “Forgery,” “Posses-
sions,” “Pretexts,” and “Messages.” The objects collected are citations,
plucked out of context from a variety of sources and strung together in
a “telling” arrangement. “Flowers,” for instance, refers to the exotic “green
carnation” worn by Wilde and fellow dandies to signify their aesthetic and
homoerotic predilections. Bartlett traces a gay network of botanical allu-
sions from Wilde’s collected works and the work of other Decadent artists.
“Faces” is a rogues’ gallery of newspaper photographs, police sketches,
and ofWcial portraits of self-declared and/or convicted homosexuals.

“Evidence” chronicles the emergence of gay society over twenty
years leading up to the Wilde trial, the event that signiWes the crisis/
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climax of collective coming out. Evidence is drawn not only from court
transcripts but also from a heterogeneous assortment of printed materials:
“studies, translations, histories, case histories, poems, novels, foreign nov-
els, children’s books, classics, newspapers from The Star to The Times, police
reports, playscripts, reviews, magazines, porn magazines, ofWcial procla-
mations, militant declarations, obscure suggestions” (95). Since “anyone
could have read them” as the coded “parole” of gay culture, the citations
he selects among the “constant borrowings and allusions, networks of ref-
erence, hints dropped, dedications, quotations, parodies, eulogies, theories,
euphemisms, explorations, exhortations, accusations, statements, state-
ments made in support of one another, coherent arguments” (95) serve
collective memory. Mounting evidence does not, however, add up to a
complete collection or coherent portrait but collapses in “a set of con-
tradictions, a mass of details, a babble of voices, references to send me
back to the library again and again, arguments which we still have not
resolved, recognized and unrecognized faces; evidence still disputed” (95).

Chelsea Girls is a collection of stories built around fragments of
memory. As the title suggests, there is a collective theme or character that
holds the narrative together. Chelsea Girls is, more precisely, a collection
of twenty-eight short-lived reminiscences whose connectedness is related
in the dis-ordered unfolding of traumatic memory. What is telling is their
arrangement in space, the chronology of events being left unexplained.
The storyteller’s memory is a junk room of unassimilated debris from
past experience. Much of this debris is composed of images of stuff that
one would Wnd in the bargain basement of Woolworth’s or “Gilchrist’s
Basement in Porter Square” (82–83)—remnants of lower-middle-class
urban and suburban America and popular youth culture. Amid this debris,
but as yet undiscovered, are the untold stories of girls who have been
“trashed” by cultural authorities or who trash themselves through vari-
ous deployments of abjection, chieXy drug and alcohol addiction. Since
the memory of trashed girls is shocking, recollection takes the oblique
route of association. The memory of trashed things—items once fashion-
able, such as the “madras shirt” worn by hip adolescents in the 1960s—
leads, by association with other things, to the time and place of trauma.
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A number of chapters remember girls this way. “Madras” recalls a
risky episode with Tootsie, who later destroys herself with drugs; “Robin”
recalls scenes of an affair with a drug addict who, despite her urban
sophistication, was ever running away from herself; “Violence Toward
Women” recalls a schoolgirl acquaintance who was gang-raped but who,
in a recent scene of encounter, appears positively transformed; “Jealousy”
recalls a scene of near double-suicide where girlfriend Chris throws her-
self into the Hudson in a drunken Wt; “Necromancer” recalls a scene of
Eileen’s drugged-out state as she wanders derelict around the streets 
of Manhattan. “Popponesset,” arguably the most disturbing chapter of
Chelsea Girls, recalls the scene of her own gang rape by “a bunch of good-
looking suburban guys, 18 or 19, same as me . . . who trashed me for two
reasons: I was drunk, they didn’t know me” (190). Together these stories
form a collective memory of women who struggled to come into their
sexuality from the 1960s through the 1980s. Together, they mount a col-
lective countermemory of the popular history of the “free love” era.

The “brides” of Main Brides Wgure a different kind of collection.
They are “portraits” or “stories” of women who for a moment capture
the narrator’s distracted gaze to become the subjects of spontaneous fab-
rication. Lydia is not so much in charge of her narrative than abandoned
to the emerging fantasy of each portrait. After hours of drinking and
daydreaming, she accumulates a number of these portraits, which com-
pete with the crowd in the bar for narrative space. Narrative time breaks
into intervals of dreaming and waking, where with each return to pres-
ent consciousness Lydia focuses her gaze on her immediate milieu to
cruise the women for another bride. The portraits are composed from
debris of memory and history, and left to fantasy to bring to life. The
debris includes relics of English imperialism and souvenirs of Canadi-
ana, but mostly it is the obscure remains of a woman’s aspiration to Wnd
love and freedom in the city. The women in the bar are not trashed
women but women who are wedded to the street (hence Main brides).
They have been around, known hard times, and their faces show it.

Lydia associates these faces with women she has seen in the past in
various haunts and in various phases of retreat, expedition, or coming
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out. The story of “Nanette” begins with her “remembering” a woman
who, “on the street where she grew up,” was known to “her Greek and
Portuguese neighbours” as “The Flyer” after her “habit of dangling dan-
gerously from cornices, or upper apertures” (11). Building on these frag-
ments and from details of the appearance of the woman in the bar, Lydia
fabricates the story of a woman’s Xight from an abusive and restrictive
home to the streets where she Xirts dangerously with a pimp and a drug
habit. The other stories—“Main Bride Remembers Halifax,” “Dis-May,”
“Canadian Girls,” “Z, Who Lives Over the Sign Shop,” “Donkey Rid-
ing,” and “Night Music”—also start with remembering, taking signs from
the bar and street as cues for further fabrication. They form a collection
of Wctionalized memories of women who stand out against metropolitan
history as survivors and high Xyers of the streets.

“Our Deepest Self in Shock”

While memory attaches itself to things of everyday experience, it is “to
the immolation of our deepest self in shock that our memory owes its
most indelible images” (“BC,” 633). Not every fragment of memory that
constitutes “A Berlin Chronicle” is shocking, but every scene of trauma
is remembered with “sudden illumination” where self appears dissoci-
ated from self.42 The immolated, shocked self is projected into space,
dreamily intact. Cued by details of architecture, memory engages fantasy
to stage scenes of past trauma. Waking, everyday consciousness does not
entail the kind of experience that arouses Xashbacks of delayed recogni-
tion. Flashbacks are generated by shock experience. Memory “transWxes”
images of space where shock experiences occurred and dissociated selves
“are always standing at the center” (633).

The shock experiences of “A Berlin Chronicle” are related to trau-
matic encounters with love, sex, and death—primal scenes of childhood
and adolescence. But they also relate to urban trauma. The shock of
“publicly accosting a whore on the street” (600), mixed with fascination
and dread, compares with Delany’s “heart thudding” exposure to public
sex in a bathhouse. The bourgeois appropriation of bohemian cafés where
Benjamin had communed with colleagues and cocottes is Wgured as a
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devastating conquest of history (608). Though no one scene captures this
shock, Benjamin’s “physiology of coffeehouses” traces the destruction of
an “aura” (606–09). In “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” Benjamin elab-
orates his image of urban trauma into a theory concerning the critical,
historiographical function of poetic representation. “One wonders,” he
writes, “how lyric poetry can be grounded in experience [Erfahrung] for
which exposure to shock [Chockerlebnis] has become the norm?”43 The
Wgures that haunt Spleen de Paris and Tableaux Parisiens, including the poet,
who looks aghast on such specters of devastated humanity as “Les Sept
Vieillards” and “Les Petites Vieilles,” express the inarticulate shock to the
human sensorium of foundational changes wrought by modernization.

If shock experience is the standard experience of the big-city dweller,
then cognition is limited to a highly defensive adaptation of consciousness,
which focuses on the moment with routine application of perception and
intellection (Erlebnis). Psychic mechanisms are deployed to deXect shock;
hence we have little sense of the shock of urbanization, except as obses-
sive symptoms of trauma. Benjamin Wnds motifs in Baudelaire that evi-
dence the shock felt by the destruction of old neighborhoods and mass
eviction of the poor, the accentuation of class division and social disin-
tegration, the commodiWcation and profanation of life’s most sacrosanct
ideals, the automatism of human industry, and the daily barrage of com-
mercial trafWc. Baudelaire articulates a memory of shock experience for
collective, critical reXection (Erfahrung). Poetic representation functions
like a dream, where consciousness, distracted from a defensive routine,
is receptive to shock and can express it in Wgures of the crowd, the pros-
titute and derelict little old men and women.

The “Evidence” collected in Who Was That Man? disinters a frag-
ment of nineteenth-century London that catches the author unprepared
and disturbs the image he is constructing of historic gay community.
“One of the strangest police reports,” the fragment describes a scene of
deplorable squalor, overcrowding, and sexual exposure among the poor.
Taken out of judicial context, which interprets the “overcrowding among
the poor only as a sign of their indiscriminate and criminal indecency”
(97) and placed in his constellation of gay London, this “extract” Wgures
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for Bartlett as counterevidence to the more frequently reported incidents
of sex between men that occur in bourgeois interiors. Realizing how “the
overcrowded bedrooms of central London were the site of frequent and
casual homosexual contact,” he Wnds that his “history of gay London is
altered” (97).

“This odd detail” shocks Bartlett into seeing that “we know little
of ordinary lives in this period, lives lived in stinking and overcrowded
rather than public or fashionably furnished rooms” (97). The effect it 
has on collective memory is one that “makes us think again” (97). Though
the scene of squalor does not emerge from his own experience, Bartlett
regards it “as evidence of something that has to do with his own life” (97)
and proceeds to rethink the present city scene. What he sees is just as
disturbing: that for all the laws that have been broken “since 1885,” gay
men’s coming out has not changed the world (215–16). Winning the
right to certain designated, night town pleasures, “we regularly watch
ourselves turn into the most improbable of creatures, transform back
again, then set off to the ofWce or the dole ofWce just like everybody else”
(216). Perceiving the shallowness of his community, he throws his “deep-
est self in shock.”

Bartlett concludes his research into history only to arrive at the
question “Why do we have such a short memory of our own culture?”
The question raises the specter of the current AIDS “disaster” (220).
This disaster, which he remembers only now, is precisely what prompts
his turn to history in the Wrst place, seeking images for an enduring col-
lective memory against a fear of extinction. He also desires to save face
against the shock of discovering that, like Wilde and his milieu, the 
contemporary gay community appears to lack political integrity. The
shattered photograph of Wilde that closes the last chapter of “History”
bears ironic testament to the unsettling task of recollecting the present.

For Chelsea Girls, shock experience is the norm. Every chapter 
of girlhood and young adulthood is starred with trauma—the everyday
trauma of big-city life and the trauma of growing up female in late-
twentieth-century America—which life in Manhattan streets never allows
Myles to forget. In reporting scenes still resonant with shock, where the
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author appears at the center, Chelsea Girls resembles “A Berlin Chroni-
cle.” The most “indelible images” are those that throw into “sudden illu-
mination” the site of her immolated self. “Popponesset,” for instance,
reenacts the scene of her gang rape, simulating with terrible poignancy
the layout of the room, the mocking gestures, the assaulting body parts,
and her self-loathing (189). Eileen remembers in the context of every-
one else’s forgetting or denying, including her girlfriend Louise who
“explained that she thought she liked it” (190) and tried to reassure her
that the perpetrator “doesn’t even remember” (191). The whole scene is
put before her, revealing in a Xash the shocking complicity of an age. For
Chelsea Girls shock experience is collective. Eileen shares the trauma of
persons she remembers, including the self-immolation of her aunt and
uncle—the “white trash” side of her family that the other side trashes in
high-handed disgust—and the anguish of her girlfriend whose father,
though a Holocaust survivor, denies her existence as a lesbian and refuses
her patrimony.

Myles does not simply mount shock upon shock but remembers
experiences of increasing traumatic intensity. The opening story recalls
an encounter with the law, where, in a pathetic attempt to save her
drunken girlfriend from police harassment, Eileen leaps on a cop with 
a gun and almost ends up in jail. There follows the recollection of a
number of dangerous scenes with “Chris,” including one in which Chris
throws herself in the Hudson and nearly drags Eileen after her. Eileen
tells this last story twice, Wrst in “Epilogue,” in conversation with a reli-
able interlocutor, and then in “Jealousy,” where she recounts the details
directly. In the wake of shock, Eileen is able to discern destructive from
delinquent behavior and deliver herself from an addiction to confusing
the two.

Main Brides deploys poetry and fantasy to create a cast of mind most
receptive to shock. In this respect Scott’s portraits of Montreal resemble
Baudelaire’s motifs of Paris. Into the space of her daydream, she projects
faces of seven women and traces their spectral appearances around town.
Yet, unlike “Les Sept Vieillards,” whose wretched physiognomies allow
us to see the shocking human cost of modernization, the Main’s brides
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present visions of women who make of modernity what they can—despite
what the metropolis hurls at them. Shock experience in Main Brides is
mainly women’s experience of violence. Lydia’s stories are full of images
of harassment, abuse, and assault—experiences that women endure as
part of daily life. But when murder threatens to become a standard expe-
rience, Lydia recoils in panic. Against the memory of the murdered girl
she stumbled upon that morning, she retreats into dream. The portraits,
however, gather boldness in proportion to her drinking. This gives her
sufWcient fortitude to recall the murder scene intermittently, until she
can visualize it in detail with critical regard, noting all the things that
conspire to hurt women: the girl’s physical fragility, the subtle cover-up
by police who would protect the public from alarm, the irresponsibility
of the press who aim simply to report another statistic, and the mother
who feigns care in her only opportunity to partake in a drama of public
signiWcance (200). Except for May of “Dis-May,” the portraits present
deWant, daredevil women who elude fear and hazard the streets. Together
they form an image of countershock.

“A New and Disturbing Articulation”

Dwelling in the present as he chronicles the past, the writer, Benjamin
observes, “cuts another section through the sequence of his experiences”
wherein he “detects . . . a new and disturbing articulation” (“BC,” 599).
It is not simply that the naïveté of childhood collides with adult hind-
sight in a corrective revision of the past. In recalling the landscape of the
past into view of the city now before him, he excavates the present and
“cuts into the sequence.” Today’s dilapidated West End, haunted by ghosts
of war and specters of poverty and prostitution, is seen in constellation
with the sheltered bourgeois landscape of childhood and youth. Mem-
ory of the corpses of comrades cohabits the Meeting House with that of
their living selves, organizing insurrection in a once prosperous, now der-
elict neighborhood. Experienced in sequence history appears progressive
making us blind to the catastrophe of political economy evidenced by
human and urban devastation. What is remembered in sequence reassures
our desire for continuity in a changing world. But memories of different
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epochs remembered simultaneously in opposition generate a sense of “dis-
turbing” discontinuity. Like “clashing islands” (“BC,” 606), opposing
images come together in a moment of latent recognition—the illumina-
tion that crowns his memory of the Meeting House, demystifying the
liberal optimism of his revolutionary youth:

Today this point in space where we happened to open our Meeting House

is for me the consummate pictorial expression of the point in history occu-

pied by the last true elite of bourgeois Berlin. It was as close to the abyss

of the Great War as the Meeting House was to the steep slope of the

Landwehr Canal; it was as sharply divided from proletarian youth as the

houses of this rentiers’ district were from those of Moabit; and the houses

were the last of their line, just as the occupants of those apartments were

the last who could appease the clamorous shades of the dispossessed with

philanthropic ceremonies. In spite—or because—of this, there is no doubt

that the city of Berlin was never again to impinge so forcefully on my exis-

tence as it did in that epoch when we believed we could leave it untouched,

only improving its schools, only breaking the inhumanity of their inmates’

parents, only making a place in it for the words of Hölderlin or George.

It was a Wnal heroic attempt to change the attitudes of people without

changing their circumstances. (“BC,” 605)

Excavating moments of experience and collecting them in imaginary
assemblages where scenes from one’s remote and recent pasts collide in
highly charged emotional and political antitheses, Benjamin produces
for history its countermemory. “History,” he conjectures, “is not simply
a science, but also and not least a form of remembrance. What science
has ‘determined,’ remembrance can modify” (AP 471 [N8, 1]). He devel-
ops this technique into a method of dialectical imaging, which structures
the nonnarrative montage of The Arcades Project.44 But at this earlier stage
of writing, poised between looking back at Berlin and going forward into
exile, Benjamin retains some crucial elements of narrative. Chief among
them is the narrative subject who strolls the city of memory, excavates
and collects fragments of past life, and remembers shock experience with
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latent, political recognition. Benjamin’s chronicler raises images of col-
lective countermemory, which, failing to plot a chronology of progress,
reconstellate the space of history.

The experimental narratives of Bartlett, Myles, and Scott combine
chronicle and constellation. Each narrative articulates this combination
differently, but all three construct a subject who cruises the space of
memory, collects the trash of history, and with latent, political awareness
recollects her present place in metropolitan history. It follows that a 
paradigmatic reading of these narratives is not only possible but also
critical to understanding the historiographical intervention made by the
city of queer collective memory. Moreover, the disclosure of narrative par-
adigms enables comparative readings of queer memory. What different
strategies of cruising, collecting, and recollecting are deployed depend-
ing on the gender, class, and nation, that is, the overdetermined location,
of narrative subject? What situational differences affect the story of call-
ing history to remembrance?

The Wilde Side of London

Bartlett sets himself the task of telling the story of his coming out in the
context of the larger story of history, which begins in late-nineteenth-
century London with the Wrst public appearances of homosexual men
and climaxes with the notorious “outing” of Oscar Wilde. The existence
of gay subculture or a network of gay relations is evidenced by Wilde
and the entourage of witnesses and accomplices put in the spotlight by
his trial. But the history of that man and the discretionary disappearance
of homosexuality from public life is told from the perspective of the
enemy, the victors and proprietors of culture. Wilde’s case exempliWes
Benjamin’s famous thesis that “There is no document of culture which is
not at the same time a document of barbarism.”45 To tell the story of col-
lective coming out, the storyteller must write history against the grain.

For Bartlett, the punitive outing of Wilde as a spectacle of “gross
indecency” diminishes, obscures, and defaces the complex urban network
of homosexual communing that preceded Wilde and that Wilde helped
to cultivate.46 Since he has none of the traditional storyteller’s resources—
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either experiences of his own (of the nineteenth century) or remem-
brances of others to pass down—he resorts to Wnding sources still extant
in print, including those of the scandal press. Adapting the storyteller’s
ancient art to the modern age of information, he devises techniques 
of collecting and recollecting. His route is less disciplined than dilatory,
guided by a “counter-disciplinary” desire to establish a “belonging” that
“extends into the past.”47

Cruising

To tell history’s story Bartlett begins by acquainting himself with the erotic
terrain of late-nineteenth-century London. He extends his practice of
cruising today’s city to cruising city archives, forging continuity between
living in the present and researching the past:

So I began to try and learn my own history, and did it in exactly the same way

as I learnt my way around contemporary London. You hear a man talking about

a pub, or you read an address in a paper, or sometimes you simply follow someone

you fancy and discover a whole new part of town. You know your knowledge is

quite arbitrary. Your knowledge of the city is shaped by the way ex-lovers intro-

duce you to their friends, by the way you hear someone’s story simply because he

happened to be in the same place as you at the same time. And eventually you

build up a network of places and people. . . . Gradually I began to learn the geog-

raphy and language of 1895 or 1881, to redraw my map of the city, to recognize

certain signs, certain words. I began to see this other London as the beginning of

my own story. (xxi; emphasis in original)

Cruising overcomes the disciplinary distance and existential gap that sep-
arate city dwellers from historic community. Getting to know “this other
London” in the way he came to know contemporary London, he perceives
history as collective memory. Just as Benjamin allowed himself to be
guided around historic Berlin by “the art of straying,” Bartlett yields to
an impulsive desire for “arbitrary” knowledge. Possessed by a city of
which he has no living memory, his aim is more perverse than Ben-
jamin’s but less estranged than that of The Arcades Project, which images
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the city of collective memory without the (narrative) focalization of desire.
If, for Benjamin, the aimlessly impotent investigations of the Xâneur are
impeded by the city of late capitalism, for Bartlett they become the cruis-
ing gay man’s eroticized searches for historic urban community.

Collecting

Cruising leads Bartlett to collecting: “I moved from clue to clue, from name
to name and from book to book. I started collecting pictures and anecdotes. I
bought four big scrapbooks and Wlled them with whatever texts or images I could
Wnd of London of a hundred years ago. I went back to the picture galleries and
museums I used to haunt when I was sixteen” (xxi; emphasis in original).
The conditions for cruising may have become optimal in the twentieth
century, but collecting becomes most fashionable in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Bartlett mimes not only a nineteenth-century practice but speciW-
cally the practice of that man whose story he seeks to tell. Wilde was a
collector of rare and beautiful objects: china, books, paintings, and men.

For Benjamin, the collector is “the true inhabitant” of the bour-
geois interior where “living space” is distinguished from “the place as
work” by the “gloriWcation of things.”48 Benjamin views collecting dia-
lectically. The collector resists the lure of mass consumption, “divesting
things of their commodity character by means of his possession of them”
(“Paris,” 9). Collecting involves more than possessing. A “physiognomist
of the world of things,” the collector “attains to an unequaled view of
the object which takes in more, and other, than that of the profane owner”
(AP 207 [H2, 7]). The meaning of collection transcends mere possession.
“It is a grand attempt to overcome the wholly irrational character of 
the object’s mere presence at hand through its integration into a new,
expressly devised historical system” (AP 207 [H1a, 2]). Yet the value con-
ferred on a collection is “only connoisseur value, rather than use value”
and the world to which it is dreamed it belongs is “not only into a dis-
tant or by-gone world but also into a better one” (“Paris,” 9).

The “things” Bartlett collects are valueless: scraps of “evidence” 
of gay existence collected from the refuse of urban culture. Collecting
objects that are trashed by the bourgeoisie but on whose critical, historic
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value he speculates, Bartlett resembles Edward Fuchs, the nineteenth-
century collector of pornography, whom Benjamin sees as a forerunner
of historical materialism.49 But in the chapter titled “Possessions,” Bartlett
identiWes with Wilde, aesthete of the interior par excellence. “Wilde’s
house in Chelsea,” Bartlett attests, “was full of possessions, objects which
composed elaborate interiors. . . . And each of Wilde’s characters is a col-
lector, a connoisseur. They love to do nothing more than to recite the
list of their treasures, to sort and catalogue them” (173).50 As if possessed
by Wilde’s possessions, Bartlett sees gay men’s lives in terms of richly
composed interiors: “We are all collectors. Our rooms . . . need reXect
nothing but the tastes of their owner, the pleasure he takes in his life, his
ability to choose and arrange his possessions. Think of the sequence of
rooms through which your seductions have taken you, the living rooms,
the bedrooms, and how their contents impressed you, how they have
been as sensual and signiWcant for you as their owners themselves” (178).

Searching for an origin of gay culture, Bartlett Wnds it in the
“spending-power” (180) of an elite with access to capital that, unbound
to economy of sexual reproduction, could be entirely diverted to per-
verse pleasure. Gay culture distinguishes itself from dominant culture by
its singular, hedonistic devotion to “lifestyle” (180). Though “the intox-
ication of possession, the importance of repeatedly possessing things, is
a characteristic pleasure of life in the city,” gay men experience that
intoxication with particular intensity. “Because we are people who have
always been denied what we want, our desire is justiWably insistent” (181).
Having sufWcient wealth, “we” gay men have been able to “replace ‘need’
with taste, we abolish ‘use’ and re-invent luxury. Taste and luxury together
ensure the Xow of pleasure from product to consumer. Welcome to the
Pleasure Dome” (181). In Benjamin’s words, connoisseur value replaces
use value, phantasmagoria replaces social reality, as gay collectors luxu-
riate in a collective dreamworld.

The history of the struggle of gay men to come out takes place
within domestic or semiprivate interiors. Bartlett reasons that it is pre-
cisely the daring of rich gay men to furnish space in their own self-image
that afforded the emergence of gay culture—even if at the expense of the
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poor.51 “We have staked our survival on upward social mobility” (180).
Working-class men are mobilized to want more for themselves by their
exposure to lavish domiciles: “It was precisely their entry into ‘homo-
sexuality’ that allowed them to enter the rich houses, the Savoy hotel,
luxurious interiors” (180). Rough trade could imbibe the opulence of the
upper classes by making sexual liaisons with the homosexual “aristoc-
racy” (181). More hedonistic than revolutionary, gay culture aspires to
total enjoyment with minimum social responsibility. Bartlett’s account of
collecting the historical products of gay culture is less dialectical than
paradoxical. On the one hand, he envisions a breaking down of class bar-
riers and the subversive communing of gay men from different walks of
life; on the other, he acknowledges the privilege of sexual/social trans-
gression that wealth affords. His desire for historical restitution is recon-
Wgured as a right to possessions once denied. For gay culture to arise,
thrive, and survive, the pleasure principle must prevail—or so the story
goes. But without documenting how that culture destroys real inequities
of class or redistributes riches while preserving private property, history
is but a fairy tale.52

Re/collecting

Bartlett frames the various collections of his “Contents” between intro-
ductory and concluding chapters of “History.” The metanarrative of these
chapters endeavors to explain the beginning and ending of his story. In
the closing chapter Bartlett recollects everything he gathers of the past
in a telling confrontation with the present. He develops the fantasy with
which the Wrst chapter opened, only now with greater historical detail:

From its gallery of “characters” we choose those heroes who exert the

greatest erotic or intellectual attraction—Saint Oscar, or the hardest, most

anonymous boy. Then we place them against the background of a solidly

detailed city, a darkened version of our own London. . . . Look over your

shoulder tonight; the sculptures writhe on the Eros fountain or the strange

lampstands of the Embankment, they catch the lime-light of the music halls,

the shop windows of Liberty’s blazing out over pavements of prostitutes.
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Socialist mobs are drawing blood in Trafalgar Square, and moving through

the crowds, the rich men in evening dress, the scarlet soldiers, the poor

men laughing together, making love after dark just like we do. (216–17)

Then, in a sweeping volte-face, he casts the entire inquiry into question:
“But all this history is quite useless. It doesn’t get us anywhere. . . . This
history is not a record of change; the sensation it creates matches that of
moving from one bar to another, one night to another. We abolish time
and distance, difference, in exclaiming, Oh! he’s just like us” (217). With
sudden illumination he sees that history is not knowable from a present
perspective, that to construct a “present” for Oscar Wilde necessitates
not seeing him in our own image, however much we desire to connect
our present to his. But in the same instant Bartlett raises suspicion that
contemporary gay culture is no more actively committed to revolution
than the author of The Soul of Man under Socialism. It possesses “no rad-
ical impulse. . . . After Saturday night, another Saturday night, that’s all.
Morning comes” (216). “All this history” creates a sensation “of moving
from one bar to another” because, for Bartlett, it is contained in the
“Pleasure Dome” of fetish phantasmagoria, the “Arcade” under whose
roof gay culture has apparently expanded since the late nineteenth cen-
tury. Since Bartlett has abolished “use-value” from his “collections” of
gay history, it is logical that “all this history [should appear] quite use-
less.” Bartlett might have arranged the evidence in “a new and disturb-
ing articulation” by juxtaposing, instead of justifying, the contradictions,
and thereby putting archival fragments to critical use. Instead, he con-
cludes simply by dwelling on the pleasure these images give him as pro-
jections of desire for community. Aiming for closure, he resolves to dream
despite owning that “gay culture is something to be struggled for, not
dreamt or thought. . . . Ninety-six years after The Soul of Man under
Socialism, I’m still dreaming about what I want” (230). He accepts with
complacency that “pleasure . . . takes place within a speciWc economy
and that it can, at any moment, be taken away,” as evidenced by Wilde’s
dispossession. “How could we enjoy ourselves if we worried too much
that our whole culture is based on the consumption of pleasures, on 
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the pleasures of consumption” (186). Morning thus dawns without (gay)
awakening and that, Benjamin would contend, is precisely the catastro-
phe of (gay) history.

The Haunts of Chelsea Girls

In the early 1980s, around the time that Bartlett moved to London, Eileen
moved to Manhattan. Like him, she experiences an intense, sensual, con-
nection with the city. A passage from the last chapter of Chelsea Girls
(titled “Chelsea Girls”) evokes West Village atmosphere: “Streets were
so dark that year and it was really the hottest summer. I should have been
drinking vodka all night, but I was drinking beer. The smell of bread
from the bakery on Carmine Street spilled over to Bleecker as we were
walking by. The sidewalks looked like it had momentarily rained. Pro-
prietors trying to cool their sidewalks off and oil in the gutters that made
those teeny rainbows. Urban nothing—I liked it so much. Pizza shops,
all those dangerous boys roaming the streets who were always trying to
break into women’s bars. . . . The summer of three dyke bars in the West
Village. We were rich” (264–65).53

The “urban nothing” of the West Village is nothing like the gai-
ety of London’s West End. The richness of three precariously situated
dyke bars cannot compare to the wealth of gay attractions on The Strand.
Strolling the gutters, alert to men’s ever-threatening violence, Eileen
enjoys the delights of a pauper. She savors the rainbows and aromas free
of charge. By contrast, Bartlett’s cruising grounds demarcate male-only
territory where pleasure beckons the moneyed classes. An aura of “his-
toricality” encapsulates his stroll down Villiers Street with the content-
edness that established capital affords. “Urban nothing” does not conjure
ideas of historic lesbian Manhattan.54 It only offers solace for the loner
who feels alienated from all Culture. Though she grew up in a lower-
middle-class family from the Boston suburbs, Eileen feels most con-
nected to big-city trash:

piles of
trash. Impersonal
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street is a lover
to me.55

This is because (as her stories testify) as a young woman coming into her
sexuality, she was repeatedly “trashed” by guardians of the all-American
ideal.

A city poet, Eileen collects junk from the streets in the tradition of
making trouvailles, which began with dada and evolved into Joseph Cornell’s
boxes and Mina Loy’s Bowery poems and collages. Eileen associates 
herself most closely with James Schuyler, one of the “leading Wrst-
generation New York School poets,” whose poetry is remembered for its
quotidian “chronicle of days” and “unXinching portrayal of homosexu-
ality.”56 She meets Schuyler in 1979 just as he is moving to the Chelsea,
where he lived until his death and which on occasion is the subject of 
his verse:

This old hotel is
well built: if
you hold your breath and make a wish you’ll meet Virgil
Thompson in the elevator
or a member of a punk rock band.57

In Schuyler, Eileen Wnds a model for using the recent and past refuse 
of everyday life as a medium of recollection.58 She also senses in him a
kindred dereliction that draws out her abject eroticism. Partly because
Schuyler dwells here, the dilapidated hotel makes her feel at home. She
is thus ecstatic when a woman she picks up in a bar points the taxi in the
hotel’s direction: “We were going up Eighth Avenue in a cab. You know
where we were going? We were going to the Chelsea Hotel. I loved the
moment when Mary said we should go to a hotel. She kind of snickered
like a dirty girl. . . . Because of my job with Jimmy Schuyler I was very
familiar with the place, its smells and sounds and the degree of dilapida-
tion, the ugly art in the lobby that wasn’t distractingly exotic or worthy
of note at all. It was normal. It was like fucking at home” (268–69).
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In the Chelsea, Eileen abandons herself to the vagrancies of her
desire, free of domestic anxieties and buoyed by the hotel’s wanton famil-
iarity. Here she recognizes her need to have a room of her own. It is thus
not until now, in the last chapter, that she points to the space in the
future from where the entire narrative of Chelsea Girls is told: “Chris
used to live here. For a couple of years. There’s a character now called
Eileen’s apartment and perhaps she remembers everything I don’t” (267).
The Wrst chapter, “Bath, Maine,” recalls “three years ago” (12) when she
was “living with [her] ex-girlfriend [Chris] and her new girlfriend, and
her girlfriend” in an emotionally impossible and dangerous situation: “I
could be writing this from a jail cell” (11). She, in fact, is writing three
years hence from Eileen’s apartment, which having been vacated by
Chris, affords sexual freedom and freedom to reXect. With few posses-
sions, the apartment has an ambience made of “Xoors of old wood,” “a
tree outside her window,” and enough late afternoon light “to illuminate
my place.” After two years of residence, space becomes place. The apart-
ment acquires sufWcient “character” to recall memories of what she, her
“self,” has forgotten.

The narrative shift from hotel to apartment is a critical passage in
Eileen’s spatial conWguration of memory. The historical connection that
the Chelsea inspires is foundational to her connection to her own unre-
membered past. Now, in the space of the present—in the combined aura
of apartment, hotel, and three dyke bars—is when and where they come
back to her. Hence, all the girls of memory are Chelsea girls.59 As Chelsea
girls they recall Wgures of erotic rebelliousness from obscure memories
of sexual victimization.

Cruising

The cruising scene of the last chapter is a mise-en-abyme where the 
memory of space solicits the memory of desire and desire’s longed-
for deliriums. Here Eileen and Mary cruise each other over a hot sum-
mer’s night, moving from dyke bar to dyke bar and taking in the details
of each other’s situation before making a proposition and arriving at the
Chelsea. After fucking with abandon, they enjoy a postorgasmic embrace
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until Eileen has to leave to attend to Schuyler two Xoors below. Charmed
by her situation, Jimmy coaxes her delinquent independence. The scene
sets the scenography, or mind-set, for Eileen’s remembering all those
other girls—girlfriends and love—with whom she shared sexual (mis)
adventures.

Some girls are remembered from her Boston childhood and young
adulthood; others, from New York’s urbane dyke scene. She remembers
them with sympathy and with latent excitement for their daring against
all odds. It is not narcissistic hubris that moves her so much as an iden-
tiWcation with the victims of history, her gaze falling less (if at all) on
their beauty than on their ugly clash with sexual conformity. Tracing the
details of each girl’s disposition (whether she is a reckless junkie, a sur-
vivor of gang rape, an ambivalently married avant-garde poet, or a crude
working-class schoolgirl), Eileen brings into scope the cultural land-
scape of her sexual (un)becoming.

Collecting

A critical component of remembering is collecting. What Eileen’s mem-
ory collects is the trash of history, along with the traumatic memory of
being trashed by history. Eileen’s apartment contains no treasures that
assert the individuality of her taste or worth. But it houses memories that
Eileen forgets or might forget if she is not vigilant. These are memories
of “stray” women whom she has let in for a night and girls of long ago
whom she befriended in the early stages of her sexual self-discovery.
They are nobodies, not to be found in the Who’s Who of America. Know-
ing that as women and/or dykes they count for nothing in the history of
greater America, Eileen collects their memories against oblivion—as if
her own life depended upon it.60 The chapter “Mary Dolan: A History”
makes this clear. Her “best friend from Wfth grade until she graduated
from college” (171), Mary spans a substantial period of Eileen’s past and
is her primary link to the world outside her home. It is with Mary that
Eileen Wrst discovers her erotic proclivities and in whose gaze she looks
to see who she, Eileen, “really” is, a speculative process that continues
through the formative years of their schoolgirl romance and well after
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Mary abandons Eileen for a conventional career of nursing, marriage,
and mothering.

Re/collecting

For Eileen, collecting further entails recollecting. Her memory of girls
being trashed is not directly accessible. She remembers girls by remem-
bering things that were sensually and emotionally close to them and by
narrating a thread of association that invokes memory involuntarily.61

These are the material things—commodities—of everyday life, primarily
music and clothes whose brief but trendsetting popularity locates mem-
ory in the history of mass culture. The chapter “Madras,” for example,
begins with colorful, if superWcial, memories associated with the fashion
of wearing Madras shirts during a turbulent period of Eileen’s adoles-
cence. The shirt Wgures as a nexus of phantasmagoric memories whose
entanglements she threads metonymically from thing to thing, thing to
person, and person to event, until a detailed pattern of 1960s youth cul-
ture emerges. Out of the pattern appears Tootsie, a girlfriend with a car
and a reputation for being wild. Tootsie Wgures as the central character
in memory’s reenactment of a shock experience. The scene recalls the
two girls in Tootsie’s car, with Tootsie at the wheel, Eileen in the back
seat, each accompanied by a male stranger that they picked up along the
way, and all are drunk. Tootsie drives into the woods and hits a deer and
kills it. The scene shifts abruptly to Tootsie’s confrontation with her
father, who is cruel and abusive.62 Having arrived at the climax of Toot-
sie’s story, Eileen’s memory fades into vague traces of Tootsie’s decline
into drug addiction and gradual self-destruction.

The chapter “Popponesset” similarly weaves its way through mem-
ory. Memory’s free association recalls Eileen to the scene of her gang
rape by male strangers, acquaintances of girlfriends whom she joins on
vacation. Against her girlfriend’s disavowal of rape and her own confu-
sion (she passed out drunk while it was happening), Eileen sees now what
she could not see then, that she had indeed been raped, that by being a
“black out drinker” (108) she had opened herself to rape, and most crit-
ically, that the culture to which she struggled to belong condoned the
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“trashing” (190) of unclaimed women by propertied men (“good look-
ing suburban guys . . . who all owned cars” [190]).

Recollecting things entails their interpretation. For Eileen, inter-
pretation is part of the act of reliving past experience; it is presented in
a Xash of recognition, not in explanatory metanarrative. “Toys Я Us,” for
example, relates a moment in the life of Sarah, an ex-girlfriend, another
girl who is trashed by society. But this trashing reverberates allegorically.
Sarah “was currently battling her seventy-year-old father who treated
her like a taxi or simply one of a chain of female ears and hands and arms
that served his needs” (145). Her father “had been in a concentration
camp, Auschwitz” (145), and yet he refuses to understand Sarah’s need
to be housed securely by her family: “It was clear to Yanik that Sarah was
a lesbian, though the only way he acknowledged her difference was his
Wnancial unwillingness to buy her a house” (146). Treated like a thing
and dispossessed of her patrimony, Sarah is expected to help Yanik buy
a birthday gift for his grandson and join the party at her sister’s expen-
sive suburban home, paid for by her father. Eileen accompanies Sarah 
as her unacknowledged partner, regarded as a tagalong by the other, to
Toys Я Us. There, in this megaspace of mass consumption, she sees with
sudden illumination the ironic historical conjunction between fascism’s
and capitalism’s dehumanization: “We walked down a long hall with our
numbers. It was then that I thought about a century that could extermi-
nate millions of people and then create such huge dehumanizing toy
stores that would both serve and frustrate the survivors of those same
camps. It seemed like a single impulse to me. I almost had to laugh as
we walked down a brightly painted concrete hall, earnestly holding our
number hoping our scooter would come up” (147).

“Toys Я Us” appears midway in Myles’s narrative recollections,
where it ends with a parable. Returning to Manhattan, Eileen and Sarah
“felt sick” and wanted desperately to console themselves with “heroin”
and “whiskey” (152). What awaits them is no opium dream but the stark
and gritty reality of the East Village. Struck by its dinginess, after so much
abundance, the girls soberly see their way “home” to the unassigned “lot
on 7th between C & D,” where Sarah parks her car, and on foot to “her
street, 9th” where they “spend the night” (152).63 The girls themselves
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Wgure in an allegory of the wake of the city. Framed in melancholy urban
space, their memory is yanked out of suburban complacency and awak-
ened into history’s appalling dialectics.

Flights of Memory on the Main

Like Who Was That Man? and Chelsea Girls, Scott’s Main Brides performs
narrative, drawing attention to the narrative act itself. The act is a com-
posite one of recollecting, involving memory, history, and fantasy. The
narrator is a Wctional persona, though she Wgures predominantly as the
subject and object of a gaze—a focalizing point from which the universe
of the Main is seen and to whom this world looks back in turn.64 The gaze
onto the boulevard projects lesbian desire. The look back is not one of
reciprocation; it is the gaze of the other, coming from nowhere in partic-
ular, a mix of objectiWcation and abjection, threatening to reduce the sub-
ject to “a pair of eyes,” or worse, to a “thing.” Whereas Bartlett and Myles
allow their narrators an asylum from the world outside their recollection,
Scott exposes hers to all the vulgarities and brutalities of the street that
regularly intrude on her thinking. Storytelling places Lydia so precari-
ously off guard that she is startled by the chaos of the heckling crowd.

Lydia tells her tales of coming out in the big city, though they are not
her tales per se. Her narrative enters so profoundly the reminiscences and
the dreams of other women of other times that it might best be described
as “Xights of memory.” Only gradually does she emerge as a character at
the scene of the present. The opening scene is a derelict, crowded bar
on the Main, where Lydia, sitting at a table beside the window and con-
suming the ambience along with the alcohol, watches the sunset over the
city. She Wnds her way there, we discover later, after wandering in shock
since morning. The belatedness of our discovery, through the detours of
many stories, makes it seem that she comes to the present from afar. Her
catching up to the present, and the merging of fantasy and memory with
exterior reality, is part of her story of coming out.

Coming out, for Lydia, entails spacing out. The reality of urban vio-
lence, especially violence against women, is too brutal and too obscene to
allow her mobility and passage without a tremendous effort of imagina-
tion. Her present state of mind, split between dreaming and waking,
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gradually assimilates the horror of the morning and throws it onto the
city as an image for critically distanced regard. Walking through a park
at dawn, she stumbles across the corpse of a young woman. In shock she
wanders the neighborhood until sunset, when she retreats to the bar 
on the Main and spends the rest of the night “composing” herself in
drunken reverie. The scene comes back to her in partial Xashbacks—a
lumpy blanket and a girl’s naked knee, veiled fragments of screen mem-
ory. Hours later, she can fully recollect the murder site. Aided by drugs
(wine, beer, caffeine, nicotine) and the atmosphere of the bar (smoky,
funky, heady with aromas of food, sex, crime), she opens herself to the
city and begins to drift. Gazing and absorbing distractedly, she is able to
“create a state of somnambulism preferable to drunkenness . . . in which
there’s incredible ease of movement regarding all whims unconnected to
signs of what’s-to-be-forgotten” (33).

Spacing out in Main Brides is a more radical act of Wction and fan-
tasy than it is in the narrative productions of Who Was That Man? and
Chelsea Girls. Lydia’s state of mind is one of “‘deliquescence’” (208) or a
“kind of like blacking out. . . . ‘like dissolving into essence,’ she thinks . . .
‘An essence, escaping into air. Making love to the city. Tasting, sucking,
smelling’” (199).65 Lydia “enters a spell. Until all she sees is the exterior
of things” (99). Bartlett’s narrator and Myles’s Eileen retreat to various
interiors (the British Library, the Pleasure Dome, the Chelsea Hotel,
Eileen’s apartment) whereas Scott’s narrator turns her gaze outdoors,
intending her “somnambulism” to “permit enlargement of exterior per-
ception without interior disturbance” (100). She believes that the exteri-
orization of her senses opens her to realities other than those that trouble
her inwardly and obsessively, dispelling specters of urban terror: “exterior
equals real” (99). The Wne balance that she struggles to achieve between
intoxication and perception requires a hyperwakefulness, “as if the eye-
lids had atrophied, letting in an overdose of impressions” (99).

Moreover, Lydia “loves to think architecturally”:

Different ways of light on pediments in different parts of town. In the 

better French parts, the gracious greystones, façades all symmetrical, yet
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forming different patterns (reminiscent of New Orleans). Or, in this neigh-

bourhood, a tackier mix of brick, stone, tin, sagging awnings, half-suns,

Xeurs-de-lys, little Aladdin lamps on tiny turrets, designs ordered from

American architectural catalogues at the turn of the century. Just now the

last thin spit of light casting relief on the edges, the whole becoming fan-

tastical and mysterious. Making her think of the Aztecs, whose temples crys-

tallized the universe. Using surreal-looking reliefs, plus costumes, feats,

parades, to attenuate the harshness of their vision: History’s perpetual

turning on itself to the point of annihilation. (131)

Or could it be that the architecture of the Main, onto which she projects
her desire to get out of herself and which solicits her with temptations
of space, prompts her to think surrealistically? Thus, viewed from her
station across the street, the ocher pediment of a shoddy three-story
building with “1904” chiseled into its wall appears against the inWnites-
imal dusk-blue sky as if history itself were painted across the cosmos (138).
The surreality of the Main prompts Lydia to think of “the 13 Aztec
heavens—all stacked up and graded in many different colours from dark
earth to sky” (98), opening her to speculations of history, “other history”
(100), where the senses of the body and rituals of women participate in
the passing and unfolding of time in space and are not degraded as they
are in modernity’s reiWed universe (163–64). Like the surrealists (and
Benjamin during his surrealist phase66), Lydia practices a “somnambu-
lism” that raises the “vision” of something “so original”—so pre- or
posthistoric—“it could shake Western thinking” (131).

But Lydia’s surrealism is grounded in the geography of women’s
fear. Her “head in the clouds, feet on the ground” (100), she is never so
drunk, so dreamy, that she forgets the corpse in the park. Spacing out
allows her to forget just enough to compose a state of mind conducive
to cruising. Losing herself in the city, she turns her gaze on the women
in the bar. Through the haze of drink and dream, their features solicit
her desire to sketch their portraits. She does so, in the tradition of the
Xâneur who drew the physiognomies of passersby that captured his stroll-
ing gaze. A lesbian Xâneur, Lydia charges her portraits with an aura of
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remembered eroticism, for she has seen these women before. Dream is
the vehicle of desire by which city memory is transformed into “tropes”
(63) of city Wction.

Lydia thinks of these portraits or tropes as brides. As lovers of urban
autonomy, they consecrate themselves to the street where they Wnd ways
to become whomever they want to be. They express women’s desire for
free, creative agency against the prevailing idea of women as things—as
victims of a massacre or objects of exchange. If the corpse in the park 
is a real rem(a)inder of women’s urban terror, the bride in the window
of a photo shop across the street signiWes reiWed sexual relations that
endanger women’s freedom. Lydia sees the photo bride just before she
Xashes back to the corpse. The one is the deceptive visage of the other.
The bride in the photo is an iconographic image of (a) woman developed
and exploited by modern reproductive technology to advertise the image-
making capabilities of the photography trade. Captured the instant that
(her) womanhood acquires highest social meaning, she is exhibited for
mass consumption: “standing there in her white lace with everybody
looking: the Main thing in the picture for a single moment of her life”
(10). She portrays a canonized eroticism that capitalism expropriates for
display, confounding sacral value with exchange value. On the other side
of the coin in the trafWc of women is the small-time hooker found trashed
in the park, who allegorizes the devaluation of female sexual autonomy
at street level. Looking closely, Lydia sees that the bride’s “soldier is x’d
out,” prompting her to dream of other possibilities. If capital’s “Main
thing” is reiWed female sexuality, then Lydia’s “Main brides” are surreal
counterproductions, feminist adaptations of Louis Aragon’s quest for the
“Bride” in urban kitsch.67

Cruising

From the women who drift in and out of the bar, Lydia cruises poten-
tial brides to wed to her desire to not be alone and afraid. She selects
women of spirit, capable of transcending the gravity of the street. Some
of these women she has seen before among the bar’s regular customers
and around town. Thinking she knows them, she entertains memories
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of their past encounters, adding large doses of fantasy and fabricating
stories of their history in Montreal. At the same time the ghosts of her
desire are aroused by the street. What she knows best are not persons
but spaces of the city, where her everyday life and affairs are choreo-
graphed. Like Benjamin’s Paris, Lydia’s Montreal recalls a space where
“the collections and the rubbish, the railings and squares, the arcades
and kiosks” (the bars and shops, the parks and studios, the pediments
and roofs) “teach a language so singular that our relations to people
attain, in the solitude encompassing us in our own immersion in that
world of things, the depths of a sleep in which the dream image waits to
show the people their true faces” (“BC,” 614). Lydia’s portraits of the
Main are physiognomies of the city wherein she has traveled for years as
an incorrigible Xâneur, enveloped in the solitude of dream.68 Memory
space is already dream-space where visages of the past are the “true faces”
of urban enchantment. The difference between now and then is a narra-
tive difference, incited by the compulsion to master trauma.

Cruising occurs between portraits in interludes where Lydia strug-
gles to regain her composure after being jostled into defensive alertness
by the crowd. She orders another drink, Wnds another bride to wed to
her desire to not be lonely and afraid, and recasts the scene of immedi-
acy by gazing onto the street outside. Looking down the Main to the city’s
horizon, she speculates on the future of history, imagining or remember-
ing a time when women occupied a space of their own, not the appropri-
ated space of rented rooms but sacred or ritual space: place in the cosmic
order of things. Setting her sights high, she envisions the full cast of brides
dancing among the spearlike silhouettes of rooftop ornaments (98), pre-
paring for an epoch of “lust and revolution” (32).69 The “Main Bride,”
Lydia, is up there, too, projected into the heart of the “party” (197).

Collecting

“Like a collector,” Lydia selects her brides “with an air of choosing”
(101). She gathers details for her portraits from fragments of city mem-
ory and from architectural fragments that Wgure as cornerstones of local
history. The portraits accrue such detail as to appear self-contained,
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effacing most traces of the author and putting their own story in her place.
One by one they mount an assembly to which there is an order. If “Nan-
ette” most closely resembles the young woman whose body is found in
the park, the amazon performance artists of “Night Music” who act out
their tango deliquenta onstage are furthest removed. Collecting is not
just a matter of possessing and salvaging fetish objects or fetish images
from the world of mass-produced things, but of redeeming women’s
devalued image and amassing self-love against the murdering and trash-
ing of women that constitutes everyday reality. The collection of brides
forms a “collective memory” of individual memory and, vice versa, indi-
vidual memory is given a collective face. The sense of a women’s urban
collectivity, in lieu of an actual feminist front, acts on Lydia’s will to con-
front and endure the city’s fearful realities in the 1990s.

Actual history is not forgotten but remembered in the context of
sensing it could be otherwise. The sublime constellation of brides casts
the profane reality of metropolitan modernity into critical relief. Each
portrait evokes a memory of recent modern history. Set against Mount
Royal with its giant cross, “Nanette” evokes the city’s French Catholic
foundations. “Main Bride Remembers Halifax” follows Adele’s train jour-
ney from Halifax to Kingston to Montreal, tracking the infrastructure of
Canadian nationalism that links Quebec’s industrial capital to English
imperialism. “Dis-May” is set on vacation in Cuba where a skit of Cas-
tro’s revolution is staged for French-Canadian tourists. “Canadian Girls”
caricatures a collision of Quebec sovereignty and French feminism with
Albertan laissez-faire capitalism in a comical, cross-cultural love affair.
“Z, Who Lives Over the Sign Shop” captures the changing signs of the
times with respect to Quebec’s controversial language law, while “Norma
jean” in “Donkey Riding” personiWes Toronto’s contemporary commer-
cial exploitation of Montreal’s local art and culture. “Night Music” is set
in the present and recent past, centering on an abandoned theater and
local radio station that converge in Lydia’s mind. Occupied and directed
by women, the theater-station is an outpost of creativity, ever threatened
by the invasion of hostile strangers from the street. This setting evokes
the general history of women’s space in the modern metropolis, which
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has never been made safe since the nineteenth century when women
migrated en masse in search of economic and sexual independence.70 As
a Wnal setting, it offers “Main Bride,” a vantage point for recollection
that is in keeping with Benjamin’s view of history, namely, that “the ‘state
of emergency’ in which we live is not the exception but the rule.”71

Re/collecting

The Wnal act of Main Brides is a complex performance. The present is
“closing time,” when the narrator must collect herself and prepare to
leave the bar. To do so, she re/collects the tropes of previous stories to
compose “Night Music,” the collective last portrait of the city. One of
these tropes is a “walking woman,” who could be any of the brides or the
Main Bride herself. Another is a male stalker, whose apparition looms
repeatedly in “Canadian Girls” and “Dis-May.” The object of recollec-
tion is itself a performance, a tango, choreographed and danced by a 
trio who explore the delinquent deliquescence of a lesbian love triangle.
The voice of the lead performer, Cello, is now heard over the bar’s radio,
announcing the next song—a tango—recalling Lydia to the earlier scene.

Memory, once again, gives way to fantasy. The studio’s “deliques-
cent tango” (227) evokes a dream tango on the Main, choreographed by
the very intoxicated Lydia. Into the dream enters the walking woman,
who as Lydia prepares to do, heads out into the city late at night in an
effort to exhaust her loneliness and despair. She paces a rectangular pat-
tern of side streets running parallel and perpendicular to the Main, and
repeats it twice. Her lead is followed closely by a stalker. When the stalker
overtakes her and barges up the stairs to the studio, Lydia rouses to her
worst fear. Terror and desire collide at the climax of her dream from
which she awakens, inside women’s space. The stalker is met by Cello,
who in ready self-defense “takes something gleaming from her boot” and
“kick[s] back her chair” (230). With this Xash of insight Lydia kicks back
her chair as she gets up to leave the bar.

The Wnal act is territorial: the walking woman paces out her space
in the city, the artist leaps to repel the invader from her studio, the brides
on the roofs shake their spears, and Lydia is incited to take back the night.
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In the end, spacing out mobilizes Scott’s narrator into action with a reXex
of collaboration. Collecting her portraits of the Main, Lydia is able to
reconstellate the reiWed space of the city and to place herself as an actor
on the stage of present history. That she must draw so heavily on fan-
tasy to produce collective memory testiWes to the isolation of the mod-
ern storyteller and the imagination required to overcome the geography
of women’s fear. Against the memory of the Montreal Massacre, the on-
going history of women’s impoverishment and endangerment, she who
dares forge a story of coming out in the city must deploy a battery of
Wctional devices. At the same time, she remembers history in “the tradi-
tion of the oppressed,” never forgetting where she, and her sex, are com-
ing from.72
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If London, Manhattan, and Montreal can be reclaimed for queer collective
memory by a peripatetics of cruising, what prospective queer encounters
are posed by gai Paris? Site of political, industrial, and surrealist revolu-
tion, Paris is modernity’s exemplary dream city. Parisian cafés and cab-
arets, boulevards and bohemias have paid host to a century of erotic
refugees and tourists, including such queer city lovers and English lan-
guage writers as Oscar Wilde, Djuna Barnes, John Glassco, and Edmund
White. Home of the illustrious Passages, Paris is the birthplace of the Xâ-
neur, the archetypal urban wanderer. If cruising is a distinctively queer
spatial practice and Paris is the Xâneur’s historic terrain, what perceptions
of the city might result when such a practice occurs in such a space? At
the turn of the last millennium two literary experiments appeared that fuse
yesterday’s Xâneur and today’s cruising subject in a queer characterization
of the late metropolitan era: Gail Scott’s My Paris (1999) and Edmund
White’s The Flâneur (2001). How does Benjamin inform these experi-
ments, and, vice versa, how do these experiments adapt Benjamin to meet
the challenge of writing the postrevolutionary city of late capitalism?

By all accounts “the Xâneur” originated in the physiognomies of
early-nineteenth-century Paris. Today the Wgure is synonymous with the
constellations of motifs that comprise Benjamin’s “The Flâneur.”1 Like
the original, Benjamin’s Xâneur is a literary practice, production, and per-
formance. A physiognomy (a city type) and physiognomist, his aloof gaze
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is lured by the crowd and its intoxicating habitat, the arcade. For Benja-
min the Xâneur serves as a device of “seeing” (and citing) the metropol-
itan space of history. He models his device on the peripatetic subject of
Balzac’s novellas, Baudelaire’s prose poems, Proust’s rambling sentences,
and Aragon’s impressionistic narratives. In “Paris Diary” (1930), for in-
stance, he imitates and modiWes, as he reXects upon, Proust’s method of
Xânerie:

As I walked along, my thoughts became all jumbled up as in a kaleido-

scope—a new constellation at every step. Old elements disappeared, and

unknown ones came stumbling up—Wgures of all shapes and sizes. If one

remained, it was called a “sentence.” And among thousands of possible

ones, I found this one, for which I had been waiting for many years—the

sentence that wholly deWned the miracle that the Madeleine—not the

Proustian madeleine, but the real one—had been from the Wrst moment I

saw it: in winter the Madeleine is a great furnace that warms the rue

Royale with its shadow.2

Later, in “Hashish in Marseilles” (1932), Benjamin impersonates the sur-
realist Xâneur, mixing narcotics with sleep-walking as a recipe for height-
ened perceptivity.3 In “A Berlin Chronicle” (1932), “Paris” is the drug
that illuminates the role played by city semiotics in conducting the daily
life of a dreaming collective:

I tell myself it had to be in Paris, where the walls and the quays, the asphalt

surfaces, the collections and the rubbish, the railings and the squares, the

arcades and the kiosks, teach a language so singular that our relations to

people attain, in the solitude encompassing us in our immersion in that

world of things, the depths of a sleep in which the dream image waits to

show the people their true faces.4

Earlier, in his review of Franz Hessel’s On Foot in Berlin, Benjamin com-
mends a fellow Berliner for bringing home the speciWcally Parisian art of
Xânerie by turning it into a strategy of memory: “To depict a city as a
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native would calls for other, deeper motives—the motives of the person
who journeys into the past, rather than to foreign parts.”5 “The Return of
the Flâneur” (1929) signals a new dimension of Xânerie, revealing what the
Xâneur has always been seeking: “namely, images, wherever they lodge.”6

It anticipates the experimental narrative of “A Berlin Chronicle,” where
thought is allowed to wander in the city of his childhood. In this “Berlin,”
Benjamin strolls across haunts of living memory that ofWcial history would
have him forget. His passage through this city yields conscious memory
to mémoire involontaire and spontaneous revelations of the present’s past.

After “A Berlin Chronicle,” Benjamin stops miming the Xâneur’s
peripatetic narrative and shifts almost exclusively to the montage method
of representing dialectics at a standstill. The Nazi seizure of Berlin forces
him into exile in Paris. Leaving his homeland, Benjamin loses “that ten-
sion between distance and nearness from which the city portraits draw
their life. . . . The emigrant’s travels are not the kind one looks back
upon.”7 If Benjamin devotes the rest of his life to writing on Paris, his
perspective is now retrospectively removed. As Peter Szondi observes:
“the projected book, a montage of historical texts presented as if the city
were writing its own memoirs, was to be called Paris, Capital of the Nine-
teenth Century.”8

The Paris of Benjamin’s Das Passagen-Werk (The Arcades Project) is
the subject/object of a thoroughly reoriented Xânerie. The author still
sees the city in terms of physiognomies, only now they belong not to his
but the city’s past. The art of losing oneself in the city is still in play, so
that he continues to drift through an ambience of porosity and to absorb
the Wne details of his surroundings. But attention now falls on traces of
the city of last century, still visible in dilapidated and renovated archi-
tectures. Historical sensitivity is heightened not by hashish, dream, or
memory but by visits to the Bibliothèque Nationale where Benjamin spent
his days collecting data for his Project. He Wlls convolutes with citations
culled from every archival source, blasted out of context, and reassembled
in emphatic antitheses. Montage becomes the critical counterperspective
to dream and narcosis, and the optics with which Benjamin views the
Paris of his (pre)occupation (or Paris before its occupation).
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Benjamin collects his citations against the grain of historical nar-
rative. A montage method structures their constellation, but the “chron-
icle” is absent. Susan Buck-Morss, however, Wnds sufWcient trace of the
author in Das Passagen-Werk to “reconstruct” a narrative subtext:

It is not difWcult through our own Xanerie to reconstruct Benjamin’s work

schedule with the clues he left us. Arriving from the Left Bank by subway,

he would have surfaced at rue 4 Septembre through the still-standing art

nouveau portal. In bad weather (he preferred grey mornings) he would

have sought the shelter of the Passage Choiseul (built in 1825) with its

clothing and stationery stores catering to ofWce workers; he would have

turned left through its still-moribund extension toward the rue Sainte-

Anne, exiting a block from the small, lush-green Square de Louvois, the

quiet peace of which ends abruptly at the rue de Richelieu. Crossing its

speeding lanes of trafWc, he would reach the safety of the entry courtyard

of the Bibliothèque Nationale. He worked “the whole day there” Wnally

accustoming himself to the “annoying regulations” in the main reading

room, with its 19th-century iron-and-glass dome, and on its ceiling, a

“painted summer sky.” Seated below, one hears the constant rustle of the

dusty leaves of books. And when one tires of reading or waiting for a book,

a short stroll from the library brings to view all of central Paris. Benjamin

surely worked this way, uncovering in his research the history of those

places through which he moved. The themes of the Passagen-Werk can in

fact be mapped out typographically on a small section of Paris, with the

Bibliothèque Nationale at its hub. In an era when Paris’ Wrst commercial

airport was being constructed, and the ambivalent commodity culture was

about to descend upon a still largely pre-industrial world, Benjamin found

that culture’s elements in their earliest, original form concentrated in a

section of Paris easily reached by foot. He worked here like an ethnogra-

pher in a village, except that his informants were things and they spoke of

a past life. Included within his walking terrain were, Wrst and foremost, 

the surviving arcades which ring the B-N: Choiseul, Vivienne, Colbert,

Puteaux, Havre, Panoramas, Jouffroy, Verdeau, Princes, Caire, Grand-Cerf,

Vero-Dodat. A stroll through the Palais-Royal brought him to the Seine,
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on the banks of which, in 1937, as in 1867 and 1889, pavillions of the world

exhibitions were built; to the north past the Bourse three passages—des

Panoramas, Jouffroy, Verdeau—are linked together; in the Passage Jouffroy

is an entry into the Musée Grévin, which houses wax Wgures in fashion-

able and historical tableaux. . . . To the east, Benjamin could walk from

Les Halles to the Marais through a Parisian landscape which urban renewal

has since totally transformed. But there is still the garment district, the

backstage wardrobe for the Parisian scene, and naked mannequins in dis-

play windows selling themselves wholesale to the trade. To the west, along

the boulevards toward the Opéra, Benjamin moved onto the Parisian stage

proper. Fashionable shops and the Grands Magazins—Printemps, Galeries

de Lafayette—line the Boulevard Haussmann. In the vicinity of the Gare

St. Lazarre, an outmoded “factory of dreams,” this display of commodities

gives way suddenly to the display of women, prostitutes. The shock of the

transition and its erotic effects are no less today.9

This reconstruction helps us imagine Benjamin’s daily transposition of
archival research into city walks. Elsewhere, in The Dialectics of Seeing,
Buck-Morss elucidates the dialectical strategy of Das Passagen-Werk and,
with a colportage of visual illustrations, demonstrates his montage tech-
nique. But she abandons the narrative of Xânerie.

Recent city writing appears to have taken up that narrative where
Benjamin (and Buck-Morss) leave off. Gail Scott’s novel My Paris uses
Paris, capitale du XIXe siècle (the French edition of Das Passagen-Werk) 
to guide her Xâneries through Wn de siècle Paris of last century.10 Her
Xâneur/narrator wonders if reviving the nineteenth-century art of Xânerie
is still possible, given the pervasive pollution, congestion, and commer-
cialization that makes serendipitous walking unlikely in today’s city. At
the same time, she is able to see beyond city trafWc and commercial veneer
to regions of cultural potential that lie dormant in last century’s mass
architectures. The erotics of this venture are doubly perverse. First, it is
women’s culture and a lesbian Paris that Scott’s Xâneur looks for on the
city’s horizon, though she is frequently, comically, disappointed. Second,
it is through the lens of Benjamin’s Paris that she sees her Paris, when
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she is not gazing in store windows at her own unconscious mirroring of
la Parisienne. With artistic self-parodying reXection, the narrator displaces
the author of direct observation. Edmund White’s The Flâneur recasts
Benjamin’s Paris in idiosyncratic, documentary narratives.11 The Flâneur
models its perambulations on speculations of what Xânerie might mean
in the twenty-Wrst century, thus qualifying as a Wction of Xâneur realism.
Invoking Benjamin as “the last of the great literary Xâneurs” (45), White
stylizes his Xâneur in Benjaminian fashion, studying “The Return of the
Flâneur” before launching the Xâneur’s return once again. The Flâneur’s
subtitle, A Stroll through the Paradoxes of Paris, suggests a peripatetic dia-
lectics, in keeping with Benjamin’s critical method. If White’s Xâneur is
as much of a dandy and collector as Benjamin’s Xâneur, he is also more
queer. Reputedly “our greatest living gay writer,”12 White views gaiety as
the animus that drives the Xâneur on, despite prohibitive urban devel-
opment: “To be gay and cruise is perhaps an extension of the Xâneur’s
very essence, or at least its most successful application” (145).

The purpose of this chapter is to explore this latest, if not last,
incarnation of the literary Xâneur and to query the critical innovative-
ness of its queer adaptation. It also aims to compare the different uses to
which Scott and White put Benjamin’s constellations of Paris in their
respective Xâneries. I must say from the start that Scott is by far the more
astute and ambitious practitioner of Benjamin’s dialectics of seeing. Yet
White provides a gay American counterpoint to her French-feminist ren-
dering of the lesbian Xâneur. How, then, does gender affect the political
and historical vision of the cruising Xâneur? What discrepant awareness
is signaled by her possessive focus on the city object—my paris—and his
universal emphasis on the city subject—the Xâneur? How does My Paris
reXect and/or recast “the lesbian” of Benjamin’s “Modernity”? What para-
doxes of liberated sexuality does The Flâneur stroll in that ambiguous,
Parisian space of revolutionary history and capitalist totality?

Millennial Passagen: My Paris 1999/The Flâneur 2001

With publication dates that border each side of the millennium, Gail
Scott’s My Paris and Edmund White’s The Flâneur present timely 
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reengagements with Benjamin’s “epochal” Passagen-Werk. Scott’s premil-
lennial chronicle ends with a view to future history. Conversely, White’s
postmillennial documentary ends with retrospective “snapshots” that
seem permanently attached to the past.

A Xâneur’s diary, My Paris records daily passages through the city
over a period of six months at some unspeciWed moment in the 1990s,
during which Mitterand’s Socialist presidency was forced to share power
with Gaullists (Premier Pierre Bérégovoy, followed by Premier Edouard
Balladur).13 Diary entries are numbered but not dated, tracing Xâneries
taken the same day or over several days with only vague calendar refer-
ences. Temporality is not bound to chronology. Space between entries
jars the Xow of travel, miming the staccato pace of the Xâneur’s con-
stantly interrupted strolling. One hundred and twenty entries later, the
diary ends. There is a pause in the narrative, marking the Xâneur’s brief
respite in hometown Montreal before the chronicle recommences. In
the remaining pages, Paris is recorded in a whirlwind of passages, where,
in place of diary entries, there are paragraphs connected by spaces and
dashes—long dashes, one passage leading into another with acute accel-
eration. At the head of this run-on Xânerie, the time is noted auspi-
ciously as “New Year’s 199_.” The return of the Xâneur is heralded by a
preceding title page, whose caption, lifted from an exhibition currently
showing at Centre Pompidou, reads “Le Sexe de l’Art,” inferring the dawn
of a new, queer, epoch.14

The Flâneur is a serial stroll through Paris past and present. White
performs his idea of the Xâneur, punctuating his rambles with such prefa-
tory gestures as “the Xâneur wanders . . .” (90, 105) or “the Xâneur in
search of the Paris past . . .” (171). He narrates his “Xâneries” in a variety
of prose genres that recall some of his previous writings: memoir (with
Hubert Sorin, Our Paris: Sketches from Memory, 1995), biography (Marcel
Proust, 1999; Genet, 1993), and travelogue (States of Desire: Travels in Gay
America, 1980). Shifting between these genres, author and Xâneur rarely
coincide in an exploration of the present moment. Grammatical time is
always past tense and “strolling” entails discursive digression on a theme,
as opposed to direct encounter. The six chapters roughly correspond to
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six “tours” of “my favourite Paris,” guided vignettes of an arcane Paris
that White salvages from Xâneries over sixteen years.

Scott’s Xâneries start everyday from a writer’s studio in boulevard
Raspail in expectant, yet surprising, quests for “the marvellous,” whereas
White’s Xâneries retrace paths that are already, personally and exquisitely,
familiar. Scott’s Xâneries shock, bafXe, horrify, and delight the Xâneur—
and her reader—who wanders with writerly jouissance over the jerky track
of present participles, heaped with object-things: street names, metro
stops, menu lists, boutique Wneries, delicatessen foods, museum displays,
poster ads, storefront mannequins, clochards, Xea markets, streetwalkers,
construction sights, side shows, pedestrian signs, historical plaques, bohe-
mian squats, etc. Her labyrinthine paragraphs allure the mind’s eye (ear,
nose, tongue) in a new and demanding reading practice, exercising skills
of perception and cognition, defying the habitual anesthesia that over-
comes our urbanized senses. White steers us clear of the trafWc and out
of the congestion into the preserves of French history or along discursive
corridors of precious reminiscence.

Each chapter of The Flâneur sanctions a geography for reconnoi-
tering. The Wrst chapter is reserved for a sweeping panorama of what
constitutes the “big city” of Paris, before zeroing in on Saint-Germain-
des-Prés, where readers are acquainted with changes since the days of
Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir. We are directed to linger on
the “other” Paris, where the narrative digresses on points of biography,
eclipsing the sight of city haunts with details of lives lived. The “other”
Paris is a composition of the city’s heterogeneous and marginal dimen-
sions, which are designated by themes of locale: black Paris (Montmartre),
Jewish Paris (the Marais, Parc Monceau), bohemian Paris (Hôtel de
Lauzun, Musée Gustave Moreau), gay Paris (cruising sites on the Seine
and Canal St. Martin), and Royalist Paris (Hôtel de Ville). The Paris 
of My Paris is also heterogeneous and marginal. Here, the “other” city
refers to oppressed populations of vagrants, vagabonds, and street “trash”:
immigrants from the abhorred “south,” street persons infected with
AIDS, bag ladies and poor artists, ghosts of Jews deported to the camps,
grisettes lost in the industrial mist of working-class neighborhoods, and
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untold numbers of women murdered for daring to wander the streets
unescorted.15 The other Paris of My Paris is ubiquitous, encountered or
confronted en passant in collision with erotic anticipation. The Xâneur’s
chance brush with alterity animates each passage of her diary with per-
ceptual acuity that, in turn, startles the reader with ethical and political
implications.

The Flâneur is narrated by an author who acts the Xâneur. My Paris
is narrated by a Wctitious writer who, caught up with the romance of
Paris, dons the pose of Xâneur and composes a diary that includes the
author as character. White’s narration conXates the pose of the Xâneur
and the person of the author, so that his Xâneries through the historic
city are highly personalized. “During my years in Paris, from 1983 to
1998,” White explains, “I put together my own album of mental snap-
shots” (87). The stringing together of these “snapshots” is the occasion
for writing his book. “Flânerie,” he concludes, “is the best way to impose
a personal vision on the palimpsest of Paris” (187). Scott’s Xâneur stum-
bles upon scenes and images that jolt her out of self-consciousness and
that stun her with revelations of history that transcend the personal and
approach the (negative) sublime.

“The street,” Benjamin notes, “conducts the Xâneur into a vanished
time. For him, every street is precipitous. It leads downward—if not to the
mythical Mothers, then into a past that can be all the more spellbinding
because it is not his own, not private” (AP 416 [M1, 2], my emphasis). The
Xâneries of My Paris are conducted more by city passages than by narra-
tive plot. The prefatory note to her diary (“narrator on author”16) indicates
that, as Xâneur, the narrator perceives the author to be an object, albeit
a prime object, that she regards from a distance like other city things she
stumbles upon. This split in author/narrator identity functions, on the
one hand, to deliver the art of Xânerie from the author’s personal “bag-
gage” and to allow greater levity for drifting the beckoning streets, and,
on the other, to see from a dream-like distance what effect the city has on
the peripatetic subject. As a distanciation technique, this split affords the
tension between nearness and distance that Benjamin found so conducive
to writing his city portraits. A postmodern device, this narrator-Xâneur
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embodies and adapts various constructions of modernist Paris, includ-
ing, notably, Gertrude Stein’s syntactical strolls around the Left Bank
and Breton’s surrealist drifts into the city’s revolutionary unconscious.

White’s Xâneries are mediated by an abundance of references to
Paris persons and places. That his Xâneur should be so bookish is in keep-
ing with Benjamin’s observation that

that anamnestic intoxication in which the Xâneur goes about the city not

only feeds on the sensory data taking shape before his eyes but often pos-

sesses itself of abstract knowledge—indeed, of dead facts—as something

experienced and lived through. This felt knowledge travels from one per-

son to another; especially by word of mouth. But in the course of the nine-

teenth century, it was also deposited by an immense literature. . . . There

were numerous works that depicted this storied landscape as a backdrop

for the dreaming idler. The study of these books constituted a second exis-

tence, already wholly predisposed toward dreaming; and what the Xâneur

learned from them took form and Wgure during an afternoon walk before

the apéritif. (AP 417 [M1, 5])

Such “anamnestic intoxication” is characteristic of Benjamin’s own Xâner-
ies, especially those through the Bibliothèque Nationale. Half a century
later, many more books, including Benjamin’s, have been added to the
Xâneur’s compendium of sources. Among the catalogue of works cited
that White lists for “Further Reading” are “Walter Benjamin’s Paris,
Capitale du XIX siècle: le livre des passages (Cerf, 1989)” and “‘The Return
of the Flâneur’ in Selected Writings, vol. 2 (Belknap/Harvard, 1999)” (199).
He lists these works under the category of “writing about the Xâneur,”
along with “the catalogue for the Musée Carnavalet’s exhibition Les Rues
de Paris au XVIII siècle: le regard de Louis Sébastion Mercier by Elizabeth
Bourginat (1999), . . . the classic text by Baudelaire, Le Peintre de la vie
moderne” and Sylviane Agacinski’s Le Passeur de Temps (2000). However,
as “further reading,” these sources are never cited explicitly and are either
too tangential or too allusive to frame the actual Xâneries that compose
the main passages of White’s text. Scott’s Xâneur glosses Benjamin’s Paris
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directly, in an act of reading at the start of her text, where it has great-
est potential for mediating forthcoming Xâneries:

Anyway—returning to divan. And lifting heavy volume of B’s Paris, Capi-

tale du XIXe. From turquoise roxy-painted bedside table. Subtitle Le livre

des passages. Passagenwerk in German. Not yet available in English. There-

fore weighing the more delightfully on wrists. Not a real history. Rather—

vast collection of 19th century quotes and anecdotes. Initially seeming like

a huge pile of detritus. But—on looking closer. More like montage. Pos-

sibly assembled using old surrealist trick. Of free association. I opening at

contents’ list. “A”—Passages—glass-roofed arcades, malls. —Hawking 19th

century’s new imperial luxury. Juxtaposed on “B”—Mode—Each new sea-

son. Ironizing time. Next to “C”—Antique Paris, catacombes, démolitions—

Paris’s underpinnings. Pointing to “D”—L’ennui—Eternal return. Present

tense of dandy. Hovering over “E”— Haussmannisation, combats des barri-

cades—Haussmann’s wide boulevards. Versus the people. Progress’s double

coin. Segueing into “J”—Poet Baudelaire. First modern. Peer of “M”—

Flâneur—whose initial post French-revolutionary languor not ultimately

resisting rising capitalist market. “X/Y”—Marx–realism. Next to Photogra-

phy . . . Social Movements. Dolls. Automatons.

A person could wander here for months. (18)

Indeed, a person does wander here for months—the personage of
Scott’s Xâneur whose study of Paris “constitutes,” as Benjamin says, “a
second existence, already predisposed toward dreaming.” The Paris of
My Paris is the millennial metropolis as Scott’s Xâneur strolls it with
Benjamin’s “eyes.” Her entry into historic city space is mediated by her
passage through the French edition of Das Passagen-Werk. But she is no
scholar. With characteristic happenstance, she stumbles on the tome,
left behind by the previous occupant of the writer’s studio that she now
inhabits. Impressed by its “weightiness,” she scans its contents, com-
pelled to comprehend its representational device. Her gesture of lifting
the volume and browsing through its pages becomes a morning ritual in
preparation for braving the trafWc-choked streets. The more she browses,
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the more her dream city is reconstellated by Benjamin’s strategy of jux-
taposing images. Benjamin’s Paris absorbs her as much as the city out-
side her window. She delights to discover that its voluminous contents
are “not a real history” but a “vast collection of 19th century quotes and
anecdotes” through which one can rummage “like a huge pile of detri-
tus,” lending imagination to “free association.” If not a real history, it is
a virtual Xea market that the surrealists themselves might have gleaned.
Eventually, she frames her strolls in dialectical images. She cultivates a
presence of mind that apprehends real, historical contradiction as she
moves through the phantasmagoria of Paris passages.

The Return of the Flâneur

The Xâneur is the consummate modern, who resides outside in the city’s
stimulating environs. Baudelaire explains that “‘for the perfect Xâneur,
for the passionate observer, it’s an immense pleasure to take up residence
in multiplicity, in whatever is seething, moving, evanescent and inWnite:
you’re not at home, but you feel at home everywhere.’”17 But can today’s
Paris accommodate this perfect Xâneur? “We must bear in mind,” White
cautions,

that the cosy, dirty, mysterious Paris Baudelaire is discussing (or Balzac or

even the Flaubert of Sentimental Education) is the city that was destroyed

after 1853 by one of the most massive urban renewal plans known to his-

tory, and replaced by a city of broad, strictly linear streets, unbroken

façades, roundabouts radiating avenues, uniform city lighting, uniform

street furniture, a complex, modern sewer system and public transporta-

tion (horse-drawn omnibuses eventually replaced by the métro and motor-

powered buses). (37)

Nonetheless, White ardently contends that “more than any other city
Paris is still constructed to tempt someone out for an aimless saunter, to
walk on just another hundred yards—and then another” (38). He evokes
the “intoxication” that overcomes Benjamin’s Xâneur—“with each step,
the walk takes on greater momentum; ever weaker grow the temptations
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of shops, of bistros, of smiling women, ever more irresistible the magne-
tism of the next streetcorner, of a distant mass of foliage, of a street name”
(AP 417 [M1, 3]). Despite the ready convenience of rapid transit, the city
can still charm its travelers into walking: “Although the métro is the fast-
est, most efWcient and silent one in the world, with stops that are never
more than Wve minutes’ walk from any destination, the visitor Wnds him-
self lured on by the steeple looming over the next block of houses, by the
toy shop on the next corner, the row of antique stores, the shady little
square” (White, The Flâneur, 38–39). And though given to unfathomable
expansion, The Flâneur’s Paris remains porous and luminous as ever:
“The city, which has grown so large it is incomprehensible, can suddenly
be deciphered by the seer-drunk-genius in search of little miracles” (39).

Scott’s Paris assaults the senses with relentless intensity. The pace
and volubility of trafWc shatters the walker’s reveries at every step, and
her frailty at day’s end is a visceral indicator of how menacing the city
has become. If Xânerie is possible, there is no escaping the din—either
by device or acclimatization. “Sitting with my earplugs. Music turned up
high. Still I hear the racket” (11), she testiWes in her Wrst diary entry.
“TrafWc honking and screeching” (17), she notes six entries later; while
six months down the road, the perpetual rush-hour roar of roundabouts
and boulevards continues to punctuate her prose. Nor is trafWc the only
havoc the big city throws at her: there is a daily pandemonium of demon-
strations, strikes, construction sites, and a resounding calamity of street
hawkers, storefronts, and billboards “screaming ESCOMPTES. RABAIS,
DISCOUNTS. RÉDUCTIONS” (21). Retiring to her divan in the
evening, she sees the “same panic repeated on TV. Fluctuating franc.
Endless company layoffs” (21), noting ironically—“At apogée of passages
it fashionable to walk. Leading a tortoise” (21). The Xâneur’s famed
maneuver is, by now, inconceivable.18 The Paris of My Paris reverberates
with the hazards of “the last Xâneur,” whose plight Benjamin quotes from
Le Temps (May 1936):

A man who goes for a walk ought not to have to concern himself with any

hazards he may run into. . . . If he tries to collect the whimsical thoughts
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that may have come to mind, very possibly occasioned by sights on the

street, he is deafened by car horns, stupeWed by loud talkers ..., and demor-

alized by the scraps of conversation, of political meetings, of jazz, which

escape slyly from the windows. In former times, moreover, his brothers,

the rubbernecks, who ambled along so easily down the sidewalks and

stopped a moment everywhere, lent to the stream of humanity a gentle-

ness and a tranquillity which it has lost. Now it is a torrent where you are

rolled, buffeted, cast up, and swept to one side and the other. (AP 435–36

[M9a, 3])19

Paris trafWc affects the idea of the Xâneur that My Paris entertains.
Its racket drives Scott’s visitor indoors. If she is a “sort of Xâneur,” then
she must qualify her pose as a “Xâneur (of interior!)” (14). Benjamin’s
Xâneur Wnds “the temptations of shops, bistros, smiling women” grow
“ever weaker,” whereas Scott’s Xâneur succumbs increasingly to their
allure as sites of refuge. In reaction to the hectic tempo, she is perversely
disposed to oisiveté—an idleness that is essential to Xânerie.20 Her idle-
ness is exaggerated, aspiring more to the ease of the early-nineteenth-
century Xâneur, or to his decadently relaxed, Belle Époque counterpart,
than to the enterprising Xâneur of the Second Empire: “Clearly not
Xâneur. In later 19th-century sense of industrious strolling” (15).21 “Like
a heroine from Balzac . . . on a divan” (11) or like Proust on his bed, she
“prefer[s] to lie back in interior of peluche” (15), her idleness accentu-
ated by her fatigue from battling the trafWc.22 On the one hand, she hails
“the return of the Xâneur” with anti-industrial vengeance, personifying
Benjamin’s idea that “the idleness of the Xâneur is a demonstration against
the division of labour” (AP 427 [M 5, 8]). On the other hand, she marks
the exhaustion of a tradition: “But exhausted. So late again when slip-
ping off cushion. Clearly not Xâneur” (15).23 In any case, she is not “at
home” in Paris, as Baudelaire once dreamed of being.

White’s Xâneur is also “like a Balzacian hero” (192). His similarity
with Scott’s Xâneur does not extend very far.24 Scott’s character looks
back to Balzac’s Xâneur in deWance of postmodern velocity. But her 
failure to act heroically parodies Balzac’s heroic Xâneries and alerts her
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character to the Xâneur’s anachronism. White mimes the heroic Xâneur
in earnest:

The Xâneur knows where to Wnd the best sashimi and the best couscous,

but he is not just awash with bonnes adresses. Like a Balzacian hero he 

has seen all of Paris stretching out at his feet as he stands on the steps of

that mortuary chapel to French military ambitions, the Sacré Coeur. He

knows his way around the parks and marketplaces, the book stalls and the

grands magasins; these are the world’s Wrst department stores, celebrated in

Zola’s novel Le Bonheur des dames, which ends with a massive white sale.

(192–93)

Though White applauds his heroics, the department store Xâneur is 
a farce. Priscilla Ferguson’s history of the type reads Zola’s Xâneur as
degenerate, having devolved from the aloof maverick of the arcades to
the pathetically seduced shopper of the grands magasins:

Au Bonheur des dames recounts an epic battle of modern merchandising,

which culminates in the decisive victory of the colossal department store

and the death of small-scale retail establishments in the neighbourhood. In

contrast to the arcades, where the Xâneur could enjoy the show without

involvement on his part, consumption is the only motivation for anyone’s

presence in the department store. Where the Xâneur could once discreetly

negotiate the ins and outs of the city, the department store presents an

extravagant display that seals Xânerie with an almost hermetically sealed

universe, a hothouse from which no one escapes unaltered. There is 

no standing apart from the exhibition for the customers whom Zola pre-

sents as increasingly frenzied, increasingly liable to seduction by the ever

changing displays of merchandise. From the “fever of spending” of the

bourgeoisie to shoplifting by the aristocracy, Zola hammers away at the

renunciation of responsibility on the part of these women who live to sat-

isfy the desires that are roused by the capitalist seducer. . . . The Xâneur

“gives himself [who is now a “herself”] over entirely to the phantasmago-

rias of the market” from which there is now no escape.25
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Still, White asserts that “Paris is the shopping city par excellence” (11).
Shopping, cruising, and Xânerie are equally at home here, and the con-
suming conXation of these activities embellishes the author’s idea of the
Xâneur. The opening chapter of The Flâneur deWnes what constitutes the
big-citiness of Paris, guiding readers on a tour of fashion fads and Wgures
with Parisian savoir-faire:

Women who want to be dressed by couturiers can still Wnd them in Paris

if they’re willing to pay up to $35,000 for a frock. . . . A ritual of Parisian

life is trading les bonnes adresses—the names and locations of some talented

upholsterer or hatmaker or re-caner of straw-bottomed chairs or of a lovely

little neighbourhood seamstress. Or the best places for buying whatever

details of home decoration that will prove one is à la page. . . . Above a cer-

tain level of income and social standing every detail of life follows a fad.

For a while everyone had to serve dinner in the kitchen, which meant

entirely redecorating the kitchen so that it would be Philippe Starck sleek

and preparing nothing but cold food. (11–13)

If tempered by a bemusement beWtting his love of American casualness,
White’s descriptions of Paris markets are idylls to consumerism:

In Paris you can buy anything. At Izrael’s Le Monde des Epices you can

Wnd tequila and tacos, pancake mix and black-eyed peas, popcorn in heat-

and-serve silver foil bags and the best plum slivovitz. There are four major

English-language bookshops (the most sympathique is the Village Voice at

6 rue Princesse on the Left Bank), two or three for the German language,

one in Catalan and Spanish—and two French bookshops that sell nothing

but old Jules Verne books in the original bindings. Fauchon, the famous

grocer and caterer on the Place Madeleine, offers Skippy’s peanut butter,

not to mention all the edible delights the mind can imagine or remember,

including a pale-green pistachio cake. In a Japanese women’s shop around

the corner from the Village Voice you can Wnd the soaps and perfumes

produced in Florence by the farmacia attached to Santa Maria Novella; 

the farmacia has been in business since the seventeenth century. The best
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silver (Puiforcat), the best sheets (Noel and Pourthault), the best Xorist

(Lachaume, in business since Proust’s day, or Christian Tortu near the

Odéon for something more up to date) . . . Oh, it’s all there— (14–15)

With irony, White notes that all that is missing is “a truly reWned and
elegant Italian meal (the French think all the Italians eat is pizza) [and]
. . . a decent public library system” (15). But he does not criticize the
Republic for veiling its failure to meet the masses’ literary needs with the
“phantasmagorias of the market.”

Scott’s Xâneur adjusts nervously to what she perceives as a bewil-
dering barrage of things. To savor the abundance of delicacies, she must
Wrst overcome the trafWc and, then, open her senses to the commodity:

What is it about Paris. Trying to see past sleepless nights from trafWc.

Choking on pollution. Overly self-conscious of appearance. Hair neat and

smooth. Shiny shoes. Then one day noticing “one” standing automatically

straighter. The way Parisians do. Noticing the earthy naughty odours of a

hundred different cheeses. Wafting entwined from a cheese shop. One alive

and oozing through its wax paper in her bag. Plus a lambchop so pink she

could kiss it. Nice olives. Smiling she enters the lobby of her building. This

nourishment of senses conferring on her. A surface more shiny— (14)

But even when treated by “this nourishment of senses,” she is acutely
aware of the market “conferring on her. A surface more shiny—.” The
enjambment of sentence fragments signiWes that her Xânerie is at once
critically transitive (that is, alert to how city sensations aim at “conferring
on her. A surface more shiny—” than revealing), and uncritically intransi-
tive (that is, open to the “nourishment” of superWcial sensation—full stop).
The jerkiness of her prose is reXected in the awkwardness of her pose.
Whether passing as a Parisienne or acting the Xâneur, she expresses a
perpetual ambivalence between resisting and succumbing to phantasma-
gorical temptation. When she does attempt to stomach the all-consuming
consumer culture, her body betrays her with irritating symptoms (rashes,
headaches, eczema); her physiology resists assimilation, revolted by the
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killing ecology.26 Still, she covets the fastidious French facility for bal-
ancing poisons with pleasures:

Not having entirely mastered. French pleasure-balancing trick. E.g. coun-

tering hangover. Like woman leisure lottery director. With simple Wlet

mignon. Light sauce. One glass of right wine. Taken in deep insistent

breath. No distractions. No deep-fried onion rings. Thousand Island

dressing. Similar specialized well-being. Served as l’onglerie, for nails. La

parfumerie, for perfume. Le bottier, for boots. La ganterie, for gloves.

Even men wearing perfume. Purses. Little tootsies cosseted in nice silk

socks. (33)

At the same time, she internalizes a panopticon of Parisian haute cou-
ture, confusing the gaze of fashion with that of patrolling gendarmes,
who she fears will discover her missing papers: “Straightening in bou-
tique façade mirror. Then passing cops by café—I whispering speak
French so they not asking for visa. Forgetting québécois accents” (32).
Forever the stranger despite her masquerade, she turns the gaze on her-
self and thereby inhabits a state of (self-)surveillance.

The Xâneur’s preoccupation with Paris fashion reXects what Ben-
jamin diagnoses as an “empathy with the commodity [which] is funda-
mentally empathy with exchange value itself. The Xâneur is a virtuoso 
of this empathy. He takes the concept of marketability itself for a stroll”
(AP 448 [M17a, 2]). “This empathy” is facilitated by hard-selling con-
sumerism that targets women especially for wholesale submission to
fashion. Benjamin further infers how fashion constitutes a carceral specu-
larity, where “‘mannequins become the model for imitation, and the soul
becomes the image of the body’” (AP 78 [B8, 4]).27 He observes how la
mode so “revolutionized” les bourgeoises of the Second Empire that “‘it
became difWcult to distinguish an honest woman from a courtesan on the
basis of clothing alone.’”28 As if to conWrm these conjectures, White
observes how les poules de luxes, “those upscale whores who stand in the
doorways [of Avenue Foch],” copy the haute couture worn by les bour-
geoises of their neighborhood,29 asserting that “Paris is the one city left
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where the tyranny of Paris fashions still holds women in its thrall” (16).
Scott’s Xâneur experiences the tyranny of Paris fashions as abjection—
that is, as empathy for the commodity-object that is also a woman, the
mannequin-soul who, whether as whore or wanderer, must always dis-
play her marketability.30 It is not in the millionaire’s district that she feels
this abjection most but in the “crumbling neighbourhood” of “porte
Saint-Denis”—speciWcally the once illustrious Passage au Caire in the
heart of the pulp garment industry. Even here, where couture is anything
but haute, la mode clothes women for purchase and consumption. She
cruises the scene, aroused by its degradation:

Heading down Saint-Denis. Mid merchants. Pushing trolleys full of cheap

clothes. Women in doorways. Not necessarily young. Dress or colour-detail

announcing lush: stacked sweater or huge breasts in little lace corset. Or

classy: geometric haircuts. Ripe: lace stockings held in place with garters.

Just below short skirts. In window—artist model mannequins. Ultra-

Xexible joints. Wearing only boots and frizzy hair. . . . Three Hathors with

big ears and little friezes on square Egyptian hats. Over passage entrance.

Built to celebrate Bonaparte’s entering Egypt. . . . Unfortunately—through

passage door. Battered—not to say smashed up—marble Xoors. Glass roofs

Wlthy. Rows of heating pipes. Ugly shades of brindle. No sign of Egyptian-

style pilasters once decorating storefronts. Selling cheap textiles. Uni-

forms. Pastel polyester underwear. . . . Exiting back on Saint-Denis. More

throngs. More trolleys full of clothing. Before us again. Porte Saint-

Denis. Where—back when king entering city. Three live naked young

women posing as sirens. Under curved part of arch. (39–40)

Tossed between feeling that she is succeeding at passing—“I possibly also
beautiful for minute. In wide-bottomed pants. Semi-bobbed hair. Stroll-
ing to Pont-Neuf. Standing straighter to avoid scraggly North Ameri-
can look” (33)—and standing out as an illegal alien, Scott’s Xâneur exhibits
what Benjamin cites as the “dialectic of Xânerie”: “on the one side, the
man who feels himself viewed by all and sundry as a true suspect and, on
the other side, the man who is utterly undiscoverable, the hidden man”
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(AP 420 [M2, 8]). This peculiar split in subjectivity affords her further
empathy with the city’s outsiders, not just lesbians and gays, but immi-
grants, bohemians, and derelicts—city suspects and/or discards. Wan-
dering unemployed, she feels allegiance with street people and, having
arrived from Quebec without proper papers, she feels aligned with ille-
gal emigrés from French ex-colonies. A woman artist who is ever on 
the brink of poverty, she identiWes with Parisian bag ladies, or bohemian
artists whose squats are torn down for redevelopment. Such empathy
prevents her from strolling with composed detachment.

White concludes that it is Benjamin, not Baudelaire, who “pinpoints
the exact nature of the Xâneur.” He cites a key passage from “The Return
of the Flâneur”:

The Xâneur is the creation of Paris. The wonder is that it was not Rome.

But perhaps in Rome even dreaming is forced to move along streets that

are too well-paved. And isn’t the city too full of temples, enclosed squares,

and national shrines to be able to enter undivided into the dreams of the

passer-by, along with every paving stone, every shop sign, every Xight of

steps, and every gateway? The great reminiscences, the historical frissons—

these are all so much junk to the Xâneur, who is happy to leave them to the

tourist. And he would be happy to trade all his knowledge of artist’s quar-

ters, birthplaces, and princely palaces for the scent of a single weathered

threshold or the touch of a single tile—that which any old dog carries

away. (46)

What the Xâneur is ultimately after, White explains, is not the “great
reminiscences” but the “private moment” that issues from some wretched
detail like a revelation:

He (or she) is a Parisian in search of a private moment, not a lesson, 

and whereas wonders can lead to ediWcation, they are not likely to give 

the viewer gooseXesh. No, it is the private Proustian touchstone—the

madeleine, the tilting paving stone—that the Xâneur is tracking down. (47)
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Yet, for Benjamin, walking the historic city evokes not “the private mo-
ment” but the real, material city that the aura of nostalgia conceals—or
so he testiWes in his “Paris Diary.” To reiterate:

As I walked along, my thoughts became all jumbled up as in a kaleido-

scope—a new constellation at every step. . . . If one remained, it was called

a “sentence.” And among thousands of possible ones, I found this one, for

which I had been waiting for many years—the sentence that wholly deWned

the miracle that the Madeleine—not the Proustian madeleine, but the real

one—had been from the Wrst moment I saw it: in winter the Madeleine is

a great furnace that warms the rue Royale with its shadow.31

Benjamin’s adaptation of Proust’s anamnestic sentence (a rambling syn-
tax that cues forgotten memories through metonymic/mnemonic drift)
translates the author’s phenomenological passage into the materiality of
Paris streets. If, as Benjamin argues elsewhere, the Proustian “madeleine”
is the triumph of mémoire involontaire and depth-consciousness (Erfahrung)
over the psychic automatism to which the busy agenda of the city reduces
mentality (Erlebnis), then he takes the artist’s victory one step further by
transposing the art of recherche du temps perdu to the space of urban his-
tory itself.32 Benjamin walks down rue Royale as if he were rambling
along a sentence in Proust. The object at the end of this sentence is 
not the private madeleine but the public Madeleine, whose historic aura
(“shadow”) punctuates his stroll like a full stop in the architectonic syn-
tax of revolutionary history. Begun in the closing years of the ancien
régime and completed in 1842, the Madeleine serves as a concrete
reminder of historical passages from monarchy to revolution to repub-
lic to empire to bourgeois monarchy and general, bourgeois ascension.
Baedeker Paris veriWes that

The foundation-stone of a domed cruciform Baroque church was laid in

1763, in the reign of Louis XV. In the reign of Louis XVI it was decided

to alter the plan into a neo-classical church on the model of the Panthéon,
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which was then under construction, but to give more prominence to the

dome. After the Revolution work on the building came to a standstill, and

various plans for converting it for use as a stock exchange, parliament

building or bank were considered and rejected. In 1806 Napoleon resolved

to build a Hall of Fame for the army in the style of the Parthenon in Athens;

then, shortly before his abdication, reverted to the idea of a church. After

the Restoration Louis XVIII wanted to make it a church of atonement for

the Revolution. Finally, in the reign of Louis-Philippe, the church was at

last completed in its present form and consecrated in 1842.33

Having read “numerous works that depicted this storied landscape as a
backdrop for the dreaming idler” (AP 417 [M1, 5]), Benjamin’s Xâneur has
no need of guidebooks on his strolls. His knowledge of Paris history is
transformed into experience as he enters its passages directly with the shock
of sensory memory. White’s Xâneur looks back on “mental snapshots” of
Paris that he “put together” over the years 1983 to 1998 (87) and that he
salvages from the oblivion of forgetting as invaluable collector’s items:

these instantanées of fugitive life, these curving banisters and lacquered

portals, these cold, empty quays beside the Seine where someone under a

bridge is playing a saxophone—all the priceless but free memories only

waiting for a Xâneur to make them his own. (193)

It is in remembering the city that White least resembles Benjamin. White
returns to Paris in memories of private moments, whereas Paris returns
to Benjamin in moments of collective memory.

With “anamnestic intoxication,” Benjamin’s Xâneur navigates Paris
drunk on signs of its forgotten history. Street names evoke other eras,
and mass architectures throng with epochal spirits. They prompt him to
conjure constellations of space that reveal how “the most heterogeneous
temporal elements . . . coexist in the city” (AP 435 [M9, 4]). Scott’s
Xâneur absorbs Paris’s “ambience oneiric” (82), “strolling . . . strolling . . .
in a dream state” (36), musing “Why shouldn’t Xâneur be stoned” (42).
One diary entry, in particular, records a scene of spellbinding onomastics:
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Sitting in café at Sèvres-Babylone. I.e. at corner of Exquisite China and

Pursuit of Sensuous Pleasure. Homeless guy selling Macadam, Pavement.

By métro. Thinking time to start wandering. From present bifurcation.

Toward Hermit’s Well. Stone’s throw from Buffoon Street. Down Beau-

jolais Alley. Through Wolf’s Crack or Breach. Hot Cat Road. Passage of

Desire. Magenta Boulevard. Where walking Nadja towards Hôtel Sphinx.

Little Girls’ Impasse. Saint-Jacques’ Ditch. B saying “one’s” perception of

Paris streets. Based on sensuality of names. Adding we (sic) never having

felt sharpness of pavement stones. Under bare feet. We never having to

check uneven Xagstones. To see if suitable for bed. (25–26)

The sensuality of names brings with it a cornucopia of sense: “Sèvres-
Babylone” (a métro stop at the corner of two boutiques) connotes Sèvres,
the place where exquisite china is made, and Babylon, archetypal site of
the pursuit of sensuous pleasure. A man selling a homeless newspaper
called Macadam, Pavement connotes the tiles that were used to pave the
Wrst boulevards, named after the Scottish engineer who invented them.34

These rich connotations of other times and other places abut onto bucolic
village landscapes conjured by “Hermit’s Well,” “Buffoon Street,” “Beau-
jolais Alley,” “Wolf’s Crack,” “Breach,” “Hot Cat Road,” “Little Girls’
Impasse,” “Saint-Jacques’ Ditch.” The name of the hotel from where
Breton and Nadja launched their wanderings evokes Egyptian mysteries,
together with the rune/ruin of surrealism’s drift. Yet the hard reality that
lies at the base of this dream is not lost on the historical unconscious. As
Benjamin reminds her, the Xâneur is afforded perceptions not afforded
by those who must sleep on the street.

Benjamin stresses that the Xâneur is drawn most compellingly to
public spaces where memories of the collective are housed:

The street conducts the Xâneur into a vanished time . . . into a past that

can be all the more spellbinding because it is not his own, not private. (AP

416 [M1, 2], my emphasis)

Streets are the dwelling place of the collective. The collective is an eternally

unquiet, eternally agitated being that—in the space between the building
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fronts—experiences, learns, understands, and invents as much as individ-

uals do within the privacy of their own four walls. (AP 423 [M3a, 4])

The most characteristic building projects of the nineteenth-century—rail-

road stations, exhibition halls, department stores . . .—all have matters of

collective importance as their object. The Xâneur feels drawn to these

“despised, everyday” structures, as [Siegfried] Giedion calls them. In these

constructions, the appearance of great masses on the stage of history was

already foreseen. (AP 455 [M21a, 2])

Scott’s Xâneur feels drawn to spaces where the collective “dwells,” includ-
ing exhibition halls (“le Grand Palais,” “Centre Pompidou,” “l’Institut
du Monde Arabe”), public and popular museums (“Musée Carnavalet,”
“Musée Grevin”), train stations, parks, and department stores. She fre-
quents those nineteenth-century spaces that, like the arcades, assembled
the Wrst urban masses, enjoying their haunting ambience. She highlights
these spaces in bold lettering, as if to signpost her Xânerie with stops she
makes along the way: “Gastronomie Cosmopolite” (21), “Opéra” (25), “gare
du Nord” (29), “Prix Unique” (33), “Hôtel Lutétia” (43), “Tour Eiffel” (57),
“Au Bon Marché” (64), “Passage Vivienne” (66), “Canal de l’Ourcq” (69),
“gare d’Austerlitz” (77), “Bibliothèque Nationale” (111), “Cirque d’Hiver”
(113), “Folies-Bergere,” “Les Temps des Cerises” (131), “Passage Des Princes,”
“Passage Des Panoramas” (138), “Passage Jouffroy,” “Passage Verdeau” (139),
“Madeleine” (144). White steers shy of mass spaces in favor of out-of-
the-way places that house precious collections and/or memorabilia of the
city’s great dandies and eccentrics. Benjamin’s Xâneur is “‘happy to trade
all his knowledge of artists’ quarters, birthplaces, and princely palaces
for the scent of a single weathered threshold or the touch of a single
tile—that which any old dog carries away’” (White, The Flâneur, 46).
White’s Xâneur delights in guiding us around artists’ quarters and shar-
ing obscure biographical details. He dwells on Colette:

From St-Germain I like to work my way down the rue Bonaparte past the

furniture and fabric stores, the Académie des Beaux Arts and the shops
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selling prints, Wnishing at the Institute, the building that houses the French

Academy and its library, the Bibliothèque Mazarine. . . . From there I like

to go to the Palais Royal, an oasis of silence and elegance in the heart of

the old city. Once you get past the tacky silver balls or the striped columns

by Buren, you’re back in the world of Colette and Cocteau, the two most

famous denizens of the Palais in the twentieth century. They were neigh-

bours and could wave to one another from their windows. Colette liked to

look at Cocteau in his low-ceilinged entresol apartment lit from below by

the sunlight bouncing up from the pavement, as though he were an actor

illuminated by footlights. (23–24)

From here he commences a lengthy digression on Colette’s life, full of
“juicy details” (as the book jacket intimates) including surprising facts
concerning her “mixed African descent,” her “unidiomatic affection for
strange words,” her “‘baroque transvestism’” (“‘she is a woman writing
as a man, who poses as a boyish girl, Claudine, who marries a “femi-
nized” man, the ageing Renaud, who pushes her into the arms of a female
lover, Rézi, with whom she takes the virile role’”35), and her and her
mother’s lesbianism. Returning to the present where “the magic still radi-
ates from Colette’s apartment on the second Xoor of number 9 rue de
Beaujolais” (33), he notes a minor renovation by Jacques Grange, “the
famous decorator” and present owner, who otherwise keeps her space
unchanged (33–34).

The city rarely strikes Scott’s Xâneur as unchanging—except where
one expects it least, say, in fashion or in war, where, instead of “revo-
lution,” she sees things “eternally returning” (35, 38). Change comes 
to her in colliding images from different eras that she perceives simulta-
neously. For her, the city is a “landscape” whose layered history she
experiences en passant.36 Embedded in this landscape, “Colette” appears
before her as a living specter, the product of an association of concrete
objects:37

Former home of Colette. Old hedonist! Knowing how to take pleasures

of the body. Without ruining her skin. Pale-with-something-darker-under.
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She grooming 50 minutes daily. Standing by mirror. Automatically straight-

ening sagging hip. Raising drooping neck. Before sitting at her desk. And

writing 50 books.

I entering from behind. Through crumbly passage end. . . . Across

rue de Beaujolais. . . . Fountains gurgling lazily. Birds singing everywhere.

Old Colette’s magniWcent aubergine head. Above. SnifWng. Touching. Lis-

tening. To very end. Despite pain of arthritis. Heavy immovable body.

Irritating boys. Shitting below. (37)

Here Colette is as present to the eye as the crumbling Palais Royal pas-
sage. The “old hedonist” appears at the end of a “crumbling passage”:
both are wrecks. The Xâneur’s sensitivity to anachronistic contiguity con-
jures forth a fantasy of the arthritic writer. Amidst real fountains and
birds, Colette’s head appears—not a portrait of the author in cameo—
but a thinking, sensing, organic presence. In another diary entry, the
Xâneur lounges on a café terrasse, contemplating the label “ORANGINE”
on a bottle and thinking how the design—“simple outlines on plain or
empty backgrounds”—resembles a historic, avant-garde art form (50).
This, in turn, solicits another memory of Colette:

I ordering more Kir. Sky paling behind la Gaîté. Where old Colette for-

merly performing. Her early turn-of-20th work Modern Style too. Les

Claudines emphasizing silhouettes. Projecting in simplicity of appearance.

Some new kind of writing. Walking up Raspail in pinkness of dusk. I mus-

ing whether all ends of centuries requiring—résumé of surfaces. Back in

studio. Looking out at façade opposite. . . . Its indeterminate pasted-on

decor. Rejection of periods. As if time adrift. A bastard. (50)

The Xâneur’s drifting thought throws Colette’s literary proWle into
relief, connecting her writing to the visual art of “Modern Style” and 
visualizing her formal inventiveness. Thought continues on this drift 
as the Xâneur walks back to her studio, the range of her reXections gath-
ering metaphysical scope. The resulting vision is a constellation of col-
liding “ends of centuries”—a vision that confronts her concretely in the
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“indeterminate pasted-on decor” of the postmodern facade opposite her
studio window.

Melancholy/Story/Allegory

For Edmund White, the return of the Xâneur is inexplicably sad. The last
pages of his opening chapter introduce his palpable melancholia:

Imagine dying and being grateful you’d gone to heaven, until one day (or

one century) it dawned on you that your main mood was melancholy,

although you were constantly convinced that happiness lay just around the

next corner. That’s something like living in Paris for years, even decades.

It’s a mild hell so comfortable that it resembles heaven. . . . If so, then why

is the Xâneur so lonely? So sad? Why is there such an elegiac feeling hang-

ing over this city with the gilded cupola gleaming above the Emperor’s

Tomb and the foaming, wild horses prancing out of a sea of verdigris on

the roof of the Grand Palais? . . . Why is he unhappy, this foreign Xâneur,

even when he strolls? (50–51)

The question is subtly rhetorical and the answer may lie in its posing.
Does the Xâneur’s sadness not issue from the fact that today’s Paris no
longer lives up to the dream that its imperial past inspired? Earlier, White
notes the loss of “intellectual lustre” that has accompanied the “bou-
tiquiWcation” of St. Germain-des-Prés and that “everyone is lamenting”
(18).38 Moreover, he notes that the disappearance of what was once
“Intelligence Central for the whole world” is not conWned to that neigh-
borhood alone: “If Saint-Germain is now less interesting, it’s because
Paris itself has become a cultural backwater” (22). In other words, gai
Paris is gai no longer.39

The gay Xâneur resuscitates the intellectual and cultural image of
Paris by returning to its otherness—to the city not yet depleted by ren-
ovations and tourist venues. Leaving the vacuous center for the colorful
margins, he reorients his Xâneries to the “strongholds of multicultural-
ism rather than to the headquarters of the Gallic tradition” (52). He con-
tends that “the real vitality of Paris today lies elsewhere—in Belleville
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and Barbès, the teeming quartiers where Arabs and Asians and blacks live
and blend their respective cultures into new hybrids” (52). Yet, instead
of visiting these vital, new communities, he tells the histories of deceased
contingents of others, focusing on African Americans who once lived in
Montmartre. “Black Paris” is the Paris of Josephine Baker, Sidney Bechet,
Richard Wright, Langston Hughes, Chester Himes, and James Baldwin—
revisited (65–87). If Black Paris is animated with colorful characters, “Jew-
ish Paris” is haunted by doleful tales about Alfred Dreyfus and Léon
Blum. Noting the historic Jewish quarter of the Marais, White detours
to Parc Monçeau where he Wnds “the most impressive museum—and
one that tells a melancholy tale” (106). This is the museum and the tale
of Nissim de Camondo, the last of the Camondos, a line of Jewish bankers
who emigrated from Constantinople in 1867 to Paris, “where the Jew-
ish population was the most perfectly integrated one in the world and
the most stable” (108). As White tells it, the Camondos’ story is that of
a wealthy, assimilated, immigrant family that is ultimately betrayed by its
adoptive country, the members of the last generation having been de-
ported to Auschwitz. What he Wnds particularly sad is the loss of “per-
sonal memorabilia” from the family’s vast collection of precious art (119).
The story of gay Paris is also depressing. The disproportionate number
of AIDS-related deaths among gays may, White claims, be attributed to
French republicanism’s reticence toward recognizing a distinctively gay
society, thus undermining (that) society’s ability to organize against the
disease. Paradoxically, his next chapter traces a queer tale of Royalist sur-
vival in republican France. “In Paris there is even room for socialist
monarchists,” White claims, though he delights in telling how one of 
the last Bourbon heirs was beheaded on a skiing accident when someone
“put an invisible wire across his path that sliced off his head—exactly on
the centennial of the Revolution” (184). The failure of proletarian rev-
olution is not what saddens this Xâneur. Indeed, he makes his last stop
of his stroll through Paris at the Chapelle Expiatoire, erected by the
Restoration to absolve the nation for its insurrectionist sins (174–75).

Scott’s Xâneur is likewise melancholic. More precisely, she oscillates
between expectation and disappointment, a dynamic ambivalence that
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adds to her fatigue. She senses a resurgence of political resistance stir-
ring in the ambience of a new café—“Espresso machine bubbling. Deli-
cious nape of redhead across room. Eating pommes parisiennes, parsley
fried potates. . . . Publisher deploring epoch’s cynicism. Citing fashion
industry. . . . Subject changing to ambiguous article in Libé. On gay rights”
(35). This is “the Paris I expecting,” where she Wnds the city to be both
gai and gay. Yet she wonders if, in her dream-state of suspended com-
mitment, she is sensing not what is actually happening but what has in
advance been arranged for one’s attention. “It occurring to me—state of
feeling-less. Precursive to state of Xoating. Possibly problematic. Because
in hovering/observing. ‘One’ arbitrarily gathering little external details.
In part pre-selected” (49). Alternatively, she is confronted by what “I 
not at all in Paris I expecting. Having imagined things less glossy. More
comWly dilapidated. As in Hôtel Sphinx where Nadja used to live. Or old
shops. Teeming with ‘marvellous’ detritus. Such as Breton’s strange curved
spoon with tiny woman’s heel holding up the handle” (13). Hoping for
an encounter with the “‘marvellous,’”40 she happens upon the “polished
Faubourg Saint-Germain [where] nothing [is] left to chance” (13). Beyond
the Paris she is expecting or not expecting, there is the Paris that abol-
ishes all illusion. This is the city of unmarvelous detritus, much of it
human, that confronts her on the street when she is least prepared for 
it. Floating in insular fantasy, she is jarred into brutal awakening by
clochards in the métro (36), a starving young beggar (37), prostitutes
openly turning tricks in alleys near porte Saint-Denis (39), a person with
AIDS taking a shit in park bushes (94), a raging, homeless drunk on the
train (144), a suicide on the tracks (144). Dream Paris crumbles into real
Paris—repeatedly—so that “one’s” Xâneries are disjointed trajectories of
urban consciousness. Every diary entry records a confrontation with the
real in a moment of re/cognition. The second entry, for example, begins:

Now on canapé near window. Listening to some radio station. Not Ferrat

singing Aragon. Nor Satie nor Barbara. The new France. Conjuring up

mint in the margins. Rosewater. Orange. Sweet nutcakes of the medinas

of Morocco. Looking out at chic boulevard Raspail. (11)
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But her reverie collapses with

Cops everywhere in the neighbourhood. A block away they’re posted beside

a rather nice café. I refuse to go there. S saying I’m ridiculous. Failing to

mention the new strictness regarding visas. Will normalement be applied

selectively. To people from “the south.” I.e. Africa. Maghrebia. (12)

Set adrift on the “oneiric ambiance” wafting over the radio waves, she is
awakened by a glance out the window down the boulevard that reveals,
despite the pooh-poohing of her Parisian friend, that the “new France”
is a reincarnation of the old Empire.41 In a later entry, she is “Strolling
to Pont-Neuf. . . . Leaning over bridge. Taking in sunset. Through partly
cloudy sky. On glass-and-iron roof. Of magniWcent Grand Palais. Built
for 1900 World Exhibition. At curve of river” (33). Just as she becomes
absorbed in the city’s Imperial dream (with the same grandeur that cap-
tivates White’s Xâneur), she is “abruptly” disillusioned: “Then strolling
back again. Walking up Rennes. Sudden cold rain. Abruptly showering
half-naked torso. Of young man sitting. Bent forward. On cement prom-
ontory. Near Prix Unique. Displaying back scored with large deep scars.
Likely burns. I hurrying down curved white Grenelle” (33). Repelled 
by the sight of such exposure on rue de Renne’s commercial thorough-
fare—what has been described as “the most desolate, inhuman street in
Paris”42—she retreats, leaving the reader in her wake to interpret the
signs of human suffering as a blazon of capitalist devastation.

White’s Xâneries lend themselves to melancholy tales. Scott’s lead
to critical allegories. Allegory barricades Scott’s narrative drift with heaps
of detritus that are the waste products of urbanization—detritus that the
dream cannot assimilate. Syntactical fragmentation, the juxtaposition of
partial images, the montage of freeze-framed gestures: these stylistic
devices of My Paris serve allegory’s destruction of urban mythology cast
by capitalist phantasmagoria. They frame perception in what Benjamin
describes as “topographic vision”:

There is the Place du Maroc in Belleville: that desolate heap of stones with

its rows of tenements became for me, when I happened on it one Sunday
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afternoon, not only a Moroccan desert but also, and at the same time, a

monument of colonial imperialism; topographic vision was entwined with

allegorical meaning in this square, yet not for an instant did it lose its place

in the heart of Belleville. (AP 518 [P1a, 2])

Topographic vision is in play when Scott’s Xâneur strolls into the Marais,
the historic Jewish quarter that is now the gay village and another prime
site of “boutiquiWcation.” There she encounters a plaque dedicated to
Jewish school children who were deported to Nazi death camps:

Walking. Walking. Repassing façade with two ring-nosed heads of oxen

on it. Carved message under: DE CETTE ÉCOLE, 165 ENFANTS FURENT

DÉPORTÉS EN ALLEMAGNE PENDANT LA DEUXIÈME GUERRE

MONDIALE, ET EXTERMINÉS DANS LES CAMPS NAZIS, from this

school 165 students were deported to Germany during the second world

war, and exterminated in Nazi camps. Poem painted across neighbouring

delicatessen window. You can sew my ashes / On the four corners of imbecility /

No one will silence me. We devouring plates of liver paste. Marinated veg-

etables. Delicious bread. Cold white wine. . . . I starting raving. (67)

The shock of this encounter is graphically highlighted in bold letters,
illustrating the impact with which she perceives the historical present.
The allegory is, literally, the writing on the wall. Shortly thereafter, dur-
ing a meal in a nearby delicatessen, the Xâneur expresses this shock in an
outburst of hysteria, signaling the incommensurable gap between the city’s
irredeemable past and its current facades of recuperation.

The topographic vision of My Paris is shown, in part, to be informed
by commodity culture. Commodities are things whose meaning Xuctuates
with the value placed on them by the consumer market. To Benjamin,
they are signs full of phantasmagoric wonder, promising everything but
symbolizing nothing, except the fallenness of a world that loses sight 
of revolution and redemption. In his view, the “commodity economy”
already functions allegorically, tearing things out of context, assigning
them arbitrary value and veiling them in various modes of desirability.43
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Scott’s Xâneur is struck by the ready-made allegory that is staged in the
window of a men’s clothing shop, just outside her studio on Raspail:

Something strange going on there! Mannequins in unbelievably well-made

suits. Handstitched lapels. Switching constantly. From window to window.

Now one mannequin arm in knife-sharp cuff. Gesturing magnanimously

to other. In neighbouring display window. As if some kind of code. Or nar-

rative. Generated by understanding. Men having between them. (33–34)

In this storefront tableau, the commodity economy reveals its allegory,
reenacting fashion’s man-made conspiracy. The genius of this tableau is
that it veils the conspiracy it displays (and sells) behind a new mode of
advertising. The new fashion that is advertised, in the new fashion, dresses
its mannequins with an aura of masculine sadism, at once seductively
risqué and brutally honest: male bonding tyrannizes the Paris fashion
industry. The Xâneur’s diary records the shifting choreography of this
theater of mannequins, the most ominous being sighted in the last entry:

In right display window—male hand rising. From pile of bunched-up col-

oured papers. Perfect sleeve of perfect coat. Holding tiny clock. While

headless standing man in window to left. In dark pants. Shirred purple vel-

vet vest. Pointing towards diminutive time piece. In hand. Of window on

right. (152)

This passage illuminates an allegory of right-wing victory: fashion rev-
olution is the sole revolution of today and the beheaded corpse is all that
remains of the leftist body politic. Meanwhile, the window of the future
is clearly to the “right” (the direction in which the headless man points),
as time ticks away our diminishing history.

“A Stroll through the Paradoxes of Paris” or “Dialectical

Movement. . . . Of Montage History”

The Flâneur strolls through Paris but is arrested by the paradoxes of post-
revolutionary French history. White may capture these paradoxes in a
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quip: “Paris is made up of equal parts of social conservatism and anar-
chic experimentation” (6). Or he may personify them in historical biog-
raphy. For example:

Colette was full of contradictions. She despised feminists and said that the

only things they deserved were the lash and the harem, but she herself

divorced twice, lived openly as a lesbian for a decade, danced half-naked

on the stage at the turn of the century and had an affair with her teenage

stepson when she was approaching Wfty. . . . She is, in spite of herself, a

feminist in the only way that makes sense in Wction—she shows a huge

variety of women, victimized and monstrous, abject and proud, dependent

and supremely resourceful. Even militant feminists have shown less of the

range of female experience. (24–28)

The nation, he goes on to say, is like Colette. It rejects feminism’s polit-
ical aims, so that “even today” in France “where women in Europe have
the highest level of education . . . there is a smaller percentage of women
in high government posts or in executive positions in business than in
any other European country, including Portugal” (166–67). If Colette’s
contradictory position on women reXects French feminist ambivalence,
her attitude toward Jews is emblematic of another national paradox:
“Colette’s third and last husband was a Jew whom she adored and man-
aged to save from harm during the Nazi occupation, but she contributed
to collaborationist magazines and in 1941 she published a novel, Julie 
de Carneilhan, full of anti-Semitic slurs” (25). This contradiction reXects
the “two tendencies” of French society: “on one side the integration and
gradual social ascension of Jews, and on the other the ever-growing vir-
ulence of far-right anti-Semites who’d Wrst hammered out their positions
and their rhetoric during the Dreyfus affair” (103–04). An astute phys-
iognomist, White’s Xâneur cruises the paradoxes of Paris as if sighting
lesions on a deceptively beautiful face.

White is especially sensitive to the paradoxes that have hazarded
the gay community in the wake of AIDS, most of which derive from a
republican reluctance to recognize minority existence. As republicans, gay
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Parisians enjoy an easy assimilation into French society and collaborate
with republicanism’s idea of “universal” citizenry.44 But as gays, they are
denied political representation and social support. Despite “gains” for
minorities that have been implemented by Jospin’s Socialist government
since 1999,45 “the lack of community organization among French gays
and the lack of political representation have meant that France has been
particularly hard hit by AIDS and has responded slowly and late to 
the crises” (167). Even Michel Foucault’s rethinking sexuality as a discur-
sive regime that produces widespread repressive (and counterrepressive)
effects has not budged the French from their habit of seeing sexuality as
a “private matter that should not be politicized” (169). Thus, paradoxi-
cally, “French gays have not come in for any of the fag-bashing they’ve
had to endure in the States. . . . But French . . . scorn of identity politics
has made France unusually vulnerable to AIDS” (170). The paradox that
“Wnally” piques White the most is the public nonpresence of gay French
writers despite the wealth of gay French writing:

The paradox of the French spirit, which is boldly outspoken about individ-

ual experience but against all communitarianism based on that experience,

is best reXected in its literature. France has given the Goncourt Prize to

the Haitian writer Patrick Chamoiseau—but there is no “black novel” in

France. Similarly, the movie actress Simone Signoret could publish a novel

about Jews in the Second World War—but there is no “Jewish novel” in

France. And, most dramatically, so many of the leading French writers of

the twentieth century have written openly about their homosexuality—but

the label “gay Wction” evokes only a tired smile in Paris. (170)

White applauds as courageous what he identiWes as gay Wction: “The
curious thing is that the very writers in France who would most strenu-
ously reject the label of ‘gay writer’ are often those who have been the
most explicit and courageous in the presentation of their homosexuality”
(164). He names/outs them: Guy Hocquenhem, Renaud Camus, Tony
Duvert, Yves Navarre, Dominique Fernandez, Hector Bianciotti, and
Roland Barthes (164–65).46 As a gay biographer, White is particularly
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vexed by the fact that “the country that produced some of the most re-
nowned pioneer homosexual writers of this century (Marcel Proust, André
Gide, Jean Genet, Jean Cocteau and Marguerite Yourcenar, just to begin
the list)—is also today the country that most vigorously rejects the very
idea of gay literature” (162). As corrective, White recovers the presence
of gay writers, artists, and politicians at every turn of his stroll. After
Colette (24–34), he sights/cites Cocteau (24), Proust (26), Genet (58),
Elise Sargent—“la Pomaré” (Baudelaire’s friend [134]), Jean-Jacques de
Cambacérè (Napoleon’s “hand-picked Second Consul . . . a notorious
homosexual . . . who incorporated the 1791 measure decriminalizing
homosexuality into the new Napoleonic constitution” [151–52]), Astolphe
de Custine (a popular novelist, best known for his book Russia in 1839
and possibly one of the models for Proust’s arrogant Baron de Charlus
[152–54]).

The Xâneur of My Paris also strolls into the paradoxes of history.
What, in part, makes her so sensitive to contradiction is her own con-
trariness. Firstly, she does not view the city as a foreign nationalist. She
knows, like Virginia Woolf, that as a woman she has no country—no place
that recognizes her citizenry with the same public authority as men. As
a native of Quebec, she senses the city’s disdain for colonials. As an Anglo-
Quebecker, she cultivates the sensitivities of a divided subject. She writes
her diary in her native tongue, but with a subversive awareness of lin-
guistic imperialism. Sketching the city in participles instead of proper
English and supplementing Parisian French with idiomatic Quebecois,
she minoritizes the ofWcial language of two Wrst-world nations. As a les-
bian for whom the city offers few cruising spaces or (affordable) bars, she
seeks other lesbians in unlikely places. Hailed ubiquitously by the city’s
seduction, she is everywhere met with frustration.

Paradoxes are not presented discursively, as they are in The Flâneur.
Scott’s Xâneur does not step out of her Xâneries through Paris to protest
that postrevolutionary history that denies women the liberté, egalité, fra-
ternité that their male compatriots enjoy. Instead, she acquires the art of
“dialectical movement . . . of montage history method” (59) that she
models on Benjamin’s Paris. This is a method of sighting (and citing)
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history “wherein author saying nothing. Only endlessly oneirically con-
juncting” images of different epochs against each other “for purposes of
shocking unconscious knowing. Into realm of conscious recognition”
(27). She develops Benjamin’s thesis that “the most heterogeneous ele-
ments . . . coexist in the city” (AP 435 [M 9, 4]), and she transforms his
“montage history method” into a praxis of postmodern Xânerie. We
might recall her Wrst take on “B’s Paris” (18, cited above) and the way
the prepositional phrases of that passage—“juxtaposed on,” “next to,”
“pointing to,” “hovering over,” “segueing into”—accentuate the “dialec-
tical movement” of Benjamin’s Paris, while indicating the gestures of
seeing that are in motion as she strolls.

Benjamin’s montage is “not a real history” but a radical re/presen-
tation of history that embodies a critique of bourgeois historicism and a
method of recollecting dispersed revolutionary impulses. If a concept of
history informs The Arcades Project it might be summarized as thus: the
aims of Revolution had been obscured, as Marx demonstrated, by postrev-
olutionary developments. Counterrevolution, restoration, and bourgeois
imperialism are factors of political obfuscation. But a more insidious, cul-
tural distraction was afforded by the installation of mass urban architec-
tures. These architectures transformed Paris from a space of battleWelds
into a space of boulevards too wide to effectively barricade, and too enter-
taining to afford bourgeois support for the Commune. New commodity
markets, novel commercial constructions, and spectacular exhibitions
distracted, seduced, and consumed bourgeois masses, stimulating their
forgetting of the people’s revolution. The luxury arcade was a corner-
stone in this forgetting. If liberty, fraternity, and equality were etched
into its blueprints (as Fourier’s phalansterie envisioned), bourgeois impe-
rialism became its manifest destiny. Archetype of capitalist globalization,
the arcade recast the city-in-miniature, exhibiting for consumption all
the treasures of the industrial empire: manufactured merchandise from
adjoining factories, together with artifacts extorted from the colonies.
Encapsulated in the arcade’s panoramas, dioramas, and wax museum, his-
tory itself became a commodity exhibit.

To negate this development, Benjamin invents a technique that
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blasts apart the illusion that veils the sellout of revolution in spectacles
exhibiting technological “progress.” His technique is montage. A form
of dream analysis, montage reconstellates the object-space of metropol-
itan phantasmagoria. In Benjamin’s arcades montage (Convolute “A” of
The Arcades Project), images of phalansteries (worker colonies that com-
bine factory, residence, and arcade, with emphasis on production) are jux-
taposed against images of proliferating consumption (after-work crowds
circulating spellbound in passages of storefront displays). Images of loi-
tering, communing, and republican fraternity collide with images of poor
citizenry prohibited from entering the arcades’ open doorway. Images 
of ultramodern engineering in iron and glass clash with images of laby-
rinthine corridors echoing uncannily with mythic prehistory. Images of
promenading high society conXict with those of mass prostitution.

By Benjamin’s day, the arcade had been replaced by new dream
houses built on a much grander scale than those constructed in the mid-
nineteenth century, era of high capitalism. These new dream houses in-
cluded the Bibliothèque Nationale, where Benjamin spent much of his
time gathering notes for The Arcades Project, and the 1937 World Expo-
sition, the industrial spectacle that dispersed the Popular Front.47 Today’s
central Paris is a mammoth, manifold arcade. It features Le Forum des
Halles boutiques and Centre Pompidou, fantasy parks like Disneyland-Paris
and science parks like Parc de la Villette, poshly renovated ethnic (and/or)
working-class neighborhoods like le Marais, Belleville, and Menilmontant.
Over all looms la Tour Eiffel, iconic remnant of the 1889 World Exposi-
tion. This is the Paris that Scott’s Xâneur reconstellates with the “dialec-
tical movement [of Benjamin’s] montage history method” (59).

Every diary entry of My Paris conducts a dialectical passage through
the city. But there are exemplary passages through historic space that
merit close consideration. The Xâneur Wrst encounters the historic city
while attending a “medieval music concert” in the “old thermal baths at
hôtel de Cluny” (18). A monument of medieval civil architecture, l’hôtel des
abbés de Cluny envelops her senses in dream, augmented by the “singing
[of] high songs from early millennium” (19). The sorrow of deceased
ages makes itself felt, “surfacing” from the baths’ “vaulted” depths and
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“echoing” in song “bouncing off thick sand-brick walls” (19). The music
stays with her until next day. Through the aura of antiquity, she sees the
muses of modernity. Her memory of strolling to the concert down rue
de Grenelle images modern boutiques against the medieval chorus in a
constellation “of mannequins singing praises to the highest peons of the
mode. Kenzo. Yves St. Laurent. And I forget who” (18). Momentarily, the
facade of fashion loses its power of seduction that keeps consciousness
spellbound in the present. In the collision of epochal images, novelty
emerges as the latest manifestation of the Eternal Return, displacing the
feeling of historic loss with dialectical humor: “ironic antidote to per-
petual melancholy” (19).

Another entry into historic space retraces the Xâneur’s passage
through musée “Carnavalet” (52). Occupying former aristocratic resi-
dences—l’hôtel Carnavalet (favorite residence of Madame de Sévigné) and
l’hôtel Le Peletier de Saint-Fargeau (home to Louis Michel le Peletier
de Saint-Fargeau48)—the musée now houses the history of Paris. L’hôtel
Carnavalet encompasses prehistory to the end of the seventeenth cen-
tury, while l’hôtel Peletier covers the Revolution to the present. “Le plus
parisien des musées de Paris,” the Carnavalet is a star attraction. “Une
musée d’ambiance,” it captures the decades “dépuis la Révolution” with
its rich assemblages of historic objects—“ensembles décoratifs” (“lambris,
plafonds peints, mobiliers, provenant de divers édiWces”).49 The Xâneur’s
stroll through the museum follows the chronology in which it is framed
(“la Révolution et le premier Empire, salles 101 à 113”; “Paris dans la
prémier moitié XIXe siècle, salles 115 à 126”; “Paris du second Empire
à nos jours, salles 127 à 145”50). She rushes through the grandes salles dis-
playing Cultural Treasures, yet loiters in narrow passages containing rev-
olutionary artifacts. Making time for revolution but not lingering in the
space of Empire, Restoration, and bourgeois consolidation, she inverts
the priorities of ofWcial history.

Her image of the museum displays the display wherein history is dou-
bly contained, Wrst, by the palatial apartments; second, by glass and wooden
closets that furnished the former dwellings. The museum’s containment
of history reXects the close of revolution “when populace taking comfort
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in cosy interiors” (52). She eyes the decorative care with which revolu-
tionary memorabilia are encased:

in glass doors of Second Empire cabinets. Shelves Xagging objects pro-

jecting images of bloody exuberance. Sèvres saucer with man waving

Marie-Antoinette’s head. Man on plate gleefully collecting blood in basin.

Gushing from guillotined neck. Citizen Le Sueur’s watercoloured cut-outs

of citoyens and citoyennes: patriotic women’s club snug in bonnets. Marat

on shoulders of supporters. Revolutionary army: sans culottes: apprentice

butchers. Hunters. Citizens with placards: Vivre Libre Ou Mourir. Pasted

in little groupings on deep blue sky. Hard Xat edges. Precursing social

realism. (52)

As she sees it, only those artifacts that Wt into the furniture of the inte-
rior are selected to represent the Revolution. Covered with the etui of
bourgeois coziness, revolutionary meaning vanishes, while exhibition value
appreciates.51 We see her seeing the domestication (and aestheticization) of
Revolution’s bloody actuality in cartooned crockery made palatable for
bourgeois cuisine. Citizen Le Sueur’s cut-outs lampoon revolutionary
visages in reassuring physiognomies—sans culottes appearing as “appren-
tice butchers” or bucolic “hunters,” and Jacobin gangs of armed women
terrorists cutely “snug in bonnets.”

Passing through “succeeding rooms” that display “succeeding rev-
olutionary waves” (52), she stumbles across the Commune, located in a
“long narrow alcove” with artifacts “exposed offhandedly”: “a few objects
including plate for printing ‘L’Internationale.’ Plus painting of a pair of
nice fat Paris rats. Communards eating during siege” (52). From there,
the passage of history is repetitive and predictable. The space remain-
ing consists of “more gold-leafed drawing rooms. Wherein decades of
struggle ending—under Bonaparte” (53). The museum proceeds into the
twentieth century. But for Scott’s Xâneur, history ends with the Second
Empire after the Commune’s defeat. The last revolutionary resurgence,
the Commune amassed “hopeful ordinary people again building better
barricades than ever. In defence of phantasmagoria of bourgeois-worker
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brotherhood” (52). Disillusioned with history and historical representa-
tion, she passes on without pause, stopping only to note that the museum

Also ending in Proust’s bedroom. On Haussmann’s boulevard. Lined with

corks so hearing not a thing. Large bed. At end of which a desk. Rolltop

if memory serves. Lovely black upholstered chaise longue. Plus armchair.

Would it have changed his way of writing. Had Commune won. Would

he have still received an invitation embossed with art-nouveau Xowers. By

Dufy. To the One Thousand and Second Night party. Would he still have eaten

Camembert. Le fromage qui marche. Round in the evening. Fleeing in

the morning. Like Paris itself. (53)

“Proust’s bedroom” images an overblown phase of bourgeois conceit,
where the conceits of Second Empire Paris (Haussmann’s Paris) are
reproduced on an even grander scale of the Belle Époque. In his sound-
proof bedroom, “Proust” is the quintessential Xâneur of the interior: an
“armchair” Xâneur. Prompted by the proximity of “Proust’s bedroom” to
the Commune’s “alcove,” Scott’s Xâneur wonders how a revolutionary
victory may have altered Proust’s writing. Would Proustian modernism
and art nouveau still have emerged, or would a triumphant Commune
have changed the conditions of artistic production and modernization 
of Paris—modernization that, without proletarian design, is merely re-
adjusted to bourgeois taste?

How does the dialectical image work in this passage? Instead of a
tour of the museum, we are presented with a montage of images—cou-
pled images that embody colliding aims, for example: “Second Empire
cabinets”/Revolutionary “objects”; “watercoloured cut-outs of citoyen
and citoyennes”/“social realism”; “cosy interiors”/“better barricades”;
“Proust’s bedroom”/ “Haussmann’s boulevard.” Juxtaposed images decon-
struct the idea of progress, foregrounding the artifact of political reaction
(“Second Empire cabinets”) and the illusion of revolutionary progress
(“better barricades”).52

A later entry in My Paris features a stroll through Musée Grévin lo-
cated in Passage Jouffroy. Housed within the ur-form of capitalist dream
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houses, the museum multiplies the effects of interiorization. The arcade
reproduces the city in miniature with its gas-lit streets and shop-lined
promenades. The wax museum restages world history in miniature. The
museum’s arcade-like corridors guide visitors past dioramas of history’s
most memorable spectacles: “‘All history’ being laid out for consump-
tion” (140). With comic irreverence, the Xâneur observes the histrionic
historicity:

Grévin a scream. Distorting mirrored labyrinth. Presenting history back-

wards. Modern retreating toward mediaeval. Starting off with Fonda. In

Barbarella space suit. Surprised multiple orgasm expression of 60s Wlm. On

physiognomy. Michael Jackson moonwalking. Backwards. Towards Com-

munards. Napoléons. Jacobins. Several Louis. And queens. . . . Head of

some noble on pole. Being waved by victorious sans-culotte at incestuous

lesbian Marie-Antoinette’s window. She falling naturellement in faint. (140)

The museum maps a backward passage in time so that history is framed
by the space of contemporaneity. Scott’s Xâneur notes the relapse of
“Fonda” into “Marie-Antoinette.” If Barbarella’s “liberated” sexuality
personiWes the climax of modernity, the queen’s shocked physiognomy
caricatures the terror of insurgency. The constellation of images affords
a spectacular view of the historical suppression of lesbianism: women 
are no more free to explore lesbianism in Barbarella’s space age than in
Marie-Antoinette’s age of terror.

The spectacle fails to seduce the Xâneur who looks on from the
margins. As “one” whose desires are nowhere represented, except by the
queen who, for her libertine sins, is beheaded by revolutionary moral
agents, she is mindful of the phantasmagoric device and how shabbily
dated it (now) appears:

Labyrinth ending in Palais des Mirages. Small room. Belle-époque. Col-

umns of entwined snakes. Masks. Lights going out. Darkness slowly Wlling

with lit-up butterXies. And stars. StifXy rising. Descending. On faintly vis-

ible wires. “Beautiful.” But technology so dated. Being chieXy conceived.
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Like old panoramas. For spectators. Watching from immoveable centre.

(140)

Once again, history ends where it is encapsulated in bourgeois illusion.
But the technology of “Palais des Mirages” is so obsolete that its aura fails
to charm. A more effective production is found in a restaurant directly
opposite the museum, where the Xâneur joins her gay friend for a drink.
In his cruiserly company, she recovers the distraction once becoming of
the old arcades:

Happily—I distracted by R’s pleasure in glimmering tight-jeaned ass of

young man. Commenting—as we exiting—that arcade life reviving. Com-

pared to Wrst visit 20 years back. Young man heading for Hôtel Chopin.

Through open door. We glimpsing dark pink lobby. Campy lampshades.

Men coming down stairs. We entering café with real wicker chairs. Oppo-

site Grévin. With handsome male waiters. Little red kerchiefs knotted

round necks. To drink Wne porto. Out of lovely porto glasses. Beige palm

trees in relief. Climbing up beige wall. R taking in male fauna. I the porto.

Sinking by osmosis. Into roof of mouth. (140–41)

From the musée to the restaurant opposite, the Xâneur traverses the pas-
sage from past to present. Yet the progress of this passage is ambiguous.
At best it traces the dialectics of entrepreneurial development. The res-
taurant embodies the charm of the arcade by enhancing the technique
of display. “At this turning point of history, the Parisian shopkeeper,”
Benjamin observes, “makes two discoveries that revolutionize the world
of la nouveauté: the display of goods and the male employee” (AP 52 [A8,
3]). Just as the shopkeepers of the arcade were Wrst to use male employ-
ees to “replace the seduction of man by woman—something conceived
by the shopkeepers of the ancien régime—with the seduction of woman
by man” (AP 52 [A8, 3]), the managers of the gai (gay) restaurant use
them to replace the seduction of woman with the seduction of man 
by man—another twist in the perversity of capitalist modernity. If the
restaurant is a favorite cruising site for gay men, in the eyes of Scott’s
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Xâneur it is just another case of bourgeois spectacle, “opposite Grévin.”
She is not seduced by the “male fauna” cast among exotic Xora. But her
gay friend is infatuated. Gai Paris undergoes its latest transformation. Is
it sexual emancipation or the eternal return of the same?

Angelus Novus: Angela Lesbia

If the greatest similarity between The Flâneur and My Paris is the gaiety
with which they cruise historic Paris, the greatest disparity lies in how
differently they view the city’s futurity. White ends his gay Xâneries with
parting glances at his Paris past. The only future he foresees is the one
he offers in his list of guidebooks for “Further Reading.” In contrast,
Scott ends her six-month Xânerie in Paris with a break of uncertain time
followed by a return. The last diary entry Wgures her Xâneur back home,
“trudging in snow down Saint-Denis. Montréal. Québec” (152), absorb-
ing the discrepancies of social space. Two pages later, she is once again
in Paris, drinking in the ambiance of a New Year’s Eve in a “dark over-
crowded square” near Notre-Dame, “looking toward (fog-erased) Grand
Palais” (155). Instead of an ending, we are given a coda, a formal device
that functions here, like in music, as “a passage added after the natural
completion of a movement, so as to form a more deWnite and satisfac-
tory conclusion.”53 At once repetitive and visionary, the coda stages a Wnal
Xânerie that, drifting as before but at an accelerated pace, exchanges 
catastrophe-ridden glances for glimpses of utopia.

The coda, like the diary, is punctuated by reports on the ongoing
war in Bosnia. War is the state of emergency that raises specters of crises
through the mists of phantasmagoria, if with unheeded alarm. Ellipses
between diary entries are enjambed with the refrain, “raining [or snow-
ing] in Bosnia,” updating the carnage with the regularity of a weather
report.54 Though it is a foreign war, the disaster in Sarajevo strikes the
Xâneur in Paris as the universal condition of late metropolitan modernity.
The space she wanders in dream is repeatedly shattered by the horror
taking place next door. Subjected again and again to rude awakening, she
discovers that the real catastrophe is that the war just keeps on going,
despite the efWciency of postmodern communications in raising public
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consciousness through televised trauma. As antidote to her own disposi-
tion to distraction, she locates a passage in Benjamin:

Que les choses continuent comme avant: voilà la catastrophe.

I taping it to TV screen. (69)

The war is no less present in the coda, though in the fog-drenched streets
of a Paris January at the end of the millennium, its presence is felt more
directly:

—Sauntering—Silent—Sky. . . . Out into street—Dogcatcher truck.

Buses—Taxi. Cruising past Odéon columns. Actors fasting. For Sarajevo—

Leaving enclave. DissatisWed—Suburbs—Cement saucer of airport—That

dogcatcher truck. Pulling up behind. Woman stepping out. . . . Saying I

come from war. And here is confusion. Handing out pamphlet. Saying les

Bosniennes, Bosnian women. Saving culture. In chaos. With 100 small

attentions. Presenting selves impeccably. Best food. In worst situations—

Pink lips ahead. Pointed boots forward. Towards boarding gate—I turn-

ing. Once. Looking— (161)

The last image to be added to the constellation of My Paris is a dialec-
tical image. At once, looking ahead/looking back, the Xâneur presents a
Janus-faced glance at contemporaneity. What she sees is not a specter of
hope or ruin but a real woman, from Bosnia, bringing tidings of resis-
tance. Against catastrophic “chaos” she beholds a Wgure of salvation, a col-
lective image of “les Bosniennes. . . . Saving culture.” But the realism of
this image is animated by a dream-wish, the dream of social transforma-
tion that revolutionary modernity inspires (and is inspired by). On the
outskirts of the city, past the historic center (where actors stage a fast for
the war), past the dismal, sprawling suburbs, onto Charles de Gaulle air-
port, the Xâneur is borne by a cumulative vision of unactualized possi-
bility beyond all materialized disappointment. The capacity to see utopia
is, as Benjamin observes with retrospective foresight, the afWrmative 
dimension of metropolitan phantasmagoria. Besides veiling catastrophe
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and sidetracking revolution, phantasmagoria harbors a wish-fulWlling
impulse to transform. In the end, Scott’s Xâneur is invested with this
impulse.

In the coda, a new intoxicant has been added to the dream in her
drift through Paris. That intoxicant is lesbian love. Paris is still a primary
passion of the Xâneur, who, on return from Montreal, picks up where
she left off, reengaged. But her engagement with the city is affected by
the presence of a lover who joins her from Canada. “Love” scores the
text both Wguratively and syntactically. Where there were once only peri-
ods there are now, periodically, “orgasms,” crossed out as perverse slips
of speech:

She beside me saying. Very pink lips. Initially not wanting to come. Pre-

ferring riding horses—Still what orgasms angels popping up. Mid walls.

Near Louvre’s small eyes. Looking in. Or out. She asking— (155)

Though reluctant to visit Paris, preferring amazonian adventures in wilder
country, the lover is the cue to the Xâneur’s Wnal revelation. “Pink lips”
appears “ahead” of the Xâneur like a star on the horizon, illuminating
the erotic orientation of the scene, “pointing forward” in a gesture that
conWrms that the future is women.

“Pink lips” appears in every coda passage as a corporeal gesture. A
synecdoche of the lesbian body, she, like all bodies caught in the Xâneur’s
Weld of cruising, is erotically moving. An unassimilable fragment of (les-
bian) sexual difference, however, “Pink lips” deWes commodity fetishism
that, as Benjamin notes, is the charismatic appeal of “the girl with the
golden eyes.” Nor is she like the dispensable Nadja, Breton’s esoteric love
with whom the surrealist Xâneur is less intimate than the marvelous things
she connotes. For Scott’s Xâneur, “she” is “she beside me” (155) who, in
arousing proximity, initiates the metonymic drift that constitutes a les-
bian semiotics. If, as Benjamin perceived, the “sexual shock” to which
the big-city dweller is subjected is the violent effect of the commodity’s
division and appropriation of sex from Eros,55 then their unmarketable,
lesbian, reunion is our redemption.
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A Wgure also of communication/communion between women, “Pink
lips” is the Xâneur’s closest interlocutor. When accompanying her on
Xâneries, “Pink lips” speaks her desire, proposing alternatives to “femmes
légitimes” (159), ridiculing “Natalie Barney” (158), one of Paris’s noto-
riously “out” lesbians, and protesting the marginality “of girls like us”
(159). Laughing at the cowboy drag of Parisian gays (158), she scorns
their simulation from the perspective of authentic cowgirl knowledge
(155). Like the horse-riding amazons of Cirque d’Hiver (159), her an-
drogyny contests the gender status quo that Paris so artfully and artiW-
cially preserves.

“Pink lips” signals “orgasms” that keep “popping up” in the text,
reXecting her subliminal effect on the Xâneur. Thinking “orgasms,” she
sees “angels” sculpted into the Louvre’s baroque facade—“mid walls”
(155). These imaginary, or visionary, angels suggestively allude to Ben-
jamin’s angel, or the seraphic motifs in Baudelaire that Benjamin reads
as Wgures of baroque modernism. Scott tempts us to read her orgasmic
angel as a perverse and provocative adaptation of Benjamin’s theses on
the future of history.

Benjamin’s most famous allegory—“the angel of history”—takes
Paul Klee’s painting of Angelus Novus as referent. For Benjamin, Klee’s
angel looks “toward the past” where he sees catastrophe “piling wreck-
age upon wreckage.”56 The angel “would like to stay, awaken the dead,
and make whole what has been smashed,” but he is caught in a storm
“blowing from Paradise” that “irresistibly propels him forward into the
future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him
grows toward the sky. What we call progress is this storm.”57 Benjamin,
moreover, characterizes this Janus-faced angel of history as androgynous,
alluding to “sources in the Jewish kabbalist tradition in which God is
feminized, bisexualized,”58 as well as sources in Baudelaire to whom pros-
titutes and lesbians appear as seraphic androgynes. Reappraising Baude-
laire’s idealization of outcast women in materialist terms, Benjamin
explains that the prostitute of Les Fleurs du mal is angelic because she dis-
plays the “holy prostitution of the . . . commodity-soul”59 and because
she affords the insular, alienated big-city dweller a form of “communion
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with the masses.”60 As regards the lesbian, “the woman who signiWes hard-
ness and virility,”61 she is angelic for she is an emblem of sexual purity
even if she is damned by society. Benjamin discovers this amour pur of
lesbianism to be a primary motif of Jugendstil, “Modern Style”: “The
Lesbian woman carries spiritualization [Vergeistigung] into even the womb.
There she plants the lily-banner of ‘pure’ love, which knows neither preg-
nancy nor family” (AP 558 [S8a, 3]).

To the lesbian’s angelicism, Baudelaire adds her heroicism. “The
lesbian is the heroine of la modernité,” Benjamin reiterates, explaining
“why Baudelaire long considered using the title Les Lesbiennes” for Les
Fleurs du mal.62 Benjamin reads this heroism as a resistance to the “impo-
tent” ruling class, which “ceases to be occupied with the future of the
productive forces it has unleashed” and, instead, preoccupies itself with
“the wish to have children.”63 Recognizing that these tropes should not
be mistaken for Baudelaire’s commitment to women’s emancipation, Ben-
jamin attributes the poet’s sources to utopian socialism, whose manifestos
were “in the air,” in particular, those of Claire Démar:

In the widely ramiWed literature of those days which deals with the future

of women, Démar’s manifesto is unique in its power and passion. It

appeared under the title Ma loi d’avenir. . . . Here the image of the heroic

woman—an image that Baudelaire absorbed—is seen in its original ver-

sion. Its lesbian variant was not the work of writers but a product of the

Saint-Simonian circle.64

By recovering these sources, Benjamin points to a forgotten—lesbian
feminist—dimension of revolutionary history, taking pains to cite what-
ever archival remnants he can Wnd in his reconstellation of “modernité”:

Whatever documentation is involved here surely was not in the best of

hands with the chroniclers of this school [the Saint-Simonian circle]. Yet

we do have the following peculiar confession by a woman who was an

adherent of Saint-Simon’s doctrine: “I began to love my fellow woman as

much as I loved my fellow man.... I conceded the physical strength of men,
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as well as the kind of intelligence that is peculiar to them, but I placed

alongside men’s qualities, as their equal, the physical beauty of women and

the intellectual gifts peculiar to them.”65

Connecting the Saint-Simonians to “the Vésuviennes” whose movement
“supplied the February Revolution with a corps composed of women,”
Benjamin conjectures that “such a change in the feminine habitus brought
out tendencies capable of Wring Baudelaire’s imagination”; if Baudelaire
“reached the point where he gave a purely sexual accent to this devel-
opment,” Benjamin reaches further, resurrecting the political alongside
the sexual with a retrospective glimpse of the coming community of women.66

Christine Buci-Glucksmann raises the radical implications of Benjamin’s
feminist speculations:

Female culture is ultimately universal culture, which makes it possible to

confront difference within the self and the other. In this respect we should

bear in mind Benjamin’s words: “All rulers are the heirs of those who con-

quered before them. Hence, empathy with the victor invariably beneWts

the rulers. Historical materialists know what that means. Whoever has

emerged victorious participates to this day in the triumphal procession in

which the present rulers step over those who are lying prostrate.”67

Buci-Glucksmann urges us to not overlook the mystical dimension of
the “angel of history” in our focus on the allegorical. If read in light of
Benjamin’s kabalistic sources, his “angel” becomes a visionary rendering
of history’s repressed potential—a feminine, androgynous, and bisexual
potential to absorb the fragmentation that issues from the sexual division
of labor and commodity fetishism. And, if read in context of neglected
historical sources in women’s revolution, Benjamin’s angel takes on a les-
bian face. It is the lesbianism of utopian socialism that commands a
change in “feminine habitus,” so radical that woman should love her 
fellow woman as much as her fellow man, “mak[ing] it possible to con-
front difference within the self and the other” without hegemony.

Benjamin’s reclamation of the revolutionary history of women is not
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lost on the Xâneur of postmodernity. The last image of the constellation
of My Paris is an image of women, “Bosnian women,” who emerge from
history’s ongoing catastrophe, “presenting selves impeccably,” while
attending others “With 100 small attentions.” Women’s culture, were it
to survive its repeated defeat, is (a) “Saving culture.” Or so Scott’s Xâ-
neur urges us to see with vision, prompted by love of woman for woman.
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C H A P T E R  4

The Lesbian Bohème

As popular stereotype, the bohemian was to have a long and continuous
history, from Mürger’s popular Scènes de la Vie de bohème, which became
the hit of the Parisian theater season in 1849; through Puccini’s La
Bohème, Wrst performed in Milan in 1896; all the way to Rent, the 
contemporary version of the bohemian legend transposed to the New
York of the 1980s. Behind all these images, there continue to hover the
charismatic Wgures of the Wrst bohemians who used costume and lifestyle
to deWne a cultural alternative to bourgeois modernity.

—Mary Gluck, “Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohemian
Artist”

The representations of the East Village spun by Rent and its boutique,
formed through the daily exploits in cyberspace and on television and
chronicled in trend-setting magazines, yield a speciWc rendition of the
neighborhood and the everyday experiences of its residents. Primarily
through media exposure, middle-class visitors encounter, become 
familiar with, and appreciate an illusion of the East Village lifted from
bits and pieces of an otherwise complex interplay of ethnic, racial, class,
political, and sexual social relations.

—Christopher Mele, Selling the Lower East Side

Rent had two plots: the straight half was from Puccini, and the gay half
was from me. . . . Larson . . . transformed it into a dominant-culture
piece by removing the lesbian authorial voice. . . . It was a hit made 
possible only because of the groundwork set by actual gay and lesbian
artists who had taken such pains to familiarize the heterosexual majority
with our own existence. It was like a Mississippi bluesman having his
song ripped off by Pat Boone. The very thing about it that made it 
commodiWable was the mediocrity that remained once the music’s soul
was stripped.

—Sarah Schulman, Stage Struck: Theater, AIDS, and the Marketing of
Gay America
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Reading these statements, one is struck by the conXicting perspectives
on Rent, Broadway’s hit musical that stars East Village bohemia. For the
cultural theorist, Rent signiWes the latest production of a long and con-
tinuous history of bohemian resistance to “bourgeois modernity.”1 For the
urban sociologist, Rent signiWes an aesthetic obfuscation of East Village
social relations that exploits bohemian images to entertain middle-class
spectators and investors.2 For the resident artist, Rent signiWes a betrayal
of gay and lesbian artists who laid behind-the-scenes “groundwork” for
Jonathan Larson’s popular staging of their bohemian community.3 Per-
spectives collide even where they would imply common interests. Both
cultural theorist and resident artist support bohemia’s “cultural alterna-
tive.” But the former sees Rent as a culminating moment of bohemian
production, whereas the latter discerns in it a wholesale recuperation
that divests subculture of its subversive “soul.” Both resident artist and
urban sociologist express concern for the neighborhood. But the former
champions bohemian sexuality and artistry as productive counterculture,
whereas the latter criticizes bohemian self-promotion as counterproduc-
tive to the struggle of ethnic and/or working-class residents against urban
redevelopment.4

Rent may be the object of these colliding perspectives, but the nu-
cleus of conXict is the idea of bohemia (or bohemian, or bohemianism).
For the cultural theorist, bohemia is the historic beginning and ongoing
source of metropolitan subculture. For the urban sociologist, bohemia is
a transitory occupation of low-rent districts by cultural and sexual dissi-
dents, who recast the neighborhood in their image and neglect to rep-
resent long-term residents, who, in turn, are subject to displacement by
bohemian-inspired trendiness.5 The question that arises in this clash of
opinion concerns the nature of bohemian resistance. Who is served by
bohemia’s subversive (self-)representation, if not bohemians themselves?
Are bourgeois audiences not simultaneously insulted and entertained,
offended and enticed by bohemian prospects of living otherwise? On this
point, the cultural theorist and urban sociologist may agree: from low
rent to Rent on Broadway, the route of bohemian resistance is ultimately
mainstream popularity. But the East Village artist voices a dimension of
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bohemia that remains off-stage and outside the markets and institutions
of culture. The lesbian component that Rent “removed” to take bohemia
to Broadway is, she argues, integral to East Village social infrastructure.
What role, then, does lesbian bohemia play in the making of subculture
and community? If it has a hand in producing and staging East Village
life, why is it largely excluded from the Broadway plot and yet implicated
in the story of selling out the neighborhood?6 Against the massive suc-
cess of dominant culture’s misrepresentation of East Village bohemian-
ism, the resident artist calls for recognition of lesbian and gay presence.
She raises public awareness of the queer character of that space that has
generated images of counterculture worldwide. Meanwhile, the cultural
theorist and the urban sociologist critique dominant discourse, calling
for consideration of cultural factors that are overlooked in the history of
urban development.7 But if the academics narrate a more inclusive his-
tory, the artist exhorts us to think of the excluded other whose character
is too off-Broadway to sell or simply too other to be history’s “corrective”
factor.

This exhortation raises questions concerning the ambiguous char-
acter of bohemia, in general, and of bohemian perversity, in particular,
as well as questions concerning strategies of historiography. Is failure to
enjoy cultural ascendancy not the capital, psychological, and moral price
bohemia must pay for resisting bourgeois modernity? Is bohemia’s conun-
drum not death by success whose vitality is surpassed only by its survival
in dereliction? How does the East Village lesbian artist exemplify (hyper-
bolize) the antitheses that characterize the city’s most enigmatic type:
the bohème? What role does lesbian bohemia play in the history of urban
development and the making of the gay metropolis? If the history of les-
bian bohemia is not continuous with the plot of global gentriWcation and
cultural triumph, then how is it (to be) documented?

Sarah Schulman’s representations of East Village life deploy various
forms, reXecting her different occupations as community activist, jour-
nalist, historian, playwright, and novelist. If narrative is a preferred form,
it is variously and experimentally constructed, defying traditional para-
digms and inventing new models of exploratory realism. As Schulman
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observes, the East Village is a diverse collectivity of city actors and agents
whose varying commitments and productions demand “novel” documen-
tation. Bohemia and bohemians occupy center stage in her New York.
Erected against backdrops of midtown and downtown, on site of the his-
toric Lower East Side and casting racial and economic disparity in its
space, this stage englobes an era:

Life in the East Village . . . is thoroughly documented in my Wrst six nov-

els, which detail the neighborhood from the years 1981 to 1995. SufWce it

to say that the East Village was a center for the production of global ideas.

It was Wlled with varied races of immigrants, homosexuals, working peo-

ple, bohemians, and artists working in both traditional and emergent forms,

most of whom had no institutional training or support. . . . It was destroyed

by AIDS, gentriWcation, and marketing. Now the East Village is primarily

a center of consumption for the wealthy. (Stage Struck, 42)8

“A center for the production of global ideas,” the East Village marked a
temporary mobilization of local subculture on the world scene. It was
destroyed by a (mismanaged) AIDS epidemic, “systematic and policy-
driven gentriWcation,” and “the marketing of false bohemia” that bol-
stered local real estate markets:9 three fronts of social violence that were
instrumental in clearing productive, heterogeneous space for a space of
homogeneous, bourgeois consumption. Schulman’s stress on the demise
of the East Village as a site of cultural production contradicts Rent’s 
celebration of la vie de bohème that happily and miraculously survives all
three fronts and enjoys a lengthy run on Broadway long after the real,
referential bohemia dies out. Omitting the “lesbian authorial voice” from
its representation, Rent loses a prime vantage from which to recast the
experience and perception of actual urban devastation.

Schulman’s witnessing of the destruction of East Village bohemia
challenges the view that bohemia serves the deleterious restructuring of
the neighborhood by generating trend-setting images and lifestyles for
laissez-faire consumption. Christopher Mele includes queer artists and
bohemians among East Village subcultures whose symbolic dissidence,
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he argues, paves the way for gentriWcation: “representations that imagi-
natively venerate the ethnic, racial, sexual and cultural diversity of place
but intentionally understate the material dimensions of structural inequal-
ity have become increasingly prominent in forms of urban development
in New York and similar Western cities.”10 By omitting bohemian rep-
resentations that do document “the material dimensions of structural
inequality” from his investigation, he overstates the case against bohemian
complicity with real estate speculation and downplays bohemian struggle
against colluding fronts of gentriWcation, marketing, and urban policy.
He misrepresents bohemian constituencies that are composed of not just
middle-class dropouts but also outcasts, including émigrés and refugees
from all classes and castes who seek community and asylum from social/
sexual persecution.

How do Schulman’s novels document an era of bohemian New
York that both venerates diversity and critiques inequity? What model of
critical historiography could we use to foreground and discuss the com-
plex interaction between bohemian production and urban development
that we might Wnd represented there? Walter Benjamin’s “The Paris in
the Second Empire in Baudelaire” readily suggests itself, most obviously
the critical physiognomy of “The Bohème” that he presents in the Wrst
section of that essay, as does his concept of history as a “constellation”
of epochal space.11 Against the prevailing idea of history as “progress”
and the additive method of “mustering . . . a mass of data to Wll the
homogeneous, empty time,” Benjamin views history monadologically,
that is, as a space of heterogeneous and antithetical forces that crystal-
lize into eras. As he sees it, the task of the historical materialist is to
“blast a speciWc era out of the homogeneous course of history”12 and
reveal its “dialectics at a standstill” (AP 462 [N2a, 3]).

Spanning a decade, three of Schulman’s novels, Girls, Visions and
Everything (1986), People in Trouble (1990), and Rat Bohemia (1995), con-
struct imaginary constituencies of city types that characterize the rise
and fall of East Village bohemia.13 The lesbian characterization of this
“era” demarcates not just the latest or last incarnation of bohemia but,
more signiWcantly, a radical revelation of the material paradoxes that drive
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urban production to catastrophic resolution. As a “trilogy,” these novels
illuminate the phantasmagoric making and unmaking of lesbian mecca,
minus gay capital to “sell out” to niche marketing or invest in fetishistic
nostalgia. Most provocative is the destructive character of “rat bohemia”
as a strategy of negation of total domination by commodity space. Just as
Benjamin sought to recover the trash of history and to represent moder-
nity from the victims’, not victors’, perspective, so Schulman foregrounds
a caricature of the lesbian bohème to raise the refuse of abjection.

The aim of this chapter is to reread the history of bohemia together
with the history of urban development as represented in Schulman’s Wc-
tions and viewed through the lens of Benjamin’s dialectics. The critical
optics applied in this reading are not superimposed on the primary text
but are intended to bring out the materialist analyses that are already
embedded in Schulman’s literary production. Schulman’s peripatetic nar-
rators walk the city alert to social reality at base level, as made explicit
by a citation of Marx in the epigram to People in Trouble: “‘It is not the
consciousness of men that determines their being, but their social being
that determines their consciousness.’” Schulman’s bohemian is a dissi-
dent, self-marketing subject and consumer object, whose bohemian social
being raises awareness of our immersion in commodity culture.

Schulman’s protagonists update the dilemma of the boulevard poet.
“‘Cette bohème-là, c’est mon tout’ [‘that bohemian woman—she means
everything to me’],” Benjamin cites Baudelaire, referring to the Wgure of
the streetwalker whom the poet “casually includes . . . in the brother-
hood of the bohème. Baudelaire knows that the true situation of the man
of letters was: he goes to the marketplace as a Xâneur supposedly to take
a look at it but in reality to Wnd a buyer.”14 If Benjamin’s bohème carica-
tures the paradox of producing poetry only to sell one’s soul, Schulman’s
bohème caricatures the paradox of producing art only to Wnd no market,
or to be sold without soul—or even to be remaindered after being made
commodiWable. Her lesbian bohème personiWes the constellation of crit-
ical themes that Benjamin started to explore in “Central Park” and that
view Baudelaire’s “heroic” lesbian as an instance of Art Nouveau resis-
tance to bourgeois cultural reproduction.15 Like Benjamin, Schulman
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takes sexuality to be a key aspect of Marx’s discovery that the “commod-
ity . . . is, in reality, a very queer thing.”16 Beyond Benjamin, she populates
the queer space of the East Village with a mélange of dyke types to rep-
resent the real and phantasmagorical, subversive and seductive, libidinal
and (un)marketable character of urban reality.

A Fictive Constituency

With Un Prince de la bohème (1840), Balzac wanted to portray a . . . char-

acteristic of this nascent bohème. The amorous preoccupations . . . of Rus-

ticoli de la Palférine are only a Balzacian expansion upon the triumphs of

[Mürger’s] Marcel and Rudolphe, which would soon follow. . . . This novel

contains a grandiloquent deWnition of bohemianism, . . . the Wrst: “The

bohème—what should be called the doctrine of the Boulevard des Ital-

iens—consists of young people, . . . all men of genius in their way, men as

yet little known, but soon to become known. . . . Here one meets writers,

administrators, soldiers, journalists, artists!...” . . . During this same period,

George Sand . . . and Alphonse Karr ... initiated bohemian circles.... But

these were imaginary bohemias; and that of Balzac was entirely fantastic.

(AP 763 [d10, 1])17

From the beginning, bohemia was a product of radical self-fashioning
and fantastic fabrication. Founding and future members of the bohème
are the authors and bearers of stereotypes and myths.18 Their agency as
cultural subversives is mediated and performed by the Wctions by which
they image themselves and/or are imaged. These Wctions feature, above
all, storybook cities.19 “Paris” sets the stage for la vie de bohème.

The bohème recasts Paris in its likeness. A production of social
space, bohemian Paris forges an imaginary constituency of “types” and
“places” to which no formal, symbolic, or political representation is
assigned, yet which mobilize dissident identiWcations and collaborations.
Driven by desire for self-representation, yet subject to the exploits of
market reproduction, the bohème is facilitated and betrayed by the pop-
ularization of its images.20 This is no less the case for lesbian bohemians.
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But what “types” and “places” comprise a lesbian bohème and where 
do they arise? Who, what real constituency of city dwellers, do they
serve?

Benjamin emphasizes the imaginary character of the bohème in his
archive of “Literary History” (Convolute “d”). Elsewhere, he elaborates
upon the aura of the “fantastic” derived from artists and also theorists,
like Marx, who analyses the nebulous social forces astir in postrevolu-
tionary Paris. He cites Marx’s description of the bohème as a haven for
“‘professional conspirators’” and their incendiary “‘inventions’”—“‘Wre
bombs, destructive machines with magical effects, riots which are to be
the more miraculous and surprising the less rational their foundation’”
(Benjamin, “The Bohème,” 4). Invoking the wine cellar as unlikely head-
quarters where conspirators meet among “‘all sorts of dubious people’”
(3), Marx ampliWes the bohème’s motley aspect and pictures intoxicated,
rabble-rousing plebeians in pointed contrast to the sober, theoretically-
enlightened proletarians led by Louis Blanqui’s habit-noirs (4). Discerning
false from true revolutionaries, he casts the bohème in a phantasmagoria
of aimless demagoguery and mob mystique.

Though persuaded by Marx’s description of political instability,
wavering class loyalty, and a tendency to provoke “revolution for revo-
lution’s sake,” Benjamin implies another reason for the bohème’s prob-
lematic subversiveness. If Marx interpellated the bohemians as a gang of
“terroristic pipe-dream[ers]” (5), an emergent popular media obscures
its reputation even further. When the bohème entered the public sphere
as a recognizable Parisian “type,” it had already been domesticated for
the mass market. The taming of bohemia was a condition of its rebel-
lious popularity. The “physiologies” were the taming mechanism:

From the itinerant street vendor of the boulevards to the dandy in the

opera-house foyer, there was not a Wgure of Paris life that was not

sketched by a physiologue. The great Xowering of the genre came in the

early 1840s—the period that marked the haute école of the feuilleton.

Baudelaire’s generation went through it. . . . It was a petty-bourgeois

genre. . . . The long series of eccentric or appealingly simple or severe
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Wgures which the physiologies presented to the public in character sketches

had one thing in common: they were harmless and perfectly affable.21

The physiologies were designed to sell the city to leisured, moneyed, and
entrepreneurial city readers, while quelling consumer fear of the city’s
“dangerous classes.”22 Their most obvious function was to “give people
a friendly picture of one another. Thus, the physiologies helped fashion
the phantasmagoria of Parisian life in their own way.”23 “Physiologues”
neutralized the big city of strangers by presenting taxonomies of benign
and pleasing caricatures. After physiologies of types, there appeared phys-
iologies of the city: “Paris la nuit, Paris à table, Paris dans l’eau, Paris à
cheval, Paris pittoresque, Paris marié,” where, in each case, “innocuous-
ness was of the essence” (Benjamin, “The Flâneur,” 18). Benjamin prompts
us to consider how the physiologies conditioned the production and
reception of the bohème as a harmless stock character.

Henri Mürger is credited with casting the bohemian prototypes that
would be proliferated and embellished in novels and operas, and imitated
in real life. But his “originals” were already cast in the physiologues’ stan-
dard mold. Drawn from his life among bitterly poverty-struck artists,
Mürger’s stories of “Marcel” and “Rudolph” radiate the aura of bonhomie
as beWtted the feuilleton (Le Corsaire) to which they were sold. Revised for
the stage, they reXect “various concessions to ‘good theatre’ and bour-
geois susceptibility.”24 The success of La Vie de Bohème in 1849 follows
the defeat of the revolution of 1848, dispersing antibourgeois feeling in
an aura of mystique, and redeeming the bohemian author with substantial
proceeds. A source of subsistence and recognition, the Wction in turn hails
the author with demands for further phantasmagoric self-reproductions.25

Echoing Benjamin, historian Christine Stansell stresses that an
international implementation of the physiologues’ domesticating strat-
egy mediated the bohème’s popularity. “In the 1890s, bohemia was on
everyone’s mind because of the English and American publication of the
runaway best-seller Trilby (1894), a novel . . . that updated the Mürger pro-
totype.”26 A further updating, Puccini’s La Bohème, premiered in Turin
in 1896 before touring to Los Angeles the next year. The characters these
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productions promulgated so appealingly were “thwarted male genius,
impoverished creativity, doomed love affairs, and perpetual bonhomie,”
cast by a “habit of mind already attuned to discovering and observing
stock ‘types’ in their particular metropolitan niches” (Stansell, American
Moderns, 17). City guides helped forge this habit of mind. New York by
Gas-Light (1850), to take a famous example, illuminated such types as
“the courtesan,” “the newsboy,” “the seamstress,” “the fashionable assig-
nation house,” “the saloon,” “the tenement lodging” (Stansell, American
Moderns, 17–18). Added to this gallery of innocuous rogues, “the bohème”
was easily placed and contained.

Adapting European prototypes, an American bohème went into
production on the site of Greenwich Village.27 Promoted by artists and 
speculators alike, “the Village” was an idealized urban geography that
attracted middle-class migrants from uptown New York and small town
USA who sought escape from petit-bourgeois life and a role on the 
metropolitan stage that they themselves were casting and consuming.28

A “selective vision of city life that installed some people in the fore-
ground as protagonists and shunted others to the background or offstage
altogether,” the bohemian Village foregrounded the newcomers but
overlooked working-class, Black, and ethnic residents, tenements, and
sweatshops (41–43).29 Stansell concedes the white, middle-class bias of
this enabling Wction but stresses the invention of bold new types: “the
revolutionary worker,” “the ‘rebel girl’ worker,” “the intellectual,” and
“the Jewish working-girl militant.”

Villagers looked for radical cultural alternatives in the Lower East
Side where Russian Jews and other, mostly eastern European, immigrants
and refugees carried on their commitment to revolutionary art and pol-
itics. Among these displaced peoples were bohemians of a different kind,
whose “intellectual and cultural life . . . encompassed Yiddish newspapers
and theaters, literary societies, clubs, night classes, discussion groups” (22).
Here WASP explorers discovered another universe where “socialist, anar-
chist, and Zionist controversies reverberated through . . . lecture halls,
saloons, and tenements [and] . . . Yiddish was [the] primary means of
expression” (22). Harboring a heterogeneous population of urban aliens
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in close contact with New York’s squalid and nefarious other half, the
“otherness” of Lower East Side bohemia attracted yet resisted middle-
class colonization.30

What was perhaps most novel and radical about bohemian New
York was its inclusion of women and fostering of feminism. As Stansell
observes, “bohemia in its original incarnation had been all male. Earlier
bohemias were never completely off-limits to women, but the inner sanc-
tums were closed. In Mürger’s Paris, women were cast as grisettes—love-
lorn working-class women and artists’ models . . . who played supporting
roles in the artists’ dramas of male friendship and creativity” (American
Moderns, 26–27). Elizabeth Wilson afWrms that “feminist politics appear
to have played a more pivotal role in bohemian America. Greenwich 
Village was a Mecca for independent women, not only artists, but also
socialists, feminists, and all kinds of radical campaigners, and it was even
suggested that ‘the restlessness of women was the main cause of the
development called Greenwich Village.’”31 New bohemian types afforded
women public personae, social mobility, and prospective employment.32

The recruitment of bonhomie in typing female bohemians helped
feminists to popularize their ideals and enabled New Women to launch
careers, especially in journalism where they were encouraged to cultivate
faddish images of new femininity in print and in appearance. Yet not all
types of bohemian New Women were deployable as images of modish
popularity. Distinctive Jewish types from the Lower East Side facilitated
women’s entry into local industry but did not sell their image to the
greater metropolis. Based on the “garment workers, political zealots, and
writers for the neighborhood newspapers, [who] came to modern ideas
through socialism, anarchism, and ideals of female independence that had
been circulating through the Jewish intelligentsia, especially in Russia
since the 1860s,” they were “identiWable by their dress (plain shirtwaists
with ties and neither the head coverings of Orthodox women nor the
cheap Wnery of conventional working ‘girls’), physiognomy (serious), and
manner (grave)” (34–35), but they constituted too radical a departure from
conventional femininity to create a mass market.

Feminist bohemians deployed and defaced the required bonhomie,
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casting female personages that were threateningly political, intellectual,
and/or sexual. If these physiognomies failed to break into the city’s mass
markets, they mobilized a generation of urban women. Among Man-
hattan’s most radical women were Emma Goldman and Djuna Barnes,
exemplary types in art and life. Epitomizing the Lower East Side New
Woman, Goldman adapted techniques of self-dramatization that mimed
Yiddish theater and exploited the local café scene.33 A Xamboyant Green-
wich Villager, Barnes’s perverse variants of “the bohemian girl” in avant-
garde verse, Wction, and plays grotesquely disWgured the innocuous “City
Types” that she regularly reported to The Brooklyn Daily Eagle.34 An icon
of the insurgent Left, Goldman’s bohème combined intellectual, anar-
chist, feminist, artist, and free lover. She hailed sexual, as well as politi-
cal, anarchy, critiquing bourgeois marriage for its “trafWc in women” and
voicing uninhibited erotic self-expression, including lesbianism. Con-
versely, Barnes, skeptical of urbanized, sterilized, denaturalized sexuality,
drew her bohème with uncanny animality. Her later Wctions Wgure a
devolving lesbianism, culminating in the bestial détraquées who inhabit
the “Paris” of her deliriously degenerate Nightwood.35

Goldman and Barnes cultivated types that subverted, as well as
promoted, bohemian marketability. Goldman’s Lower East Side bohème
radiated an aura of camaraderie and solidarity that was featured in the
militant, but not the popular, press. Her provocative free lover failed to
outsell images and discourses of feminine respectability.36 Barnes’s novel
Ryder was decreed “obscene” and subsequent productions were subjected
to censorial scrutiny. Barnes made a Xamboyant, if brief, career in jour-
nalism by reporting on the bohème but demanded her readers to make
sense of her “hermetic, involuted” narrative.37 Serving as a guide to lower
Manhattan, Barnes’s newspaper stories displayed Village curiosities with
queer duplicity.38 If she solicited bourgeois fascination with caricatures
of bohemian eccentricity, she sabotaged this seduction with disquieting
revelations of sexual inversion.39 Barnes’s queer types deployed a nega-
tivity that not only offended bourgeois morality but also parodied bohe-
mian ambivalence, if not repulsion, to homosexuality,40 amplifying the
abject character of sexual dissidence.
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The novels of Sarah Schulman represent a late-twentieth-century
version of bohemian New York. The characters that inhabit this bohe-
mia acknowledge previous generations “like hippies, beatniks, New Age,
punks or Communists” (Rat Bohemia, 29). Enacting their departure on
stage of the historic Lower East Side, speciWcally in the vicinity of what
has come to be known as the East Village,41 they embody a mixed legacy
of “types.” In her “Walking Tour” of the neighborhood, Schulman stresses
what she perceives to be “historically consistent” between her era of rad-
ical women and that of Emma Goldman: “I discovered that radical Jewish
women like myself had carried on many of the same political activities
in the same buildings that my friends and I live and organize in today.”42

While many of Schulman’s characters are bohemian types, they are not
made to sell on the mainstream market. Like Goldman’s type, their pop-
ularity may be limited to the community of activists they are intended to
mobilize. Or like Barnes’s types, they may deploy an abject physiognomy
against aesthetic recuperation for mass (or niche) marketing. Conversely,
there are marketeers and careerists among Schulman’s radicals, false bohe-
mians among the true, and the distinction is not always clear. They are, in
any case, predominantly lesbian, forming a queer constellation of subcul-
ture, antithetically idealistic and nihilistic, subversive and assimilative.

Who are these types? “Out” types that occupy urban space with
unruly passion and demonstrative irreverence, they are novel renditions
of “the bohemian girl” and Wctive versions of actual East Villagers: the
love-torn dyke-about-town writer (“Lila Futuransky”), the off-off-off-
Broadway performance artist (“Helen Hayes”), the radical Jewish play-
wright (“Isabel Schwartz”), the rainbow coalition yippie (“Sally Liberty”),
the penniless Lower East Side waif who strays into affairs with afXuent
mid-town chicks (“Kitty”), the bisexual avant-garde artist who Xirts with
lesbianism/activism (“Kate”), the love-torn dyke-about-town activist
(“Molly”), the urban cowboy who camps in a pregentriWed slum (“Sam”),
the disinherited lesbian daughter and second generation Holocaust 
survivor (“Rita Mae Weems”), the jobless, slum-dwelling, die-hard 
New Yorker (“Killer”), the bourgeois-besieged anti-American art-assassin
(“Troy Ruby”), the international, eternal bohemian (“Lourdes”), and the
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best-selling sell-out bohemian (“Muriel Kay Starr”). Schulman’s constit-
uency not only foregrounds but also diversiWes the lesbian Wgure that dis-
tinguishes the bohème of late-twentieth-century New York. It is not
without a gay dimension. One gay type fabricates a bohemian image of
Benjamin himself:

Jeffrey was a long-legged Jewish gay man with a mustache; a cultural stereo-

type. He was reading always three books at one time like Walter Benjamin,

The Tao of Physics and I Once Had a Master. (People in Trouble, 74)

As in Benjamin’s bohème, Schulman’s bohème features an amalgam
of politically uncertain types. The rebel dyke-about-town who Wgures
prominently in each of the three novels as a vehicle of reporting and
connecting variously occupies space as a gypsy-dreamer, a grass-roots
organizer, and a municipal double-agent (rat exterminator/rat bohemian).
Besides queer militants and anti-bourgeois artists, her “community” en-
compasses criminals, prostitutes, down-and-outers, drug dealers, addicts,
itinerant workers, dying and despairing PWAs (people with AIDS), revo-
lutionary turn-coats, and hosts of “people in trouble,” the city’s unattended
homeless, poor, and unwell. From novel to novel this constituency erodes,
as do the sites of bohemian occupation. In the Wrst instance, Schulman’s
lesbians make a space in East Village dyke bars and night clubs, ware-
houses and derelict garages, tenements and cheap rooms, stoops and roof-
tops. In the second instance, the ground shifts to commercial streets and
sites of conspicuous urban development, where queer visibility and the
war against AIDS is acted out. In the last instance, scenes of occupation
are now scenes of devastation, including the corruptly administered, rat-
infested low-rent district of the Lower East Side and the graveyard of
cruising and communing sites that once comprised a thriving Gay Village.

Though Schulman showcases lesbian love, life, and art, her bohème
is invested less with bonhomie than with the hubris and repulsiveness 
of radical, historical stereotypes. Signifying a subculture whose spaces 
and practices of resistance are deWantly makeshift, her low-rent lesbians
confront a reality of depreciated housing, meager institutional support,
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market invisibility, and corrosive poverty that cannot be transformed or
redeemed by bohemian love alone. For the lesbian bohème, love arouses
antagonism to the metropolitan status quo against the ideal of romantic
transcendence that Rent popularizes.43 Stereotyping bohemia as an enclave
of self-absorbed artists whose passion revolves around a crisis of het-
erosexual love, Rent pays lip-service to the resistance and abjection that
Schulman’s low renters struggle to articulate and act out on the urban
stage of political economy.44 By marginalizing the lesbian character of
East Village bohemia, Rent minimizes and simpliWes the complex mate-
rial struggle for collective and communal survival that is experienced by
erotic outlaws and other resident aliens.

Schulman’s bohème stereotypes lesbian love as a critical agent of
urban production. As Schulman tells them, the superWcial pleasures of la
vie de bohème are troubled by a darkening, subterranean humor that makes
strange bedfellows of community activism and amorous acting out. Where
Girls, Visions and Everything reXects a vibrant arena of local theater, Peo-
ple in Trouble stages a riotous conXict between city developers and queer
militants on site of art’s duplicitous collaboration. Rat Bohemia recasts
bohemia after epidemic homophobia and gentriWcation have destroyed
its vibrancy and undermined its resistance. The rat bohème Wgures the
lesbian bohème at its most repellent, as what remains of bohemia in the
wake of the city after public space and the basis for community is sys-
temically eroded. A rising and falling constellation of the capital of late
capitalism, Schulman’s bohème deploys a representational strategy we
might discern more tellingly in light of Benjamin’s constellation of motifs.

Situating Bohemia, Citing Antitheses: Benjamin/Schulman

To cultural historians, bohemia is the Wrst instance of what we now call
subculture, “a society within society.”45 It rises in the wake of the French
Revolution in perpetual reaction to the expanding bourgeois establish-
ment. A motley gathering of petit-bourgeois defectors, bohemians forge
testy alliances between poor artists, dissolute vagrants, and professional
conspirators. For Benjamin, the emergence of this unconsolidated class is
less a historic turning point in revolutionary politics than a constellation
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of postrevolutionary space whose agents provocateurs and shifting are-
nas merely recast themselves, repeatedly, on the volatile stage of urban
political economy.

Yet Benjamin’s constellation of postrevolutionary history contests
historicist models that interpret this age in terms of “progress” and that
assimilate the antitheses of metropolitan society in a unifying idea of
bourgeois development. Mary Gluck would correct Benjamin’s repre-
sentation of bohemia by recovering a dimension of history that it over-
looks—namely, the insurgence waged by cultural and artistic dissidence
that has “roots” in populist romanticism and that continues to mobilize
anti-bourgeois art as a collective alternative to aesthetic individualism.46

Defending these roots, she obscures the target of Benjamin’s critique,
which is the spectacle of revolution—the artful deployment of an aura of
insurgency that presages and embellishes the space of commodity. Is it not
the case that, from Mürger to Puccini to Jonathan Larson, the historic
staging of la bohème displays the “continuity” with which populist roman-
ticism is packaged in revolutionary fantasia for mainstream consumption?

Benjamin’s constellation of nineteenth-century Paris makes visible
the ur-forms and wish-images that mobilize revolutionary energies that
were released by the French Revolution but never actualized in a prole-
tarian transformation of society. It also reveals the ruin that comes of the
bourgeoisie’s fetishistic harnessing of these energies in the voracious expan-
sion of industry. In this constellation, bohemia signiWes a postrevolutionary
sector of Paris that embodies revolution in perversely counterproductive
productions aimed to defy the bourgeois ethic of industriousness and aes-
thetics of good taste. Discord is its primary expression, while its tactic is
to appropriate metropolitan space to act up and act out, to (melo)drama-
tize the internal contradictions of postrevolutionary society. Benjamin
held out no hopes for bohemia’s instigation of real revolution. But he
shifted the focus of historical materialism from proletarian-bourgeois
opposition to the irresolute dialectics of bohemian insurrection.

Schulman expresses bohemia’s categorical instability with critical
irony. If lesbian love Wgures in her novels as a primary mediator of dis-
cordant factions, it does not resolve the dialectics of East Village life.
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Love raises the aura of contradiction that envelopes the urban theater of
emancipated desire, revealing the passionate antitheses between produc-
ing Lesbiana as an image of alternative community and marketing it for
mainstream metropolitan consumption. In light of Benjamin’s constella-
tion, the categorical instability of Schulman’s lesbian bohème is dialecti-
cally illuminated.

A Class and/or Not a Class?

By ‘bohemians’ I mean that class of individuals for whom existence is a

problem, circumstances a myth, and fortune an enigma; who have no sort

of Wxed abode, no place of refuge; who belong nowhere and are met with

everywhere; who have no particular calling in life but follow Wfty profes-

sions; who, for the most part, arise in the morning without knowing where

they are to dine in the evening; who are rich today, impoverished tomor-

row; who are ready to live honestly if they can, and otherwise if they can-

not. (AP 428 [M5a, 2])47

To tell the truth, [Théophile] Gauthier and his friends ... did not realize

right away, in 1833, that they were bohemians; they were content with

calling themselves “Jeune France.” ... Their poverty was merely relative.

(AP 764 [d10, 1])48

rita: I can’t Wgure out what category I’m in.

killer: Category?

rita: Yeah, I mean, I don’t have any money but I’m not poor. I have aspi-

rations but they’re spiritual ones, not careers. I look around at how people

are really living and I can’t identify. But when I turn on the TV I don’t

understand that either. What the hell is going on, Killer? . . . Who the hell

do we think we are?

killer: We’re bohemians. (Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 29)

Reading Schulman’s Wction, we realize that bohemians form an inscrutable
class of city dwellers whose most distinctive character is resistance to
being placed in the reiWed scheme of capitalist production. At the same
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time, they instigate a small-scale, heterogeneous, and autonomous pro-
duction of their own. That production is a mix of rogue art and every-
day life, energetically conceived and collectively assembled at low cost.
A conspiracy of neighborhood artists, bohemia sets no limit on outra-
geousness in its productive antagonism to elitist and generic markets.
East Village lesbians make art for each other in disdain for dominant cul-
ture, acutely aware that their renegade sexuality lowers their marketable
notoriety. As the protagonist of Girls, Visions and Everything reports,
“there was no support outside of that tiny community of downtown
dykes who understood being compelled towards an unlikely goal” (67).

Lila Futuransky, Schulman’s archetypal dyke-about-town, is certain
of her sexuality, her outlawry, her youthful and carefree vagrancy. She

always knew she was an outlaw, but she could never Wgure out which one.

She wanted to be free but couldn’t decide what that meant. Yet, endlessly

persevering, she continued to believe that she could construct any kind of

life that she desired to live. And, because she both understood the phenom-

enon of process and felt that, at twenty-Wve, she was still young and had

time, she continued to be a general dyke about town, alternately entertain-

ing and antagonizing the people she bumped into, tripped over, walked

with and the women that she slept with. (Girls, Visions and Everything, 3)

Her certainty affords her a future of uncertainty, free of the security pro-
vided by traditional assets, money, marriage, profession, gainful employ-
ment—everything the ambitious entrepreneur ought to possess. If this
uncertainty is welcome, it is not a matter of gambling for future pros-
perity. The lesbian bohemian knows her resistance to reproducing het-
erosexuality makes her art of loving socially marginal and commercially
improbable. Yet she goes into production anyway, eager to alter the norms
of erotic entertainment and join in the neighborhood theater of every-
day bohemian life.

Futuransky’s friends and lovers, including the “Kitsch-Inn crowd”
of writers, theater designers, and performance artists, cultivate a vision
and practice of alternative, yet basic, living: “[they] understood about
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uncertainty and experiment and unreasonable expectations. They were
trying to do good work, have good sex, make meaningful friends, and 
do all this with no impetus except their own ambition and desires” (67).
To afford to materialize this living, they double their labor for half the
remuneration. A typical bohemian like Isabel Schwartz “worked forty
hours a week slinging burgers and saving her quarters until she had
enough to put on a show. Her plays were tales of average lesbians and
the little things they knew and cared about. Then it was back to the
burgers” (17). A typical bohemian writer, Futuransky suffers twice the
obscurity that accompanies the solitariness of her medium: “a writer who
never published anything had a hard time convincing other people that
she was really working. . . . She thought of her ideas alone, wrote them
down alone, took them to the post ofWce alone and got back the rejec-
tion letters alone” (16).

Futuransky greets rejection by projecting her ambition on a grand
plane. The contrariness of this response is characteristic of her hubristic
economics. In postrevolutionary Paris it was the bohemian’s incoherence
of class identity and oscillation of political allegiance that made him so
perversely resistant to categorization and so potent an agent of destabi-
lization, as exempliWed by the (mis)rule of Napoléon III.49 In late capital-
ism, what makes Schulman’s bohème so unclassiWable is an incoherence
of “vision”: unviable speculation. Futuransky dreams futuristically of 
lesbian subculture on the metropolitan stage, of exploiting the contra-
diction between being sexual outlaws and becoming sexual icons. With
political irony, she

had often considered the question of marketing lesbian popularity. She

looked at other groups of outcasts who had managed to make a name for

themselves. The ultimate failures were Communists. In America, they were

still at the bottom of the charts. After considering various historical exam-

ples, she concluded that the most successful model was that of the Beats.

. . . They had made a phenomenon of themselves. They made themselves

into the fashion, each one quoting from the other, building an image based

not so much on their work as on the idea that they led interesting lives.
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Lila Wrmly believed that was exactly what lesbians needed to do. Why not

make heroes out of Isabel Schwartz and Helen Hayes, and make The

Kitsch-Inn the new mecca? Let kids from all over America pack their

bags, sneak out at night and Xock to the East Village to hang out with the

lesbians. Soon there’d be lines around the block for the Inn’s midnight

show bringing those hungry for stimulation Xocking to catch the last word

in Lesbiana. They’d have magazine covers, syndicated situation comedies,

do the lecture circuit, maybe even walk down the street without being

afraid. Who knows? In Amerika, anything is theoretically possible. The

next time she saw Allen Ginsberg buying cannollis at Veniero’s, she would

be sure to ask him how he did it. (59–60)

Schulman parodies the dream that possesses her as that which possessed
the brotherhood of Beats, namely the dream of making a success on
bohemian terms. As sociologist Pierre Bourdieu conWrms “one of [bohe-
mia’s] major functions is to be its own market. . . . The rewards of this
privileged market, if they do not manifest themselves in cold cash, have
at least the virtue of assuring a form of social recognition for those who
otherwise appear (that is, to other groups) as a challenge to common
sense.”50 Futuransky’s retrospective fantasy of Beat success screens the
image of Beat mass marketing. It omits the conversion of utopian rebel-
lion into fetish beatnik fashion and mobile, rebel homosexuality into a chic
lifestyle option. “Rat bohemia” is the real future of Futuransky’s “Les-
biana,” testifying to its failure—like the Communists’ “ultimate failure”—
to attain the degree of market success that catapulted and ruined the Beat
movement. Lesbian bohemia lacks sufWcient capital to broadcast itself
on public television but thrives anyway. It may survive mass marketing
by eluding the global scene, but it is exposed to the rise in local cost of
living that it helps bring about by enhancing East Village popularity.

Real and/or Phantasmagorical?

[Théophile Gauthier’s] bohemianism ... was the bohème galante; it could

just as well be called gilded bohemianism, the bohème dorée.…  Ten or Wfteen
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years later, around 1843, there was a new bohemia..., the true bohème. Théo-

phile Gauthier, Gérard de Nerval, Arsène Houssaye were then approach-

ing forty; Mürger and his friends were not yet twenty-Wve. This time, it

was a genuine intellectual proletariat. Mürger was the son of a concierge

tailor; ChampXeury’s father was a secretary at the town hall in Laon;...

Delvau’s father was a tanner in the Faubourg Saint-Marcel; Courbet’s

family were quasi-peasants.… ChampXeury and Chintreuil wrapped pack-

ages in a bookstore; Bonvin was a working-class typographer. (AP 763–

64 [d10, 1])51

killer: We’re bohemians. We don’t have those dominant culture values. . . .

In the past there were decade-speciWc names . . . Like hippies, beatniks,

New Age, punks or Communists. . . . Nowadays it’s not generational. Bohe-

mians aren’t grouped by clothes or sex or age. Nowadays, it’s just a state

of mind. Anyone with a different idea is IN. (Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 29)

lourdes: I’m the New York bohemian just passing through.

rita: A real live bohemian?

lourdes: If this was the forties we’d be ... we’d be ... We’d be exactly who

we are today. Our kind never changes. We’re the international, eternal

bohemia. (Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 36)

Benjamin’s citation foregrounds generational and class differences that
constitute a mythical divide between “true” or “real” and “false” bohemia
that is advanced by historians, theorists, and bohemians themselves. Ben-
jamin does not, however, articulate the vicissitudes of the bohème in
oppositional terms. As he presents it, the constituency of this type is an
unruly assemblage that, in its earliest formation, included professional
conspirators among its plebeian carnival of rag pickers and prostitutes,
wine-drinkers and wastrels. Even if antibourgeois conspiracy is its most
deWning feature, bourgeois features cannot be erased from its “true”
physiognomy. As Bourdieu conWrms, bohemia is “an ambiguous reality”:

near to the “people,” with whom it often shares misery, it is separated

from them by the art of living that deWnes it socially and which, even if
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ostentatiously opposed to the conventions and proprieties of the bour-

geoisie, is situated nearer to the aristocracy or the grande bourgeoisie than

to the orderly petite-bourgeoisie, notably in the matter of relations between

the sexes, where it experiments on a large scale with all the forms of trans-

gression (free love, venal love, pure love, eroticism) which it institutes as

models in its writings.52

The Parisian bohème hosts a mélange of ambiguous types, notably
“‘proletariod intellectuals,’” who, like Mürger’s water-drinkers, “are often
so miserable that, in taking themselves for object . . . invent what will be
called ‘realism.’” And there are the “‘penniless bourgeois’” who, like
Baudelaire, are “poor relations of the great bourgeois dynasties, aristo-
crats ruined or in decline, foreigners and members of stigmatized minori-
ties such as Jews.”53 In late-twentieth-century capitalism, the bohème is
as ambiguous as ever. Schulman’s bohème hosts successful artists (“Kate”
in People in Trouble, “Muriel Kay Starr” in Rat Bohemia), aspiring but
unrecompensed artists who hold poor-paying day jobs, low-life activists,
and jobless, slum dwelling, shock-artists. Embodying the relative pov-
erty of women and lacking institutional support, Schulman’s artists are
“directly subject to the laws of the market and often obliged to live off
a second skill (sometimes with no direct relation to literature) in order
to live an art that cannot make a living.”54

At the heart of lesbian bohemia are “hardcore New Yorkers” (Rat
Bohemia, 4) who cast themselves on their local stage, inventing a “real-
ism” that reXects their own quotidian reality and, at the same time, con-
tests the encroaching “art scene” that is part of the plan to gentrify the
neighborhood. Among these “hardcore” city types are Lila Futuransky
(Girls, Visions and Everything), Molly (People in Trouble), and Rita Mae
Weems and Killer (Rat Bohemia), primary protagonists who present 
eyewitness reports from the site of confrontation. Hardcore bohemians
are profoundly attached to the New York that they help to produce, to
their staging of city life that speciWcally images the East Village and their
place in it.

In Girls, Visions and Everything, the bohemian East Village is in 
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production as cited by lesbian Villagers and reporters. Lila Futuransky fol-
lows the performance art of “Helen Hayes” (Holly Hughes55) with the
ardor of a lover, while hailing the low-budget off-off Broadway shows 
of “Jeff Weiss” ( Jeff Weiss) as paragons of “genuine” bohemian the-
ater.56 Weiss’s performance of How the Rent Gets Paid sets the standard
for “authenticity” against which Schulman judges the falsity of Larson’s
Rent (Stage Struck, 57). Using a “renovated farmhouse on one of the
most decimated blocks in New York City, Eighth Street between Avenues
B and C” (“8BC,” Girls, Visions and Everything, 101), Weiss improvises
“realist” theater by reenacting local drama in a collective production of
social space:

But Wrst the Xashlights. Everyone got one, to provide the lighting and

then he shouted “One, Two, Three, Go” and they went.

In the Wrst scene of the show Jeff did a moment between two men

having sex with each other at The Saint Marks’ Bath. He played both parts

to perfection. The second scene was called “Connie Visits His Sister In A

Psychiatric Hospital Two Days Before Her Suicide On Christmas.” There

was no introduction. Jeff yelled out “One, Two, Three” again and sud-

denly he and Dorothy [Cantwell] took everyone to that place with all its

futility and starkness. For the next seven minutes, the audience was absorbed

and transported until, “One, Two, Three,” it was the next scene. This time

Jeff’s character visited his best friend Izzy, the lesbian, played by Dorothy,

who was drunk and lonely because she hadn’t had a woman all winter. In

eleven short minutes, the audience believed and understood Izzy’s hunger,

and the tender and reserved friendship between the two. And so the show

went on. (102)57

Futuransky’s discriminating hardcore perspective foregrounds the
“real” East Village against the “unreal” machinations of urban develop-
ment. “Cruis[ing] First Avenue between Seventh and Tenth Street” (23)
on the frontiers of gentriWcation and corruption, she traces bohemia’s
imaginary borders. Besides Weiss’s renovated farmhouse, other distinctly
bohemian sites include “The Kitsch-Inn,” “The Pyramid Club,” “Sally
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Liberty’s garden on East Sixth,” “Café Kabul on Saint Mark’s Place,” and
“Emily’s apartment on East Fourth.” Futuransky disdains the “fake social
realism” (18) of trendy off-Broadway productions that produce generi-
cally distorted East Village “types.”58 Against such pretentiousness, she
collaborates with her friends in staging low avant-garde productions. The
burlesque improvisations of “The Girls in Apartment Twelve A” (4), “The
Worst Performance Festival” (66), and “AVANT-GARDE-ARAMA”
(148) lampoon High Art while enjoining community players in sponta-
neous and authentic (if vulgar and unsophisticated) self-casting.59

Cruising beyond Village perimeters, Futuransky reports partaking
in another “real” production of queer social space. Congregating at Chris-
topher Street and Sheridan Square in the gay West Village and parading
down Fifth Avenue, Gay Pride displays a village-like (or “queer as folk”)
incorporation of cultural diversity, staged against midtown’s backdrop of
homogeneous heteronomy:

Lila marched with the Gay Psychologists and the Gay Bankers, Gay High-

Tech workers and Gay Catholics. She walked with Gay Harvard Alumni,

and the Eulenspiegel Society who, along with their afWliate, Gay Male

Sadomasochism Activists, led each other by leashes past Tiffany’s. She

stood strong with Mirth and Girth, gays who like fat men, Gay Zionists,

Gay Anti-Zionists and Gay Non-Zionists. She skipped the Gay Cops. Lila

got militant with Gay Youth, chanting, “Two, Four, Six, Eight, How Do

You Know Your Kids Are Straight?” She sat down with Gay Teachers to

protest the Catholic War Veterans counter-demonstration at Saint Patrick’s

Cathedral. They were in uniform holding signs like “God Made Adam

and Eve, Not Steve or Bruce.” She cheered Grandmas for Gays and felt,

yet again, overcome to the point of tears at the sight of Parents of Gays,

with their handpainted signs, “We Love Our Gay Children.” Lila boogied

for blocks with a Latin percussion band surrounded by thousands of sweaty

faggots and dykes just dancing freely under the buildings of New York City.

She sang It’s Raining Men with the Gay Men’s Chorus, screamed “US Out

of Central America” with Black and White Men Together and chanted

“Rainbow Power is on the Move” with the New Alliance Party. By the time
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she’d made it to the front of the march, where all the girls were, it was

already Twentieth Street and time to relax with the smiling unafWliated

lezzies. (126–27)

Replete with contradictions, Gay Pride braves parading every orientation
under the rainbow. What rouses the insurgence of “real” bohemia is 
big-city phantasmagoria. The larger setting of midtown and downtown
Manhattan, with its horizons of inWnite possibility, casts the space for
every dream, mobilizes every desire and aspiration. Enveloped in a new
love affair, Futuransky looks “out over the city” on yonder that beckons
further—future—adventure even as she is caught up in its erotic fore-
ground.60 From her rooftop, she scans “the skyscrapers and tenements,”
following Isabel’s instructions to extend her vision:

Think about . . . the ones who have enough guts to get out of wherever

they are because they’re driven by a higher fantasy of what is possible, or

because the people around them throw them out. Then these individuals

come here to a giant cacophony of sound and light and activity and they

Wnd out that what they imagined doesn’t exist at all. But, there is some-

thing even more frightening and holy which is the spectacle of all these

people having this realization together. (178)

Isabel is careful to make a distinction between the “cacophony of sound
and light” that draws “individuals” and the spectacular potentiality of
dreaming collectivity. She directs Futuransky to realize the “higher fan-
tasy” of that collective phantasmagoria that mobilizes Lesbiana, among
other prospects of mass culture.

Schulman’s subsequent Wctions do not advance Futuransky’s
visionary future. The collective dream of coming out on the city stage is
shattered by AIDS and the city’s punitive, if not criminal, response to the
crisis. As Schulman represents it, the privatization of public space and
gentriWcation of low-rent districts, together with the city’s foreclosure of
gay bathhouses and spurious evictions of PWAs, destroy the real and
imaginary geography that comprise the gay Village and lesbian Lower
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East Side. People in Trouble represents the violent confrontation between
urban developers and bohemian residents as that of radically antagonis-
tic dreamers. The city deliriously expands its dream construction, while
Villagers react with sober realism to prospects of imminent ruin. Rat
Bohemia engulfs its protagonists in the wake of devastation. Later bohe-
mians no longer distinguish themselves with any particular style, in part
because every production of counterculture is absorbed by global culture
as fashionably “in.” There arises the “international, eternal bohemia” that
exploits accommodating big-city indifference for the purpose of enjoy-
ing erotic and nomadic mobility. Yet there also arises a local, degenerate
species from the haunts of the Lower East Side. A Wgure of dereliction,
the “rat bohemian” resists the accommodations of global capitalism and
struggles to survive in the spaces left over. She is too down-and-out 
to be “in.”

Down and/or Out?

Brief description of misery; probably under the bridges of the Seine: “A

bohemian woman sleeps, her head tilted forward, her empty purse between

her legs. Her blouse is covered with pins that glitter in the sun, and the

few appurtenances of her household and her toilette—two brushes, an open

knife, a closed tin—are so well arranged that this semblance of order cre-

ates almost an air of intimacy, the shadow of an intérieur, around her.” (AP

426 [M5, 1])61

killer: In the Wfties, the Beats, those guys were so all-American. They could

sit around and ponder aesthetic questions but a cup of coffee cost a nickel.

Nowadays, with the economy the way it is, you can’t drop out or you’ll be

homeless. You gotta function to be a boho. You have to meet the system

head-on at least once in a while and that meeting, Rita, is very brutal.

Nowadays you have to pay a very high price to become a bohemian.

(Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 30)

The number of openly lesbian playwrights with consistently open les-

bian content who have been able to keep going over the years is quite
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small. . . . Lesbian playwrights have faced a special history of isolation and

obstruction. . . . Because we were out, we were institutionally underdevel-

oped. (Schulman, Stage Struck, 65–66, 70)

The “bohemian woman” is a Wgure of down-and-out existence. A desti-
tute street person, she makes the gutter her home with her few “appur-
tenances” of domestic habitation. So mean a refuge, yet this dwelling
out-of-doors possesses an aura of interiority. “With an air of intimacy,”
she lays out her belongings under the bridge of the Seine that serves as
her domicile, or so it strikes the eye of the bourgeois dialectician who
has never not had a roof over his head. But if Benjamin exaggerates the
coziness of this scene, he raises awareness of the bohemian use of space,
a use we might interpret as appropriative. Instead of a fallen bourgeoise
who imposes her household order by recasting the city in the image of
her class, we might see a type of gypsy-rebel who accommodates her
restless desires with makeshift resourcefulness.

That the physiognomy of bohemian misery should be female, in any
case, reXects the poverty of the bohemian woman. Her male counterpart
is the rag picker. In Benjamin’s constellation, the rag picker “cannot, of
course, be part of the bohème.” He falls out of society just too far to make
an entry into bohemian circles, though “from the littérateur to the pro-
fessional conspirator, everyone who belonged to the bohème could rec-
ognize a bit of himself in the rag picker. Each person was in a more or
less obscure state of revolt against society and faced a more or less pre-
carious future” (“The Bohème,” 20). If every bohemian man could iden-
tify with the rag picker, what of this bohemian woman who, by defecting
from domesticity, would have crossed all proprietary limits of bourgeois
femininity? In nineteenth-century Paris, this woman may have resembled
a derelict housewife; more likely she was a streetwalker. Stepping out of
the paternal domicile, she abandoned cloistered decency for the liberation
of the gutter.62

Schulman’s bohème typically has no money though she is not poor.
Her relative poverty is due, in part, to the comparatively lower wages that
society awards women as a class. There is, moreover, the unmarketability
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of lesbian cultural production. For the lesbian bohemian, being out sexu-
ally inevitably means being down economically. Schulman explains:

There are fewer and fewer pockets of American culture that exist subcul-

turally without a marketing inXuence. Probably the categories that remain

untapped are dominated by people with little discretionary income. . . .

Marketing can now use the existence of nondominant experience to two

lucrative ends: it can sell products directly to minority groups, and it can

repackage minority expressions and ideas for voracious consumption by a

dominant culture that can’t come up with its own innovations. . . . We live

in a society deeply conXicted about homosexuality but no longer able to

deny its existence. This combination makes gay people simultaneously an

ideal group for niche marketing and for the containment inherent in com-

modiWcation to straight consumers. . . . Lesbians represent one of the few

subcultures that are still too underground to be fully seen by marketers,

including gay male marketers. (Stage Struck, 104–08)63

While she works to have a roof over her head, the lesbian bohemian pays
dearly for her sexual outlawry. Moreover, she pays in excess of what a gay
bohemian pays for his, hustled as he is by niche marketing and com-
modiWed mass consumption.64 Hustling the streets is not a viable alterna-
tive for lesbians, as Michelle Tea testiWes in her streetwise journal Valencia.
Hooking has none of the swaggering mobility and (literary) marketabil-
ity that it has for the gay hustler (so richly described in John Rechy’s
best-selling City of Nights65). The price for being/acting lesbian on the
metropolitan stage is greater than that of being/acting gay66 (and bohe-
mian), demanding immense moral and spiritual investment just to survive.

Nor are the times propitious for bohemian survival. New York in
the 1990s is much more expensive than New York in the 1950s, whose
“Beat hotel” (actually in Paris but Wguratively in any inner-city low-rent
district) recalls the easy vagrancy of bohemian New York in the 1920s
(epitomized by Charles Henri Ford and Parker Tyler’s modernist nar-
rative of queer hobohemia in The Young and Evil67). The girls of Girls,
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Visions and Everything make East Village bohemian life affordable in the
early 1980s, much like the Beats had made it in the 1950s. But the 
bohemians of Schulman’s later novels must confront radically altered 
living conditions. In the wake of the squatters’ protest that became the
Tompkins Square Park riot of 1988,68 the East Village was targeted for
aggressive renovation, leaving little space not gentriWed, or privatized, or
occupied by swelling populations of homeless people. Opening onto a
view of the park in the aftermath of the riot, People in Trouble locates its
protagonists in the war zone of a new urban frontier. In this setting, the
art of lesbian dissidence becomes outrageously spatial, occupying streets
and buildings for organized protest or inWltrating the city’s wall project
with inXammatory shock-art. By the early 1990s, Schulman’s bohemians
retreat to their trenches in slum-tenements and rat-infested streets, along
with the poor and homeless who have been evicted from the park. With
the erosion of public space, being “out” is a battle for social welfare as
much as a mainstay of sexual revolution. As one rat bohemian paradox-
ically observes, “there is no more public space in urban life. The people
with no private space live in it. Then the city tells them that that is their
private problem” (155).

Yet being down and out does not deter Schulman’s bohemians
from coming out, acting out, and performing outrage against the social
injustices of dominant metropolitan culture. They develop an art of
appropriating space—if not by setting up barricades, then by forging a
commune of renegades. At the height of protest, they constitute a co-op
of lesbian artists, actors, and playwrights from which will emerge found-
ing members of “the Lesbian Avengers.”69 Later, as rat bohemians, they
work to escape homelessness, a condition they do not romanticize but
realistically deplore: “you can’t drop out or you’ll be homeless. You gotta
function to be a boho . . . to meet the system head-on at least once in a
while.” They do meet the system head-on and for their troubles are
awarded full withdrawal of support—from art foundations, from city
agencies, and from their straight families. Having no means of social
reproduction, they do not regenerate. Yet nor do they die.
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Dead and/or Alive?

The bohemian of 1840 ... is dead and gone.—Did he really exist? . . .

There are certain neighborhoods, and a very great number of them, where

the bohemian has never pitched his tent.... The bohemian Xourishes along

the boulevards, from the Rue Montmartre to the Rue de la Paix.... Less

frequently in the Latin Quarter, formerly his main abode.... Where does

the bohemian come from? Is he a product of the social or the natural

order? ... Without hesitation, I answer: nature!... As long as there are idlers

and fops in the world, there will be bohemians. (AP 753 [d4, 3])70

I investigated the history of my neighborhood, I discovered that radical

Jewish women like myself had carried on many of the same political activ-

ities in the same buildings that my friends and I live and organize in today.

It was an enormous relief to Wnd out that despite society’s insistence that

my kind are freaks of nature, we are actually historically consistent. (Schul-

man, “When We Were Very Young,” in My American History, 125)

Some Rat Bohemian down the line will . . . be sitting in a city strewn with

rats and rat carcasses. (Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 53–54)

Citing the author of Le Bohème (1869), Benjamin reveals the tactics
deployed by physiognomists to neutralize this type of urban rebel. First,
he is declared “dead and gone” or cited as a local phenomenon that has
devolved into something else. Then he is denounced as a harmless freak
of nature. If he ever existed, it is supposed that he was contained to 
the poorest sectors; and, if he survives, we are directed to look for him
among “idlers and fops” who trafWc in the gossip of city affairs. Any rev-
olutionary impulses he may have embodied are seen to die away, as the
city envelops him in its commerce.

If the physiognomists conspire with market forces to help domes-
ticate the bohème, the boulevard poet reacts to his commodiWcation with
splenetic duplicity. Benjamin reads this duplicity in the enigmatic gri-
mace of Baudelaire’s face, as well as in the oscillating mood of his verse.
Wavering between spleen et idéal, Baudelaire signiWes bohemia’s ambiguous
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location at that turning point of the nineteenth century when revolu-
tionary capitalism capitulated to imperialism, and the Second Empire
rose from the rubble of bourgeois-proletariat solidarity that collapsed 
in 1848. It is bohemia’s antithetical capacity for living on, not dying out,
that most concerns Benjamin, as illustrated by the montage of motifs
called “Baudelaire” (Convolute “J”) around which revolves his constel-
lation of “la modernité.”

Echoing Benjamin’s physiognomist, Elizabeth Wilson observes how
the dialectics of urban history have transformed bohemian subculture
into a “mass phenomena.” “Far from being dead,” she contends, “bohe-
mianism has won out in a curious and perverse way [and] the millennium
will provide a new territory . . . rather than its graveyard.” Benjamin
cites/sights a benign recycling of stereotypes that deXates bohemian dis-
sidence and immobilizes the energies of real revolution, whereas Wilson
foresees the incorporation of bohemian insurgency into everyday, middle-
class life and lifestyle:

Towards 2000, bohemianism is neither dead nor triumphant, but is sim-

ply operating in different ways on changing terrain. Cities, sexual customs,

dress codes, art and politics have all changed, but there is no “end of his-

tory” whereby dissent, expressed aesthetically and in everyday life, is liq-

uidated or forever made redundant.71

Lifting the phantasmagoric veil that Rent casts on bohemia, Schul-
man exposes the fetish object of subculture’s market aspirations and the
ruin of real counterculture. She stresses the negative dialectics of Ben-
jamin’s historical materialism, documenting the progressive devastation
of urban revitalization and the selling-out of East Village culture by artists
who package their bohemian experiences into bestsellers. She rejects the
idea that bohemianism outlives and transcends the antitheses of subcul-
ture and urges us to see how it is paradoxically both dead and alive. If
the “girls” of Girls, Visions and Everything resist global culture by creat-
ing a living local theater for their own subculture, rat bohemians strew
the stage of triumphant capitalism with the corpses of its victims. Instead
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of turning over new sectors of the cultural Weld, rat bohemians return to
the Lower East Side where ghosts of revolutionary history remain to be
avenged. In the Wrst instance, the lesbian bohème is alive with poten-
tiality; in the second, she is deadened by poverty, disease, betrayal, and
despair. Yet her deadening provokes her resurgent dissent. In a city of
“rat bones,” she raises abject resistance,72 knowing she is not a “freak of
nature” but the grotesque survivor of capitalism’s global holocaust.

The Rise and Fall of the Lesbian Lower East Side

Over by Avenue B there was still life on Sixth Street. Lila passed an old

Irish bar with a pool table, a few bodegas and the combination Jesse Jack-

son for President campaign headquarters and thrift shop, until she got to

the former vacant lot on the corner. For years it was full of garbage and

served as a shooting gallery for junkies, but that night, in the dark, Lila

could make out three silhouettes laughing and talking in the rubble. Sally

Liberty, Lacy Burns, and, surprise, Muriel too, looking pretty as usual.

The real surprise though, was that once she climbed over all the bricks

and things, Lila stumbled into a few little gardens, here and there, with

marigolds and tomato plants . . . little patches where Sally, a short white

woman from West Virginia and Lacy, a tall Black woman from Queens, had

gone out with pick axes and lemonade, digging up little sections of the

dead earth and bringing it back to life again. At night they hung out in

their gardens with their kids and lovers and friends, spending the hours

telling tall tales. (Girls, Visions and Everything, 19–20)

killer: Rita called me up out of the blue to go over to Tompkins Square

Park because the city had Wnally reopened it. . . . New paths, new drink-

ing fountains that worked, new benches, new chess tables for old men. A

dog run, bike paths, three playgrounds and a basketball court. . . . The

homeless were so gone. They were like anthropological relics. They were

like me—exterminated. . . . Here and there a fragmented skull and a piece

of spinal chord. The memento outlasts the memory, outlasts the dead, the
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living. . . . The park was so clean it was only a dream. The homeless were

out of consciousness now. Then I remembered that, actually, they’re living

on our front stoops now, but the landlords live in Nyack. (Schulman, Rat

Bohemia, 96–98)

If Girls, Visions and Everything documents the lesbian production of bohe-
mian social space, Rat Bohemia documents the city’s reappropriation, gen-
triWcation, and evacuation of that space for middle-class consumption.
In the Wrst instance, bohemians occupy the Lower East Side as creators
of an East Village scene. Generating “visions” of urban reality, they trans-
form the local landscape. The garden at Avenue B and East Sixth Street
emblematizes their cultivation of Village community, a coming together
in diversity to plot a common green.73 In the second instance, bohemi-
ans are “exterminated,” along with the homeless, by a systemic drive to
beautify Lower Manhattan and spur real estate speculation. Renovated
in the wake of the riot that took place on its grounds, the new Tompkins
Square Park emblematizes the city’s cosmetic revitalization. The utopi-
anism of the former contrasts, in extremis, with the fascism of the latter,
though both are phantasmagorical fabrications: the “visions” that tran-
spired in the lesbian Lower East Side are obliterated by the city’s “dream”
of urban cleansing.

From utopia to ruin, the short history of the lesbian Lower East
Side maps a space of violent contradiction. Schulman demarcates this
rising/falling constellation of urban reality against the chronology of
metropolitan “progress.” Her bohemians testify to their success at cre-
ating a local self-image and at the same time to the destitution of their
community. The city that hosts bohemia destroys its viability. At times,
in complicity with homogeneous heteronomy, the bohemians are pro-
tagonists of their own demise. More often, they are the abject, autono-
mous antiheros of heterogeneous homosexuality. The crisis that signals
the turning point of their communal resistance is not constituted by AIDS
alone. The AIDS crisis is critically caught up in the antitheses of urban
(re)production, as illustrated by the abyssal climax of People in Trouble. The
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visionary bohème of Girls, Visions and Everything becomes, in Rat Bohemia,
the allegory of plaguing emergency.

Aspiration: Girls, Visions and Everything, 1986

The lesbian production of East Village bohemia is set by what, in the
1980s, was an established, working-class neighborhood of colorful eth-
nic and cultural diversity that offered low-rent housing, as well as aban-
doned buildings and vacant lots for creative squatting. It is historically
preceded by the Jewish women’s bohemia of the Lower East Side in the
1920s, and by the Beats’ in the 1950s, whose “success” is the source of
Lila Futuransky’s aspirations (17, 56).74 Lesbian prehistory also includes
such disaster zones as the junkies’ shooting gallery that Futuransky’s fel-
low bohemians convert into a garden. Schulman’s lesbian bohemians show
how regeneration does not entail gentriWcation and turn derelict space
into bohemian space in a manner that respects the older, residential char-
acter.75 They deplore the “ARTS SCENE” that has been encroaching
upon the neighborhood ever since the Beats:

“The arty types were all over America sucking its blood,” said Jack Ker-

ouac to Carlo Marx in Denver. From Lila’s East Village vantage point, she

could see that he was right. At least as pertained to the ARTS SCENE

which was oozing its slime all over Second Avenue. The upscale New

Yorkers who cabbed it down to the fancy spaces to see performers on tour

from Europe, ate out afterwards in restaurants where Lila couldn’t even

get a job. It was an invading homogenous monster composed of a lot of

boring people thinking they were leading wacky lives. (43)

GentriWcation looms on the horizon and pushes the lesbian bohemians
further east of the Beat’s Eastside, toward Hispanic Loisaida.76 Futuran-
sky retreats down Sixth Street to Avenue B, observing that

things were so bad that even Avenue A was unlivable. The Good Humor man

had been replaced by tofutti-selling teenaged boys in teased Mohawks. Pol-

ish and Puerto Rican mom and pop soda fountains featuring Breyer’s ice
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cream, vanilla or chocolate, bowed to the pressure of imported ices. Tanned

Europeans in skimpy t-shirts sold one dollar and Wfty cent scoop-du-jour. (19)

It is the neighborhood’s quotidian heterogeneousness that inspires Futu-
ransky—“the beauty of the Lower Eastside everyday.” She feels that 
she “needed to take a look at everything. . . . the Polish butcher and the
Korean fruit stands and the Chinese take-out and the Arab deli and the
Greek coffee shop and the East Asian newsstand and the Jewish bakery”
(97). It is this thriving diversity that she loves, opening her to whatever
further love/r might come her way. “Her city,” she muses, “was the most
beautiful woman she had ever known” (177). Yet she is protective of this
Wrst love, wary of “getting lost in the world of romance” (97). She con-
siders heeding the warning of her bohemian comrade to not get “settled
in your own little hole” and lose sight of the city’s greater scene, so that
“by the time you wake up, she won’t be yours anymore” (178).

The opening scene of Girls, Visions and Everything locates Futu-
ransky at the front row of “The Pyramid Club” where she watches Helen
Hayes do her “East Village dead-pan” to insider audiences (4). Dazzled
by this star performance, Futuransky pursues Hayes for a date. But Hayes
stands her up and the romance is suspended. It is the play between the acts
that keeps Futuransky in suspense. More than a love story, the novel
lends the scene of romance to frequent interruption. Urban fantasy and
phantasmagoria are rent by realism at critical narrative moments, thereby
prompting Schulman’s readers to see the shocking disjunction between
what makes subculture thrive and what threatens to kill it.

GentriWcation is clearly a prime killer, one that threatens to colo-
nize the city with its glossy extravaganza. But it is not the only scene
downtown. “At the same time . . . —a depression culture was rising 
on the streets. There was better dancing in Washington Square Park by
Black boys or Puerto Rican faggots than in any performance space.
There was Doo-Wop under the Washington Arch and excellent fusion
jazz every night for free on Astor Place” (65). “Noticing these contra-
dictions” (65), Futuransky and her friends dream of a theater that dis-
plays cultural antitheses with candid abrasiveness. They invent “The
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Worst Performance Festival” with the rationale that “we want to look 
at both sides of what it means to be the worst. Some performers are 
bad because they’re about nothing but the audience loves them because
the audience is also about nothing. Other performances are bad because
they’re really about something but that makes the audience uncomfort-
able, so they don’t like it. That is the dialectic of worst” (66). “The
Worst Performance Festival” parodies the dialectics of Brecht’s epic the-
ater. Though, like Brecht, Kitsch-Inn dramaturgists stress “the func-
tional connection between stage and public,” and they “portray situations
rather than develop plots” by “interrupting the plot” with “the procedure
of montage,” true to the historic avant-garde, Futuransky’s bohemian
avant-garde is—to quote Benjamin on epic theater—“concerned less
with Wlling the public with feelings, even seditious ones, than with alien-
ating it in an enduring way, through thinking, from the conditions in
which it lives.”77 Futuransky works the play between performers and
viewers so that the distance of spectacle breaks down. This is how Schul-
man’s novel works overall. Whatever future prospects urban planners
have been plotting, Girls, Visions and Everything delights in exposing in
the worst possible light, showcasing the production with comic nihilism.
For Schulman’s thespians, the critical agent is laughter, a convulsive gai-
ety that lesbians also take to bed.78

Conflagration: People in Trouble, 1991

The Wrst view of the Lower East Side in People in Trouble looks on “the
Tompkins Square Park riot” (13) of summer 1988 as a dramatic turning
point in the history of the neighborhood.79 It is a local, epochal, pro-
duction. But the lesbian bohème is not a principle actor. Instead

there were a lot of skinheads but also many regular neighbors plus punks

and aging hippies. There were ofWcers on the edges grabbing others arbi-

trarily and kicking them or hitting them with police sticks. It was more

police than Kate had seen since the sixties. It was real violence in the midst

of great confusion. It was not a movie of the week. It was hot. It was styl-

ized. It was unbelievable when it happened so openly. (12)
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Viewing the scene is “Kate,” a resident artist, who watches at such prox-
imity that “a helicopter hovered outside almost level with her window-
frame” (12). Framing Kate’s perspective are fantasies of memory and
media that, despite her sense of closeness, distances her awareness of the
crisis. If at Wrst it seems real “like a war movie” (12), in retrospect it seems
eerily surreal. “Now that it was September, that hot night had become a
screen, another newscast, a spectacular event. . . . Girls and boys with
bleached blond military haircuts were hanging out again wearing T-shirts
claiming I survived the Tompkins Square Park Riot” (13). As a “screen
memory,” the riot assumes the character of a commodity. Yet Kate is
shaken: “something was changing in the way she was seeing and it had
started to affect her drawing” (14). Arising in the wake of a “hallucina-
torily hot summer with AIDS wastes and other signs of the Apocalypse
washing up on the beaches” (12), the riot stirs the “fragments,” “shreds,”
and “partial phrases” of a perception that forms the basis of her artistic
breakthrough.

The battle over Tompkins Square Park is not the novel’s only scene
of war. AIDS is killing the gay community with the collaboration of geno-
cidal policies and practices, including the treacherous eviction of PWAs
from tenements targeted for redevelopment. If in Girls, Visions and Every-
thing gentriWcation is an encroaching terror, in People in Trouble it pene-
trates the heart of the gay Village, and even the Lower East Side.80

Threatened with displacement or even homelessness, and grieving the
mounting deaths of gay friends and neighbors, Schulman’s lesbians join
forces with gay municipal activists. They meet at an underground gather-
ing where they become outraged at the disclosure of a development scam:

This week many of you received eviction notices from Ronald Horne’s

development company. This is the man who has warehoused thousands of

empty apartments while ninety thousand people live in the subways and

stairwells and public bathrooms of this city. Now we have learned that he

has purposely bought buildings with more than Wfty percent gay tenants

in the hope that we will drop dead and leave him with empty apartments.

He Wles these eviction notices anticipating that some of us will be too ill
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to contest. Now let me ask you, what are we going to do to get justice?

(118)

With gathering militancy, a disparate conglomerate of queer types is
mobilized:

Attendance at meetings had grown to well over Wve hundred and numbers

like that meant all kinds, all kinds. There were the tough street Furies who

had all been around the block a couple of times. There were distinguished

homosexuals with white-boy jobs, who had forgotten they were queer until

AIDS came along and everyone else reminded them. . . . There was also

a contingent of old-time radicals of various stripes who had rioted in the six-

ties at Stonewall, in Newark, with the Young Lords, with SDS, and hadn’t

done a goddamn thing since. . . . There was a band of veterans from the

now defunct women’s liberation movement who were the only ones who

had been consistently politically active for the last decade. (158–59)

Though gay men comprise the vanguard, lesbians count among the most
active (and robust) members.81 “‘We like dykes,’ the guys would chant
every once in a while when the women did something really great” (159).
In bohemian style, they stage their outrage outrageously, parading their
anger and mourning with increasing volume and visibility.

“Molly” is a furious type of lesbian bohemian, an East Village dyke
who casts her lot with the gay militants. She engages Kate in a love affair
that enhances Kate’s exposure to the city. Their love-making is a revela-
tion to Kate, a straight woman, who, while she remains emotionally
aloof, has never enjoyed such bodily rapture. At the same time, Molly
introduces Kate to queer sites of urban trauma that put Kate in touch
with her own embodied memories of urban violence (16). Where before
Kate kept aloof to what was happening outside her studio, “stay[ing] at
the window watching and . . . decid[ing] not to enter into it” (12), she is
prompted to look again. In Molly, she Wnds someone to help “search . . .
for the particles of physicality that captured the fear, the pain” that,
presently, she can only articulate as “chaos” (16). The bohemian activist
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couples with the avant-garde artist in a productive moment of embracing
conXict. The two types do not merge into a composite one but, instead,
present dialectical components in an enactment of contemporary urban
space. Ultimately, the avant-garde artist abandons the affair to pursue
her sky-rocketing career. The bohemian activist retreats to the trenches
of the Lower East Side, where, for her, love and life converge in ongo-
ing acts of resistance.

Through the interactions of these two types, we see colliding visions
of the city. Communication between Molly and Kate is often stated to
such cross-purposes that conversation devolves into contention. Narra-
tive breaks into episodes that are orchestrated, dialogically, from one or
other contesting third-person points of view, each episode headed by the
name of the character from whose perspective it is represented. “Molly”
views the city at street-level in daily encounters with the poor and home-
less, whom she treats with sober resourcefulness. She is an insider eye-
witness to the underground organizing and above-ground militating of
queer city activists. She leads us, with Kate, on “a guided tour of all the
lesbian bars below Fourteenth Street” (81), highlighting the effects of
gentriWcation/commodiWcation:

“This is the Cubbyhole,” Molly had said, starting with a loud, overpriced

butcher-block place on Hudson Street. “It should be called the Glove Com-

partment. It mostly attracts graphic artists and luppies. That’s lesbian yup-

pies in case you didn’t know.” . . .

“This is Kelly’s,” Molly told her, bringing them to a remodeled over-

priced bar across Seventh Avenue. “It used to be exclusively for jocks. But

since the renovation it got taken over by collegiate dyklings. Everyone

here is femme.” . . .

“This is the Duchess. . . . This dive is world-renowned for being

overpriced. . . . There is usually some girl on black beauties breaking up

with her girlfriend over the pay phone. It happens so often I used to think

it was the same girl and they put her on salary for atmosphere.”

. . . They ended up at Tracks, a three-story gay entertainment empo-

rium in the middle of nothing over by the river. . . . “It’s gay-owned,” Molly
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said. “Unlike some of those previous establishments. This is a chain . . . like

a homosexual Howard Johnson’s.” (81–83)

As Kate withdraws into her art, Molly retreats into an affair with “Sam,”
an unpretentious and sexually unambiguous butch. Molly’s Wrst view of
Sam’s Lower East Side south-of-Houston apartment reveals what is to
Molly the last authentic remnant of bohemian space:

It was a Wfties’ dime-store novel about a pregentriWcation bohemia that no

one could live in anymore because of high rents and lack of inclination.

Sam led her up rickety stairs past a front door with a busted lock, past the

beat-up mailboxes hanging open on mangled hinges. Everyone in the build-

ing was Chinese. The hallways were decorated with red hanging things

left over from the New Year and all the apartment doors were open so they

could see old-world grandmothers in quilted jackets and white T-shirts

cooking rice on hot plates. There were lots of beds in each room and walls

papered with magazine covers, calendar pages and red fringe. Tired men

shufXed to bathrooms in the hall, barefoot on the torn linoleum.

It was one room. It was spare. There was no refrigerator. Her beer

was sitting on the windowsill trying to keep cool in the June rain. There

was a bulb from the ceiling, a bed she had built, a TV. . . . There were no

chairs. There was an ancient stove. . . . The window faced a wall, so there

was no breeze and no light. . . . Sam . . . was a memory from another time.

(179–80)

An anachronism, Sam’s dwelling compels us to see the displacement of
lesbian bohemia to the last frontier of gentriWcation, the poorest area of
the tenement district in, or bordering, Chinatown.

Drawn to Molly, Kate follows her into her world but does not
dwell there. She returns to her studio and works her sensation of expo-
sure into expression. When that expression takes the shape of a large art
installation, her agent suggests that she exhibit with the city’s arts project
that, wishing to decorate recently expropriated public space for private
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development, will supply her with “large areas of park and sidewalk” (99).
Through Kate, we see the racket behind the city-sponsored arts scene.82

To these conXicting visions, Schulman adds a third through the
eyes of “Peter,” Kate’s estranged husband. Determined to succeed as 
an independent, solo designer, Peter looks on the city with formal and
competitive interest. He is oblivious of ubiquitous poverty and home-
lessness and only vaguely conscious of the massive orchestration of gay
funeral processions. But when Kate commences her lesbian affair, he feels
“slapped in the face by homosexuality practically every day” (13). Alter-
natively, he is readily, if disdainfully, impressed by the designs of archde-
veloper Ronald Horne. On his daily jog around Lower Manhattan, he
serves as the vehicle through which we see the city of renovation:

Downtown City’s main drag was called Freedom Place. . . . The buildings

were mostly sky-rise condominiums, although there were a few newly con-

structed waterfront townhouses reminiscent of Henry James’s Washington

Square. That way the truly wealthy could stare out at Ellis Island through

their bay windows as they drank down their coffee every morning. The

only visible storefront was Chemical Bank. . . . Liberty Avenue was de-

signed to replicate the solid turn-of-the-century Rockefeller-style riches

usually found on Fifth. There was a square, pre-Depression, old-money

austerity; an impenetrable magniWcence. No expense had been spared and

yet there was nothing garish; imported marble, tasteful ironwork, elegant

windows. It had all the elements of a made-to-order American shrine. . . .

Peter ran on through Battery Park past all the signs warning of rat poison

and past all the homeless people avoiding the lines of tourists waiting to

see the Statue of Liberty. He sprinted through the South Street Seaport,

Manhattan’s only shopping mall, down around the big Pathmark where

every morning black men and old Chinese women in straw hats stood

together on line waiting to cash in the empty cans they had collected for

the Wve-cent deposit. The river smelled of abandoned cars, old Wsh and

stale beer. Peter turned up East River Park, under the Manhattan Bridge,

and jogged slowly back over to the West Side. (27–29)
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Peter recognizes “how Downtown City was advanced capitalism’s ver-
sion of the company town” (28). With further insight, Schulman prompts
us to see how advanced capitalism erases all traces of depression from its
catastrophic history, ensuring that history will repeat itself on a grander
scale.83

What is common to all three visions is the appalling sight of people
in trouble. The novel stages their explosive coming together on site of
Kate’s installation. If the set is avant-garde, the stage-off between city
development and queer processions is high melodrama. The AIDS activ-
ist groups “Justice” and “Fury” are representatives of Good in a battle
against Evil, supremely represented by Ronald Horne (Donald Trump).
Trumpeting family values and aggressive privatization, Horne’s most dia-
bolical scheme is to convert New York’s beloved Public Library into a
luxury health club for wealthy midtown businessmen (220).84

Melodrama, Mary Gluck explains, is counterculture’s original me-
dium. For bohemians of postrevolutionary Paris, “the melodrama was an
object lesson in revolutionary justice, transposing onto the plane of private
life the abstract moral and ideological values of revolutionary politics.”85

Schulman uses melodrama to amplify the camp/kitsch of Socialist Real-
ism, the tradition out of which she explicitly writes, and to foreground a
“lesson in revolutionary justice,” transposing sexual politics onto the plane
of private, erotic life (Kate’s, Molly’s, Peter’s), while performing public
justice with dissident homosexual antics.86 “Justice” is bohemia’s last stand
against advanced, laissez-faire capitalism, a gay commune that arises in
the wake of the AIDS epidemic and the Tompkins Square Park riot.
Deploying spatial strategies, “Justice” reappropriates “the abandoned
Saint Mark’s bathhouse, closed down by the mayor” (156) for its under-
ground gatherings. When membership outgrows the bathhouse, it crashes
“The Saint”—“a three-storey nightclub, former gay bar extraordinaire,”
which housed “three generations of underground people” before selling
out to the “Business Association of Single Traders and Retail Distribu-
tors of Saccharine” (206).

Schulman’s eponymous novel names the victims of urban violence
who take part in plotting justice. Kate uses the same name as the title for
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her installation.87 Erected on site of the new Public Library, at the inter-
section of Horne’s opening ceremonies and a Justice-led funeral proces-
sion, her installation literally sets the stage for a riotous conXagration. A
spontaneous “happening” of street art and life, the two fronts converge
in chaos against the specter of “People in Trouble.” Bodyguards Xee
“against the background of her collage,” leaving Horne to be “wrapped
by her images” (221) of inXammable artwork. With impulsive interven-
tion, Kate sets the work ablaze, engulWng the tyrant in Xames just as he
pulls his gun.

If Horne is brought down, the victory is pyrrhic at best. The art-
work is destroyed and the marchers are dispersed. In the fallout of con-
frontation, the primary actors go their disparate ways.88 Art and bohemia
have their dialectical climax, leaving the ruins of both in its wake.

Decimation: Rat Bohemia, 1995

Schulman’s third and last novel of bohemian New York opens on a 
cataclysmic scene of erratic and lethal violence, abyssal unemployment,
epidemic homelessness, an HIV-ridden gay body politic, and an out-of-
control rat infestation. Protesting the killing of lower Manhattan ecology,
the novel makes explicit the cause. Municipal and federal governments
are to blame for the atrophy of social infrastructure. President “Reagan
[is] held . . . directly responsible” (Rat Bohemia, 5) for social policy that
“exterminates” the poor and the sick who are dying in the streets from
a Xawed administration of public health.89 But if the villain is boldly out-
lined, there is little melodrama. Narrative and dialogue comprise the
libretto of a wake, an unremitting dirge.

By the early 1990s the East Village has become a stage for daily
funeral processions. The scene is a sorry parody of gay pride:

The ofWcial stepping-off spot for the funeral was at Houston Street and

First Avenue at one o’clock. But, the organizers forgot that about twenty-

Wve homeless people sold their stuff on that very spot every day. . . . So we

all had to kind of stand around them, step over them and refuse them non-

chalantly while crying and comforting each other at the same time. . . . A
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bunch of big, strong gym queens in tiny cutoffs lifted the cofWn onto their

shoulders and all two hundred of us walked behind it up First Avenue.

There were some Radical Faeries with bells on their toes. . . . There were

not many observers on that strip of First Avenue as we walked past some

funeral homes and into Tompkins Square Park. We ended up in the void

where the bandshell used to be. (155–57)

Since public space has been privatized, mourners must compete with
homeless people for a place on the street. The procession arrives at
Tompkins Square Park, the site of the squatters’ defeat and where, now,
gay villagers park their dead, marking the void of public care against the
backdrop of gentriWcation.

From such dereliction arises the last generation of the lesbian
bohème. Occupying center stage are two antithetical types. There is “the
international, eternal bohemia,” caricatured by “Lourdes,” who, “glam-
orous,” “worldly,” and “really sexy,” offers erotic sanctuary to lesbians
less mobile in the global city (35–36). Lourdes is a survivor of Cuba’s
postrevolutionary fallout, including a violent crackdown on gays. A vet-
eran sexual fugitive, she knows how to enjoy sex sans emotional bondage.
Her apartment, though “cozy” and “tasteful,” is also spare and imper-
sonal, a space where all that matters is the act of inhabiting the moment
(33). True to her namesake, Lourdes brings her city-weary lover a glass
of water after therapeutic love-making (36).

On the other hand, there is “rat bohemia,” comprised of indigenous,
“hardcore New Yorkers” (4). A type that has never appeared before, the
rat bohème is more destitute of means and hopes than Mürger’s “water-
drinkers.” Harboring “liars and believers, tops and bottoms, butches and
femmes, doers and wannabes, yuppies and deadbeats, mommies and dad-
dies, enemies and friends,” rat bohemia is a duplicitous and imperiled “les-
bian community” whose consensus is that “the more you hide, the safer
you are” (113). Lila Futuransky makes a furtive reappearance as a murder
suspect before she has “the charges dropped under mysterious circum-
stances” (166). She is replaced by a trio of antagonistic understudies.

Daughter of a Jew from Bremen who found a way to Queen’s from
Thereisenstadt (a Nazi concentration camp), “Rita Mae Weems” is a
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survivor of today’s urban holocaust (11).90 She acts as a “witness to her
own time,” in belief that she’s “gonna live a lot longer than most of the
people [she] meet[s]” (6). Cast out on the streets by her Catholic father
who learns of her lesbianism, she Wnds refuge in gay nightclubs and bars.
But yesterday’s sanctuary is today’s graveyard:

La Femme . . . The Dutchess . . . the west side of Washington Square Park

. . . Bonnie and Clyde’s . . . Chaps and Rusty’s by Chrystie Street . . . the

pier on West Street [with] the leather queens getting blow jobs or fucking

in the open at all hours. . . . Now, they’re ghosts. That’s where the gay

children were—kids like me with nowhere to go. (195–96)

In the wake of the gay Village, stricken by disease and expropriation,
Rita retreats to the lesbian ghetto to make a subsistence living among
friends. Her creative potential is reduced to imagining unimaginable ways
to exterminate rats. Working for the city’s pathetic “Pest Control,” she
pays the rent and spends most of her spare time with her best friend
“Killer,” “just walking around because [they] didn’t have any money” (4).

Killer recognizes that “you can’t drop out or you’ll be homeless”
and that “you gotta function to be a boho” (30). Like most rat bohemi-
ans, she is minimally functional, “except,” as Rita remarks, “when it came
to Wnding a place to live. She couldn’t imagine her way out of that slum”
(41). Jobless for two years during a crisis of severe unemployment, Killer
“had forgotten how to even look for a job” (4). Her Xat on Avenue C and
East Seventh Street is “a good example of urban blight” (41). Fearing
Killer’s tendency to “sit around and deteriorate due to lack of realistic
planning,” Rita tries to drive home a sense of emergency. She Wnds an
accomplice in Killer’s girlfriend; “Troy Ruby,” like her father, “Jack Ruby”
(109), would rid the nation of its worst enemy (111). Besieged by a bour-
geois soullessness, she attacks patriotic platitudes with the vitriolic dissent
of Allen Ginsberg (110). A reverse Futuransky, she foresees the abysmal
danger of future progress:

Future is a scary word here in America. . . . Americans are dangerous. . . .

We destroy the earth, mind and lymph node and then market that
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destruction. . . . I have a lot of predictions about the future of America.

Predictions that might have already come true. . . . I predict that there will

be a new kind of cancer and advertising executives will name it Lympho-

mania. I predict T-shirts that say I want to rape you. I predict haphazard

memorial services at every hour of the day and night because too many

people are dead. Their ghosts have to compete wildly for remembrance. I

predict that homeless people will piss on bank machines like storefronts

lined with urinals. (127)

The most terminal case of bohemianism is “David.” An avant-garde
writer and sex radical, David’s artistry and gaiety are both cut short by
AIDS. Suffering illness with fatalistic ambivalence, he denounces the all-
American family (87) while confessing a desire for “normalcy” (89). React-
ing to having HIV, he views the history of AIDS activism with cynical
negativity: “First, Sex Positive was the movement. Now, it’s a sex move-
ment. Sex, sex, sex. There’s a lot of copulating going on out there. It’s all
come full circle back to 1984. Apocalypse Now! Paradise Now! Apoca-
lypse Now! Paradise Now!” (58). Though he rants against homophobic
epidemiology and homocidal society, his outrage is undialectical. Instead
of militating against social and sexual abjection, he internalizes it, betray-
ing the revolution that he helped to mobilize and being repeatedly
betrayed by his straight family to whom he ultimately appeals.91

The plot of Rat Bohemia is to present the truth of Now for future
generations of rat bohemians. Lacking a unifying vision, the narrative
devolves into a constellation of voices, whose dialogism is dialectical.92

The critique of bourgeois America is raised not in unison but with dif-
fering ideas of what it means to be bohemian and alive in this deaden-
ing era of urban history. Yet if voices are not heard in harmony, nor do
they sound as soliloquies. Each voice interpenetrates the other, in speech
acts that couple diversity in love and animosity. Spontaneous intercourse
between Rita and Lourdes incarnates an antithetical communing between
gritty Lower East Side realism and global city savvy in an aura of good
sex. The love affair between Killer and Troy enjoins one bohemian’s self-
defeatism with another’s artistic activism. Killer’s candid connection with
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David affords his devastated life unsentimental testimony, whereas David
frankly resents Rita, blaming her for living while he is dying, and Rita
disparages (David’s) familial desertion. The conXict of dialogue is pro-
ductive, if pessimistic, generating a bohemian conspiracy that takes the
form of strategic ressentiment—or “conscientious abjection.”93

The novel ends with a view of Lower Manhattan from the collec-
tive perspective of the lesbian bohème. Conspiring to recover Rita’s “lost
love” who is married and residing in the suburbs, the bohemians drive
through the city in a budget rental car en route to Delaware. The drive
takes them through different neighborhoods from the East to West Vil-
lage, after leaving the congested freeway of the “FDR” (Franklin D.
Roosevelt Drive). What they see is not a scenic panorama but a montage
of colliding New York images, as disparate as the Lower East Side’s
Cherry Street projects (215) and South Street Seaport. If the former is
exemplary for its local ethnicity and precapitalist porosity, the latter is a
paragon of commercial homogeneity and luxury interiority:

Everyone is outside, all those Dominican men with their cotton shirts open

and women sitting on stoops and folding chairs. Radios. Water streaming

from Wre hydrants. Kids, jumping in front of the car chasing balls, so you

have to be on alert at all times. Everyone’s got a Budweiser. The garbage

never gets picked up. Sirens. Yellow lights from hallways, open windows

with TVs Xickering unattended in the background. Dogs without leashes.

Skinny legs on small boys. Pir Agua for the Latinos, and greasy meat on

skewers for everyone else. . . . We ended up in the middle of incredible

congestion around South Street Seaport. Between the cars and the cabs

and the tourist buses, you couldn’t move a muscle. Plus, all those Ameri-

cans and their families dodging in and out. Thank God for South Street

Seaport. Now, when Americans come to New York they have a place to

go. Everything is the same as their luxury malls back home and it keeps

them all together in one spot. (211–12)

The bohemians Wnally run out of gas at Fourteenth Street and the West
Side Highway in the vicinity of the “Clit Club” (218). Diverted from
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their plan, they watch the young dykes lining up outside the Club’s door.
They notice “a bunch of guys in suits . . . pleading for admission” know-
ing that “this was the only place on earth where [guys in suits] were not
going to get in” (218). They do not join the line but return to the East
Village “with the needle on empty” (218).

The Return of the Real (Bohemia)

If I make my contribution to truth, some Rat Bohemian down the line will

notice and appreciate it. She’ll be sitting in a city strewn with rats and rat

carcasses and come across my petite observation. That’s the most amazing

relationship in the universe. The girl on rat bones who knows that she is

not alone. She is not American. (Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 53–54)

The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the “state of emergency” in

which we live is not the exception but the rule. We must attain to a con-

ception of history that accords with this insight. Then we will clearly see

that it is our task to bring about a real state of emergency, and this will

improve our position in the struggle against fascism. (Benjamin, “On the

Concept of History,” 392)

Rat Bohemia stages real catastrophe behind illusory progress. Cast among
detritus such as AIDS victims and rat carcasses, the real remainders of
urban “development,” Schulman’s bohème signals the alarm that “teaches
us that the ‘state of emergency’ in which we live is not the exception 
but the rule.” A didactic tale, the novel sheds all hope, faith, and belief 
in American prosperity, which it is the duty of every patriot to uphold.
Cherished institutions of family, nation, and religion are relentlessly
exposed and found horribly wanting by these rebels, who are in the Wrst
place refugees from abuse and intolerance, and who now feel the double
betrayal of society’s moralizing homeostasis in the face of crisis. Rat
bohemians do not stoop to consolation. Instead, they glean among the
corpses hard evidence of an unchecked, man-made disaster that plagues
the heart of urban America.
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If this generation of bohemians is a degenerate—ratty—one, that is
because programs of renewal breed unlivable misery for inner-city pop-
ulations that have been targeted for expropriation and relocation. Yet
Elizabeth Wilson views the growing economic disparity between elite
art markets and underfunded local production as ripe for bohemian re-
surgence: “notwithstanding the astonishing wealth of the few, we see the
return of the impoverished artist and intellectual, in a world not unlike—
although so different—from the café culture of the 1830s.”94 For Wilson,
bohemianism survives such disparity by paradoxically—parasitically—pro-
liferating antibourgeois lifestyles for bourgeois consumption: “bohemians
haunted and still haunt capitalist society, their dissidence, far from being
recuperated, is feasting vampiristically on the lifeblood of contemporary
bourgeois society.”95 If Wilson regards bohemian viability with guarded
optimism, Schulman remains intransigently pessimistic. Her bohemians
Wnd nothing in contemporary bourgeois culture on which to feed their
souls or even sustain basic biological needs. The image of “a city strewn
with rats and rat carcasses” nurtures no (bohemian) illusions about the
catastrophe of history; no future is posed that might alleviate the present.

Allegory is Schulman’s prime strategy of signaling emergency. Her
narrative erupts into graphic reports on the city’s Xourishing rat infesta-
tion and its grotesquely ineffectual methods of eradication. Rat sightings
are matched by equally graphic updates on David’s advancing disease
(149–52), as if the urban body and the gay body were one and the same.
“Rats” allegorize a host of pestilence: the AIDS virus, the vehicle of colo-
nialism through which infectious diseases were Wrst transported, ruthless
developers and criminal administrators whose project of gentriWcation
taxes and destroys social infrastructure, a voracious market in global
communications that disenfranchises local arts communities, parents who
refuse to help their dying gay children, and hack physicians who sell
expensive placebos to despairing PWAs—PWLOPWAs—“People Who
Live Off People With AIDS” (153). Yet, like the Holocaust survivors of
Art Spiegelman’s MAUS, Schulman’s bohemians identify with the rodent
(in this case, “super rat”) who survives concerted efforts by family mem-
bers and civic authorities to exterminate their kind.
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An overdetermined symbol, the rat dispels sympathetic identiWca-
tion with any aspect of the situation, including bohemia itself. There is
no redeeming conclusion, though narrative recuperation is bohemia’s
bestselling Wction. Anticipating Rent, Schulman illustrates the betrayal of
bohemia by bohemians in her “appendix,” where excerpts of Muriel Kay
Starr’s top-of-the-charts novel are cited for critical consumption. A soap-
opera revision of Rat Bohemia’s preceding chapters, The Good and the Bad
converts hard-core urban realism into a straight and saccharine fantasy
of bourgeois assimilation (219–31). But bohemia’s self-parody is pro-
foundly anticlimactic. The crux of the plot is the allegory of eternity that
ends the story of bohemia’s ever fashionable recycling. It appears ex
nihilo in the middle of the story:

Eternity is a hooded skeleton, a human tiger with a butterXy on his scalp.

A bespectacled burro waving a death’s-head Xag. Dried bread. A one-armed

Inca with tattooed knees, his sister plays the mandolin with artiWcial Wnger-

nails. A uniformed pig holds his hand down a wooden pile. The scarecrow

is bleeding. My tongue is too big. There a swastika in red, white and blue.

A bag of gold. A blank, open book. (99–100)

This is a Wgure of the death’s head, embellished with the iconography 
of the Incas.96 An exotic un-American emblem of futurity that seems,
bizarrely, to fall from the sky, it recalls the Wgure that punctuates salva-
tion narratives of the baroque seventeenth century—the Wgure wherein
Benjamin reads the iconoclasm of an unquestioning Catholicism.97 Rais-
ing its visage once again, Schulman confronts the “fascism” of capitalist
orthodoxy that inspires and empowers the moral majority. Bohemia can
regenerate (in) today’s big city only as a degenerate version of cultural
possibility. In Schulman’s latest and last incarnation, one thing is sure:
our time is come. The return of the real (bohemia) is at the point of no
return.
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I

Benjamin’s highlighting of Max Nordau’s reading of Théophile Gauthier’s
Caprices et zizags captions the ironic truth of Gauthier’s vision of Paris in
decline.1 The city is destroyed not by rats but by a sanitizing and aggran-
dizing urban renewal that drives them away only to generate a scourge
of insurgency by the working poor whose slums have been razed in the
process. His citation (of a citation) demonstrates the dialectical strategy of
juxtaposing images. It prompts us to see the foundation and destruction
of postrevolutionary development and an encapsulation of the metropol-
itan era: Paris artistically embellished with panoramic, rat-free boulevards
(Haussmann’s utopia) and Paris violently demolished by a displaced and
betrayed proletariat (Gauthier’s apocalypse).

Schulman’s Rat Bohemia deploys visionary realism to image the
material dialectics of urban development. In her Wction, rats do destroy
Lower Manhattan’s ecology but as a virulent by-product of policy and
planning. Rats are systemic symptoms of a gentriWcation that, on the 
one hand, promotes neighborhood beautiWcation to appeal to prospective

C O N C L U S I O N

Millennial Metropolis: Blasting a Queer
Era out of Homogeneous History

“The modern Babylon will not be smashed like the tower of Lylak; it

will not be lost in a sea of asphalt like Pentapolis, or buried under the

sand like Thebes. It will simply be depopulated and ravaged by the rats

of Montfaucon.” Extraordinary vision of a vague but prophetic dreamer!

And it has in essence proven true.… The rats of Montfaucon ... have not

endangered Paris; Haussmann’s arts of embellishment have driven them

off. . . . But from the heights of Montfaucon the proletariat have

descended, and with gunpowder and petroleum they have begun the

destruction of Paris that Gauthier foresaw.

—Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project
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property owners and, on the other, divests low-cost housing and public
welfare of municipal funding. As the gentry moves in the poor are turfed
out, either because their tenements are condemned or because they can-
not afford the rising rents. Newly created homeless populations join the
throngs of rats in the poorest and most neglected inner-city neighbor-
hoods, wastelands of future redevelopment. But where Benjamin fore-
sees a revolutionary return of the repressed, Schulman envisions a decline
of bohemian protestation into material and spiritual destitution.

No proletarian armies descend on the East Village. Lower Man-
hattan’s industrial working class has been irreversibly dismantled by post-
industrialism’s real estate elites. The renovation of Tompkins Square Park
marks the triumph of the city’s planning authority and the erosion of
what was, in the Wrst place, a shaky alliance between long-term (ethnic
and working-class) residents and more recent arrivals, including artists
and/or queers. There arises a shabby contingency of “rat bohemians,”
whose greatest weapon of insurrection is to demonstrate their abjection.
Rat bohemians are hardcore New Yorkers who struggle to maintain cre-
ative community and minimal city living while resisting the status quo
of commodity culture. Terrorized by poverty, corruption, and disease,
rat bohemians die out or concede defeat and succumb to the pressure of
market forces, except for one who conspires to survive and witness the
city’s historic undoing. Schulman’s nihilism is a primary provocation of
her realism. But is it dialectical? Yes, if we accept Benjamin’s conceptu-
alization of history as dialectics without progress. Like Benjamin, Schul-
man imagines a negative dialectic that “ends” with an eternal return of
the same. Her postindustrial New York reproduces and aggrandizes the
antitheses of industrialism minus the transformation that would eliminate
poverty and disparity. Against the suspension of proletariat revolution
she wages “revolutionary nihilism” such as Benjamin extolled in surreal-
ism, deploying a soul-wrenching pessimism against the spellbinding opti-
mism with which capitalism veils its inXationary catastrophes.2

Rat Bohemia is radically out of synch with the ethos of gentriWca-
tion that has conquered lower Manhattan. But does it not divine a future
Lesbiana? A queue of young dykes appears outside the “Clit Club” (218)
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in the novel’s Wnal scene. Yet rat bohemians do not see themselves in 
this “new generation” (218). Nor do they envision cultural rejuvenation.
Instead of advancement they discern novelty—“They’re not better or
worse. Just new”—and novelty is not sufWciently revolutionary—“They’re
freer. . . . But not enough” (218). Uncoupling the fetish of newness from
the reproductive process, yesterday’s insurgents look on themselves as
“old meat” (218). The dialectics of sub/culture proceed without even the
consolation of success(ors).

II

Schulman draws an era of bohemianism to a close rather than acclaim its
eternal resurrection. In doing so she initiates the task that Benjamin set
for the historical materialist. To elaborate this claim let us review Ben-
jamin’s thesis:

The historical materialist approaches a historical object only where it con-

fronts him as a monad. In this structure he recognizes the sign of a mes-

sianic arrest of happening, or (to put it differently) a revolutionary chance

in the Wght for the oppressed past. He takes cognizance of it in order to

blast a speciWc era out of the homogeneous course of history; thus, he blasts

a speciWc life out of the era, a speciWc work out of the lifework. As a result

of this method, the lifework is both preserved and sublated in the work,

the era in the lifework, and the entire course of history in the era.3

The task of the historical materialist is threefold: he (1) approaches a his-
torical object as a monad, where it confronts him as such; (2) recognizes
“the speciWc era” wherein this historical object comes into being, and of
which that era is traced in the object in miniature; (3) blasts that era out of
“the homogeneous course of history” into a constellation of antitheses or
“conWguration saturated with tensions.” The historical materialist substi-
tutes teleology—narratives of progress—for monadology. Conjoining the
metaphysical and the material, he apprehends the dialectic that “is crys-
tallized as a monad.” What speciWes the era are its modes of production.
The metropolitan era is marked by its dialectics of urbanization. The
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“lifework” of this era is “preserved” and “cancelled” in artifacts and archi-
tectures of urban industrialism that are prematurely and wastefully re-
maindered or fetishistically renovated and aggrandized.

Schulman’s East Village Wctions manifest Benjamin’s critical histo-
riography. They document a decade of urban development and reveal 
its negative dialectics. And what Schulman initiates as a writer, I com-
plete as a reader (of Benjamin). She chronicles East Village life in three
novels that confront me as the monad of a speciWc era—as a “trilogy”
that traces the (late) rise and fall of revolutionary bohemianism and the
structural paradoxes that constitute “the bohème.” What she presents 
as Wctional encapsulation of the Reagan/Bush years, I read as a queer
constellation of metropolitan modernity. Her Wction, as I see it, blasts
the era of lesbian bohemianism out of the historical continuum and Wg-
ures the heterogeneous forces of (its) urban production. Lesbianism is a
device of perspective through which extreme and antithetical difference
is brought into view against mainstream culture and the homogeneous
course of history. Situated on center stage of bohemian happening,
Schulman’s “Village” mirrors what is/is not happening culturally in ex-
tremis and at large. Reading her novels side by side, not in order of pub-
lication, I see “dialectics at a standstill.”

To summarize: viewed through Benjamin’s monad-montage, Schul-
man’s East Village Lesbiana reveals the (un)making of metropolitan 
culture and/as the seductions of revolutionary fashion. The character 
of revelation is visibly and viscerally contradictory. Ruinous sites/sights
(of the infestation and destitution of lower Manhattan, the graveyard 
of West Village gay bars and clubs, funeral marches in memoriam to
AIDS victims, slum-living lesbians, the abysmal disappearance of public
space) collide with utopian sites/sights (Sally Liberty’s community garden
on Sixth Street between Avenues A and B; an early Pride parade down
Fifth Avenue; the spontaneous, low-rent, make-shift community theater).
These, in turn, collide with fetish sites/sights of renovation (gentriWca-
tion of Tompkins Square Park and South Street Seaport, appropriation
of The Saint by wealthy businessmen, conversion of the New York Public
Library into a mens’ exclusive health club, encroachment of the bourgeois
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Arts Scene) and fossil sites/sights of revolutionary foundations (P.S.122
and the continuing avant-garde scene, the militant gay reoccupation 
of the closed St. Marks Baths, the lesbian occupation of pregentriWed
Chinatown).

III

Where a chain of events appears before us, he sees one single catastrophe,

which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it at his feet.

—Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History”

She’ll be sitting in a city strewn with rats and rat carcasses and will come

across my petite observation. That’s the most amazing relationship in

the universe. The girl on rat bones who knows that she is not alone.

—Sarah Schulman, Rat Bohemia

The view taken by Benjamin’s angel of history is reiterated by Schul-
man’s hardcore New Yorker. From the ruins of the present she looks 
to the future and beholds a “bohemian down the line . . . sitting in a 
city strewn with rats and rat carcasses.”4 This decadent bohemian is an-
other rat bohemian. She is no better off than today’s bohemian. But
from her vantage on “rat bones” she has a greater view of the city’s accu-
mulating wreckage. The future offers no promised land. If the retreat of
bohemia to pregentriWed slums is now becoming unviable, there will be
no refuge from catastrophe down the line. As Tony Kushner observes:
“The country-within-a-country these people inhabit, of which the feral
rodent is both emblem and curse, is a beleaguered, incomplete refuge,
in which the validity of refuge is constantly questioned, in which exile is
both embraced and recoiled from.”5

Schulman’s politics of vision makes no concession to progress. Her
rat bohemians defy to the end the encroachment of bourgeois culture
that threatens to privatize or aestheticize every vestige of public space
and convert inner-city diversity into homogeneous prosperity. They
foresee no place for themselves in a coming community that is founded
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on commodity consumption, and they disdain the market’s catering to
queers. Such hardline rejection of American socioeconomic liberalism
ensures the novel’s unpopularity in the land of the brave and free, espe-
cially after the resounding success of Angels in America (1992). The tri-
umph of Angels may be attributed to its transcendental plot. Conversely,
Rat Bohemia’s morbid realism welcomes ideological dismissal.

Kushner’s prophetic drama performs a queerly-updated adaptation
of Benjamin’s theses of history. The “angel” that appears in the play’s
dying moments bears thematic comparison with Benjamin’s angel.6 Yet,
as various critics have observed, this adaptation is performed in the spirit
of redemption as if history could be saved in good faith. Art Borreca, for
example, points to the “play’s blasting of an era—mid-1980s Reaganite
America—out of ‘homogeneous’ history” and to how this era is shown
to “‘preserve’” and “‘cancel’” the dialectical forces of “absolute conser-
vatism” and “pluralist liberalism.”7 But he concludes that this “is by no
means a purely Benjaminian play” and that “paradoxically, the work adapts
Benjamin’s visionary materialism to a historiography founded on faith in
enlightened historical progress.”8 Likewise, David Savran notes that the
play bases its “‘theory of history and utopia’ [in] Benjamin’s theologically
inXected historical materialism,” while fostering an Enlightenment tra-
dition that believes in progress.9 By Wtting sexual radicalism into a “com-
fortable and dominant tradition of liberal pluralism,” Angels shows how
the catastrophe of AIDS and other storms of history are ideally sur-
mounted, thus cultivating hope in the future of metropolitan America.10

There are two antithetical endings to Rat Bohemia, and both omit
teleology. The “Appendix” that features excerpts from Muriel Kay Starr’s
best-selling novel is one ending. A parody of consumer culture’s assimila-
tion and betrayal of rebel subculture, it displays a cynical vision of history.
Starr’s Good and Bad retells the story of Rat Bohemia minus homosexuality
and catastrophe, domesticating the era’s shocking dialectics and convert-
ing them into the “good and bad” competitors of bourgeois progress.
For Schulman, as for Marx, history that repeats itself to accommodate
change is a farce. Rent is Broadway’s farce of East Village bohemia and
the legacy of success bequeathed by Angels in America. In tragic contrast,
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there is Schulman’s “girl on rat bones” (Rat Bohemia, 54) who rejects all
accommodation. She signals the other ending to Rat Bohemia and she
heralds an apocalyptic vision of history.

Who is this girl? She is the visionary in the vision who “will come
across [the] petite observation” (54) left by today’s rat bohemian who had
elected to be “a witness to [her] own time” (6). She is a foil to Muriel
Kay Starr and the selling out of bohemia. She sees from this “observa-
tion” of the past, as well as from the wreckage heaped before her eyes,
that the “truth” of progress is disastrous (53). In sharing this truth she
“knows that she is not alone” (53), though she is also “not American”
(53) in not believing in the future. Sitting among carcasses, she aligns
herself with history’s devastated oppressed. And, like the Jews, she receives
the covenant of remembrance. This bohemian pact between the dead (but
not gone) and the living (yet to come) is the “most amazing relationship
in the universe” (53) and the only realistic prospect of redemption.11

IV

Queer Constellations blasts the speciWc era of queer modernity out of cap-
italism’s homogenizing universe and throws the late(nt) dialectics of urban
reality into radical relief. The “trilogy” of Schulman novels constitutes
one constellation. The montage of images of the gay bathhouse consti-
tutes another. Just as Schulman’s “trilogy” appears ready-made, so also do
the constellations of memories and Xâneries that comprise the documen-
tary Wctions of Gail Scott, Eileen Myles, Neil Bartlett, Edmund White,
and David Wojnarowicz. Other Wctions, like those of the gay bathhouse,
suggest a montage-in-the-making. The montage of Queer Constellations
reassembles the montage embedded or implied in these Wctions with
heightened illumination and reXection; it constitutes a visionary pros-
thesis that enables us to see the dialectical trappings of our own age. The
materials recollected here are not the only materials that could be used
to forge this perspective, and other constellations could be constructed
with which to perceive “the end” of the metropolitan era. But the con-
tradictory extremes with which they plot their urban encounters supply
a most radical adumbration of Benjamin’s critical optics.
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Each chapter of this book performs a different blasting of the queer
era by sighting/citing a different object of history through a different
variation of montage. The chapter on gay baths views the gay bathhouse
as historical object, blasting the speciWc era of gay bathhouse culture out
of the narrative of progress—an era that, in terms of chronology, amounts
to roughly a century (mid-1890s to mid-1980s). Spatial, not chronolog-
ical, framing is applied. Focus turns from the proprietary and liberatory
evolution of gay bathhouse culture over time to the mobilization and col-
lapse of revolutionary gay culture in bathhouse space. The (gay) space of
(gay) history is held up to view. History is contained and excavated in the
space of social architecture. Now dilapidated, or displaced by newer, more
fashionable, global architectures, the gay bathhouse becomes a dinosaur
on the city’s landscape. Montage views the passing of its emergence on
the scene and its most progressive antitheses. Against the wish-images
and fossils of the gay bathhouse’s revolutionary prehistory, we see the
fetishes and ruins of its revolutionary posthistory. A viewing of dialectics
in extremis, the montage of the gay bathhouse draws on the extreme
images of documentary Wctions (far more extreme, and heterogeneous,
than those presented by gay bathhouse histories), ripping them out of
their narrative contexts and highlighting their historical disjunction.

The montage of the gay bathhouse differs methodologically from
the montage of the East Village. The latter draws solely on Schulman’s
“trilogy” for its images and takes the lesbian bohème—not the gay bath-
house—as its historical object. Viewing the late-twentieth-century lesbian
East Village in constellation with the early-twentieth-century anarchist-
socialist Lower East Side, and viewing the rise and fall of bohemian “Les-
biana” in the space of a decade (mid-1980s to mid-1990s), Schulman’s
montage is more “ready-made” than the montage of the gay bathhouse.
The bathhouse montage draws images from Wctions of different cities,
whereas the bohemian montage draws speciWcally on Schulman’s New
York. Yet, in each case, the construction of image-space from Wction is
itself a Wction and not just a mirror reXection (of Wction). The montage
of the lesbian bohème makes perceptible the dialectical unfolding of a
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speciWc urban neighborhood, whereas the montage of the gay bathhouse
makes perceptible the dialectics galvanizing the (un)making of a speciWc
urban architecture. Both represent an “era” of revolutionary urbaniza-
tion that shatters the myth of progress.

The chapter on Gail Scott’s My Paris and Edmund White’s The
Flâneur draws its constellation of the Xâneur from ready-made Xâneries
through Wn-de-millénaire Paris. As both writers cite Benjamin’s “Xâneur”
and the French translation of Das Passagen-Werk, they prompt, if not
produce, Benjaminian readings of their queer Paris passages. Such read-
ings do not superimpose so much as draw out Benjamin’s montage-
method from the narrative of these texts, and they highlight differences
of adaptation for critical comparison. Seen in constellation with Benja-
min’s Paris, the postmodern Paris of Scott and White is radically postrev-
olutionary, technologically advanced and fast-paced, yet more historically
compromised. Like Benjamin’s Paris, Scott and White’s Paris sights/cites
the catastrophic contradictions of metropolitan history. The city of con-
temporaneity reveals accumulating wreckage even as this wreckage is
concealed in ever greater glamour. The character of this wreckage, still
capitalist in nature and more multicultural in appearance, has a look of
neocolonialism. At the same time, Benjamin’s Paris appears more acutely
queer. White’s gay highlighting of the Xâneur illuminates the paradoxical
gaiety of Paris historicity; it cites the revolutionary outing of homosex-
uality in the sheets (of avant-garde literature) and the republican quell-
ing of gay political identity, even in the face of AIDS. Scott’s lesbian
adaptation of the Xâneur cites ongoing repression of revolutionary fem-
inism that, like utopian socialism, advocated lesbianism. Conversely, it
reveals the imminent return of revolutionary possibility. In constellation
with each other, Scott’s Paris and White’s Paris reveal a world of differ-
ence—a difference largely constituted by gender. The Flâneur’s stroll
through the paradoxes of Paris encounters the antitheses of royalty and
revolution in the same, male-dominated, space of republicanism. The
object of historical revelation leaves his phenomenological subject intact,
if melancholy, before the waning of memorable moments. The subject
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of My Paris disintegrates before the spectacle of historical contradiction
and without the consolation of historical memory, the city having as yet
to commemorate the women of its revolutionary past.

The chapter on “The City of Collective Memory” is another con-
stellation of Xâneries. Here the Xâneur strolls through late-twentieth-
century metropolitan space—a space of profound forgetting. Flâneries
through this city entail sketchy remembering against the dominant his-
torical narrative. Objects of memory are haunts of the past as they appear
in the present, with retrospective reckoning. These are haunts that com-
prise the theater of remembrance in Neil Bartlett’s London, Eileen Myles’s
Manhattan, and Gail Scott’s Montreal. The Xâneurs who cruise these
haunts are themselves haunted by traumatic experience of the city and
by history that represses the consciousness of trauma in myth and reno-
vation. They resemble Benjamin’s Xâneur who retraces the haunts of a
Berlin childhood and who, in “A Berlin Chronicle” and subsequent Xâne-
ries, deploys a montage-method of documenting memory’s topography.
This resemblance is drawn out in the chapter’s reassembling of these texts
in a megamontage that reXects Benjamin’s dialectical strategies. These
are strategies of chronicling memory (in place of ofWcial history), spa-
tializing history (in theaters of memory), and recollecting the real—the
refuse—of history (in narratives haunted and arrested by uncanny recog-
nition). What this megamontage, above all, reveals is how the city of liv-
ing memory redeems the trash of history. It does this by recollecting the
revolutionary value of sexual transgressivity without losing sight of the
sites of complicity.

V

The constellation of our metropolitan era could not be drawn without
images of ruin. Such images Wgure prominently in queer urban realism,
where wreckage of gay mecca, in particular, signals alarm for urban real-
ity, in general. Now that the millennial moment is past, the alarm is
superceded by the hype of new mass media where metropolitan sexuality
assumes a trendy queer face.12 Yet to conclude this study by announcing
the death of subversive queer subculture would be worse than banal. It
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would concede history to the victors. A liberal view of history foresees
the termination of queer subversion in global capitalism and expects full
assimilation to the relief and outrage of sexual minorities. Such a view
allows us to see how the bathhouses and bohemias that once mobilized
inner-city gaiety have been replaced by more sophisticated venues and
spectacles of queer mass culture, and how the global city has absorbed
and magniWed the gay village. It also persuades us to regard ongoing 
disasters as temporary Xaws in the march of progress and to consider 
sexual revolution as quaintly naive or attractively chic. We are counseled
to take heart in acknowledging the queer contribution to urban revital-
ization, and vice versa, in acknowledging the healthy accommodation of
queer lifestyles by fashionable ventures in real estate.

To discover the end of queer subversion in capitalism’s global cul-
ture, whether with nostalgia or hope, has never been the aim of this study.
It is one thing to see the limits of emancipation within the history of
progress. It is quite another to see the limits that the history of progress
sets upon emancipation. From Benjamin’s perspective, liberal historiog-
raphy conspires with bourgeois society to establish the status quo of social
reproduction at the cost of proletariat revolution. The de(con)struction
of that historicism is thus crucial to the critical transvaluation of history.

Queer Constellations reconstellates the space of history that has been
enveloped by capitalism’s expanding totality. In its montage of contradic-
tory images, “progress” reveals its catastrophes, along with lost meccas
and fetish productions. The focus is the rising demise of queer subcul-
ture where renovation collides with insurrection but does not subsume
it entirely. For Queer Constellations shatters the myth (or void) of total
space and reinstalls images of transformative potential suspended in urban
phantasmagoria. Given the perverse and pervasive desire with which
commodity spectacle envelops and mobilizes urban mass culture, it is not
surprising that queer sexuality should Wgure so prominently in Benja-
min’s constellation. It Wgures more prominently in these Constellations,
and not merely as a motif of profane illumination. Against the ubiquity
with which the commodity reiWes the prospects of laissez-faire capital-
ism, we recognize the contradictory reality of urban society through the
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extremity of queer experience. Queer is the overt and acute perspective
through which the constellation of the era is traced and perceived in all
of its revolutionary and revolting antitheses.

VI

It may be argued that we have had enough of catastrophe, especially in
the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Instead of bom-
barding (and anesthetizing) our senses with devastating images, should
we not take consolation in past achievements of metropolitan culture?
David Lehman offers “a poet’s view” on “Wnding solace” in the wake of
disaster, pointing readers of The New York Times (9 December 2001) to a
city literature of “escape.” Focus falls on the rising demise of queer sub-
culture where renovation collides with insurrection but does not subsume
it entirely. He recommends detective Wction, including “the anxiety-free
state of innocence in the breezy New York of Rex Stout’s Nero Wolfe
murder mysteries.” For more heady escapism, he offers Walt Whitman.
“When I think of how our skyline has changed, I escape to the skyline
as beheld by a commuting bard in 1856, when Walt Whitman wrote
‘Crossing Brooklyn Ferry’: ‘Ah, what can ever be more stately and admi-
rable to me than mast-hemm’d Manhattan?’”13 But the retreat to stately
innocence is rhetorical transcendence, and so is the remedy for catas-
trophe. How could today’s crises not raise the specter of past crises—
crises more native to capitalism than invasion by foreign nationals, and
other scapegoats? The devastation of New York is not a singular, alien
event but an ongoing one, wrought by domestic forces of development.
In our “innocence” we have forgotten the human cost of “stately” devel-
opment (including the forced evacuation of 30,000 residents in the clear-
ances required to build the World Trade Center14). That we look back
in retrospective fantasy and reconstruct on a grander plane is the catas-
trophe, as Benjamin warns. Queer Constellations signals that warning with
an imperative to awaken historical recognition. This, then, is not a book
for anyone seeking escape in the aftermath of 9/11.
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Preface

1. Beatriz Colomina, Dennis Dollens, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Henry Urbach,
Mark Wigley, “Something about Space Is Queer,” excerpted from the program
of the “Queer Space” exhibition, StoreFront Art and Architecture, 97 Kenmare
Street, New York City, 18 June–30 July 1994, my emphasis. The exhibition fea-
tured installations by Jay Critchley, Michelle Fornabai and Mark Robbins,
Rocco Giannetti, Blake Goble and Robert Ransick, Paul Haslhofer and Greg
Tuck, Gordon Brent Ingram and Martha Judge, Tom Kalin, Jürgen Mayer, Brian
McGrath, Mitchell Owen and Charles Renfro, REPOHistory, and Maureen
Sheehan.

2. See, e.g., Sally Munt’s oft-cited “The Lesbian Flâneur.”

Introduction

1. Delany derives his sense of “contact” from Jane Jacobs’s Death and Life of
Great American Cities: “Jacobs describes contact as a fundamentally urban phe-
nomenon and Wnds it necessary for everything from neighborhood safety to a
general sense of social well-being. She sees it supported by a strong sense of pri-
vate and public in a Weld of socioeconomic diversity that mixes living spaces with
a variety of commercial spaces, which in turn must provide a variety of human
services if contact is to function in a pleasant and rewarding manner. Jacobs
mentions neither casual sex nor public sexual relations as part of contact—pre-
sumably because she was writing at a time when such things were not talked of
or analyzed as elements contributing to an overall pleasurable social fabric. Today
we can” (Delany, Times Square, 126; hereafter cited in the text with page numbers).

Notes
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2. Delany describes Times Square’s cruising and commingling gay population
as “white, black, Hispanic, Asian, Indian, Native American, and a variety of PaciWc
Islanders. In the Forty-second Street area’s sex theaters speciWcally, since I started
frequenting them in the summer of 1975, I’ve met playwrights, carpenters, opera
singers, telephone repair men, stockbrokers, guys on welfare, guys with trust
funds, guys on crutches, on walkers, in wheelchairs, teachers, warehouse work-
ers, male nurses, fancy chefs, guys who worked at Dunkin Donuts, guys who
gave out Xyers on street corners, guys who drove garbage trucks, and guys who
washed windows on the Empire State Building. As a gentile, I note that this is
the only place in a lifetime’s New York residency I’ve had any extended conver-
sation with some of the city’s Hasidim” (ibid., 15–16).

3. Concurrent with this transformation is the legitimization of (symbolic)
violence: “In order to bring about this redevelopment, the city has instituted not
only a violent reconWguration of its own landscape but also a legal and moral
revamping of its own discursive structures, changing laws about sex, health, and
zoning, in the course of which it has been willing, and even anxious, to exploit
everything from homophobia and AIDS to family values and fear of drugs”
(ibid., xi–xii).

4. Chatting with customers in Times Square’s remaining gay bars, Delany
asks what they think of the New Forty-second Street. He cites vocal outrage at
the prospect of redeveloping for safety’s sake: “‘For gay men in this city, it’s a
disaster! The city says it’ll rezone all the sex-speciWc businesses to the water-
front. Here because there were so many other kinds of activity around, we were
safe. The men who go over there looking for sex will be preyed on by muggers,
bashers, not to mention all the legal forms of exploitation’” (ibid., 106).

5. “Take a walk through. If you have any memory of what was there before, you’ll
see they’ve been largely successful. Legally, however, they’ve set gay liberation back to a
point notably pre-Stonewall. The talk now is of rezoning all such businesses over
to the waterfront while Forty-second Street will basically be a mall” (ibid., 91–92,
my emphasis).

6. Delany explains how owner corporations contract building construction
to different and autonomous corporations where the major proWt is to be made.
“The Forty-second Street Development Project (I use this as a metonym for the
hidden corporate web behind it) wants to build those buildings. Renting them
out is secondary, even if the failure to rent them is a major catastrophe for the
city, turning the area into a glass and aluminum graveyard” (ibid., 149–51).
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7. Utopian projections of the city, often queer, feature in much of Delany’s
science Wction. See, e.g., Dhalgren (1974; reprint, New York: Vintage, 2001),
Trouble on Triton: An Ambiguous Heterotopia (1976; reprint, Hanover: Wesleyan
University Press, 1996), Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand (New York: Bantam,
1984).

8. Though his memoir of Times Square is emblematic of the kind of his-
torical materialism that I see being played out in the primary texts of this study,
Delany’s is the only writing represented here by an author of color. If the focus
of Queer Constellations falls on the constellation of queer urban space, it is not
meant to exclude focus on race. However, in my (albeit Wnite) reading of late-
twentieth-century, urban narrative, Delany’s writing is exceptional in its use of a
black gay male perspective to view the dialectics of coming out in commodity
space. Though this is not the place to elaborate speculation, a possible route to
thinking about this is to consider how being black in dominant white culture
imposes a hazardous negotiation of space—even queer space that, in its most pub-
lic expression, is predominantly white. Black gay men may see and occupy queer
space differently (Delany does not suggest how, at least not in his Times Square),
or they may create an other queer space in the city that is differently, if dialecti-
cally, susceptible to commodity culture. For example, a recent news article reports
an emerging black gay male underground. “Rejecting a gay culture they perceive
as white and effeminate, many black men have settled on a new identity, with its
own vocabulary and customs and its own name: Down Low. There have always
been men—black and white—who have had secret sexual lives with men. But the
creation of an organized, underground subculture largely made up of black men
who otherwise live straight lives is a phenomenon of the last decade.” See
Denizet-Lewis, “Double Lives on the Down Low,” 48, 52–53.

9. Despite the common assumption that Times Square is a prime space for
hustling, Delany regards it as a prime cruising ground and for intermixing hus-
tling and cruising. “While the lure of hustlers most certainly helped attract the
sexually available and sexually curious to the area, a good 80 or 85 percent of the
gay sexual contacts that occurred there (to make what is admittedly a totally
informal guess) were not commercial. . . . Though the relation between com-
mercial and noncommercial sex was not without its hostilities (occasionally in-
tense), in such a situation there is a far greater interpenetration of the two modes
than in other areas—due to contact” (Times Square, 145–46).

10. The cited phrases in this sentence are key concepts in Benjamin’s historical
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materialism. They will be elaborated in the course of this introduction and in
the chapters to follow.

11. Edmund White quotes at length from Benjamin’s “The Return of the
Flâneur” in his own return to The Flâneur, 45–46) and he refers to Paris, capitale
du XIXe siècle: le livre des passages (the French edition of Das Passagen-Werk) in his
guide to “Further Reading” (199). Gail Scott’s My Paris installs Paris, capitale du
XIXe siècle in her Wction as Wgurative reader (a “guide” to the city) and structural
allegory (a “montage-method” with which her narrator records city perceptions
in her Paris diary).

12. Sarah Schulman’s People in Trouble alludes to “Walter Benjamin” in a cari-
cature of East Village bohemianism (74). I link this Wgure to Benjamin’s study of
“The Bohème” and with a radical, European, leftist, Jewish intelligentsia more gen-
erally. Eileen Myles makes no references or allusions to Benjamin whatsoever. Nor
do Alan Hollinghurst and Gary Indiana, whereas Neil Bartlett’s Who Was That
Man? cites a passage from Benjamin’s “Berlin Chronicle” in his epigram and refers
to Benjamin’s “Work of Art” essay in the notes, outlining a Benjaminian-inXected
experiment in critical historiography (251). Robert Glück’s “Long Note on New
Narrative” lists Benjamin among those critics who were most formative in forg-
ing New Narrative experimentalism (6). In addition to alluding to Benjamin’s
“Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century” in Times Square Red, Times Square Blue,
Delany names Benjamin’s “One Way Street” as one of his “favourite autobio-
graphical memoirs” and as possible model for his own autobiographical memoir,
Motion of Light in Water (14).

13. For David Harvey, paradoxicality is what essentially deWnes the capitalist
city—whether modern or postmodern. The “Xexible accumulation” that char-
acterizes postmodernity only intensiWes the material antitheses of urban capi-
talism: “The city is the high point of human achievement, objectifying the most
sophisticated knowledge in a physical landscape of extraordinary complexity,
power, and splendour at the same time as it brings together social forces capa-
ble of the most amazing sociotechnical and political innovation. But it is also the
site of squalid human failure, the lightning rod of the profoundest human dis-
contents, and the arena of social and political conXict. It is a place of mystery,
the site of the unexpected, full of agitations and ferments, of multiple liberties,
opportunities, and alienations; of passions and repressions; of cosmopolitanism
and extreme parochialism; of violence, innovation, and reaction. The capitalist
city is the arena of the most intense social and political confusions at the same
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time as it is monumental testimony to and a moving force within the dialectics
of capitalism’s uneven development” (Harvey, Consciousness and the Urban Expe-
rience, 229).

14. Sibalis, “Paris,” 11.
15. Altman, The Homosexualization of America, 96. Altman, along with John

D’Emilio and others, have long since observed a base, material relation between
modern capitalism and modern homosexuality: “Not only does modern capital-
ism create the socioeconomic conditions for the emergence of a homosexual
identity, it creates the psychological ones as well. In short, the new homosexual
could only emerge in the conditions created by modern capitalism” (ibid., 93).
Altman further observes the reverse impact on modern capitalism by the mod-
ern—urban—homosexual. “An excellent example of this is the vogue among gay
men for self-improvement, both of the body and of the psyche. . . . There is a
fascinating anthropological detective story to be written on the way in which
running shoes and shorts moved out of the gay ghettos to permeate mainstream
middle-class America with what Blair Sabol called ‘phys. ed. fashion’” (96–97).

16. Betsky, Queer Space, 59.
17. Ibid.
18. Sibalis, “Paris,” 18. Sibalis cites an angry citizen who, in 1850, wrote to the

prefect of police to report the profanation of his evening stroll by “‘those hid-
eous hermaphrodites!’ who make the boulevards ‘the heart of Sodom and Gomor-
rah’” (18).

19. Ibid.
20. Ibid., 19.
21. Altman, The Homosexualization of America, 94.
22. Ibid., 82.
23. Ibid., 79, 80.
24. “It is this [promiscuity] that so enrages critics, who cannot imagine that

the enjoyment of sex can coexist with long-term and committed relationships.
One rarely Wnds the same vituperation directed against prostitution, although
there is surely more degradation involved in buying a sexual partner than in
freely choosing to take part in transitory sexual encounters. But the baths under-
mine conventional morality in that they are predicated neither on the subordi-
nation of women to men, nor on the direct exchange of money” (ibid., 81).

25. Ibid., 80.
26. Ibid., 79.
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27. Chauncey, Gay New York. See especially chapter 8, “The Social World of
the Baths.”

28. Bérubé, “The History of Gay Bathhouses.”
29. Tattelman, “The Meaning at the Wall.”
30. Altman, The Homosexualization of America, 79–80.
31. See, e.g., the chapters on various modern cities that comprise Queer Sites.
32. Sibalis, “Paris,” 14.
33. Ibid. “Even before Proust set pen to paper, minor novelists had already

treated the subject and dozens more of varying talent would follow suit over the
years. Some of their novels offer precious insights into past attitudes and sexual
activities through their strong characterization of homosexual men and their
evocations of urban gay spaces” (ibid.).

34. In his editor’s “Introduction” to Queer Sites, David Higgs claims that the
male-centeredness of the collection is simply due to the fact that the authors
“have more evidence” on gay male urban life (2).

35. Choquette, “Homosexuals in the City,” 157–58. Choquette reports the
appearance of gay “haunts” and “nighttime cruising spots” in such publications
as Nuits à Paris, 1889 “(essentially a naughty guidebook for visitors to the World
Fair)” (157).

36. Ibid., 160, 152, 153.
37. Ibid., 155. A deposition on prostitution submitted to the Paris Municipal

Council reports that “the Charbanais, the city’s premier deluxe brothel, admit-
ted not only demi-mondaines but authentic femmes du monde.” Choquette also
refers to “the chroniques (hybrids of Wction and reportage)” of journalist Cautlle
Mendès that report “that aristocratic ladies also picked up prostitutes in the Bréda
quarter’s millinery shops.” Accordingly, the lesbians who cruised the arcades for
potential pickups were bourgeoise dressed “in wool jackets, starched collars, and
straight, tweed skirts” (155).

38. Ibid.
39. Ibid., 158–59, 162, 156–57.
40. Koolhaas, Delirious New York. Among these phantasmagorical follies, Kool-

haas includes “the Downtown Athletic Healthclub,” “a locker room the size of a
skyscraper” with twelve Xoors accessible only to men designed to cater to every
masculine desire (157).

41. Chauncey, Gay New York, 212. Chauncey stresses the capability of the
bathhouse to host mass sex in open space, as well as private sex in closed dressing
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rooms. He describes in lavish detail the labyrinthine architecture that was designed
to circulate and display cruising gay bodies in a steamy phantasmagoria of voy-
eurism and exhibitionism.

42. Sibalis, “Paris,” 15.
43. I allude, of course, to Robert K. Martin’s groundbreaking book, The Homo-

sexual Tradition in American Poetry.
44. Whitman, “City of Orgies,” in Leaves of Grass, 105.
45. “Yet comes one a Manhattanese and ever at parting kisses me / lightly on

the lips with robust love, / And I on the crossing of the street or on the ship’s
deck give a / kiss in return” (Whitman, “Behold This Swarthy Face,” ibid., 105).

46. Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 324. Benjamin may have per-
ceived this contrast of gazes for, in “Central Park,” he speculates that “compared
to his [Baudelaire’s] poetry of the big-city, later work of this type is marked by
weakness, not least where it sees the city as the throne of progress. But: Walt
Whitman?” (Benjamin, “Central Park,” 185).

47. A literary antecedent of this motif may be found in Balzac’s short novel
“Girl with the Golden Eyes,” where the golden age of postrevolutionary Parisian
capitalism is reXected in the perversely avaricious and mutually destructive gaze
of the lesbian protagonists.

48. Joseph Boone, “Queer Sites in Modernism.”
49. See, e.g., Wright, “San Francisco.”
50. Ibid., 164.
51. Fritscher, Some Dance To Remember, “Foreword” (n.p.), 3.
52. Siegle, Suburban Ambush, 3.
53. Ibid., 3, 8.
54. “Slumming realism” is how Kurt Hollander, editor of The Portable Lower

East Side, describes the neighborhood writing that he collected and published
over the years: “Instead of including exclusively ‘literary’ writing by professional
writers, the Portable Lower East Side sought out writing that added to the under-
standing of the city and its inhabitants, writing that was actually involved in what
it represented, whether it be sex, drugs or crime. To accomplish this, the Portable
Lower East Side included work by those who are more than just writers: that is,
cop killers, geographers, porno stars, musicians, political dissidents, AIDS activ-
ists, transvestites and junkies. If this is ‘outsider’ writing, then it is ‘outsider’ writ-
ing from an insider’s perspective” (Hollander, “Introduction,” in Low Rent, xi, xv).

55. See Rubin, “Thinking Sex.”
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56. Foucault, “On Other Spaces,” 24.
57. Betsky, Queer Space, 194–95.
58. Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Nicholson-Smith, 53.
59. Ibid., 310.
60. Ibid., 166–67.
61. The introduction to this compendium explains that “In the 1990s the

ghettobusting of queer nationalism and the rapid globalization of real estate
markets have transformed queer space, pushing it beyond the limits of the ghetto
and inspiring new linkages within and among communities. . . . This anthology
takes part in a broader effort to deWne a new ‘spatial politics’ rooted in speciWc
locales, desires, and communities, and the aesthetics that emerge from their
conXuences” (Ingram, Bouthillette, and Retter, “Lost in Space: Queer Theory
and Community Activism at the Fin-de-Millénaire,” in Queers in Space, 3–4).
Queers in Space advances the initiative taken by Mapping Desire, ed. Bell and
Valentine that serves as an “introduction to ways in which the spaces of sex and
the sexes of space are being mapped out across the contemporary social and cul-
tural terrain” (Mapping Desire, 1).

62. Désert, “Queer Space,” 20–22.
63. Ibid., 21. See also Munt, “The Lesbian Flâneur.”
64. For more traditional, empirical (demographic and geographical) demar-

cations of queer space, see, e.g., Castells and Murphy, “Cultural Identity and
Urban Structure”; Lauria and Knopp, “Toward an Analysis of the Role of Gay
Communities in the Urban Renaissance”; Bell, “InsigniWcant Others”; Adler and
Brenner, “Gender and Space”; Valentine, “(Hetero)sexing Space”; and many of
the articles collected in Mapping Desires, ed. Bell and Valentine.

65. “The Rise and Fall of Gay Culture traces the circuitous route of assimila-
tion, following the long trail of debris jettisoned by a decaying civilization as it
levels the features of the various tribes it comprises in order to create out of a
radically pluralistic society a single monolithic culture” (Harris, The Rise and Fall
of Gay Culture, 5).

66. Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. Osborne, 34–35.
67. Eagleton, “The Marxist Rabbi,” 328. “A constellatory epistemology sets

its face against the Cartesian or Kantian moment of subjectivity, less concerned
to ‘possess’ the phenomenon than to liberate it into its own sensuous being and
preserve its disparate elements in all their irreducible heterogeneity. The Kant-
ian division of empirical and intelligible is thus transcended; and this is the only
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way of doing justice to a thing’s damaged, suppressed materiality, salvaging what
Adorno calls ‘the waste products and blind spots which have escaped the dialec-
tic’ from the inexorable ironing out of the abstract idea. . . . The Benjaminian
notion of constellation is itself, one might claim, a constellation all of its own,
rich in theoretical allusions. If it points back to Kabbala, the Leibnizian monad
and Husserl’s return to the phenomena, it also glances towards surrealism’s
estranging reconWgurations of the everyday, to Schoenberg’s musical system and
to a whole new style of microscopic sociology in which, as in the work of Adorno
or Benjamin’s own study of Paris, a transformed relation of part and whole is
established” (329).

68. Ibid., 330.
69. Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 4.
70. Buck-Morss, paraphrasing Benjamin, The Dialectics of Seeing, 219.
71. Buck-Morss, citing Benjamin, The Dialectics of Seeing, 219. “As fore-history,

the objects are prototypes, ur-phenomena that can be recognized as precursors
of the present, no matter how distant or estranged they now appear. Benjamin
implies that if the fore-history of an object reveals its possibility (including its
utopian potential), its after-history is that which, as an object of natural history,
it has in fact become. Both are legible within the ‘monadological structure’ of
the historical object that has been ‘blasted free’ of history’s continuum. In the
traces left by the object’s after-history, the conditions of its decay and the man-
ner of its cultural transmission, the utopian images of past objects can be read in
the present as truth. It is the forceful confrontation of the fore- and after-life of
the object that makes it ‘actual’ in the political sense—as ‘presence of mind’
(Geistesgegenwart)—and it is not progress but ‘actualization’ in which ur-history
culminates” (ibid.).

72. Ibid.
73. “The Arcades project was originally conceived as a ‘dialectical fairy scene’

(dialektische Feen), so that the Passagen-Werk becomes a Marxian retelling of the
story of Sleeping Beauty, which was concerned with ‘waking up’ (as the ‘best
example of a dialectical overturning’) from the collective dream of the commod-
ity phantasmagoria” (Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 271).

74. There are thirty-six Convolutes, each comprising a constellation of var-
ious historical objects, including “Fashion (“B”), “Ancient Paris, Catacombs,
Demolitions, Decline of Paris” (“C”), “Boredom, Eternal Return” (“D”), “Hauss-
mannization, Barricade Fighting” (“E”), “Iron Construction” (“F”), and so on.
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75. See the Wrst and second parts of “The Paris of the Second Empire in
Baudelaire.”

76. The phrase appears in Benjamin’s analysis of Baudelaire’s sonnet “À une
passante” in “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 324. Gilloch uses this phrase at
various points of his exegesis. See Gilloch, Myth and Metropolis. For example,
regarding “A Berlin Chronicle,” Gilloch writes: “His [Benjamin’s] ‘Berlin Chron-
icle’ and ‘A Berlin Childhood Around 1900’ may be understood on one level as
such labours of ‘love at last sight.’ The Berlin essays and these radio scripts are
testimonies to the city that was once such an intimate part of his being and that
was now home to forces that threatened to destroy him” (56). Commenting on
the passage in Benjamin where the phrase itself arises, Gilloch notes: “In the poem
the crowd is the source of unexpected pleasure and excitement. In an environ-
ment in which the reciprocity of the gaze is denied, Xeeting mutual recognition,
‘love at last sight,’ is a unique occurrence, a moment of shock. The exchange of
glances becomes thrilling, memorable. . . . The erotic becomes a momentary act
of seeing, of voyeurism. The glimpsed Wgures of the urban crowd may awaken
sexual desire, but it remains unfulWlled” (145). Gilloch examines Benjamin’s ero-
tology no further than this, identifying “love at last sight” as part of “a series of
fundamental themes in his analysis of the experience of the individual vis-à-vis
the crowd (loss of identity, shock, disorientation, fear, intoxication, excitement),
[that Benjamin] fails to integrate . . . in a thorough, coherent investigation”
(145–46).

77. To date, scholars have neglected or shied away from analyzing Benja-
min’s sexual investigations and erotic motifs, with one exception: Christine Buci-
Glucksmann’s Baroque Reason, trans. Camiller, examines the “transsexuality” and/
or “androgyny” of various Benjaminian motifs, including that of his famous “angel
of history.”

78. See my article, “A Queer Return to Walter Benjamin.”
79. “Arcades—they radiated through the Paris of the Empire like fairy grot-

toes” (AP 564 [T1a, 8]).
80. Benjamin, “Paris Diary,” 343–44.
81. Ibid.
82. Benjamin, “A Berlin Chronicle,” 620.
83. Ibid.
84. “In prostitution, one Wnds expressed the revolutionary side of technology. . . .

The sexual revolt against love not only springs from the fanatical, obsessional will
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to pleasure; it also aims to make nature adaptable and obedient to this will. The
traits in question here appear more clearly still when prostitution (especially in
the cynical form it took toward the end of the century, in the Paris arcades) is
regarded less as the opposite than as the decline of love. It is then that the rev-
olutionary aspect of this decline fuses, as though of its own accord, with the very
same aspect in the decline in the arcades” (AP 493–94 [O2, 3]). “The arcade is
a street of lascivious commerce only; it is wholly adapted to arousing desires”
(AP 42 [A3a, 7]).

85. Benjamin observes: “There is hardly another article of dress that can give
expression to such divergent erotic tendencies, and that has so much lassitude to
disguise them, as a woman’s hat. Whereas the meaning of male headgear in its
sphere (the political) is strictly tied to a few rigid patterns, the shades of erotic
meaning in a woman’s hat are virtually incalculable. . . . More surprising is what
a hat can say about the rest of the outWt. . . . The bonnet, which is contempora-
neous with the crinoline, actually provides men with directions for managing the
latter. The wide brim of the bonnet is turned up—thereby demonstrating how
the crinoline must be turned up in order to make sexual access to the woman
easier for the man” (AP 80 [B10, 1]). References to the arcades’ “female fauna”
are scattered throughout The Arcades Project.

86. See Schulman, Stage Struck.
87. Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 324.
88. Benjamin, “Central Park,” 167.
89. Ibid., 171.
90. Ibid.
91. Benjamin, “Modernity,” 56.
92. Ibid., 56–59. “The Wgure of the lesbian is, in the precise sense, one of

Baudelaire’s exemplars” (Benjamin, “Central Park,” 169).
93. Benjamin, “Modernity,” 58.
94. Queer Constellations is not the Wrst or only study to return to Benjamin to

disclose avant-garde techniques of representing urban space in experimental
urban literature. Joseph Boone does this in his investigation of “Queer Sites in
Modernism.” For Boone, investigations of sexuality in modernity must consider
literary modernism and its appropriation of sexual space. His investigation focuses
on the queer appropriation that “was at work in the making of urban gay spaces
in the early-twentieth-century modern city, as well as in the representation of
these urban spaces in a variety of Wctional texts” (“Queer Sites in Modernism,”
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207). To analyze the strategy of this appropriation, Boone invokes The Arcades
Project. But Boone’s use and understanding of Benjamin differs from my own 
so signiWcantly that I am compelled to review his argument (and our points of
departure). Boone illustrates what he means by “appropriation” by citing a pas-
sage from George Chauncey’s Gay New York: “Chauncey reports how the plate-
glass windows of the Life Cafeteria, a well-known gay hangout in the Village,
provided a sort of stage where gays would perform a ‘show’ for the voyeuristic
weekend tourists who came to the Village to watch the faggot parade; at the
same time, this public venue is being appropriated by these same faggots as a
domestic space in which to carry on their ‘private’ lives” (216). Queer appropri-
ation is thus seen as a privatization of public space, of which the Harlem rent
party, buffet Xat, literary salon, YMCA, and public bathhouse constitute exem-
plary sites. Boone underlines Benjamin’s observation that “glass-enclosed shop-
ping thoroughfares transformed the city’s streets into one vast interior” (216)
and proceeds to hypothesize “conversely . . . that, in much gay life, interiorized
space becomes one vast street, a thoroughfare accommodating social, intimate,
and anonymous interchanges impossible in the bourgeois home and its rareWed,
interiorized space” (216). But to my mind, Benjamin regards the interiorization
of public city space to be a phantasmagoric expansion of bourgeois culture and
prototype of capitalist globalization. Boone, “conversely,” views the queer appro-
priation of space as an exteriorization of queer culture without seeing it, at the
same time, as an extension of bourgeois culture. The emphasis on exteriorization
echoes the discourse of queer coming out and the strategy of outing outlawed queer
assembly in public space. The opposition between interiorization and exterior-
ization (and between bourgeois and gay) is, however, merely rhetorical and log-
ically undermined by Boone’s depiction of the queer appropriation of “public
venues” as a reclamation of “domestic space” for “‘private’ lives.” It is precisely
the reiWed opposition between public and private space, and between bourgeois
and mass culture, that Benjamin demystiWes with his dialectical image. Queer
constellations apply the device of dialectical imaging to queer postmodernism.

95. See White on Benjamin’s “The Return of the Flâneur,” The Flâneur,
45–51.

96. Bartlett’s epigram cites this passage from “A Berlin Chronicle”: “Not to
Wnd one’s way in a city may well be uninteresting and banal. It requires igno-
rance—nothing more. But to lose oneself in a city …” (n.p.).

97. Glück, Jack the Modernist, 101.
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98. Benjamin, cited in Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 214.
99. Benjamin, cited in Glück, “Allegory,” 117.

100. Ibid.
101. Glück, Jack the Modernist, 55.
102. Ibid., 32–33.
103. Gilloch, Myth and Metropolis, 137–38.
104. Bredbeck, “New Queer Narrative.”
105. Glück, Scott, Mary Burger, and Camille Roy are principal architects of the

New Narrative’s (new) Web site whose address is: http://www.sfsu.edu/~newlit/
narrativity. Glück’s article “Long Note on New Narrative” in the Wrst issue traces
the emergence of New Narrative as an experiment and movement in contem-
porary North American writing. Eileen Myles has recently contributed to the site.

106. Glück, “Long Note on New Narrative,” 3. Glück explains that, while he
and the others who started the New Narrative movement “(say, Bruce Boone,
Camille Roy, Kevin Killian, Dodie Bellamy, Mike Amnasan, . . . and, to include the
dead, Steve Abbott and Sam D’Allesandro)” were “fellow travellers” of Language
Poetry and its “progressive formalism,” he could not abandon representation,
referentiality, and narrative altogether. “I experienced the poetry of disjunction
as a luxurious idealism in which the speaking subject rejects the conWnes of rep-
resentation and disappears in the largest freedom, that of language itself. My
attraction to this freedom and to the professionalism with which it was purveyed
made for a kind of class struggle within myself. Whole areas of my experience,
especially gay experience, were not admitted to this utopia, partly because the
mainstream reXected a resoundingly coherent image of myself back on me—an
image so unjust that it amounted to a tyranny I could not turn my back on. . . .
How to be a theory-based writer?—one question. How to represent my experi-
ence as a gay man?—another question just as pressing” (ibid., 2–3).

107. Ibid., 2.
108. “Meanwhile, gay identity was also in its heroic period—it had not settled

into just another nationalism and it was new enough to know its own construct-
edness” (ibid., 2).

109. Ibid., 3, 4.
110. Ibid., 4, 6.
111. Under the rubric of “New Queer Narrative,” Bredbeck includes writing

by Bruce Boone, Robert Glück, Kathy Acker, Dennis Cooper, Michael Amnasan,
Dodie Belamy, Sarah Schulman, Bo Huston, Gary Indiana, Kevin Killian, the
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Canadian collective Dumb Bitch Deserves To Die, Dorothy Allison, and David
Wojnarowicz (Bredbeck, “New Queer Narrative,” 477–78). He also refers to
“[Dennis] Cooper’s important 1992 anthology [that] groups Wfty-nine writers
under the designation ‘New Queer Writers,’” and describes their work as “a
chunk of narrative energy from the margins of lesbian and gay male culture.
Ultra-literary at one extreme and post-literate at the other, this collection taps
into the vast, diverse, and growing anti-assimilationist queer movement” (498,
n. 6). Finally, he suggests Amy Scholder and Ira Silverberg’s High Risk anthol-
ogy (1991) as a “good introduction to the Weld for readers unfamiliar with new
queer narrative” (498, n. 6).

112. Ibid., 479.
113. Ibid., 478, 496.
114. Ibid., 478.
115. Schulman, Stage Struck, 42. Schulman’s novel After Delores (1988), Bred-

beck explains, “Wlters the conventions of hard-boiled detective Wction through
an aesthetic of ‘dyke noir’ in order to tell of a nameless lesbian’s obsessive desire
for a lost lover, and in the process empties narrative of any promise of alterna-
tive narrativity. The narrator succinctly summarizes her obsessive quest as the
deliverance of destruction rather than the instantiation of order” (“New Queer
Narrative,” 488). He foregrounds “pure critique” but totally neglects what the
description on the back cover of the Wrst Plume printing of the novel makes clear:
“This hilarious, unpredictable, sexy novel is a fascinating journey into the store-
fronts, underground clubs, and back alleys of New York’s Lower East Side les-
bian subculture.”

116. Ibid., 491.
117. “I remember reading Archie Comics when I was a kid and being bored

because they dealt with a world that had no correlation with my own. I remem-
ber having curiosity about sex and wondering why there was no sex in the world
of Archie—the world of Riverdale. I remember taking a razor and cutting apart
some Archie comics and gluing pieces of their bodies in different places so that
Jughead’s nose on page Wve made a wild-looking penis when glued on Reggie’s
pants on page seven. After hours of cutting and pasting I had a comic that re-
Xected a whole range of human experience that was usually invisible to me”
(Wojnarowicz, Close to the Knives, 157). Elsewhere, Wojnarowicz recalls how a
friend “cut up prose poems using fragments of newspaper headlines and sub-
headlines and pieces of type from advertisements” as a form of “fucking with the
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validation implied in the media” (185). He describes his own collage technique
of placing many photographs together or printing them one inside the other “in
order to construct a free-Xoating sentence” as the invention of a syntax for doc-
umenting an “alternate history” (144).

118. Ibid., 157.
119. Solnit, Wanderlust, 192. According to Solnit, Close to the Knives views late-

twentieth-century New York in constellation with eighteenth-century London.
“Wojnarowicz’s 1980’s New York had come full circle to resemble [ John] Gay’s
early eighteenth-century London. It had the scourges of AIDS, of the vast new
population of homeless people, and of the drug-damaged staggering around like
something out of William Hogarth’s Gin Lane, and it was notoriously violent,
so that the well-to-do feared its streets as they once had London’s” (192–93).

120. Ibid., 192.
121. Wojnarowicz, Close to the Knives, 276.
122. Glück, “Long Note on New Narrative,” 4.
123. Benjamin, “Surrealism,” 215.
124. Ibid., 216–17.
125. In his introduction to Foundlings, Nealon overtly rejects a “liberationist

narrative of the development of U.S. queer politics and culture” (8). His rejection
is not, however, based on a critique of historical narrative, nor even capitalism’s
historicism. He endorses a “different narrative, one that traces a movement from
isolated, urban queer subcultures to a subculture networked across urban cen-
ters, then to a ‘national’ queer culture linked by lesbian and gay print media and
by shared habits of commodity consumption, and then—most recently—to a glob-
alized queer culture facilitated by tourism, migration, and Internet communica-
tion” (9). Yet, while this “different narrative” locates queer culture realistically in
commodity space, it concedes the loss of all critical perspective to “the vantage
of a global queer culture [that] allows a way of reading . . . the deeply unWnished
business between desire and history whose terminus, if it has one, may not lie
within ‘queer culture’ at all” (9).

126. “Nowhere do these two—metaphor and image—collide so drastically and
so irreconcilably as in politics. For to organize pessimism means nothing other
than to expel moral metaphor from politics and to discover in the space of polit-
ical action the one hundred percent image space. . . . If it is the double task of
the revolutionary intelligentsia to overthrow the intellectual predominance of
the bourgeoisie and to make contact with the proletarian masses, the intelligentsia
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has failed almost entirely in the second part of the task because it can no longer
be performed contemplatively. . . . In reality, it is far less a matter of making the
artist of bourgeois origin a master of ‘proletarian art’ than of deploying him,
even at the expense of his artistic activity, at important points in this image space”
(Benjamin, “Surrealism,” 217).

127. Ibid.

1. Love at Last Sight

1. Aragon, Paris Peasant, trans. Taylor, 66.
2. Not all readers of the gay bathhouse view it with mystique, although bath-

house historians are inclined to do so. Bruce Boone summarizes the commercial
institution and development of gay urban culture, in general, as essentially con-
tradictory: “If bars, baths and other institutions brought gays together, that
much was certainly to the good, a stage of socialization that contrasts strongly
with the largely isolated or individual experience of gay men in the pre-war period.
But these same institutions also exploited gay men both Wnancially and sexually.
And most important of all, gay men characteristically interiorized the commodity
relation thus given as the deWning meaning of sexuality itself. Thus promiscuity,
self-rejection, and reiWcation of the sexual experience as a series of ‘numbers’ or
‘tricks’—expressions whose referent is clearly the language of prostitution—
often brought the commodity relation to the center of gay self-experience”
(“Gay Language as Political Praxis,” 79–80).

3. Defending contemporary queer culture against the rhetoric of death cul-
tivated by “neo-conservative gay assimilationists,” Toronto-based gay playwright
Sky Gilbert protests that gay baths are still very much alive even in New York
(Gilbert, “A Dark Victory for Queer Culture”). However, he can recall only one
New York bathhouse, the East Side Club, when in their heyday there were
dozens in Manhattan alone.

4. Bérubé, “The History of Gay Bathhouses.” Hereafter cited in the text
with page numbers. Bérubé explains that he “wrote this declaration in one week
in 1984 and submitted it (in slightly different form) on November 5 of that year
to the California Superior Court” and that he submitted an adapted version a
year later to the New York Supreme Court “during the New York City govern-
ment’s campaign to close St. Marks Baths in Manhattan. (The two declarations
have been combined here as one document)” (187). The declaration was picked
up by the community and published “almost in its entirety as a cover story in



Coming Up!, a San Francisco lesbian and gay newspaper which is now the San
Francisco Bay Times (December 1984) and was summarized in a long article in the
San Francisco Examiner . . . (November 15, 1984)” (187–88).

5. Chauncey, “The Social World of the Baths,” in Gay New York, 206–26,
quote from 207. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.

6. “Casual prostitution sometimes occurred, particularly at the mixed baths at
Coney Island, where a youth might ask for carfare home, but the organization and
layout of exclusively gay baths discouraged professional hustlers. The admission
fee alone proved a disincentive. . . . Moreover, it was difWcult to enforce a Wnancial
agreement in a bath. . . . Such practical obstacles might have been surmounted,
however, but for the even greater impediment to the hustler’s success posed by
the sexual culture of the baths. Most men who visited the baths were more inter-
ested in sex with other gay men than with hustlers or ‘trade’” (ibid., 220).

7. See Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Nicholson-Smith, and Lefeb-
vre, Writing on Cities, trans. and ed. Kofman and Lebas. The Production of Space
is hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.

8. “(Social) space is a (social) product” (ibid., 26). “Every society . . . produces
space, its own space” (31). “The ideologically dominant tendency divides space up
into parts and parcels in accordance with the social division of labour. . . . Thus,
instead of . . . concentrating our attention on the production of space and the
social relationships inherent to it—relationships which introduce speciWc con-
tradictions into production, so echoing the contradiction between the private
ownership of the means of production and the social character of the productive
forces—we fall into the trap of treating space as space ‘in itself,’ as space as such.
We come to think in terms of spatiality, and so to fetishize space” (89–90).

9. “Urban space gathers crowds, products in the markets, acts and symbols.
It concentrates all these, and accumulates them” (ibid., 101).

10. “The departure point for this history of space is not to be found in geo-
graphical descriptions of natural space, but rather in the study of natural rhythms,
and of the modiWcation of those rhythms and their inscription in space by means
of human actions, especially work-related actions. It begins, then, with the spatio-
temporal rhythms of nature as transformed by social practice” (ibid., 117).

11. “Once brought back into conjunction with a (spatial and signifying) social
practice, the concept of space can take on its full meaning. Space thus rejoins mate-
rial production: the production of goods, things, objects of exchange . . . of accu-
mulated knowledge . . . [and of] the signifying process” (ibid., 137–38).
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12. Referring to lists made in police raids on the Lafayette Baths in 1916 and
1929, Chauncey notes that among patrons in the Wrst raid were “four house ser-
vants, two clerks, two drivers, a watchman, a detective, a tailor, a milliner, a jew-
eller, a weaver, a teacher, a bartender, a cook.” On both occasions, “all the men
were white, but they were of disparate ethnic backgrounds, with native-born
Protestants the single largest group but a third of the patrons foreign-born, and
both foreign- and native-born Jews, Italians, Irish, and Scandinavians moderately
represented” (ibid., 217).

13. Ross, The Emergence of Social Space, 33. “The rise of the bourgeoisie through-
out the nineteenth-century was inscribed on the city of Paris in the form of Baron
Haussmann’s architectural and social reorganization, which gradually removed
workers from the center of the city to its northeastern peripheries, Belleville and
Menilmontant. . . . The workers’ redescent into the center of Paris followed in
part from the political signiWcance of the city center within a tradition of popular
insurgency, and in part from the desire to reclaim the public space from which
they had been expelled, to reoccupy the streets that once were theirs” (41).

14. Ibid., 5, 33.
15. Chauncey, Gay New York, 219.
16. Tattelman, “The Meaning at the Wall,” 400. Hereafter cited in the text

with page numbers.
17. Tattelman cites B. Peters, “The Sexual Revolution Mailman Delivered,”

OUT 7/8.
18. For example, Chauncey dwells in detail on the luxury with which entre-

preneurial gay bathhouses accommodated the gay civic body. Speaking of the
Ariston Baths he writes: “On its staff were masseurs, a manicurist, and a chi-
ropodist, and its facilities included a café where cigars and cool drinks were sold,
a parlor with chairs and cots, a swimming pool, and a small gymnasium with
dumbbells and other equipment, as well as a steam room and sauna, four cool-
ing rooms with cots where men could rest after taking a steam bath, showers,
and numerous dressing rooms with cots. . . . Men felt free to approach other men
in the common rooms and hallways and to invite them back to their private
dressing rooms. . . . But the homosexual character of the baths was made clear-
est by the amount of sexual activity that took place publicly in the dormitory and
cooling rooms. The most active room was the southeast cooling room. In this
long and narrow room, seven cots stood against one wall and only a two-foot-wide
passageway separated them from the opposite wall. Men crowded into the room
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looking for partners. . . . Although there were no lights in the room, it was 
partially illuminated by the light of the gaslights in the next-door parlor, which
streamed in through an open door. Voyeurism and exhibitionism were an impor-
tant part of the sexual excitement in the resulting steam and shadow” (Gay New
York, 212).

19. Bérubé, “The History of Gay Bathhouses,” 191. “With the beginning of
the gay liberation movement in the 1970s, these [modern gay] bathhouses under-
went dramatic changes. Today there are approximately 200 gay bathhouses in the
United States, from Great Falls, Montana, and Toledo, Ohio, to New York City,
Los Angeles, and San Francisco” (ibid.). Tattelman adds that in 1973 the Club
Baths had nearly a half-million members, making it the largest national gay orga-
nizational space (“The Meaning at the Wall,” 399).

20. “Several bathhouses began to feature weekly ‘Movie Nights,’ where they
showed Hollywood Wlms, especially gay cult classics such as Some Like It Hot and
The Women. At the same time, Hollywood produced two major Wlms situated in
the gay bathhouses: The Ritz—modeled after New York’s Continental Baths—
and Saturday Night at the Baths” (Bérubé, “The History of Gay Bathhouses,” 202).

21. “In the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s, several San Francisco bathhouses, including
Dave’s, the Barracks, Liberty Baths, and the Bulldog Baths, encouraged gay artists
who were their employees or patrons to decorate the walls with erotic murals.
For some artists, these provided the Wrst opportunity to create and display their
art for an exclusively gay audience” (ibid., 201).

22. “In the late ’70s, with new technology that allowed the projection of video
tapes onto large screens, bathhouses began installing video rooms where patrons
could masturbate alone or with each other while watching sex videos” (ibid.).

23. Betsky, Queer Space. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
24. “[Gay] baths kept alive the delights of the Roman baths. . . . The gridded

tiles that surrounded these [steam] rooms, the semidarkness, and the emptiness of
expanses of water parodied the squares of middle-class gathering” (ibid., 162–63).

25. Betsky echoes Walter Benjamin’s emphatic citation of The Illustrated Guide
to Paris where the Paris arcades are likened to “inner boulevards” and “a city, a
world in miniature” (AP 31 [A1, 1]).

26. Betsky, Queer Space, 15. The fascist/fetish aesthetic of the gay bathhouse
has been observed by Dennis Altman and others. See Altman, The Homosexual-
ization of America, 80. Tattelman cites Leo Bersani’s scathing reXections on how
gay baths’ culture was “‘ruthlessly naked, hierarchized, and competitive,’ bringing
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racist and phobic social relations from outside the baths [while] . . . women,
whether lesbian or not, were also kept out of the baths,” allowing for only a lim-
ited, “certain kind of self-discovery” (“The Meaning at the Wall,” 402). Defying
the ban against women, Rita Mae Brown toured the gay bathhouse and was equally
unimpressed: “Since class peels off with clothing you might think a democracy
of nakedness and need would develop. But here in the cubes [cubicles] a new
hierarchy took place among these lawyers, artists, grocery clerks, stockbrokers,
movement activists, professors, and cab drivers. Rank now came through size of
penis, condition of body, and age. The pretty young thing reigns, a sexual prima
donna. Experience, intellect, talent, compassion means nothing. . . . Here the
great American principle of competition and performance keep those on the make
hungry, frightened, and slightly savage” (“Queen for a Day,” 73–74). In the same
vein, see also Tom Savage’s savage ode to “The St. Mark’s Baths,” 18.

27. “Separate from these open rooms were the little cubicles or lockers where
you could put your belongings and then stay. You would be naked, but protected
in a miniature of your private house. There you could create more private (sex-
ual) relations, occasionally inviting a few others to join you. These little bed-
rooms became the most irreducible abstraction of home within this miniature
city of desire” (Betsky, Queer Space, 164).

28. As explained in the “Introduction” to Queer Constellations, gay social his-
torians have made very clear that gay social space is an appropriative production
of space in capitalist space. To quote John D’Emilio: “There was, quite simply, no
‘social space’ in the colonial system of production that allowed men and women
to be gay. Survival was structured around participation in a nuclear family. . . .
By the second half of the nineteenth century, this situation was noticeably chang-
ing as the capitalist system of free labor took hold. Only when individuals began
to make their living through wage labor, instead of as parts of an interdependent
family unit, was it possible for homosexual desire to coalesce into a personal
identity. . . . [Homosexual] patterns of living could evolve because capitalism
allowed individuals to survive beyond the means of the family” (“Capitalism and
Gay Identity,” 470–71).

29. “Directly opposite the tailor and the hairdresser’s, a showcase belonging
to the Restaurant Arrigoni, in which a colored picture of a memorable banquet
holds the place of honor amid a display of long-necked, straw-corseted Italian
wine-bottles, is all that separates this corridor from the pale biscuit-colored Baths
establishment” (Aragon, Paris Peasant, 63).
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30. Ibid.
31. “A strong bond exists in men’s minds between Baths and sensual pleasure:

this immemorial notion contributes to the mystery of these public establishments
which many people would never venture to visit, so great is the superstition of
contagious diseases, and so widespread the conviction that the bathtubs prosti-
tuted here are dangerous sirens luring visitors to their traps of leprous enamel
and stained tin-plate. Thus, the atmosphere of these temples devoted to a dubi-
ous cult is partly that of a brothel, partly that of a place where magic rites are
performed. No architectural detail permits the inexperienced passer-by to con-
Wrm his suspicions about the irregularity of such a building: BATHS is all the
facade says, and this word conceals an inWnite range of truthful signs, but who
knows?” (ibid., 63–64).

32. Despite the fear of contagion that they raise in Aragon’s age, public baths
were installed in the arcades in response to a growing need for public hygiene.
In 1932 there was only one bath for every two hundred Parisians. Some baths
were more popular than others. “De nombreux bains s’installèrent dans les pas-
sages. Parmi les plus célèbres citon ceux de la Rotonde au Palas-Royal, les Bains
Sainte-Ann du Passage Choiseul, ceux du Passage au Saumon, et les Bains Gym-
nasium du Passage de l’Opéra” (Moncan, Les Passage Couverts de Paris, 25–27).

33. Aragon, Paris Peasant, 64–67.
34. Ibid., 67.
35. Betsky cites Edmund White’s description of a West Village backroom

“‘which was so dark I never received a sense of its dimensions, though I do
remember standing on a platform and staring through the slowly revolving blades
of a fan into a cubbyhole where one naked man was fucking another. A Xickering
candle illuminated them. It was never clear whether they were customers or hired
entertainment’” (Queer Space, 162).

36. The gay circuit-party globalizes gay space beyond the parameters of any
speciWc city. As Matthew Hays reports, the circuit entails “a string of exclusive
parties which rotates around major cities of North America and caters primarily
to wealthy gay tourists,” the most popular being New York’s “The Saint,” Miami’s
“White Party,” Atlanta’s “Hotlanta,” and Montreal’s “Black and Blue.” Billed as
“a bonding experience and a rite of passage for gay men,” the circuit has “become
a massive tourist attraction—at once recognized by tourist bureaus and city coun-
cils across North America. . . . Miami Beach ofWcials estimate that $10 million
in revenue from sources such as hotels and restaurants was pumped into local
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coffers by visitors to their White Party week of festivities” (“Bad Boys Boost
Montréal Tourism”).

37. In contrast to Betsky, Frank Browning recalls how New York’s gay com-
munity responded to the fear of the spread of AIDS by considering closed doors,
not open space, to be the problem. “Should those clubs that still provided cubi-
cles with doors be allowed to remain open? . . . Locked behind the doors, men
would be free to forget their rubbers and the virus could hop from body to body
like ticks in August. Pull the doors off, turn up the lights, and anal intercourse
could easily be blocked by house monitors.” The idea was short lived. “No one
wanted to close any sex clubs. And in any case, only Wve of New York’s forty-
eight sex clubs—all old-fashioned bathhouses—had such doors” (Queer Geogra-
phy, 119).

38. Betsky draws his idea of heterotopia from Michel Foucault, who he sig-
niWcantly misquotes: “the ship is the heterotopia par excellence. In civilizations where
it is lacking, dreams dry up, adventure is replaced by espionage and privateers [sic] by
police” (Queer Space, 194). “Privateers” should read “pirateers.”

39. Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 81.
40. See “A Queer Return to Benjamin” in my “Introduction” above.
41. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 396. “Where thinking comes to

a standstill in a constellation saturated with tensions—there the dialectical image
appears. It is the caesura in the movement of thought. Its position is naturally
not an arbitrary one. It is to be found, in a word, where the tension between
dialectical opposites is greatest” (AP 475 [N10a, 3]).

42. “‘Construction’ presupposes ‘destruction’” (AP 470 [N7, 6]).
43. AP 474 [N9a, 6]. “The historical materialist approaches a historical object

only where it confronts him as a monad. . . . He takes cognizance of it in order
to blast a speciWc era out of the homogeneous course of history; thus, he blasts
a speciWc life out of the era, a speciWc work out of the lifework” (Benjamin, “On
the Concept of History,” 396).

44. “Method of this project: literary montage. I needn’t say anything. Merely
show” (AP 460 [N1a, 8]).

45. “I shall purloin no valuables, appropriate no ingenious formulations. But
the rags, the refuse—these I will not inventory, but allow, in the only way pos-
sible, to come into their own: by making use of them” (ibid.).

46. Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 210–11. “The ‘dialectical image’ . . .
is a way of seeing that crystallizes antithetical elements by providing the axes for
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their alignment. Benjamin’s conception is essentially static (even as the truth which
the dialectical image illuminates is historically Xeeting). He charts philosophical
ideas visually within an unreconciled and transitory Weld of oppositions that can
perhaps best be pictured in terms of coordinates of contradictory terms, the ‘syn-
thesis’ of which is not a movement toward resolution, but the point at which
their axes intersect. . . . If the termini are to be antithetical extremes, we might
name those on the axis of reality, petriWed nature/transitory nature, while in the
case of consciousness, the termini would be dream/waking. At the null point
where the coordinates intersect, we can place that ‘dialectical image’ which, by
1935, stood at the ‘midpoint’ of the project: the commodity” (ibid.). I am indebted
to Buck-Morss’s illuminating explication.

47. “Just as there are places in the stones of the Miocene or Eocene Age that
bear the impression of huge monsters of these geological epochs, so today the
Passages lie in the great cities like caves containing fossils of an ur-animal pre-
sumed to be extinct: the consumers from the preimperial epoch of capitalism,
the last dinosaurs of Europe” (Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, 670 [R2, 3], cited
and translated in Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 65). “In the dying arcades,
the early industrial commodities have created an antediluvian landscape, an ‘ur-
landscape of consumption,’ bearing witness to the ‘decline of the world itself’”
(Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, 993 [Ao, 5], 670 [R 2, 3], cited and translated in
Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 65).

48. “The pre-1850 consumers are ‘ur-animals’ not because consumption has
disappeared, but because it no longer exists in its early capitalist form. By the
twentieth-century the original arcades had failed Wnancially, because their small
specialty shops of luxury goods were unable to compete with huge department
stores that sold mass-produced commodities at a pace rapid enough to compen-
sate for falling rates of proWt. It is for this reason that Benjamin calls the early
bourgeois consumers ‘the last dinosaurs of Europe,’ grown extinct due to the
‘natural’ evolution of that industrial capitalism which the bourgeoisie itself un-
leashed” (ibid.).

49. Ibid., 81.
50. Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, 1212 (1935 exposé n. 5), cited and trans-

lated in Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 110.
51. “Passagen—sie strahlten ins Paris der Empirezeit als Feengrotten”

[“Arcades—they beamed out into Paris of the Second Empire like fairy grottos”]
(Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, vols. 1 and 2 of Gesammelte Schriften, 2:700).
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52. Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 120.
53. The Passage de l’Opéra was razed for the construction of Boulevard

Haussmann in 1929. Charles Fourier foresaw the potential of the arcades to
become utopian living space and work space for productive communards. See
Walter Benjamin on “Fourier, or the Arcades” in “Paris, the Capital of the Nine-
teenth Century,” 3–5.

54. Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 182.
55. Walter Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 324.
56. Ibid.
57. Ibid.
58. The name “William Beckwith” resonates with William Beckford, to whom

Aaron Betsky refers as “the greatest builder of queer spaces in nineteenth-
century England” (Queer Space, 67). Betsky explains that “Beckford was the son
of the richest man in the realm, a self-made entrepreneur who had made his
money by exploiting the wealth of the colonies. The young Beckford was both
a member of the highest levels of aristocracy (into which his father had married)
and a leading example of the rise into power of the trading classes. . . . When he
was twenty-six, he published what was to become a classic in Orientalist litera-
ture, Vathek. . . . In 1796, Beckford set out to build himself a retreat or pleasure
palace. It was to become the grandest home in England, and perhaps its most
idiosyncratic. . . . Its central feature was a tower so difWcult to build that it col-
lapsed on several occasions. This 276-foot-high exclamation point in the land-
scape had no particular function, and it is difWcult to avoid a phallic reading of
its form, especially since Beckford made a similar shape a central part of his sec-
ond home in Bath” (67).

59. Hollinghurst, The Swimming Pool Library, 11. Hereafter cited in the text
with page numbers.

60. “I still dream, once a month or so, of that changing-room, its slatted Xoor
and benches. In our retrogressive slang it was known as the Swimming-Pool
Library and then simply as the Library, a notion Wtting to the double lives we
led. ‘I shall be in the library,’ I would announce, a prodigy of study. Sometimes
I think that shadowy, doorless little shelter—which is all it was really, an empty,
empty place—is where at the heart I want to be. . . . Nipping into that library of
uncatalogued pleasure was to step into the dark and halt. Then held breath was
released, a cigarette glowed, its smoke was smelled, the substantial blackness
moved, glimmered and touched. Friendly hands felt for the Xies. There was
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never, or rarely, any kissing—no cloying, adult impurity in the lubricious inno-
cence of what we did” (ibid., 141).

61. Glück, Jack the Modernist, 9. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
62. Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, 2:1010, cited and translated in Sigfried

Weigel, Body- and Space-Image, 20.
63. Delany, Motion of Light in Water, 267. Hereafter cited in the text with page

numbers.
64. “The greater the shock factor in particular impressions, the more vigilant

consciousness has to be in screening stimuli; the more efWciently it does so, the
less these impressions enter long experience [Erfahrung] and the more they cor-
respond to the concept of isolated experience [Erlebnis]” (Benjamin, “On Some
Motifs in Baudelaire,” 319).

65. “Historical materialism wishes to hold fast that image of the past which
unexpectedly appears to the historical subject in a moment of danger. . . . The
only historian capable of fanning the spark of hope in the past is the one who is
Wrmly convinced that even the dead will not be safe from the enemy if he is vic-
torious. And this enemy has never ceased to be victorious” (Benjamin, “On the
Concept of History,” 391).

66. Indiana, Rent Boy, 117. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
67. As of 2003, the Mount Morris bathhouse still thrives. Only today, the lobby

is “Wlled with brochures warning of the dangers of casual sex and AIDS.” As Alan
Feuer reports, “Twenty years ago, at the height of the AIDS epidemic, the gay
bathhouse scene was nearly run out of town when state ofWcials enacted a raft of
laws banning many homosexual gathering places.” The Mount Morris bathhouse
“has been operating continuously since 1893,” and its survival is attributed to its
being “far from the city’s gay meccas,” as well as to “remaining a place to meet new
people and enjoy a steam, but with the reality of the city health code’s prohibition
on open sex” (“Mount Morris Journal,” 20, my emphasis).

68. Danny circumnavigates New York’s decadent, 1990s gay mecca, bypassing
the bathhouses but hustling the larger commercial scene, including “Show Palace”
and “Rounds” on the East Side, “Tunnel Bar” and “Sugar Reef” in the East Vil-
lage, “Gaiety,” “Trix,” “Cats” in Times Square, “Sound Factory” and the “Chelsea
Gym” in Chelsea, “La Esqualita” and “Hombre” in Hell’s Kitchen, and the Port
Authority urinals.

69. Fitch, The Assassination of New York, 236.
70. Ibid., 235.
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71. Walter Benjamin, Zentralpark, Gesammelte Schriften, 1:681, cited and trans-
lated in Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing, 189.

2. The City of Collective Memory

1. Halbwachs, Collective Memory, trans. Ditter and Ditter, 76.
2. “Were the relationship between streets, homes, and groups inhabiting them

wholly accidental and of short duration, then men might tear down their homes,
district, and city, only to rebuild another on the same site according to a differ-
ent set of plans. But even if stones are movable, relationships established between
stones and men are not so easily altered. When a group has lived a long time in
a place adapted to its habits, its thoughts as well as its movements are in turn
ordered by the succession of images from these external objects. Now suppose
these homes and streets are demolished or their appearance and layout are altered.
The stones and other materials will not object, but the groups will. This resis-
tance, if not in the stones themselves, at least arises out of their long-standing
relationships with these groups. . . . The force of local tradition comes forth
from this physical object, which serves as its image” (ibid., 133–34).

3. “Any inhabitant for whom the old walls, rundown homes, and obscure
passageways create a little universe, who has many remembrances fastened to
these images now obliterated forever, feels a whole part of himself dying with
these things and regrets that they could not last at least for his lifetime. Such
individual sorrow and malaise is without effect, for it does not effect the collec-
tivity. . . . It [the collectivity] resists with all the force of its traditions. . . . It
endeavors to hold Wrm or reshape itself in a district or on a street that is no
longer ready-made for it but was once its own (ibid., 134).

4. Ibid., 134–35.
5. See Queers in Space, ed. Ingram, Bouthillette, and Retter; Mapping Desire,

ed. Bell and Valentine; Queer Sites, ed. Higgs; Weston, “Get Thee to a Big City.”
6. This is not to say that gay men lack the capital to invest in urban restora-

tion. See Lauria and Knopp, “Toward an Analysis of the Role of Gay Commu-
nities in the Urban Renaissance.” But what image of the city do they seek to
restore and how does it Wgure collective memory?

7. Christine Boyer adapts Halbwachs’s term “collective memory” for the title
of her book The City of Collective Memory, one of the references of this chapter.
I borrow Boyer’s title in turn.

8. Delany, Motion of Light in Water, 268–71.
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9. Ibid., 267. See my discussion of this passage in Chapter 1 above.
10. Halbwachs argues that history begins where collective memory ends and

should be regarded with suspicion as an artiWcial reconstruction to which too
much legitimacy is ascribed (Collective Memory, 57–59).

11. Benjamin, “A Berlin Chronicle,” 612–13. Hereafter cited in text and notes
as “BC,” with page numbers.

12. “Critical historiography” is the term that Graeme Gilloch uses to describe
Benjamin’s Berlin chronicles: “The Berlin texts [‘A Berlin Chronicle’; ‘A Berlin
Childhood Around 1900’] were theoretical and methodological experiments for
the ‘Arcades Project,’ models of historical analysis and writing which sought to
explore the relationships between metropolitan environment, individual memory
and collective history. How does the city transform memory? How does mem-
ory give form to the urban complex? Could the narration of an individual past
critically illuminate the history of an epoch? These complex questions underpin
Benjamin’s Berlin writings. His ‘autobiographical’ fragments are thus exercises
in critical historiography rather than wistful nostalgia” (Myth and Metropolis, 60).

13. Benjamin explains: “‘In this endeavour those biographical features, which
appear more readily in the continuity than in the depths of experience, retreat.
With them go the physiognomies—those of my family and of my friends. Instead,
I have sought to capture the images which the experience of the big city left in
a child of the middle class’” (cited in ibid., 58).

14. Gilloch clariWes that “[Benjamin’s] purpose is not to describe the urban
complex through the eyes of a child, but to dereify it through his or her special,
incisive, yet ‘mistaken’ knowledge. . . . His childhood recollections seek to dereify
and redeem the objects and spaces of the city that have become frozen and for-
gotten in childhood” (ibid., 65).

15. “Noisy, matter-of-fact Berlin, the city of work and the metropolis of busi-
ness, nevertheless has more—not less—than some other cities of those places
and moments when it bears witness to the dead, shows itself full of dead; and the
obscure awareness of these moments, these places, perhaps more than anything
else, confers on childhood memories a quality that makes them at once evanes-
cent and as alluringly tormenting as half-forgotten dreams” (“BC,” 613).

16. Benjamin’s friend, the young poet Fritz Heinle, and Heinle’s Wancée, Rika
Seligson, killed themselves in response to the outbreak of World War I. Their
deaths had a profound impact on Benjamin.

17. “Benjamin’s reXections on the city of his childhood are underlain by the
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Wgure of Heinle, who becomes a metaphor for Benjamin’s own youthful dreams
of cultural renaissance, for the optimism and naïveté of a generation that was to
exterminate itself on the battleWelds of France and Belgium” (Gilloch, Myth and
Metropolis, 57).

18. “We were now walking on Xagstones, which were slippery with Wsh water
or swill and where you could easily lose your footing on carrots or lettuce leaves.
Behind wire partitions, each bearing a number, were ensconced the ponderous
ladies, priestesses of Venal Ceres, purveyors of all the fruits of the Weld and tree
and of all edible birds, Wshes, and mammals, procuresses, untouchable wool-clad
colossi exchanging vibrant signs from booth to booth with a Xash of their large
mother-of-pearl buttons or a slap on their booming black aprons or their money-
Wlled pouches. Didn’t the earth bubble and seethe below the hems of their skirts,
and wasn’t this truly fertile ground?” (“BC,” 613).

19. Benjamin acknowledges the limit of his urban imaginary, recalling how
his childhood “was conWned to this afXuent neighborhood without knowledge of
any other. The poor? For rich children of his generation, they lived at the back
of beyond. . . . Only those for whom poverty or vice turns the city into a land-
scape in which they stray from dark till sunrise know it in a way denied to me. I
always found quarters, even though sometimes tardy and also unknown ones that
I did not revisit and where I was not alone” (“BC,” 600, 612).

20. “To make my way independently to the synagogue was out of the ques-
tion, since I had no idea where it was. This bewilderment, forgetfulness, and
embarrassment were doubtless chieXy due to my dislike of the impending ser-
vice, in its familial no less than its divine aspect. While I was wandering thus, I
was suddenly and simultaneously overcome . . . by . . . an immense pleasure that
Wlled me with blasphemous indifference toward the service, but exalted the
street in which I stood, as if it had already intimated to me the services of pro-
curement it was later to render to my awakened drive” (“BC,” 630).

21. From Ibiza he Wrst moved to Nice, “where he wrote his will and contem-
plated suicide. The crisis passed, however, and he spent the rest of the summer in
Italy. It was there he reworked the ‘Chronicle’ . . . for publication as a book to be
entitled ‘A Berlin Childhood Around 1900’” (Gilloch, Myth and Metropolis, 57).

22. “Not to Wnd one’s way in a city may well be uninteresting and banal. It
requires ignorance—nothing more. But to lose oneself in a city—as one loses
oneself in a forest—this calls for quite a different schooling” (“BC,” 598).

23. “The city, as it disclosed itself to me in the footsteps of a hermetic tradition
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. . . was a maze not only of paths but also of tunnels. I cannot think of the under-
world of the Métro and the North-South line opening their hundreds of shafts
all over the city, without recalling my endless Xâneries” (“BC,” 598).

24. On “porosity,” see Benjamin, “Naples.” For further (Benjamin-inXected)
discussion of “spacing out” as a technique of anthropological adaptation, see Taus-
sig, Mimesis and Alterity.

25. “Language [i.e., the vocabulary of place names] has unmistakably made
plain that memory is not an instrument for exploring the past but its theatre. It
is the medium of past experience” (“BC,” 611).

26. Bartlett, Who Was That Man? xx; emphasis in original. Hereafter cited in
the text with page numbers.

27. Myles, Chelsea Girls, 267. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
28. Scott, Main Brides. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
29. Breton, Nadja, trans. Howard, 11.
30. Le Petit Robert deWnes hanter (to haunt) as follows: “Fréquenter (un lieu)

d’une manière habituelle, familière” [To frequent (a place) in a habitual and
familiar way]; “(en parlant des fantômes, des esprits) Frequenter (un lieu). On dit
qu’un revenant hante cette ruine ‘une maison hantée par des lémures’” [(speak-
ing of ghosts, spirits) To frequent (a place). One says that a ghost haunts this ruin
[as] “a house haunted by lemurs”] ([Paris: Dictionnaires Le Robert, 1996], 1070).

31. On prosopopoeia and melancholia in “A Berlin Chronicle,” see Felman,
“Benjamin’s Silence.” “All of Benjamin’s evolving subjects,” she observes, “are
implicitly determined by the conceptual implications of the underlying autobio-
graphical prosopopoeia, of the mute address to the dead friend” (218).

32. “Today, however, when I recall its [the district’s] old-fashioned apartment
houses, its many trees dust-covered in summer, the cumbersome iron-and-stone
constructions of the municipal railway cutting through it, the sparse streetcars
spaced at great intervals, the sluggish water of the Landwehr Canal that marked
the district off from the proletarian neighborhood of Moabit, the splendid but
wholly unfrequented cluster of trees in the Schlosspark Bellevue, and the unspeak-
ably crude hunting groups Xanking its approach at the star-shaped intersection
of roads—today this point in space where we happened to open our Meeting
House is for me the consummate pictorial expression of the point in history
occupied by the last true elite of bourgeois Berlin. . . . In spite—or perhaps
because—of this, there is no doubt that the city of Berlin was never again to
impinge so forcefully on my existence as it did in that epoch when we believed
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we could leave it untouched, only improving its schools, only breaking the in-
humanity of their inmates’ parents, only making a place in it for the words of
Hölderlin or George. It was a Wnal, heroic attempt to change the attitudes of
people without changing their circumstances” (“BC,” 605).

33. “Coming to London meant moving into a life that already existed—I started to
talk to other people for the Wrst time, to go to places that already had a style, a history . . .
to connect my life to other lives, even buildings and streets, that had an existence prior
to mine” (Bartlett, Who Was That Man? xx; emphasis in original).

34. Bartlett “celebrates” his “choice of [Wilde] as father and guide to the city”
(ibid., 35).

35. The Montreal Massacre involved the killing, by a lone gunman at point-
blank range, of fourteen women engineering students of the Ecole Polytechnique
on 6 December 1989. The gunman separated the women students from the men
in his determination to assassinate the “feminists.” The event was reported across
the country and around the world and has seen the construction of memorials in
a number of Canadian cities, including Montreal.

36. These are “images, severed from all earlier associations, that stand—like
precious fragments or torsos in a collector’s gallery—in the sober rooms of our
later insights” (“BC,” 611).

37. Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” 154. “The chronicler is the history-teller”
(ibid., 152). He presents his tale for critical speculation as opposed to the histo-
rian, whose “task is to explain in one way or another the happenings with which
he deals” (152).

38. According to Hayden White, it is “the ofWcial wisdom of the modern his-
toriographical establishment” to regard the “chronicle” as a basic kind of his-
torical representation that, due to its failure to attain “full narrativity of the events
of which it treat[s]” can only be said to attain “imperfect historicality.” “The
chronicle . . . often seems to wish to tell a story, aspires to narrativity, but typi-
cally fails to achieve it. More speciWcally, the chronicle usually is marked by a
failure to achieve narrative closure. It starts out to tell a story but breaks off in
media res, in the chronicler’s own present; it leaves things unresolved or, rather,
leaves them unresolved in a story-like way” (“The Value of Narrativity,” 5).

39. “If I chance today to pass through the streets of the neighborhood [the
Tiergarten district where the Meeting House was located], I set foot in them
with the same uneasiness that one feels when entering an attic unvisited for
years. Valuable things may be lying around, but nobody remembers where. And
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in truth this dead district with its tall apartment houses is today the junkroom of
the West End bourgeoisie” (“BC,” 606).

40. “Children are particularly fond of haunting any site where things are being
visibly worked on. They are irresistibly drawn by the detritus generated by build-
ing, gardening, housework, tailoring, or carpentry. In waste products they rec-
ognize the face that the world turns directly and solely to them. In using these
things, they do not so much imitate the works of adults as bring together, in the
artifact produced in play, materials of widely differing kinds in a new, intuitive
relationship” (Benjamin, “One Way Street,” 449–50).

41. In his notes toward a method of historical construction, Benjamin writes:
“I shall purloin no valuables, appropriate no ingenious formulations. But the rags,
the refuse—these I will not inventory, but allow, in the only way possible, to come
into their own: by making use of them” (AP 460 [N1a, 8]).

42. “Such moments of sudden illumination are at the same time moments when
we separated from ourselves, and while our waking, habitual, everyday self is
involved actively or passively in what is happening, our deeper self rests in another
place and is touched by the shock” (“BC,” 633).

43. Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 318.
44. “Method of this project: literary montage. I needn’t say anything. Merely

show” (AP 460 [N1a, 8]).
45. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 392.
46. For a recent, comprehensive mapping of nineteenth-century London as

“a milieu hospitable to male same-sex desire,” see Kaplan, “Who’s Afraid of John
Saul?” Kaplan offers what he calls a “‘thick description’ drawn from personal
memoirs and correspondences, records of court proceedings, press accounts of
notorious sex scandals, and a pornographic novel, of distinctively urban forms of
life shared by men who desired sex with other men” (267). He covers three
decades prior to Wilde’s trial and adds references to those collected by Bartlett
(who dedicates his book to John Saul).

47. Chambers, “Strolling, Touring, Cruising,” 34. Chambers reads Who Was
That Man? as indicative of a mode of counterdisciplinary narrative that he calls
“loiterature.” Against “disciplinary knowledge,” which divides individuals into
categories of identity, Bartlett’s “loiterly” or “cruising” narrative collects evidence
of connectedness “in which both self and other, being mutually deWning, exist
only as members of a community. . . . The story, in other words, is not only that
personal identity—in this case, for gay men—is indistinguishable from belonging
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to a community but also that the community extends into the past. . . . The rea-
son that it is important to establish this historical connection, as the book does,
is that in producing Wilde individually as a homosexual the trial functions—in
typically disciplinary fashion (i.e. as a kind of examination)—precisely to obscure
his membership in a community, and hence to deny the existence of a speciWcally
gay identity as a communitarian phenomenon” (34–35).

48. Benjamin, “Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” 9. Hereafter
cited in the text as “Paris,” with page numbers.

49. See Benjamin, “Eduard Fuchs, Collector and Historian.”
50. “He owned drawings by Burne-Jones and by Whistler, by Monticelli and

Simeon Solomon, china, a library of rare editions, signed copies of the works of
Hugo and Whitman, Swinburne and Mallarmé, Morris and Verlaine” (Bartlett,
Who Was That Man? 173).

51. “Dorian Gray and Oscar Wilde furnished and decorated their houses at a
time when most men in London lived in shared rooms crowded with their fam-
ilies” (ibid., 180).

52. Bartlett refers his chapter “Possessions” to Benjamin’s “‘Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction’ (section iv, 1936, in Illuminations),” which he
says, “ends with the following astonishing admonition, which has animated all of
my reading of Wilde ever since I realized I couldn’t justify my fascination with
his texts by saying he was a ‘good writer.’” He then goes on to cite: “‘But the
instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production,
the total function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to
be based on another practice—politics’” (Bartlett, Who Was That Man? 251). The
author’s astonishment over this passage does not, however, translate into a polit-
ical analysis of the art of collecting and its role in the production of gay culture.

53. A passage from her poem “Hot Night” evokes a similar scene: Hot night,
wet night / you’ve seen me before. / when the streets are / drenched and shim-
mering / with themself, the / mangy souls that wan- / der & fascinate its / pud-
dles” (Myles, Not Me, 51).

54. Though certain institutions do just that, for example, The Lesbian and Gay
Community Services Centre on West 13th, the Herstory Archives in Brooklyn,
and the New York Organization of Lesbian and Gay Architects and Designers.

55. Myles, Not Me, 51.
56. Lehman, The Last Avant-Garde, 254, 259. See the chapter “James Schuyler:

Things As They Are.”
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57. Schuyler, Collected Poems, 366. Lehman writes: “The 1970s were particu-
larly difWcult for Schuyler. He lived in nursing homes and Xeabag hotels and
burned down an apartment when he fell asleep with a lit cigarette in his hand.
Schuyler knew some stability only after he moved into the Chelsea Hotel in New
York City in 1979. He lived at the Chelsea for the rest of his life, and a plaque
in front of the hotel’s entrance informs guests and visitors of Schuyler’s place
among the writers—like Arthur Miller and Dylan Thomas—who made this their
New York headquarters. The Chelsea, a hotel with a history, was notoriously the
place where Sid Vicious of the Sex Pistols killed his girlfriend” (The Last Avant-
Garde, 263).

58. Standing in the clearing of his old apartment, Eileen is moved by the aura
of dereliction. “Just out of a hospital, almost killed himself. Jimmy Schuyler was
my new job. Slowly I moved his possessions to the Chelsea from an 8th Avenue
Xophouse where on the Wnal day among the dry cleaned clothes still in plastic
bags, charred bits of poetry on papers, art prints books—I masturbated because
it was a Wlthy interesting place” (Myles, Chelsea Girls, 274).

59. The title of Myles’s book and chapter may allude to Andy Warhol’s exper-
imental Wlm Chelsea Girls about free love in Manhattan in the 1960s. The col-
lective character of her memory is foregrounded by the book’s cover photo of 
a painting by Nicole Eisemann. The painting Wgures Amazons, reminiscent of
Greek friezes, featuring women entangled in what could be a war or an orgy.

60. In “An American Poem,” Myles poses as a renegade “Kennedy,” recalling
in mock-confession how: “I thought / Well I’ll be a poet. / What could be more
/ foolish and obscure. / I became a lesbian. / Every woman in my / family looks
like / a dyke but it’s really / stepping off the Xag / when you become one” (Myles,
Not Me, 14). In 1991, she ran for president of the United States, campaigning
for better representation for citizens without money, property, or medical insur-
ance. For details of her platform, see Eileen Myles, Collected Papers, Lesbian
Herstory Archives in Brooklyn.

61. The work of transforming “traumatic memory” into “narrative memory”
entails painstaking processes of association. See Van der Kolk and Van der Hart,
“The Intrusive Past”; and Cvetkovich, “Sexual Trauma/Queer Memory.”

62. “Did you have your license on you, Toots? Sure Dad. The silence grew. . . .
She pulled it out of her little black billfold. . . . He walked slowly over to the Wre-
place, read it and dipped it into the Xames for a moment until it lit up. He held
it, looked at Toots. It Xared and he dropped it on the Xagstone and ground it
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with the toe of his black shoe. Then he grabbed Tootsie by the back of her jacket,
shook her for a moment. She looked incredibly frail. He shoved her with all 
his might across the room. Piss for brains, he bellowed. It was so cruel” (Myles,
Chelsea Girls, 102–03).

63. Robert Siegle describes the East Village of the late 1980s as a scene of
“demystifying” grittiness: “Perhaps the most potent demystiWers of the illusions
in which most of us live are the gritty streets from which the tactility of East Vil-
lage writing takes its cue. Buildings burned out by junkies so that they can sell
off the copper piping, boarded-up dead stores with their grafWti-laced steel shut-
ters, postnuclear vacant lots, jumpy-eyed adolescent males and twelve-year-old
girls with Mona Lisa smiles, scruffy winos and children exploding out of school
into side-walk tag-team mayhem—all this still exists on the Lower East Side,
where yet to conquer is the gentriWcation of lace-curtain ice-cream shops, antique
stores with Aztec Jaguars, Italian boutiques’ akimbo mannequins, damask table-
cloth dining salons, and designer shower-curtain shops. Writers, painters, musi-
cians, performance artists, and the otherwise unclassiWably creative still live in
this quarter of alphabet avenues and single-digit streets in refuge from the sub-
urbanization carried into Manhattan by the bridge and the tunnel set” (Subur-
ban Ambush, 1).

64. For an insightful, narratological analysis of “focus” in Main Brides, see
Henderson, “Femme(s) Focale(s).”

65. Michael Taussig’s discussion of Roger Caillois’s studies on “mimesis” (stud-
ies that Benjamin, he infers, may well have inXuenced) helps explain Lydia’s dis-
position to space. “Caillois suggests that mimesis is a matter of ‘being tempted
by space,’ a drama in which the self is but a self-diminishing point amid others,
losing its boundedness. Caillois tries to describe this drama in its most extreme
form where the mimicking self, tempted by space, spaces out: . . . ‘The individ-
ual breaks the boundary of his skin and occupies the other side of his senses. 
He tries to look at himself from any point whatever in space. He feels himself
becoming space’” (Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity, 34). Tempted by the space of the
city, Lydia dramatizes this “mimetic excess.”

66. I refer to the dream image in “One Way Street” entitled “Underground
Works” where the dreamer unearths “a Mexican shrine from the time of pre-
animism,” in “the marketplace at Weimar” where “excavations were in progress”
(Benjamin, “One Way Street,” 455).

67. “In his Vague de rêves [Wave of dreams], Louis Aragon describes how the
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mania for dreaming spread over Paris. . . . This all in order to blaze a way into
the heart of things abolished or superseded, to decipher the contours of the
banal as rebus, . . . or to be able to answer the question, ‘Where is the Bride?’”
(Benjamin, “Dream Kitsch,” 4).

68. Sally Munt suggests that “the lesbian Xâneur” who cruises the sub/urban
sprawl of shopping malls catering to, and populated by, crowds of families must
rally memory and desire from literary history. “As I become a victim to, rather
than a perpetrator of, the gaze, my fantasies of lesbian mobility/eroticism return
to haunt me.[But] as I pursue myself through novels, the Wgure of the Xâneur has
imaginatively reWgured the mobility of my desire. These Wctional voyages offer
me a dream-like spectacle which returns as a memory I have in fact never lived.
Strolling has never been so easy, as a new spatial zone, the lesbian city, opens to
me” (“The Lesbian Flâneur,” 115). Scott’s Xâneur desires lesbian contact but, like
Benjamin’s Xâneur, remains impotent, enveloped in an aura of autoerotic fantasy.
Her spectral brides, lovers of the city and projections (specularizations) of Lydia’s
lesbian desire, present further examples of what Terry Castle calls “the appari-
tional lesbian,” a Wgure of lesbian (im)possibility, traces of which Castle Wnds
throughout literary history (The Apparitional Lesbian).

69. Lydia’s fantasy of women’s space “recalls” those ritual spaces designated
to the women of Greek antiquity. “The Adonia celebrated women’s sexual desire;
sweetly fragrant, drunken and bawdy, this aromatic festival set free female powers
to speak about their desires in an odd and normally unused space of the house,
the roof” (Sennett, Flesh and Stone, 75).

70. See Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Night.
71. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 392.
72. Ibid.

3. Queer Passages in Gai Paris

1. Benjamin constructed two constellations of the Xâneur: “M—The Flâneur,”
AP 416–55; and “The Flâneur” [Part II of “The Paris of the Second Empire in
Baudelaire”]. The latter is drawn from the former and presented in the sem-
blance of an essay. Rebecca Solnit sums up Benjamin’s importance to the history
of walking: “Benjamin is one of the great scholars of cities and the art of walk-
ing, and Paris drew him into its recesses as it had drawn so many before, coming
to overshadow all the other subjects of his writing during the last decade before
his death in 1940. . . . It was he who named Paris ‘the capital of the nineteenth
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century’ and he who made the Xâneur a topic for academics at the end of the
twentieth” (Wanderlust, 198).

2. Benjamin, “Paris Diary,” 351.
3. “In that little harbor bar, the hashish then began to exert its canonical

magic with a primitive sharpness that I had scarcely felt until then. For it made
me into a physiognomist, or at least a contemplator of physiognomies, and I
underwent something unique in my experience: I positively Wxed my gaze on the
faces that I had around me. . . . It was, above all, men’s faces that had begun to
interest me. Now began the game, which I played for quite a while, of recog-
nizing someone I knew in every face” (Benjamin, “Hashish in Marseilles,” 675).

4. Benjamin, “A Berlin Chronicle,” 614.
5. Benjamin, “The Return of the Flâneur,” 262.
6. Ibid., 262. “If we recollect that not only people and animals but also spir-

its and above all images can inhabit a place, then we have a tangible idea of what
concerns the Xâneur and of what he looks for. Namely, images, wherever they
lodge” (264).

7. Szondi, “Walter Benjamin’s ‘City Portraits,’” 143.
8. Ibid., my emphasis.
9. Buck-Morss, “The Flâneur, the Sandwichman and the Whore,” 131–32.

10. Scott, My Paris. Hereafter cited in the text, with page numbers. Dalkey
Archive has published a recent U.S. edition (2003) of this work.

11. White, The Flâneur. Hereafter cited in the text, with page numbers.
12. Klein, “Wander, Lust,” 173.
13. The situation of women in French government was in turmoil during this

time. Under Mitterand, Edith Cresson became France’s Wrst woman premier.
After a poor showing by Socialists in local elections, she resigned and was replaced
by Bérégovoy in 1992. Following a conservative victory in the 1993 legislative
elections, Mitterand appointed Balladur, a Gaullist, as premier. After defeating
Lionel Jospin in the next presidential election, Jacques Chirac appointed another
Gaullist, Alain Juppé as premier. Juppé set out to feminize (“féminiser”) the gov-
ernment, naming twelve women (“les Juppettes”) to his cabinet in 1995. But in
November 1995, he revoked thirteen persons from his Cabinet, including eight
women.

14. Le Sexe de l’Art exhibition ran at the Centre Pompidou from November
1995 to February 1996.

15. The narrator of My Paris refers, obsessively, to murdered women wanderers,
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the subject of the author’s last book, Main Brides. Wandering Paris alone, she is
preoccupied with violence against women in big cities. When her book is rejected
for publication, her fears are reinforced by feelings of persecution. Rebecca Sol-
nit’s history of walking outlines the prohibitions and dangers that women have
endured walking the city through the ages: “Women have routinely been pun-
ished and intimidated for attempting that most simple of freedoms, taking a walk,
because their walking and indeed their very beings have been construed as inev-
itably, continually sexual in those societies concerned with controlling women’s
sexuality” (Wanderlust, 233). For further discussion, see Solnit’s chapter “Walk-
ing after Midnight: Women, Sex, and Public Space” (232–46).

16. In a curious twist of the conventional “Note on Author” that follows most
books (and indeed does follow the text of White’s Flâneur), a note from “Narra-
tor on Author” prefaces the text of My Paris. It outlines an allegory (of the author
of experimental writing): “she kept an old postcard of a white ‘Saltimbanque’ stuck
on the fridge. Titled ‘Man in experiment, white–clad and sunlit, passing in front
of a black screen on a curved white sidewalk.’ Giving a strange feeling of run-
ning in reverse. While trying to grasp some point in the future” (n.p.).

17. Charles Baudelaire, “Les Foules” [“The Crowds”], cited and translated in
White, The Flâneur, 36–37.

18. “In 1839 it was considered elegant to take a tortoise out walking. This
gives us an idea of the tempo of Xânerie in the arcades” (AP 422 [M3, 8]).

19. Benjamin cites Edmond Jaloux, “Le Dernier Flâneur,” Le Temps, 22 May
1936.

20. “Basic to Xânerie, among other things, is the idea that the fruits of idleness
are more precious than the fruits of labor” (AP 453 [M20a, 1]).

21. Characteristically, the Xâneur performs the paradox of productive loitering.
“The Xâneur, as is well known, makes ‘studies.’ . . . ‘Most men of genius were
great Xâneurs—but industrious, productive Xâneurs. . . . Often it is when the artist
and the poet seem least occupied with their work that they are most profoundly
absorbed in it’” (ibid., citing Pierre Larousse, “Flâneur,” Grand Dictionnaire uni-
versel, vol. 8 [Paris, 1827], 436). Scott’s Xâneur also creates while she strolls, only
she does so much less industriously and much more slowly, using most of her
energy to Wght trafWc and manage anxiety.

22. Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson writes that “The privatization of Xânerie, the
withdrawal into the interior and into the self, Wnds perhaps its greatest expres-
sion, but also its caricature, with Proust. The famous cork-lined room insulates
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him from the city that nevertheless supplies so much material for his work” (“The
Flâneur,” 38).

23. Ferguson argues that it was precisely the interiorization of the Xâneur 
that brought about his downfall. “With time, Xânerie loses its city location. The
Xâneur’s deWning mobility—he is, after all, an indefatigable walker—becomes
immobility. And in an even more drastic dislocation, Xânerie moves indoors. . . .
With the shift to the interior the Xâneur is on his way from a public to a private
personage” (ibid., 32). During the Restoration, the Xâneur strolled the arcades
at a lobster’s pace with eccentric bonhomie. During the Second Empire, he dodges
trafWc on the boulevards with grimacing heroics. As the ethic of industriousness
advances, the Xâneur loses his battle to stay aloof and aXoat. He detours indoors,
like J.-K. Huysman’s Des Esseintes, “the aristocratic ex-dandy [who] withdraws
from the city entirely (‘so that the waves of Paris will no longer reach him’) to
devote himself to the systematic exploration of sensory and intellectual experi-
ence” (37, citing Huysman). Or like Proust, who, unable to cope with the noise
and pollution, retreats to his cork-lined bedroom to conjure ambling reminis-
cences (38). The withdrawal of the Xâneur from direct city contact allegedly sig-
nals the defeat of the public artist (35).

24. Scott’s protagonist daydreams that she is Balzac’s heroine, the girl of “The
Girl with the Golden Eyes.” But the daydream is short-lived, and in any case
ironic, for the girl with the golden eyes is not a romantic heroine. She allego-
rizes Parisian avarice during the city’s “golden era” of utopian capitalism. On
reading Benjamin, Scott’s Xâneur begins to look on Paris, and Balzac, with crit-
ical distance: “[Benjamin’s] Volume falling open. At allusion to favourite Balzac
heroine: Girl With Golden Eyes. In some oriental get-up. Guarded by duenna. In
absence of marquise. So girl incapable of making contact with handsome young
Tom. Who stalking her in Tuileries. Before marquise Wnding out. And killing
her. Allusion not far from anecdote about ancient Chinese puzzle. Representing
hachured parts of human form. PreWguring cubism. Which puzzle fashionable
under Second Empire. Reign of terror and indifference. According to B” (19).
White, on the other hand, seems to identify with Balzac’s hero in earnest. He
may have “Ferragus” in mind, Balzac’s exemplary Xâneur, who explains that “only
a few devotees, people who never walk along in heedless inattention, sip and
savour their Paris and are so familiar with its physiognomy that they know its
every wart, every spot or blotch on its face. For all others, Paris is still the same
monstrous miracle, an astounding assemblage of movements, machines and ideas,
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the city of a thousand different romances, the world’s thinking-box. . . . The true
lovers of Paris . . . raise their eyes at this or that street corner and know they will
see a clock-face; they tell a friend whose snuffbox is empty to go to a tobacco
shop on the left, next door to a pastry-cook’s, a man with a pretty wife. For these
men, these poets, travelling through Paris is a time-consuming luxury” (Balzac,
“Ferragus,” in History of the Thirteen, trans. Hunt, 33).

25. Ferguson, citing Zola, “The Flâneur,” 35–36.
26. Benjamin compares the Xâneur’s body to the body of one who “‘is sailing

on a river or lake. . . . The skin experiences no contraction, and its pores remain
wide open and capable of absorbing all the emanations and vapors of the sur-
rounding environment. The blood . . . remains . . . concentrated in the cavities
of the chest and abdomen, and reaches the extremities with difWculty’” (citing 
J.-F. Dancel, De l’InXuence des voyages sur l’homme et sur ses maladies: Ouvrage spé-
cialement destiné aux gens du monde [Paris, 1846], AP 428 [M6, 4]). Scott’s Xâneur
has such a body, pores open to the emanations and vapors of today’s Paris. Con-
sequently, she is susceptible to a wave of environmentally related ailments: sleep
deprivation (14, 28), choking on pollution (14), fatigue (15), grippe (16), nasty
catarrhe (30), altered metabolism (37), eczema on scalp, hands, feet (44, 75, 151),
headache (151), constipation (85), anxiety (88), chill and swollen eye (138), stuffed
sinuses (148), sexual frustration (148).

27. Benjamin cites Henri Pollès, “L’Art du commerce,” Vendredi 12 (February
1937).

28. “‘The ascendency of the bourgeoisie works a change in women’s wear.
Clothing and hairstyles take on added dimensions …; shoulders are enlarged by
leg-of-mutton sleeves, and ... it was not long before the old hoop-petticoats
came back into favor and full skirts were the thing. Women, thus accoutered,
appeared destined for a sedentary life—family life—since their manner of dress
had about it nothing that could ever suggest or seem to further the idea of move-
ment. It was just the opposite with the advent of the Second Empire: family ties
grew slack, and an ever-increasing luxury corrupted morals to such an extent 
that it became difWcult to distinguish an honest woman from a courtesan on the
basis of clothing alone. Feminine attire had thus been transformed from head to
toe.... Hoop skirts went the way of the accentuated rear. Everything that could
keep women from remaining seated was encouraged; anything that could have
impeded their walking was avoided. They wore their hair and their clothes as
though they were to be viewed in proWle. For the proWle is the silhouette of
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someone ... who passes, who is about to vanish from our sight. Dress became 
an image of the rapid movement that carries away the world’” (Benjamin, citing
Charles Blanc, “Considérations sur le vêtement des femmes,” Institut de France, 25
October 1872, 12–13, AP 74 [B5a, 3]).

29. “When La Croix Wrst emerged as a leading designer a rich friend of mine
sailed out of her Avenue Foch apartment in her gaudy miniskirt. The local pute
said timidly, ‘Excuse me, madam. That’s such a lovely dress. Who designed it?’
My friend said grandly, ‘La Croix. Haute couture, of course.’ The prostitute
appeared in the same dress on her beat the next night” (White, The Flâneur, 12).

30. Scott’s Xâneur senses the dialectics of prostitution that Benjamin attempts
to image. Buck-Morss astutely elaborates upon these dialectics: “For Benjamin,
while the Wgure of the Xaneur embodies the transformation of perception char-
acteristic of modern subjectivity, the Wgure of the whore is the allegory for the
transformation of objects, the world of things. As a dialectical image, she is ‘seller
and commodity in one.’ As a commodity, she is connected in the Passagen-Werk
with the constellation of ‘exhibition,’ ‘fashion,’ and ‘advertisement’: ‘The mod-
ern advertisement demonstrates . . . how much the attraction of woman and com-
modity can fuse together.’ As seller, she mimics the commodity and takes on its
allure: the fact that her sexuality is on sale is itself an attraction” (citing Ben-
jamin, “The Flâneur, the Sandwichman and the Whore,” 120).

31. Benjamin, “Paris Diary,” 351, my emphasis.
32. See Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire.”
33. Baedeker Paris, 110.
34. See Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air, 158–59.
35. White, citing Judith Thurman, Secrets of the Flesh: A Life of Colette (New

York: Ballantine, 1999), The Flâneur, 30–31.
36. Scott illustrates what White underlines, namely that “The Parisians . . .

made Paris into the Promised Land of Xâneurs, into ‘a landscape made of living
people,’ as Hofmannsthal once called it. Landscape—this is what the city becomes
for the Xâneur” (White, citing Benjamin from “The Return of the Flâneur,” The
Flâneur, 46).

37. Scott’s Colette is no less queer than White’s. But here Colette’s queerness
is “conjured” by the cruising gaze of Scott’s Xâneur—as we see in this passage:
“Two well-preserved elderly women now entering. Conjuring Léa and Charlotte.
Courtesans from Colette. Class of women famous. For pragmatism in managing
money. Never sentimental. Though Léa Wnally falling. For young boy she’s taken
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on. One possibly in drag. Short curly hair. Cigarette between nice pink lips. Tai-
lored coat. Gorgeous legs. In little pumps. The other with mass of bleached curls.
Black tailored suit. Asking for aspirins. TrafWc roaring around” (My Paris, 26).

38. “It’s true that one of the best bookstores, Le Divan, has been replaced by
Dior, that one of the few record stores in the area has been cannibalized by
Cartier, and Le Drugstore—a late-night complex of tobacco stand, restaurant
and chemist—has been supplanted by Armani. Louis Vuitton has installed a chic
shop right next to Les Deux Magots. . . . I can’t see why people are lamenting
the disappearance of Le Drugstore, a sordid mini-mall for those overcome at
midnight with a low (and more wisely repressed) urge to buy Gitanes or Otis
Redding tapes or bottles of Habit Rouge. It used to be a place where rent boys
lounged about during a thunderstorm, but in recent years it hasn’t even had that
excuse for existing” (White, The Flâneur, 18–19).

39. “The paradoxical secret that White reveals is that gai Paris, where he went
to live in the early 80s, is not so gai. . . . Today’s Paris is exhausted, sunk in con-
formity and corruption—racism, miserable weather (as bad as London’s), hideous
trafWc, intellectual vapidity, artistic poverty, and bad food (about which White
says surprisingly little). White’s favorite little dusty museum embalms the deca-
dent painter Gustave Moreau, whom he loathes. The young have deserted Paris
nightclubs for the chunnel train and the creative energy of London chic. Gay life
is disorganized, closeted, and, consequently, dangerously prone to AIDS. No won-
der White’s sadness Wnally drove him back to America, where he now teaches at
Princeton—another heaven/hell” (Klein, “Wander, Lust,” 173).

40. “The marvellous” was the object of surrealism’s praxis of désenchaînement.
As one critic explains, “[André] Breton stresses the need for individual, tactical
disruptions of reigning social orders in what he calls ‘unchaining’ . . . ‘a perpet-
ual unchaining . . . the relatively long but marvelous series of steps which man is
allowed to make unchained.’ . . . In the Wrst Manifesto Breton comments on the
marvelous [sic] that it ‘partakes in some obscure way of a sort of revelation only
the fragments of which come down to us: they are the romantic ruins, the mod-
ern mannequin’” (Cohen, citing Breton in translation, Profane Illumination, 107).

41. The paradoxes of neocolonialism faced by emigrés from French ex-colonies
to “postcolonial” Paris are astutely, if painfully, investigated by Etel Adnan in Paris,
When It’s Naked. Written in the early 1990s, Adnan envisages a fearful future for
these expectant newcomers: “This is a city built by Desire for people who never
understood their real self, and now these will cease to be what they have been
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for a few millennia in order to become European, wearing new shoes that will take
them no one knows where, if not to a new and implosive imperial design” (78).

42. Cobb, “The Assassination of Paris.”
43. See Benjamin, “Central Park.”
44. “The French believe that a society is not a federation of special interest

groups but rather an impartial state that treats each citizen—regardless of his 
or her gender, sexual orientation, religion or colour—as an abstract, universal
individual. For the French any subgroup of citizens is a diminishment of human
equality. This is a position stated with eloquence and clarity by Mona Ozouf in
her book The Words of Women: An Essay on French Singularity. Or as the social
commentator Michael Pollak has put it, ‘In France speciWc groups linked to-
gether by a shared identity are generally perceived as illegitimate’” (White, The
Flâneur, 166).

45. “In 1999 Jospin’s government passed the law of parité which penalized polit-
ical parties that failed to offer voters a slate at the polls that was not equally bal-
anced between male and female candidates. And the PACS law has won marital
rights for gay and lesbian couples—or for any two people living under the same
roof for more than three years” (ibid., 167).

46. White strangely omits mentioning Benoît Duteurtre and his novel, Gaieté
Parisienne, a very “out” novel, whose protagonist is a quirky Xâneur of con-
temporary, gay Paris. As the cover blurb outlines: “Duteurtre met en scène la
comédie de l’amour. Loin des conventions sentimentales, il explore le milieu ‘gay’
comme un miroir de la vie contemporaine, avec sa foi sexuelle, ses techniques de
communication, ses tribus, ses routines et ses tabous. Dans un style limpide,
attentif à la vérité des apparences, il suit les trébuchements de [l’hero] face aux
incongruités de l’existence.” [Duteurte enters a scene of comedy and love. Leav-
ing conventions of sentimentality aside, he explores the gay scene as a mirror of
contemporary life, with its sexual madness, its communication techniques, its
tribes, its routines, and its taboos. Attentive to the truth of appearances, he fol-
lows his stumbling hero as he confronts the incongruities of existence. (My
translation.)]

47. See Ivornel, “Paris, Capital of the Popular Front.”
48. A member of the Convention who was assassinated in 1793 after voting

for the king’s death.
49. Paris: Guides Bleu, 753.
50. Ibid., 759–61.
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51. See Benjamin, Convolute “I—The Interior, the Trace,” AP, 212–27.
52. Scott’s montage bears comparison with Benjamin’s 1935 constellation of

“Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century.” Juxtaposing six pairs of images
(“Fourier or the Arcades”; “Daguerre or the Dioramas”; “Grandeville or the
World Exhibitions”; “Louis Philippe or the Interior”; “Baudelaire or the Streets
of Paris”; “Haussmann or the Barricades”), each pair featuring a new collective
space matched to a “star” architect/artist of the period, Benjamin breaks up the
traditional chronicle of progress into a montage of phases of city development.
His assemblage of images reveals a dialectical passage of history that “begins” with
Fourier’s vision of the arcades as phalansteries and “ends” with the Commune’s
barricades raised against Haussmann’s boulevards. For an instructive analysis of
this exposé, see Higonnet, Higonnet, and Higonnet, “Façades: Walter Benjamin’s
Paris.”

53. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles (London:
Oxford University Press, 1973), 361.

54. References to the war in Bosnia occur with the frequency of a refrain. See
My Paris, entries 12, 19, 24, 31, 38, 45, 57, 62, 78, 88, 113, 115, 119.

55. See Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” 324.
56. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 392.
57. Ibid.
58. Buci-Glucksmann, Baroque Reason, trans. Camiller, 111. For further discus-

sion “on this feminization of the divine,” Buci-Glucksman directs us to Gershom
Scholem, The Kabbalah and Its Symbolism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1965), 105ff.

59. Benjamin, “The Flâneur,” 32.
60. “Prostitution opens the possibility of a mythical communion with the

masses. The masses came into being at the same time as mass production. Pros-
titution seems to offer the possibility of enduring a life in which the most imme-
diate objects of our use have turned more and more into mass commodities. In
big-city prostitution, the woman herself becomes the mass-produced article”
(Benjamin, “Central Park,” 171). Susan Buck-Morss remarks that this “redemp-
tive image of the whore” is one “which feminists Wnd disturbing: ‘the image of
value to everyone and which is tired out by no one’; she becomes the ‘unquench-
able fountain’ of the sweet milk of ‘the giving mother.’ This is quite far from the
militant image of women of the June insurrection of 1848 [that, elsewhere, he
presents], rebelling against capitalism and patriarchy (in distorted form, to be sure)
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by ‘cutting out the genitals of several prisoners” (citing Benjamin, “The Flâneur,
the Sandwichman and the Whore,” 123–24).

61. Benjamin, “Modernity,” 56.
62. Ibid, my emphasis. “Incidentally,” Benjamin notes, “[Baudelaire] was by

no means the Wrst to bring the lesbian into art. Balzac had already done this in
his Fille aux yeux d’or, and so had Gautier in Mademoiselle de Maupin and Dela-
touche in Fragoletta. Baudelaire also encountered her in the work of Delacroix;
in a critique of Delacroix’s paintings he speaks, somewhat elliptically, of the ‘mod-
ern woman in her heroic manifestation, in the sense of infernal or divine’” (ibid).

63. Benjamin, “Central Park,” 167.
64. Benjamin, “Modernity,” 56.
65. Ibid., 56–57.
66. Ibid., 58.
67. Buci-Glucksmann, Baroque Reason, 88.

4. The Lesbian Bohème

1. Gluck, “Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohemian Artist.”
2. In a recent study of Lower East Side socioeconomic and cultural devel-

opment, Christopher Mele reports: “The musical Rent plays eight times a week
to a packed Nederlander Theater in New York City’s Broadway district. For a
few hours, the staple Broadway patrons—white-upper-middle-class residents of
the tonier suburbs of Long Island and Westchester County—follow the lyrical
narrative of urban struggles with AIDS, heroin addiction, homelessness, squat-
ting, forced evictions, real estate gouging, and the dilemma of ‘making art’ or
‘selling out.’ . . . This updated version of Puccini’s La Bohème is set not in Paris
but in the East Village, thirty blocks south of the theater and considerably fur-
ther from the experiences of many of those in attendance. The success of the
musical has prompted the opening of a ‘Rent’ clothing boutique at Blooming-
dale’s, the upscale department store on the Upper East Side. There customers
may familiarize themselves with an ‘East Village look’ and an accompanying 
attitude by consuming high-priced sartorial reproductions of secondhand cloth-
ing. MTV, the music television network, offered a one-year lease on an East Vil-
lage apartment as part of a promotion for a Wlm about a white male tenement
dweller’s love/hate relationship with his cockroach-infested walk-up. . . . On the
Internet, curiosity in the East Village has prompted the appearance of a cyber soap
opera that bears the neighborhood’s name. . . . Symbols, images, and rhetoric
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typify local social life as ‘peculiar’ or ‘off beat’ but always aesthetically pleasing
and penetrable to the inquisitive (and acquisitive) middle and upper classes”
(Selling the Lower East Side, 1–2).

3. Schulman, Stage Struck. Hereafter cited in the text, with page numbers.
4. “Subcultures, whose identity, social practices, and rituals intentionally

embraced and espoused cultural difference, ranging from the bohemians in the
1920s, the beats in the 1950s, the punks in the 1970s, to the queer subcultures
in the 1980s, found the East Village reputation propitious to the expression of
alternative lifestyles. These groups expressed their opposition to bourgeois soci-
ety by rejecting familiar and comfortable surroundings and taking up residence
among the ‘undesirables’ in the urban ‘abyss.’ . . . The Lower East Side emerged
as a preferred site for subcultures and avant-garde movements in New York City
primarily because the struggles between insiders (ethnic and racial working class)
and outsiders (white, middle and upper classes) became a source of inspiration
and expression of a critique of capitalist culture and, in particular, of a bourgeois
lifestyle. . . . Yet the very presence of these middle-class cultural dissidents pro-
vided a glimmer of hope to desperate landowners who sought to develop a new
identity for the Lower East Side that was decidedly neither working-class nor
ethnic. . . . Capitalists found in subcultures innovations that they themselves could
not produce. . . . Corporate and the subcultural realms grew increasingly inter-
twined. . . . Despite the continued subjective desires among members of subcul-
tures to take up the causes of their poorest neighbors, the appropriation of cultural
differences as commodities has threatened historical alliances of the avant-garde
with working-class residents” (Mele, Selling the Lower East Side, 26–30). [Note:
the names “Lower East Side” and “East Village” designate overlapping areas. See
n. 41 below.]

5. “Representations that imaginatively venerate the ethnic, racial, sexual, and
cultural diversity of place but intentionally understate the material dimensions
of structural inequality have become increasingly prominent in forms of urban
development in New York and similar Western cities. In the East Village, real
estate developers have translated the symbolic value of cultural difference into
economic value, attracting middle-class renters, diners, and shoppers who Wnd
allure in this edgier version of ‘bohemian mix,’ Xush with modern living spaces
and other amenities. . . . Local cultural practices and social interactions provide
the symbolic matériel for the representation of the neighborhood as attractive
and alluring. In recently opened restaurants, boutiques, and apartment houses,
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gestures toward inclusion of ‘local color’ are purely token as these spaces (and
their intended patrons) remain detached from the impoverished social and eco-
nomic conditions that continue to plague many area residents” (ibid., 3–4).

6. Mele presents his study of urban development as a “historical narrative of
struggles over space on the Lower East Side since 1870 [that] suggests how we
might more successfully read and interpret the diverse ways in which the sym-
bolic realm of reputations and characterizations of place are implicated in the
material production and consumption of urban space” (ibid., 5, my emphasis).

7. “What seems absent in contemporary theories of bohemia is the cultural
middle ground that could connect the social and the aesthetic dimensions of the
bohemians and thus reestablish the historical speciWcity and concreteness of the
Wgure” (Gluck, “Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohemian Artist,” 352).

8. As this passage indicates, the category “lesbian bohemian” does not cover
all of Schulman’s characters. Clearly, not all East Village lesbians are bohemians
(in Wction as in fact). I would argue, however, that those lesbian characters who
are also artists and bohemians form a primary, collective type in the “trilogy” of
novels that are the focus of this investigation. This is an inherently diverse type,
comprising a constituency of “false” as well as “real” bohemians. The latter are
uncompromising with respect to “selling out.” Low renters, they align themselves
with lesbians who are not artists, but are poor, and with other Villagers who 
are not lesbians, including ethnic poor and working-class neighbors, homeless
people, and gay men who are artists and/or down and out.

9. Sarah Schulman, in a letter to me dated 16 November 2001.
10. Mele, Selling the Lower East Side, 3.
11. In her excellent essay, Mary Gluck argues that social theorists perpetuate

an image of the bohemian artist that has “oscillated between visions of the bohe-
mian as a creator of transcendental art and as a characteristic product of capital-
ist modernity” (“Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohemian Artist,” 352).
Walter Benjamin and Pierre Bourdieu are among the theorists that she com-
mends and criticizes. Benjamin, she explains, “has claimed that the true signiW-
cance of the bohemian lay within the tensions of capitalism, which radicalized
the modern artist but also transformed him into a cultural commodity bought and
sold in the marketplace” (352). Bourdieu, “too, has stressed the role of the cap-
italist marketplace in the emergence of bohemia, but he also has argued that the
bohemian found a modus vivendi with capitalism by creating an independent intel-
lectual Weld and becoming a pioneer of aesthetic autonomy or l’art pour l’art in
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the modern world” (352). Noting how these theories both radicalize and reify the
bohemian artist, Gluck aims to resolve contradictions that derive from overlook-
ing the cultural history and formation of bohemia. While I applaud her tracing
bohemia’s roots to “a radical artistic subculture that emerged in the late-1820s
and early-1830s and deWned itself in opposition to bourgeois modernity . . .
within the generic conventions of speciWc cultural forms” (352–53), I would
maintain with Benjamin that bohemia’s material contradictions are inherent to
its emergence as destabilizing subculture.

12. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 396.
13. Schulman, Girls, Visions, and Everything; People in Trouble; Rat Bohemia. Here-

after cited in the text, with page numbers.
14. Benjamin, “The Bohème,” 17. Hereafter cited in the text, with page numbers.
15. Benjamin, “Central Park.”
16. Karl Marx, cited by Danae Clarke in the epigram to her essay, “Commod-

ity Lesbianism,” 186.
17. Benjamin cites Pierre Martino, Le Roman réaliste sous le Second Empire (Paris,

1913).
18. Wilson conWrms that “Bohemia is a cultural Myth about art in modernity,

a myth that seeks to reconcile Art to industrial capitalism, to create for it a role
in consumer society. The bohemian is above all an idea, the personiWcation of a
myth. . . . He was not simply a creative individual; he created and performed an
identity which rapidly became a stereotype. . . . Components of the myth are
transgression, excess, sexual outrage, eccentric behaviour, outrageous appearance,
nostalgia and poverty” (Bohemians, 3).

19. “An essential precondition for the emergence of the bohemian was the
expansion of urban society. In the vast new cities of modernity increased social
mobility and the development of new callings and ways of life resulted in the
appearance of new Wgures and identities that were less Wxed, more Xuid and
changeable. The bohemian was one such Wgure, and for him the metropolis was
a kind of counter-utopia. . . . The bohemians transformed the city into their own
promised land” (ibid., 28).

20. “Paradoxically the bohemian myth was embedded in and reliant on the
popular, the ‘legend’ disseminated through mass entertainment. Created initially
in journalism, on the stage and in salon painting, it was later ampliWed in Wction,
biography, popular music, Wlm, television and even cyberspace” (ibid., 6).

21. Benjamin, “The Flâneur,” 18–19. Hereafter cited in the text with page
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numbers. “In 1841 there were seventy-six new physiologies. After that year the
genre declined, and it disappeared altogether with the reign of the Citizen King
Louis Philippe. . . . Nowhere did these physiologies break through the most lim-
ited horizon” (18).

22. “They constituted, so to speak, the blinkers of the ‘narrow-minded city
animal’ that Marx wrote about. A description of the proletarian in Foucaud’s
Physiologie de l’industrie française [1844] shows what a thoroughly limited vision
these physiologies offered when the need arose: ‘Quiet enjoyment is almost
exhausting for a workingman. The house in which he lives may be surrounded
by greenery under a cloudless sky; it may be fragrant with Xowers and enlivened
by the chirping of birds. But if a worker is idle, he will remain inaccessible to the
charms of solitude. On the other hand, if a loud noise or a whistle from a dis-
tant factory happens to hit his ear, if he so much as hears the monotonous clat-
tering of the machines in a factory, his face immediately brightens. He no longer
senses the choice fragrance of Xowers. The smoke from the tall factory chimney,
the booming blows on the anvil, make him tremble with joy. He remembers the
happy days of his labors, which were guided by the spirit of the inventor.’ The
entrepreneur who read this description may have gone to bed more relaxed than
usual” (ibid., 20).

23. Ibid. “But their method could not get them very far. People knew one
another as debtors and creditors, salesmen and customers, employers and employ-
ees, and above all as competitors. In the long run, it seemed quite unlikely that
they could be made to believe their associates were harmless oddballs. So these
writings soon . . . went back to the physiognomists of the eighteenth century,
although they had little to do with the more solid endeavors of those earlier
authors. In Lavater and Gall there was, in addition to speculative and visionary
impulses, genuine empiricism. The physiologies eroded the reputation of this
empiricism without adding anything of their own. They assured people that
everyone could—unencumbered by any factual knowledge—make out the pro-
fession, character, background, and lifestyle of passers-by (ibid.).

24. Easton, Artists and Writers in Paris, 125.
25. “It was early in 1849, when he was living in abject poverty in the sixth-

Xoor attic at No. 78, Rue Mazarine . . . that Murger received a visit from . . .
Théodore Barrière . . . who proposed that Murger and he should collaborate in
a stage version of the stories that had been appearing in the Corsaire. . . . The
play’s resounding success . . . made his name. . . . La Vie de Bohème succeeded in
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making the artist’s way of life a subject of increased curiosity. This could be a
nuisance. The Café Momus, for instance, began to attract sightseers; and seri-
ous artists and writers like Courbet, Baudelaire, and Gérard de Nerval, who had
been patronizing Louvet’s establishment for a number of years, found themselves
suddenly the centre of vulgar interest. . . . La Vie de Bohème created a demand for
Wction and reportage with a similar background, and, in 1851, Michel Lévy pub-
lished a Wrst collection of Murger’s Corsaire stories under the title of Scènes de la
Bohème (later to become Scènes de la vie de Bohème), followed by a second collec-
tion within the year, Scènes de la vie de jeunesse” (ibid., 124–26).

26. Stansell, American Moderns, 17. Hereafter cited in the text with page numbers.
27. “Greenwich Village was an old neighborhood in Lower Manhattan. In

1910, Greenwich Village meant the area demarcated by Washington Square and
Fifth Avenue to the east, Tenth Street to the north, Houston Street to the south,
and the Hudson River to the west. Its old brick row houses and winding streets,
remnants of New York’s original street plan, distinguished part of the district
from the rest of downtown, nestled as it was within a regular grid of hulking
buildings and tenements” (ibid., 41).

28. “To be a part of bohemia was to elevate oneself and one’s ambitions—to
enhance one’s identity—beyond the mundane lot of the illustrators, journalists,
actors and actresses, art students, Wction writers, and playwrights who were its
clientele. It was to enter in an arresting plot. It was also to locate oneself advan-
tageously in a market eager for cultural products bearing bohemia’s imprint”
(ibid., 18).

29. “The idea of the Village as an appealing arty neighborhood—indeed, the
name ‘the Village’ itself—came from middle-class people who moved in after
1900. Working-class residents of the tenements that dominated the less charming
spots called the neighborhood ‘the Ward’ or the ‘Lower West Side.’ Indeed, a
social scientist who interviewed plebeian Villagers in a 1935 survey argued that
bohemian Greenwich Village was what we would call a commercial Wction, ‘very
largely manufactured and imposed from without,’ not least by the realtors and
landlords who reaped proWts from the newly discovered attractions of rundown
houses. . . . Although labor questions would become prominent in the bohemians’
concerns . . . they did not see their own neighborhood, packed with working-
class residents, as a community of labor but rather as one of leisured sociability.
. . . There was virtually no recognition of the Irish, who were a considerable
presence, or of the black laborers who remained after an Italian inXux pushed
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the residents of ‘Little Africa’ on Houston Street (dating from the 1830s) up into
the Tenderloin” (ibid., 41–43).

30. The Lower East Side is known for its sordid history of overcrowded and
impoverished tenements as much as for its revolutionary bohème. The plight of
tenement dwellers was brought to public attention by Jacob Riis’s disturbing and
inXuential book, How the Other Half Lives. What Riis (police reporter turned social
reformer) saw “was the cankered fruit of decades of callous exploitation and
neglect by rapacious landlords in connivance with venal and vapid politicians.
For nearly a century the lower East Side area was developed by builders who
herded the incoming immigrants—Irish, followed by Germans, Jewish and Ital-
ian—into dark, airless, and unsanitary tenements. . . . The area teemed with the
offal of human wretchedness. Thieves, pimps, prostitutes, gangsters, beggars and
criminals—all kinds of rascality—along with drunks, tramps, and ne’er do-wells
crowded the saloons and lodging-houses of the neighborhood” (vi). The subjects
of Riis’s photodocumentary are ethnographic “types,” including “Jewtown,” “Chi-
natown,” “The Italian in New York,” “Waifs of the City’s Slums,” “The Street
Arab,” “The Working Girls of New York,” “The Wrecks and the Waste.” Pic-
tured in inhuman conditions, they are the dismal negative of the physiologies’
bonhomie. His chapter on “The Bohemians—Tenement-house Cigar-making” por-
tray another kind of bohemian, refugees from the state of Bohemia, who were
among the Lower East Side’s most exploited and oppressed.

31. Wilson, citing Hutchins Hapgood, Bohemians, 109. Stansell also cites Hap-
good, asserting that bohemian feminism was more inXuential than modernist
misogynies of Pound, Lewis, Marinetti, and T. S. Eliot (American Moderns,
225–26).

32. “Writing about the New Woman contributed a variety of Wgures beyond
the Victorian dichotomy of the ‘true’ woman and the woman of ill-repute: the
Bohemian Girl was one neologism, the Gibson Girl and the Bachelor Girl were
others. These images were reiterated and recycled so continuously in light Wction
and social commentary that they took on independent weight and plausibility,
announcing a widened spectrum of respectable femininity” (ibid., 29).

33. “[Goldman] must have been so easily recognizable as a type that any pas-
serby could direct her to her proper niche in the ecology of the Lower East Side.
She found Sachs’ café, where fellow spirits gathered; there she met other New
Women. . . . Bohemia became a showcase for her newfound fame. She would
have already seen how performers in the Yiddish theater, poets, musicians, and
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political notables used the café scene to show themselves off to gawkers and make
themselves available to reporters and critics. Goldman extended the practice. She
settled in at Justus Schwab’s saloon, a meeting place for neighborhood radicals
and uptown bohemians. She printed Schwab’s address on her cards and corre-
spondence and used the place to talk to reporters and receive admirers. She mixed
with new friends there, consorting not only with leading French and German
anarchists, socialists who had escaped Bismarck’s Germany, and graying veterans
of the Paris Commune, but also with American-born artists and critics as well”
(ibid., 36–38).

34. Barnes reported on cultural events around town to several New York news-
papers (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, New York Morning Telegraph Sunday Magazine, New
York Sun Magazine, New York Tribune, New York Press) 1913–1919. Writing within
the tradition of the physiognomies, she produced a series of short narrative sketches
of emergent “city types.” She also grafted a series of drawings (called “Types”)
for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle that appeared weekly from April to November of
1913, all of which are cast in the mold of bonhomie. See, for example, “Green-
wich Village as It Is,” “How the Villagers Amuse Themselves,” “Becoming Inti-
mate with the Bohemians,” in Barnes, New York, ed. Barry, and “The Terrible
Peacock,” “Paprika Johnson,” “Monsieur Ampee,” in Barnes, Smoke and Other
Early Stories. In sharp contrast, the types that populate Barnes’s The Book of Repul-
sive Women are grotesque and perverse (see, e.g., “From Fifth Avenue Up,” “From
Third Avenue On,” and as “Seen From the L”).

35. For an analysis of Nightwood’s queer characters in light of Benjamin’s essay
on “Surrealism,” see my article on “Obscene Modernism.”

36. “In social discourse, only the hardiest, most intrepid defenders of female
paid work rose to defend women’s prerogative to remain single and virtually no
one dared defend publicly the beneWts of bohemia for women. Rather, writers
often updated an old Victorian morality tale about unsuspecting girls seduced
and abandoned in big cities, admonishing young women that their foolish infat-
uation with art could lead to dead ends and disappointments and, worse, dis-
qualify them forever from marriage” (Stansell, American Moderns, 31).

37. “Women’s push into journalism strengthened an alliance with bohemian
urbanity that, by the late teens, was so strong that the reporter Djuna Barnes could
swagger around as a more-or-less open lesbian-about-town in her job as a roving
New York journalist, writing hermetic, involuted essays on Village life” (ibid., 153).

38. See Edwards, “‘Why Go Abroad?’”
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39. See Barnes’s sketch of the Bohemian boy-girl in “Becoming Intimate with
the Bohemians” (New York, 235–37). Barnes animates her physiognomy with a
negativity that cannot easily be consumed. On the one hand, her Bohemian girl
is “one of the best sports I know”; on the other, “she has all the maladies in the
almanac, and she doesn’t care. She was born laughing, and she will die that way—
a boy’s laugh, a laugh that springs up from the gutter like the Xower.”

40. “There was a muted gay life in Greenwich Village for both men and
women, although little is known about it except for manifestations in a few bars
and tearooms. . . . Homosexuality, if elliptically allowed, did not signify in the
new sexuality” (Stansell, American Moderns, 250, 258). See also Faderman, “Les-
bians in Bohemia,” in Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, 81–88. Joseph Boone traces
the emergence of queer bohemian types in modernism—namely, in Bruce
Nugent’s “Smoke, Lilies, and Jade,” Charles Henri Ford and Parker Tyler’s The
Young and Evil, Blair Niles’s Strange Brother, and Djuna Barnes’s Nightwood. See
“Queer Sites in Modernism.”

41. The place-names “Lower East Side” and “East Village” vary in usage de-
pending on the historical and political perspectives of the speaker. Mele explains:
“The area between Fourteenth and Houston Streets and Avenue A and the East
River . . . is referred to as part of the Lower East Side, Loisaida, Alphabet City,
and part of the East Village. . . . The Wrst name, Lower East Side, referred 
to New York’s old working-class residential and industrial area that expanded
northward in the nineteenth century as a tenement district. . . . For many, the
contemporary use of Lower East Side to describe the area north of Houston
Street emphasizes a commitment to maintaining the district as a working-class
neighborhood. . . . The name East Village . . . appeared with the earlier hippie
movement and signiWed the opposite to the stodgy, middle-class West Village. . . .
In the 1970s and 1980s, East Village was synonymous with downtown under-
ground culture” (Selling the Lower East Side, x–xii).

42. Schulman, “When We Were Very Young,” in My American History, 125.
43. Conventional bonhomie and liberal optimism triumph over poverty. The

opera ends with Mimi’s miraculous recovery from near death, whereupon the
chorus breaks into song on a theme of carpe diem. Bohemia thus resurrects itself
for the next episode of generational recycling.

44. In Act I, Scene 23, Larson has his company chant in unison “La Vie
Bohème / La Vie Bohème / La Vie Bohème / La Vie Bohème” before a solo ded-
ication to hackneyed ideals.
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45. “The [Wrst] bohemians,” Elizabeth Wilson contends, “established the con-
cept of what, a hundred years later, would be called a subculture. It is [the] col-
lective aspect of bohemianism that distinguishes the bohemian from the mere
eccentric” (“The Death of Bohemia?” 53). Pierre Bourdieu refers to bohemia as
“a genuine society” whose artistic, alternative lifestyle, makes it “a society within
society”: “With the assemblage of a very numerous population of young people
aspiring to live by art, and separated from all other social categories by the art
of living they are in the course of inventing, a genuine society within society
makes its appearances. . . . The bohemian lifestyle, which has no doubt made an
important contribution (with fantasy, puns, jokes, songs, drink and love in all
forms) to the invention of the artistic lifestyle, was elaborated as much against
the dutiful existence of ofWcial painters and sculptors as against the routines of
bourgeois life” (Rules of Art, 55–56).

46. “It is no accident that the earliest appearance of the bohemian as a cul-
tural Wgure was in the context of a theatrical scandal that transgressed social and
cultural norms and shocked all of Paris. The ‘Battle of Hernani ’ . . . represents
the Wrst time the bohemian appeared as a public Wgure in French cultural life. . . .
The battle took place on the opening night of Victor Hugo’s Hernani, scheduled
to be performed at the Théâtre Française on 28 February 1830. . . . The real
outrage of the evening hinged not on the innovation of Hugo’s play but on his
youthful followers, who gathered to support the romantic dramatist against his
classicist foes. The innovation had to do with the author’s decision to forgo the
well-established custom of hiring professional clappers to ensure the success of
his play and to rely on his own unpaid supporters among the students and artists
of the Latin Quarter. . . . Hugo’s calculation . . . was not mistaken. . . . The real
signiWcance of the mock-heroic battle was, it turns out, not the triumph of roman-
ticism over classicism, which was a foregone conclusion by 1830, but the trans-
formation of the long-standing aesthetic conXict into a more modern cultural
antagonism, that of the artist versus bourgeois, bohemian versus philistine. The
Battle of Hernani witnessed the emergence of radical artists as a recognizable,
collective presence in public life. It represented the Wrst enactment of bohemian
identity in modern culture” (Gluck, “Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohe-
mian Artist,” 354–55).

47. Benjamin cites Adolphe d’Ennery and Grangé, Les Bohémiens de Paris <A
play in Wve acts and eight tableaux> (L’Ambigu-Comique, 27 September 1843;
series entitled Magasin théatral).
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48. Benjamin cites Martino, Le Roman réaliste sous le Second Empire.
49. It is well known that one of the tools of Louis Napoléon’s presidential

period was the Society of the Tenth of December whose cadres, according to
Marx, were supplied by “the whole indeterminate, disintegrated, Xuctuating mass
which the French call la bohème.” As emperor Napoleon continued to develop
his conspiratorial customs. Surprising proclamations and mystery-mongering,
sudden sallies, and impenetrable irony were part of the raison d’état of the Sec-
ond Empire. (Benjamin, “The Bohème,” 3–4.)

50. Bourdieu, Rules of Art, 58. Schulman states the frustration of producing
locally well-attended work while receiving no social support: “It was a difWcult but
fascinating conundrum, for while we got no reviews, no grants, no workshops, no
staged readings, and no dramaturgy and had to produce our own shows, we had
the one thing that institutional playwrights lacked, a passionate audience. It has
always amazed me how much the audiences loved and appreciated precommodi-
Wcation gay and lesbian work. It is actually shocking to go to a dominant-culture
theater and see the dominant-culture playwright’s audiences, who are supremely
disengaged from the work. However, as satisfying as it has been to have audiences
that consistently love and need the play, the discrepancy between the urgency of
that relationship and the complete lack of social support or acknowledgement is
personally hard to take. The more the marginalized audience loves it, the clearer
it becomes for the playwright to what extent she is being professionally punished
for the lesbian content of her work. And ultimately this base in the community
and lack of university connections has been an overwhelming factor in our con-
tinued isolation from structures of support” (Stage Struck, 69–70).

51. Benjamin cites Martino, Le Roman réaliste sous le Second Empire.
52. Bourdieu, Rules of Art, 56–57.
53. “Adding to its ambiguity, bohemia does not stop changing in the course

of time, as it grows numerically and as its prestige (or mirages) attracts destitute
young people, often of provincial and working-class origin, who around 1848
dominate the ‘second bohemia.’ In contrast to the romantic dandy of the ‘golden
bohemia’ of rue de Doyenné, the bohemia of Mürger, ChampXeury or Duranty
constitutes a veritable intellectual reserve army, directly subject to the laws of the
market and often obliged to live off a second skill (sometimes with no direct rela-
tion to literature) in order to live an art that cannot make a living. In fact, two
bohemias coexist in practice, but with different social weights at different times”
(ibid., 57).
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54. Ibid.
55. Holly Hughes is an East Village playwright and performance artist. She

began working at the W.O.W. Café in 1982 and has published two collection of
plays, including the locally acclaimed Clit Notes.

56. “The man was known as ‘the world’s greatest actor’ and if there was such
a person it probably was him, plus he had a mythology to prove it. He did shows.
He didn’t care about reviews. He didn’t care about grants. He barely cared if he
had an audience. When you got a chance to see him in action, there might be
Wve other people in the theatre because of his refusal to advertise, but one of
them might be Susan Sontag or Meredith Monk. . . . Jeff Weiss won an Obie,
an off Broadway version of an Oscar, but he gave it back, and then he won it
again, and gave that one back too. He was asked to sit on the board of a power-
ful grant-giving organization, but he refused” (Schulman, Girls, Visions and
Everything, 101).

57. Schulman reports that Weiss and his partner carlos ricardo martinez later
moved to the Acting Academy, “a storefront underneath their apartments on
East Tenth Street . . . in the middle of the violent gentriWcation of the East Vil-
lage [where it] served as a real people’s theater of outrage against the destruction
of the neighborhood. Songs like ‘Dear Mister Mayor’ from Teddy were on-stage
manifestations of the increasingly public protests. His [martinez’s] hand-painted
signs on walls and dumpsters were visible daily reminders of opposition to the
occupation of the neighborhood by mounted police, the inXux of cocaine cul-
ture through the art galleries, and the removal of Latinos from the neighbor-
hood (Stage Struck, 58–59).

58. “Once Isabel and Lila went to an off-Broadway theatre to see what shows
were like when you paid twenty-Wve dollars for a ticket. The piece was by a 
playwright from Missouri, with actors from Chicago and an audience from New
Jersey. All were pretending that they were dramatically interpreting the reality
of New York Street life. The actors strutted around, jiving like bad imitations of
Eddie Murphy imitating a Black teenager imitating what he saw Eddie Murphy
do on TV the night before. The lesbian characters kissed each other and hit each
other. The gay male characters made jokes about the size of each other’s penises.
The Black characters ran around with afro-picks in their pockets and occasion-
ally stopped combing their hair long enough to play three-card monte while
saying ‘motha-fucka’ a lot and grabbing their own crotches. All of this provided
an appropriately colorful background for the white heterosexual characters to
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expose their deeply complex emotional lives. . . . ‘That’s called fake social realism,’
Isabel said, and a new category was born” (Schulman, Girls, Visions and Every-
thing, 18).

59. “AVANT-GARDE-ARAMA” is a showcase that is still performed today
(2004). The P.S.122 Web page of August 2000 describes “a 2-day, multi-media
mini festival with a host of 6 to 7 performers from all branches of the perform-
ing arts: performance, dance, theatre, installation, Wlm and music. AGA exists to
give seasoned and emerging performers alike access to P.S. 122 and its audience.
AGA is one of the oldest performance series in New York.” P.S.122 is a nonproWt
arts center serving the New York City dance and performance community that
claims to be “fully dedicated to Wnding, developing, and bringing to the public
eye artistic creations from a diversity of cultures, points of view, ages and sexual
orientations” with special commitment to “the cultural life of the Lower East
Side, an area with a diverse population of cultures.”

60. Futuransky is torn between her love for a particular woman and her larger
love for the city; the former promises intimacy but not without diminishing her
world out on the streets. Rebecca Solnit observes that “as the novel progresses,
her world becomes more intimate rather than more open: she falls in love and
the possibility of a free life in public space recedes” (Wanderlust, 246). It is un-
clear whether Futuransky heeds the warning of Isabel Schwartz and drops the
affair in favor of freedom or embraces her woman and abandons the city for a
recess of intimacy and security.

61. Benjamin cites Marcel Jouhandeau, Images de Paris (Paris 1934).
62. As documented by Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Night, and Parsons, Street-

walking the Metropolis. Parsons argues, however, that the Xâneur narratives 
of women’s literary modernism created a new practice of “streetwalking the 
metropolis” that helped liberate women from the appearances and persecutions
of prostitution.

63. The New York–based lesbian graphics project “Dyke Action Machine!”
(“DAM!”) produces and distributes posters that address the invisibility of lesbians
in advertising and other media. For a review of DAM!’s strategy and history, see
Moyer “Do You Love the Dyke in Your Face?” See also DAM!’s Web site: http://
www.dykeactionmachine.com.

64. The omission of lesbian artists from the public sphere wins them severe
economic hardship. See Schulman’s poignant chapter on “Selling AIDS and Other
Consequences of the CommodiWcation of Homosexuality” (Stage Struck, 99–143).
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65. Rechy’s Wctional documentary of hustling and cruising the urban American
underworld made the Time’s national bestseller list before the book’s ofWcial pub-
lication date. As the author boasts, “what followed matched the headline. The
book climbed quickly to the No.1 spot on bestseller lists in New York, California.
Nationally on all lists it reached third place. . . . The book went into a second,
third, fourth, sixth, seventh printing and remained on the bestseller lists for
almost seven months” (“Introduction” to City of Night, 1984 edition). Could les-
bian tales of promiscuity ever be so bestselling?

66. Pat CaliWa helps explain this discrepancy: “Gay men comprise the only
sexual minority to have established its own enclave in the modern city. . . . The
lesbian community is still at an earlier point in its development, although it could
be argued that neighborhoods like Park Slope in Brooklyn and Valencia Street
in San Francisco are nascent ‘lesbian ghettos.’ The fact that male sexuality is rec-
ognized to be a valid, strong, organizing principle in men’s lives contributes 
to the ability of gay men to structure their own ghettos. So does their greater
amount of money, freedom to travel, and ability to live away from their par-
ents—conditions enjoyed by all men relative to women” (“City of Desire,” 208).

67. Ford and Tyler, The Young and the Evil. See Boone’s discussion of this
queer hobohemia in “Queer Sites in Modernism,” 257–60.

68. See n. 79 below.
69. “A direct action group using grassroots activism to Wght for lesbian sur-

vival and visibility,” the Lesbian Avengers was founded by Schulman and friends
in June 1993 (The Lesbian Avenger Handbook, 5). See also “Part Two—The Les-
bian Avengers” in My American History, 279–319. By summer 1994, the group
had launched thirty-Wve chapters across the continent, from Vancouver to Tampa,
Santa Barbara to Northampton, Winnipeg, Manitoba, to London, England. By
1995, it had dissolved. “The Lesbian Avengers” might be regarded as another
“chapter” in Schulman’s bohemian Wction, an activist text that was written and
staged between the writing and publication of People in Trouble and Rat Bohemia.

70. Benjamin cites Gabriel Guillemot, Le Bohème in the series entitled Physi-
ognomies parisiennes (Paris, 1869).

71. Wilson, “The Death of Bohemia?” 58–59.
72. Kathy Acker’s protagonists also raise subversive dissent in the character of

abject resistance. We see this throughout her writing, from “New York City in
1979” to Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996), though Acker’s “realism” is heavily medi-
ated by pastiche, citation, and plagiarism. Like Schulman’s rat bohemians, Acker’s
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pirates Wgure a constituency of failure-victims—Wlthy girls, who are the only real
survivors of capitalism’s global holocaust and thoroughly unWt for social, political,
cultural, or sexual recuperation.

73. Since the publication of Girls, Visions and Everything, the community gar-
den at the corner of Avenue B and East Sixth, just south of Tompkins Square
Park and proximal to Loisaida (the Hispanic sector of the East Village) has been
taken over by the city’s “Operation Greenthumb.”

74. Christopher Mele describes the Beats’ East Side scene: “Like the bohemian
movement that Xourished in the 1920s, the postwar New York avant-garde—the
beatniks or beats—was centered in Greenwich Village. As the movement matured,
the Lower East Side setting emerged as an alternative or, for some, a corrective
to the more popular west side beat scene. . . . The beats comprised an eclectic
mix of white, Latino, and black urban dwellers as well as the Wrst generation of
frustrated young, middle-class refugees from the idyllic suburbs. The beat style
of dress, the idiomatic expressions, the proclivity toward drugs and casual sex,
and the expressive genre of literature and music were signiWers of an antibour-
geois lifestyle played out in the Village’s coffee shops, jazz clubs, and taprooms”
(Selling the Lower East Side, 141–42).

75. In her letter to me dated 18 November 2001, Schulman qualiWes: “turn-
ing the junkie’s lot into a garden is resistance to poverty. And, of course, the
beginning of the gardens movement [‘Operation Greenthumb’] which later
became very political. But turning the farmhouse into a club was an act of gen-
triWcation, because 8BC was for the white art arrivals in the middle of a Puerto
Rican neighborhood [Loisaida].” Jeff Weiss, she adds, performed at 8BC for
only one week.

76. “Loisaida . . . refers to the Puerto Rican enclave east of Avenue A formed
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The area’s present minority residents (Puerto
Ricans, Dominicans, other Latinos, and Blacks) refer to their neighborhood as
Loisaida, as do many housing activists and community organizers and other low-
and moderate-income residents who weathered the ravages of abandonment in
the 1970s and redevelopment in the 1980s. Loisaida is synonymous with com-
munity action, hope, and resistance” (Mele, Selling the Lower East Side, xi). Beat
hangouts were concentrated between Third Avenue and Avenue A east of Tomp-
kins Square Park and between East Fourth and East Eighth Streets (141).

77. Benjamin, “The Author as Producer,” 779.
78. “There is no better trigger for thinking than laughter. In particular, 
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convulsion of the diaphragm usually provides better opportunities for thought
than convulsion of the soul. Epic Theater is lavish only in occasions for laugh-
ter” (ibid., 779).

79. What has come to be known as the 1988 Tompkins Square Park riot
began as an antigentriWcation protest by squatters and resident activists before
the excessive use of police force provoked angry reaction. For a poignant eye-
witness report of this event, see Smith, “Tompkins Square Park.” For a socio-
logical analysis of circumstances leading up to and following the riot, see Mele,
Selling the Lower East Side, 262–71.

80. Schulman’s view of gentriWcation as a bourgeois conspiracy Wnds support
in Martha Rosler’s analysis: “The fall and rise of cities are consequences not only
of Wnancial and productive cycles and state Wscal crises but also of deliberate social
policy. . . . The term ‘gentriWcation’ describes the conversion of decaying indus-
trial or working-class neighborhoods into residential zones for the professional-
managerial class. GentriWcation requires, perforce, a process of disinvestment
before reinvestment takes place. Under whatever rubric, the process involves not
only the withdrawal of monetary support on the part of the private sector, in-
cluding both landlords and banks (in an illicit policy called ‘redlining’), but also
the withdrawal of city services such as Wre protection, hospital services, schools,
and road maintenance. When the recapitalization of gentriWcation occurs, many
of the original residents have already been forced out or are forced to live under
grotesque conditions. Many inner-city residents not displaced by the abandon-
ment and disinvestment are Wnally cast out of their neighborhoods by this process
of gentriWcation. Some of those displaced double or triple up with friends and
relatives in already cramped apartments, and others simply Wnd themselves on
the streets” (“Fragments of a Metropolitan Viewpoint,” 25–26).

81. Schulman models her vanguard on the militant group ACT UP! (AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power).

82. Kate’s agent informs her that “the city, in preparations for upcoming may-
oral elections, is about to make a token gesture to the arts. They have promised
real-estate developers millions in tax rebates if they provide funding for public
artwork on their properties. There are a number of projects under way to con-
vert former public buildings, long in disrepair, into refurbished private space,
relocating the public facilities onto barges. The mayor’s ofWce will be promot-
ing and publicizing the efforts in a bus card campaign called ‘Privacy Is Golden.’
. . . Frankly, it is your only available Wnancial option and the work would be seen
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by people on the streets going to work, et cetera. It would not be shut up in some
exclusive, out-of-the-way gallery” (Schulman, People in Trouble, 99).

83. Christine Boyer examines New York, with other global or Wrst tier cities,
“that experienced explosive real estate growth in the 1980s,” and explains how
commercial architecture, in collaboration with realtors and entrepreneurs, recon-
structs the historic city into a mammoth advertising pastiche. The South Street
Seaport is a case in point: “South Street Seaport’s story is typical of waterfront
restructuring projects where the dynamics of buying and selling not only deter-
mined its origin but controlled its future as well. An elaborate and detailed series
of real estate transactions has been set into play in order to gain instrumental
control over the saving of history and the production of place. . . . From its 
earliest conception the Seaport was intended to be a twentieth-century out-
door museum stressing involvement, not contemplation, and acting on behalf of
people, not simply preserving artifacts. But this contemporary museum has con-
suming at its very core, for the money used to preserve its historic structures and
maintain the ambience of its street of ships comes from its share of the revenues
that this street of shops can produce. Consequently the Seaport is in reality an
outdoor advertisement that narrates a story about trade and commodities stretch-
ing far beyond the ordinary shopping mall. This mode of advertising blurs the
distinction between the atmospheric stage set and the commodities being sold,
for its well-constructed historic tableau not only enhances the products dis-
played but locks the spectator into a consuming mode” (City of Collective Memory,
426, 438).

84. Schulman’s description of this exclusive men’s health club recalls the “Down-
town Athletic Club,” built in 1931 and featured as one of the extravagant follies
of entrepreneurial delirium in Rem Koolhaas’s Delirious New York, 152–59.

85. “The melodrama satisWed the newly awakened taste for public excitement
and passionate spectacle that originally had been nourished by revolutionary events.
But it also provided a language and ideology that could explain the meaning of
these events and make transparent to ordinary citizens the hidden workings of
the modern world. . . . It demonstrated the cosmic struggle between the forces
of good and evil. . . . The tyrant, who embodied absolute corruption and pure
evil, was ‘placed in the melodrama to try the patience and virtue of his victims.’
. . . For young bohemians concerned with the emancipation of passion, imagi-
nation, and artistic liberty, the appeal of the melodramatic tradition is not sur-
prising” (Gluck, “Theorizing the Cultural Roots of the Bohemian Artist,” 360–61).
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86. In a letter to me, dated 18 November 2001, Schulman indicates that she
wrote People in Trouble in the tradition of Socialist Realism, “which has a very
high kitsch and camp quotient.” She also mentions that the novel was “very inXu-
enced by Zola’s novel Germinal.”

87. The title also derives from a work (People in Trouble [1976]) by Wilhelm
Reich, the socialist sex radical whose several works are among Kate’s books
(Schulman, People in Trouble, 50).

88. “Kate developed a high proWle as a result of Horne’s death and could be
read about in an essay by Gary Indiana in the Village Voice and one by Barbara
Kruger in Art Forum. In fact, Kate began working extensively in burning instal-
lations and quickly got commissions from a number of Northern European coun-
tries to come start Wres there” (ibid., 225).

89. Schulman’s attack on government echoes that of David Wojnarowicz,
who denounced seven high ranking ofWcials of the Bush/Koch administration as
directly responsible for turning the AIDS crises into genocide. They are Alfonso
D’Amato for being “more interested in lining his rich real estate friends’ pock-
ets than saving people’s lives [and] voting for the Helms amendments denying
AIDS education”; Stephen Joseph for “shut[ting] down bathhouses in n.y.c. rather
than treating them as possible places where education about AIDS and safer-sex
possibilities could take place [and for promoting] new ideology (and the atten-
dant specter of funding cuts) [that] required new epidemiology”; Mayor Edward
Koch for leaving “8,000–10,000 P.W.A.’s (People With AIDS) homeless in the
streets [and a] projected 33,000 . . . by 1993 [and for] letting landlords warehouse
apartments and letting city-owned buildings remain bricked up while he spends
taxpayers’ money for rat-infested welfare rooms to the tune of $1500 a month
per room for those homeless who manage to get help through city agencies”
(Close to the Knives, 124–30).

90. “Rita Mae Weems” alludes, ironically, to American best-selling author and
outrageously out lesbian Rita Mae Brown, and to African-American documen-
tary photographer Carrie Mae Weems. Weems uses narrative as counterpoint to
her images, focusing on marginal culture in an attempt to make it more visible.

91. Ann Powers observes that “The mind-set of contemporary bohemia is
rooted in the critique of the family. . . . Right now, no arena is so troubled as that
old stereotype of home. ‘Are you my family?’ people ask each other everywhere,
and their answers often astonish and dismay them. To establish new standards,
we need to examine the informal arrangements and uncelebrated ties people
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have cultivated outside the norm” (Weird Like Us, 45). Powers contends that 
the most effective alternative is the “gay family,” the idea of which derives from
the coupling of two radical elements: “the lesbian-feminist movement, which
demanded a fundamental change in women’s domestic role [and] . . . the Xour-
ishing of San Francisco’s Castro district, the Wrst openly gay American neigh-
borhood” (46).

92. Vivian Gornick argues that Schulman fails to see the “genuine inclination”
of bohemians to take ideas “seriously” and reject “admission to middle-class life”
(“Outside Looking In,” 9). She criticizes, in particular, the voice that “laments”
rejection by family as a desire for readmission to middle-class life that Xies in the
face of real bohemianism. However, as I read it, this “lament,” voiced most loudly
by David, is but one of a host of antithetical voices. To exclude it would be a trav-
esty of “truth.” Heard in a constellation, not chorus, of voices, it is a chord of
discordant dissent.

93. The term “conscientious abjection” signiWes a prevailing strategy of expres-
sion in neo-avant-garde art. See Foster, The Return of the Real, 156.

94. Wilson, “The Death of Bohemia?” 59.
95. Ibid.
96. Schulman’s death’s head alludes to a painting by Diego Rivera (Schulman,

in a letter to me dated 18 November 2001).
97. See Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. Osborne, 117;

also my discussion in the “Introduction” (“Some Motifs in Queer Constella-
tions”—“Allegory”).

Conclusion

1. Benjamin, citing Théophile Gauthier, cited in Max Nordau, Aus dem
wahren Milliardenlande: Pariser Studien und Bilder (Leipzig, 1878), (“Belleville”),
AP 91 [C4a, 3]. The full citation begins: “‘In a book by Théophile Gauthier,
Caprices et zizags, I Wnd a curious page. ‘A great danger threatens us,’ it says. ‘The
modern Babylon. . . .’”

2. Benjamin, “Surrealism,” 210.
3. Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 396.
4. Schulman, Rat Bohemia, 53–54. Hereafter cited in the text with page 

numbers.
5. Tony Kushner, from the cover of Schulman, Rat Bohemia.
6. See, for example, Geis and Kruger, eds., Approaching the Millennium.
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Numerous essays in this collection refer to the play’s adaptation of Benjamin’s
angel of history and/or other theses and themes of Benjamin’s, including Savran,
“Ambivalence, Utopia, and a Queer Sort of Materialism”; Cadden, “Strange
Angel”; Solomon, “Wrestling with Angels”; Kruger, “Identity and Conversion in
Angels in America”; Garner, “Angels in America: The Millennium and Postmodern
Memory”; Harries, “Flying the Angel of History”; Reinelt, “Notes on Angels in
America as American Epic Theatre”; Borreca, “‘Dramaturging’ the Dialectic.”

7. Borreca, “‘Dramaturging’ the Dialectic,” 249.
8. Ibid. “Kushner’s vision,” Borreca concludes, “is more teleological than apoc-

alyptic” (250). Accordingly, the epilogue is where Kushner’s play most digresses
from Benjamin’s view of history: “In this moment the play refuses Benjamin’s
visionary leap beyond historical dialectics, choosing, instead, the uncertainty of
the historical future that is in the process of being shaped by those dialectics. The
moment is the culmination of the play’s teleological vision of history and soci-
ety: it implicitly calls for the spectator to make his or her own choice for more
life while remaining unaware of the contradictory sociohistorical forces that the
play has dramatized. The moment afWrms this choice as one by which the de-
structive course of history might be altered, the impasse between ideal and reality
transcended, and society redeemed—all from within” (259).

9. Geis and Kruger, paraphrasing Savran in the editor’s “Introduction,” in
Approaching the Millennium, 4. Savran, the editors note, highlights “the expan-
sionist and communitarian movement of Mormonism” as a basis for the play’s
theory of history and utopia.

10. Ibid.
11. The “Angela Lesbia” of the coda to Gail Scott’s My Paris and Schulman’s

“rat bohemian” present alternative allegories of history: do they not resemble
the messianic and nihilistic character of Benjamin’s eschatology? The former
rises from the ruins of Sarajevo through the mists of love, heralding a women’s
front against perpetual war. A projection of cultural memory, she recalls the
Vésuviennes of past insurrection. Her auspicious appearance at the end of the
millennium militates awareness of the work of an era left undone. At the same
millennial moment, the rat bohemian descends to the slums with the rats and the
homeless, where rebellion survives in defeat. The bohème down the line bears
grave witness to the accumulating wreckage of civilization. These are Wgures of
waking in the wake of metropolitan culture. They portray the dual apprehension
of a “Messianic arrest of happening” (Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,”
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396)—an apprehension that sees, on the one hand, the unWnished work of 
revolutionary history and, on the other, the devastating future of that history’s
deferral.

12. I allude, for example, to BBC Channel 4’s series “Metrosexuality.” A recent
queer development in mainstream entertainment, “Metrosexuality” features sex-
ual drama of everyday life in London’s Notting Hill, where “every sexual, racial,
social and even ‘physical’ type” converge in once space. Billed as “the future of gay
television,” the series deploys highly distractive high-tech montage to showcase
“fast and furious, hectic and hilarious” plot twists (http://www.wolfevideo.com).

13. Lehman, “A Poet’s View,” B6.
14. Fitch, The Assassination of New York, 100.
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